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RESOLUTION 01-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Guardianship Proceedings: Notice Required that Parental Rights can be Terminated.  

Amends Probate Code sections 1514 and 1516.5 to require that written notice be given to parties 

when appointing a guardian that parental rights can be terminated after two years. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Probate Code sections 1514 and 1516.5 to require that written notice be 

given to parties when appointing a guardian that parental rights can be terminated after two 

years.  This resolution should be disapproved because existing law adequately protects the 

parental rights if a guardian should petition to terminate those rights and this resolution would 

impose an unnecessary burden on the guardian. 

 

Probate Code section 1516.5 allows a guardian of the person to seek to terminate parental rights 

if the guardianship has been established for two or more years.  The guardian is not required to 

notify the parents at the commencement of guardianship proceedings that their parental rights 

could be terminated under Probate Code section 1516.5.  However, if a guardian initiates 

proceedings to terminate parental rights under Probate Code section 1516.5, they must be 

brought in accordance with the procedures specified in Family Code section 7800 which already 

protects parental rights.   

 

In guardianship proceedings, the guardian rarely seeks to terminate parental rights, especially 

where a parent is involved in the minor‘s life. To require a guardian to provide written notice to 

parents of something that might possibly happen in the future would only create an unnecessary 

burden on the guardian.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Association recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Probate Code sections 1514 and 1516.5 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1514 1 

(a) Upon hearing of the petition, if it appears necessary or convenient, the court may 2 

appoint a guardian of the person or estate of the proposed ward or both. 3 

(b) In appointing a guardian of the person, the court is governed by Chapter 1 4 

(commencing with Section 3020) and Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 3040) of part 2 of 5 

Division 8 of the Family Code, relating to custody of a minor. 6 
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(c) The court shall appoint a guardian nominated under Section 1500 insofar as the 7 

nomination relates to the guardianship of the estate unless the court determines that the nominee 8 

is unsuitable. 9 

(d) The court shall appoint the person nominated under Section 1501 as guardian of the 10 

property covered by the nomination unless the court determines that the nominee is unsuitable. If 11 

the person so appointed is appointed only as guardian of the property covered by the nomination, 12 

the letters of guardianship shall so indicate. 13 

(e) Subject to subdivisions (c) and (d), in appointing a guardian of the estate: 14 

(1) The court is to be guided by what appears to be in the best interest of the proposed 15 

ward, taking into account the proposed guardian's ability to manage and to preserve the estate as 16 

well as the proposed guardian's concern for and interest in the welfare of the proposed ward. 17 

(2) If the proposed ward is of sufficient age to form an intelligent preference as to the 18 

person to be appointed as guardian, the court shall give consideration to that preference in 19 

determining the person to be so appointed. 20 

(f) When appointing a guardian of the person, the parties shall be notified in writing that 21 

an action to declare the minor free from parental custody and control may be commenced after 22 

the guardianship has been in place for two years. If the parents are not present and participating 23 

in the proceedings, this requirement may be dispensed with by dispensing with the requirements 24 

to provide notice. 25 

 26 

§ 1516.5 27 

(a) A proceeding to have a child declared free from the custody and control of one or 28 

both parents may be brought in accordance with the procedures specified in Part 4 (commencing 29 

with Section 7800) of Division 12 of the Family Code within an existing guardianship 30 

proceeding, in an adoption action, or in a separate action filed for that purpose, if all of the 31 

following requirements are satisfied: 32 

 (1) One or both parents do not have the legal custody of the child. 33 

 (2) The child has been in the physical custody of the guardian for a period of not less 34 

than two years. 35 

 (3) The court finds that the child would benefit from being adopted by his or her 36 

guardian.  In making this determination, the court shall consider all factors relating to the best 37 

interest of the child, including, but not limited to, the nature and extent of the relationship 38 

between all of the following: 39 

 (A) The child and the birth parent. 40 

 (B) The child and the guardian, including family members of the guardian. 41 

 (C) The child and any siblings or half siblings. 42 

(b) The court shall appoint a court investigator or other qualified professional to 43 

investigate all factors enumerated in subdivision (a). The findings of the investigator or 44 

professional regarding those issues shall be included in the written report required pursuant to 45 

Section 7851 of the Family Code. 46 

(c) The rights of the parent, including the rights to notice and counsel provided in Part 4 47 

(commencing with Section 7800) of Division 12 of the Family Code, shall apply to actions 48 

brought pursuant to this section. 49 

(d) This section does not apply to any child who is a dependent of the juvenile court or to 50 

any Indian child. 51 
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(e) In order to initiate an action under this section, there must be a showing that the 52 

requirements under Section 1514 have been satisfied, showing that the parents have been notified 53 

in writing that an action to declare the minor free from parental custody and control may be 54 

commenced after the guardianship has been in place for two years, or there must be a showing 55 

that the requirement to provide said notice has been dispensed with.56 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Contra Costa County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Currently there is a law on the books which allows for termination of parental 

rights after a guardianship has been in place for 2 years and there are no requirements to notify 

parties of this law. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution would specifically require that notice of this existing law be 

given to all parents involved in a proceeding for guardian of the person. This could even be done 

in bold writing within the Judicial Council forms, so as to not place an undue burden on the 

court. 

 

The Problem: The majority of litigants participating in proceedings for guardianship of the 

person are self represented and have little or no knowledge of the existence of current laws 

which may affect their rights.  Most of them are not aware of the existence of this law until 2 

years later when they are faced with fighting against having their parental rights terminated and 

their child adopted by a family member or friend. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that 

oftentimes, the parties have been encouraged to participate in mediation where they have been 

persuaded to ―consent‖ to the guardianship until they can get back on their feet, or get their lives 

together. They are never told that if getting their lives together takes more than 2 years that their 

parental rights could be terminated. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule, other than those stated above. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Leigh E. Johnson, Law Offices of Leigh E. 

Johnson, 3150 Hilltop Mall Road, Suite 62, Richmond, CA 94806 (510) 245-2468, 

Leigh@law4leigh.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Leigh Johnson 
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Resolution 01-01-11 - Notice Required Before Termination of Parental Rights 

 

Trusts & Estates Section of the State Bar of California (TEXCOM) 

OPPOSE 

 

The statement of the problem in Resolution 01-01-2011 suggests that the usual purpose 

of the guardianship process is to terminate parental rights.  In fact, this rarely occurs in 

guardianships.  Guardians are rarely motivated to terminate parental rights.  Most guardians are 

the children‘s grandparents, who are delighted if the parents can resume their parental 

responsibilities.  Prob. C § 1516.5 is essentially jurisdictional, merely allowing an adoption 

proceeding to be brought in the existing guardianship proceeding (as opposed to in a separate 

family law proceeding) where the guardians have had physical custody for at least two years and 

other statutory requirements are satisfied.  If such an action is brought, it is subject to the same 

procedural safeguards of Family Code §7800 et seq., including proper notice, as would be 

required in separate adoption action brought in a Family Law proceeding. 

 

Requiring the notice specified in this resolution in every guardianship is likely to lead to 

misunderstanding on the part of parents in the vast majority of guardianships where there is 

absolutely no intent to ever terminate parental rights. This resolution may in fact mislead people 

into believing that a parental termination automatically occurs after two years.  As a result, more 

cases will go to trial, and the likelihood of mediation or other cooperation among the parties, 

which focuses on the child‘s needs and often leads eventually to parents regaining custody, is 

decreased.  Trials will likely increase and trials in these proceedings are inevitably bitter and of 

no benefit to the children involved. 

 

Moreover, if the language required by this resolution were adopted, it would be 

tantamount to determining that ―warning labels‖ needed to be incorporated in virtually all legal 

proceedings, warning parties of the potential consequences of their actions in the law.  There are 

countless statutory provisions that trigger potential consequences based upon a party‘s action or 

failure to act, where we do not require notification in writing along the lines of the notification 

proposed by this resolution.   

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION of the State Bar 

of California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION is voluntary and funding for 

section activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary 

sources. 

 

------- 
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Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

APPROVE IF AMENDED TO INCLUDE A STATEMENT THAT IT IS NOT 

RETROACTIVE 

 

Without an amendment to ensure that this resolution would not apply retroactively, a 

termination of parental rights and adoption that were otherwise appropriate under the statutory 

scheme could be blocked by a failure to provide notification that was not required at the time the 

guardian had been appointed.  Otherwise, the Executive Committee of the Family Law Section 

of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) supports the idea of ensuring notice to parents about 

the prospects of losing their parental rights. 

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources.
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RESOLUTION 01-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Wills and Trusts: Specific Gifts of Property Encumbered or Sold 

Amends Probate Code section 21134 to add trustees acting for an incapacitated settlor as a 

protected class of donors for the sale or encumbrance of specifically gifted property. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Probate Code section 21134 to add trustees acting for an incapacitated 

settlor as a protected class of donors for the sale or encumbrance of specifically gifted property.  

This resolution should be approved in principle because trustees acting on behalf of an 

incapacitated settlor are not protected donors and should be. 

 

Under current law, a trustee acting on behalf of an incapacitated settlor is not specifically 

identified in the Probate Code as a protected donor; however, in practice, they have been treated 

as such.  This resolution would clarify the current law by specifying that trustees acting on behalf 

of an incapacitated settlor in managing the incapacitated settlor‘s assets, such as investments or 

the sale or encumbrance of real property, are protected donors. 

 

This resolution also clarifies the exact benefit a devisee is to receive if the specifically gifted 

property is later sold or encumbered.  The incapacitated settlor of a trust may have specifically 

gifted property in his or her trust which later may be encumbered or sold to pay for costs of care 

or other living expenses of the settlor.  If this happens, the settlor‘s intent may be frustrated and 

the property, or the remaining proceeds from the sale of the property, may not be distributed as 

the settlor intended.  This resolution would allow a trustee to honor the settlor‘s intent and a 

devisee to receive the gift the settlor intended to give. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION  

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Probate Code section 21134 to read as follows:   

 

§ 21134 1 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section, if after the execution of the instrument of 2 

gift specifically given property is sold, or mortgaged encumbered by a deed of trust, mortgage, or 3 

other instrument, by a conservator or, by an agent acting within the authority of a durable power 4 

of attorney for an incapacitated principal, or by a trustee acting for an incapacitated settlor of a 5 

trust, the transferee of the specific gift has the right to a general pecuniary gift equal to the net 6 

sale price of the property without regard to the payoff of any encumbrance placed on the 7 
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property after the execution of the instrument of gift, or the amount of the unpaid loan 8 

encumbrance on, the property as well as the property itself. 9 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this section, if an eminent domain award for the 10 

taking of specifically given property is paid to a conservator or, to an agent acting within the 11 

authority of a durable power of attorney for an incapacitated principal, or to a trustee acting for 12 

an incapacitated settlor of a trust, or if the proceeds on fire or casualty insurance on, or recovery 13 

for injury to, specifically gifted property are paid to a conservator or, to an agent acting within 14 

the authority of a durable power of attorney for an incapacitated principal, or to a trustee acting 15 

for an incapacitated settlor of a trust, the recipient of the specific gift has the right to a general 16 

pecuniary gift equal to the eminent domain award or the insurance proceeds or recovery, without 17 

regard to the payoff of any encumbrance placed on the property after the execution of the 18 

instrument of gift. 19 

(c) For the purpose of the references in this section to a conservator, this section does not 20 

apply if, after the sale, mortgage, condemnation, fire, or casualty, or recovery, the 21 

conservatorship is terminated and the transferor survives the termination by one year. 22 

(d) For the purpose of the references in this section to an agent acting with the authority 23 

of a durable power of attorney for an incapacitated principal, or to a trustee acting for an 24 

incapacitated settlor of a trust (1) "incapacitated principal" or ―incapacitated settlor‖ means a 25 

principal or settlor who is an incapacitated person, (2) no adjudication of incapacity before death 26 

is necessary, and (3) the acts of an agent within the authority of a durable power of attorney are 27 

presumed to be for an incapacitated principal. 28 

(e) The right of the transferee of the specific gift under this section shall be reduced by 29 

any right the transferee has under Section 21133.  30 

 

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Sacramento County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Existing law provides that when property that is specifically devised in a 

testamentary instrument is sold or mortgaged by a conservator of the estate of a conservatee, or 

by an agent under a power of attorney for an incapacitated principal, the intended devisee will 

receive the net proceeds of sale of the property or the amount of the unpaid loan against the 

property.  It does not include sales or mortgages by a trustee acting for an incapacitated trustor.  

Moreover, in California the ―mortgage‖ is not the usual vehicle to secure loans against real 

property, and the exact benefit to be received by the devisee in the event of such sale or 

mortgage is unclear. 

 

This Resolution:  This resolution would change the language of the section to use the word 

―encumbrances‖ of any type, would add trustees for an incapacitated trustor to the protected 

class of donors, and would clarify the exact benefits to be received by the intended devisee in the 

event of a sale or encumbrance in the specified situations. 

 

The Problem: A testator or trustor of a trust makes a gift of property in his or her testamentary 

instrument, and then becomes incapacitated.  A conservator of the estate, agent under a power of 
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attorney, or trustor under a trust, sells or encumbers the specifically given property.  The testator 

or trustor dies.  The property is gone, or its net value has been reduced, thus frustrating the 

testator‘s or trustor‘s intent.  The section protects the testator in such situations, but not a trustor.  

It should be changed to add that protection.  Also, the language used in the section needs to be 

changed to delete the word ―mortgage‖, which is not used in California, and replace it with 

―encumbrance.‖  Also, the benefit to be received by the intended devisee in such situations 

should be clarified.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Borden D. Webb, Webb & Tapella Law 

Corporation, 7311 Greenhaven Drive, Suite 273, Sacramento, CA 95831, phone:  (916) 447-

1675; fax (916) 447-8009; e-mail:  bwebb@probateattorneys.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Borden D. Webb 
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RESOLUTION 01-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Probate Homestead – Provision Where There is no Probate  

Amends Probate Code section 6520 to allow the court to set apart a probate homestead for Trust 

assets when the administration of an estate has not commenced. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE  

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Probate Code section 6520 to allow the court to set apart a probate 

homestead for Trust assets when the administration of an estate has not commenced.  This 

resolution should be disapproved because it permits a trustee to file a Petition for Instructions 

pursuant to Probate Code section 17200 when no probate has been opened. 

 

When there is a formal probate, the surviving spouse and/or dependents are entitled to probate 

homestead protections subject to the overview of the court.  However, there is no similar 

provision in current trust law to protect the surviving spouse and/or dependents.  Thus, a trustee 

has no way to preserve the core asset from attacks by unsecured creditors in situations where the 

decedent‘s assets are held in a trust estate there is no probate, thereby leaving the spouse and/or 

dependent children without protection. 
 

While the goal of this resolution is both laudable and a good one, its placement in the Probate 

Code presents too many problems.  The objective of this resolution would be better achieved by 

amending provisions of trust law rather than probate law.  Further, the resolution should also 

address the time period for the homestead, conflicts between the trustee and surviving 

beneficiaries, and whether the surviving spouse or dependents can bring the petition. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Probate Code section 6520 to read as follows: 

 

§ 6520 1 

Upon the filing of the inventory, or at any subsequent time during the administration of 2 

the estate, or upon filing of a Petition for Instructions by a Trustee pursuant to Probate Code 3 

section 17200 where no administration of an estate has commenced, the court in its discretion 4 

may on petition therefore select and set apart one probate homestead in the manner provided in 5 

this chapter.6 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Current law establishes a right to the creation of a probate homestead to protect 

the surviving spouse and children from attacks by creditors.  No such provision exists for family 

assets held in trust.     

 

This Resolution: This Resolution would add that a trustee may request a probate homestead 

where no probate administration has been opened.    

 

The Problem:  There is currently no provision for protection of a surviving spouse and children 

for a homestead estate.  As a consequence, where estate property pours into a trust without 

administration, there is no way to preserve core assets from an attack by creditors on the trust 

estate.  This provision would add that a trustee could seek such remedy where necessary.       

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT: Mary V.J. Cataldo, Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves 

& Savitch LLP, 1917 Palomar Oaks Way, Ste. 300, Carlsbad, CA  92008.  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Mary V.J. Cataldo 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 01-03-11 - Probate Homestead – Provision Where There is no Probate Administration 

 

Trusts & Estates Section of the State Bar of California (TEXCOM) 

OPPOSE 

 

The Executive Committee of the Trusts and Estates Section (TEXCOM) opposes this 

resolution because its basic premise is flawed and not coordinated with other statutes.  A probate 

homestead provides a home for a decedent‘s surviving spouse and dependents to reside, 

protected from unsecured creditors and from the rights of heirs and legatees.  This amendment 

purports to allow a trustee the ability to apply for a probate homestead if no probate 

administration exists, but only property subject to probate qualifies for a probate homestead, and 

this amendment does not change that law.  If there is no probate, there is no property that 

qualifies for a probate homestead.  

 

Other flaws exist with respect to this proposal. A trustee acts with respect to trust 

property.  This proposal seeks to amend a statute involving probate proceedings.  A court in a 

probate proceeding lacks the authority to affect non-probate property, and the trustee‘s 

application would not cause trust property to be probate property and eligible for a probate 

homestead.  Also, a trustee‘s duty is to the trust beneficiaries, which may not be the decedent‘s 

spouse or dependents, creating a potential breach of fiduciary duty if the trustee were to file a 
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probate homestead provision.  Fourth, allowing a trustee to obtain a probate homestead to protect 

individuals against creditors may violate creditors‘ rights and protections, and nothing in the 

proposed amendment protects creditors or other interested parties.  There is no logical reason 

exists to limit the filing to a trustee and not the spouse or dependents, or preventing a trustee 

from acting when a personal representative has been appointed. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION of the State Bar 

of California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION is voluntary and funding for 

section activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 01-04-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Heirship Determination Petitions:  Role of Personal Representative  

Amends Probate Code section 11704 to clarify ambiguous language and the meaning of the 

phrase ―to assist the court.‖ 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Probate Code section 11704 to clarify ambiguous language and the 

meaning of the phrase ―to assist the court.‖  This resolution should be approved in principle 

because it corrects an ambiguity in the statute and it conforms the statute to current case law. 

 

Under Probate Code section 11700, a personal representative, beneficiary, or any person 

claiming entitlement to distribution may petition the court for a determination of the decedent‘s 

estate.  Probate Code section 11704 will permit a personal representative to participate in such 

proceedings as a party to ―assist the court.‖  The phrase ―to assist the court‖ is vague and there is 

no controlling explanation of how a personal representative is to act when participating in 

proceedings brought under Probate Code section 11700.  Although the personal representative 

has a duty to remain impartial and represent all beneficiaries‘ interests equally, a problem arises 

when a personal representative is also an heir and entitled to distribution from the decedent‘s 

estate because the personal representative has an interest in the outcome and may not be neutral.   

 

The statute, as currently written, allows a personal representative to advocate their own interest 

at the expense of the decedent‘s estate where other beneficiaries have to do so at their own 

expense.  This resolution would limit the personal representative‘s participation in the 

proceedings so that a personal representative can only participate where he or she has no adverse 

interest to the petitioner, the personal representative is not a beneficiary of the estate, and the 

personal representative‘s participation would not violate their duty of impartiality.  This would 

not prevent someone who is a personal representative and a beneficiary from participating if they 

petition as a beneficiary and use their own personal funds.  Also, the amendment conforms the 

statute to the recent holding in Estate of Bartsch (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 885, which held that a 

personal representative could participate in the proceedings if he or she first petitions the court 

and uses the personal representative‘s own funds, rather than the estate‘s assets, to argue the 

personal representative‘s own interests in the estate. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Probate Code section 11704 to read as follows: 
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§ 11704 1 

(a)  The court shall consider as evidence in the proceeding any statement made in a 2 

petition filed under Section 11700 and any statement of interest filed under Section 11702. The 3 

court shall not hear or consider a petition filed after the time prescribed in Section 11700. 4 

(b) The personal representative may file papers and otherwise participate in the 5 

proceeding as a party to assist the court only when (1) there is no person with an interest adverse 6 

to that of the petitioner, (2) the personal representative is not a potential distributee of the estate, 7 

and (3) the personal representative‘s participation will not violate the personal representative‘s 8 

duty of impartiality towards all persons interested in the estate. 9 

(c)  Notwithstanding the provisions of section (b), the personal representative may 10 

participate in a proceeding under this chapter in the interests of justice upon Court Order, made 11 

upon written motion of the personal representative, and upon notice given to all interested 12 

persons.13 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Section 11704(b) is ambiguous (what does ―to assist the court‖ mean?), and if 

read literally arguably permits a personal representative to participate in a proceeding to 

determine persons entitled to distribution (commonly known as ―Heirship Petitions‖), despite the 

personal representative‘s ancient common-law duty of impartiality among competing claimants 

to an estate.  (See, e.g., In re Lynn's Estate (1952) 109 Cal.App.2d 468 (because the executor is 

the representative of all legatees and devisees, his duty is to stand indifferent to all claimants and 

not to favor one above the other, and neither he nor his attorney can recover fees for litigating in 

an heirship proceeding).)  

 

This Resolution: Would correct the ambiguity and conform the statute to the legislature‘s intent.  

It would allow a personal representative to participate in an Heirship proceeding as a matter of 

right solely to apprise the court of the facts as he or she understood them only in those rare cases 

where someone submitted a clearly weak or frivolous claim, and where the personal 

representative could locate no family members or others with a sufficient interest in opposing 

that claim, or in similar unusual circumstances.  This is exactly what the legislature had 

envisaged when enacting the statue in 1976, according to the legislative history.  In fact, that 

legislative history reveals that the legislature intended to allow limited participation by the 

personal representative only to oppose claims submitted by professional heir-hunters.  Because 

there may be other situations where the personal representative‘s participation is proper this 

Resolution would also allow the personal representative to participate if the Court so orders, after 

a hearing on a noticed motion.   

 

The Problem:  At least one California court has taken the unusual step of reading Section 

11704(b) literally to allow a personal representative to participate in any Heirship Determination 

dispute, even where that personal representative is also an interested party.  The result is that 

such a personal representative‘s litigation expenses are allowable from the estate.  Most personal 
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representatives are in fact also beneficiaries of the estate, heirs of the decedent, or otherwise 

interested parties.  To allow their litigation fees, and only theirs, to be paid from estate funds 

gives them an unfair advantage in litigation.  There will be cases where an undue influencer or 

elder abuser who has succeeded in getting appointed as the personal representative can use estate 

funds to resist efforts by a proper heir or beneficiary to assert their claim.  There will be cases 

where the rightful claimant to an estate will have his or her inheritance depleted by the litigation 

fees expended by the personal representative in opposing their rightful claim.  As in any other 

litigation context, if the personal representative is also a financially interested party he should be 

required to pay his litigation expenses from his own pocket, like any other claimant.  The 

fundamental principle is plain: in an inheritance dispute between competing beneficiaries, the 

beneficiaries themselves – and not the estate – should each bear their own attorneys‘ fees. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Ciarán O'Sullivan, The Law Office of 

Ciarán O'Sullivan, 1 Post Street, San Francisco, CA 94104; Voice (415) 391-3711; fax (415) 

513-0449; e-mail ciaran@cosullivanlaw.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Ciarán O'Sullivan  

 

 

 

Resolution 01-04-11 - Heirship Determination Petitions: Role of Personal Representative  

 

Trusts & Estates Section of the State Bar of California (TEXCOM) 

OPPOSE 

 

 The proposal is far too restrictive of the personal representative‘s ability to participate in 

an estate entitlement proceeding.  Often, the interests of many parties are adverse to a petitioning 

allegedly omitted heir, but no one adverse party has a sufficient pecuniary interest or sufficient 

means or sophistication to contest the petition.  Without the personal representative‘s 

participation, the result will be a one-sided hearing.  The proposal also assumes that the personal 

representative‘s participation will violate the personal representative‘s duty of impartiality in all 

circumstances.  But the subject of the entitlement petition may be the construction of a will‘s 

ambiguous residuary clause.  The personal representative should be able to file the entitlement 

petition in order to determine to whom the personal representative must distribute the estate.  A 

more modest proposal would achieve the goal of avoiding a violation of the personal 

representative‘s duty of impartiality by allowing the personal representative to file the 

entitlement petition but not to participate further as personal representative in the dispute 

between beneficiaries. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

 This position is only that of the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION of the State Bar 

of California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar’s Board of 
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Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

 Membership in the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION is voluntary and funding for 

section activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 01-05-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Decedent‘s Erroneous Belief of Child‘s Death or Unawareness of Birth 

Amends Probate Code Section 21622 to allow a child to inherit from a parent who denied the 

parent-child relationship while the parent was alive. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons:  

This resolution amends Probate Code section 21622 to allow a child to inherit from a parent who 

denied the parent-child relationship while the parent was alive.  This resolution should be 

disapproved because this would allow a child to inherit from a parent who did not acknowledge 

the child as his and to whom the parent did not want to leave an inheritance.   

 

The proponent claims the resolution is to clarify an ambiguity in the Code section and to lessen a 

burden on a child to show the parent was unaware of the child‘s birth.  The proponent claims that 

because of the ambiguity in the statute, a child is required to prove that if the parent knew of the 

child‘s existence the parent would not have disinherited the child.  There is no ambiguity in the 

statute and it is clear on its face.  When a child approves the parent was unaware of his or her 

birth, the child can inherit from the parent‘s estate.  The statute does not require a child to show 

they would have received an inheritance if the parent knew of the child‘s birth.  

 

The proposed change to the statute ―the decedent denied a parental relationship with the child‖ 

completely changes the statute.  As currently written, a child can inherit from a deceased parent‘s 

estate if the child can prove the parent was unaware of the child‘s existence because the parent 

incorrectly believed the child to be dead or was unaware of the child‘s birth.  In the proposed 

change, the parent is aware of the child‘s existence, but does not believe the child is his.  

Nonetheless, the child should receive an inheritance because the parent denied the child-parent 

relationship.  Now the parent is being forced to leave an inheritance to someone he does not want 

to.  This part of the proposed resolution significantly changes the Code, but the proponent only 

writes two sentences to support his resolution.  ―Finally, too often fathers deny paternity, even 

when a court finds otherwise through paternity testing.  The revised statute would also protect 

those children.‖  Parents disinherit their children all the time, even where they acknowledge the 

child is theirs, and they legally can.  Why should the child, whose parent was aware of the child 

but denied the relationship, receive an undue benefit over other children who were disinherited?   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Probate Code section 21622 to read as follows: 
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§ 21622 1 

If, at the time of the execution of all of decedent's testamentary instruments effective at 2 

the time of decedent's death, the decedent failed to provide for a living child when the decedent 3 

was unaware of the birth of the child, the decedent denied a parental relationship with the child, 4 

or solely because the decedent believed the child to be dead or was unaware of the birth of the 5 

child, the child shall receive a share in the estate equal in value to that which the child would 6 

have received if the decedent had died without having executed any testamentary instruments.7 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Probate Code section 21622 currently requires a child omitted from its parent‘s 

will to prove (in order to inherit) that the sole reason that it was omitted was because the parent 

believed the child to be dead, or was unaware of its birth, as the case may be.  

 

This Resolution: Would eliminate the enormous burden imposed on a child whose parent (father) 

was unaware of its existence to prove that the unawareness of the child‘s birth was the sole 

reason for the omission from a will.     

 

The Problem:  Section 21622 is ambiguous and unclear in its application to a situation where a 

parent did not know of the omitted child‘s birth.  If one does not know one has a child, how 

would one ever consider disinheriting that child, or have a rational basis for doing so?  The 

section on its face requires such a child to prove that if the parent knew of the child‘s existence 

he would not have disinherited it.  As a matter of logic it is therefore impossible to prove that the 

sole reason for omission is the fact the parent was unaware of the child‘s birth.   

The ambiguity was unintentional, and the proposed change would conform the statute with the 

legislature‘s likely true intent.  Section 21622 is derived from section 2-302 of the Uniform 

Probate Code (1987), which addressed only the situation of an erroneous belief as to a child‘s 

death, and which stated that  

(c) If at the time of execution of the will the testator fails to 

provide in his [or her] will for a living child solely because he [or 

she] believes the child to be dead, the child is entitled to share in 

the estate as if the child were an omitted after-born or 

after-adopted child. 

 

In what was undoubtedly an effort to benefit children whose parents (fathers) did not know of the 

true relationship, California added the additional language ―or was unaware of the birth of the 

child‖ without considering the fact that proving that that was the only reason for omission may 

present an insurmountable obstacle.  Amending the statute to remove that obstacle will be in 

keeping with the clear policy underlying California‘s intestacy and omitted child statutes, both of 

which favor inheritance by all offspring unless there is a clear contrary intent expressed in the 

will.  (See, e.g., Prob. Code, §§ 6400 et seq., 21620 et seq.)  There are undoubtedly thousands of 

children in California today whose fathers don‘t know of their true father-child relationship.  
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Many fathers, for example those who die serving in foreign wars, might die before learning of 

the existence of a child.  We should not deny such children an equal opportunity to inherit.  

Finally, too often fathers deny paternity, even when a court finds otherwise through paternity 

testing.  The revised statute would also protect those children.     

 

This resolution would have no effect on the burden of proof where the omission from a will is 

because of an erroneous belief of death.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Ciarán O'Sullivan, The Law Office of 

Ciarán O'Sullivan, 1 Post Street, San Francisco, CA 94104.  Voice (415) 391-3711; fax (415) 

513-0449; e-mail ciaran@cosullivanlaw.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Ciarán O'Sullivan  

 

 

 

 

Resolution 01-05-11 - Decedent‘s Erroneous Belief of Child‘s Death, or Unawareness of Birth 

 

Trusts & Estates Section of the State Bar of California (TEXCOM) 

OPPOSE 

 

The Executive Committee of the Trusts and Estates Section (TEXCOM) opposes this 

resolution because expanding the provision for an omitted child where the father denies a 

parental relationship goes too far in requiring pretermission.  California law generally supports 

testamentary freedom of choice.  In particular, under Probate Code section 21620, a child not 

provided for in the decedent's testamentary instruments is not treated as pretermitted unless the 

child was born or adopted after the execution of all of those instruments.  Therefore, a decedent 

can freely disinherit a child born before the execution of any of those instruments, regardless of 

whether the decedent's testamentary instruments make clear that the failure to provide for the 

child was intentional. (See Section 21621).  

 

Notably, unlike Section 21620, Section 21622 is not subject to any exceptions.  Thus, 

adding the phrase ―the decedent denied a parental relationship with the child‖ to Section 21622 

would effectively preclude the decedent from making a conscious choice not to provide for such 

a child even when, for example, ―the decedent's failure to provide for that child appears from the 

testamentary instruments.‖ (The quoted phrase is one of Section 21621‘s exceptions to Section 

21620, enabling a decedent to consciously choose not to provide for a child born after the 

execution of the decedent's testamentary instruments.) 

 

When a father denies paternity of a child, he is obviously aware of that child‘s existence.  

The decedent should therefore be free either to provide or fail to provide for such a child, just as 

he is when he acknowledges paternity.  To be sure, in some circumstances it may not be clear 
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whether a decedent who denied paternity would have still failed to provide for the child had the 

decedent known that the denial was mistaken and actually was the child's father.  At most, 

however, this would support an amendment to Section 21620 so that such a child would still not 

take if the decedent's testamentary instruments make clear that the omission to provide for that 

child was intentional.   

 

The proposal would also make another change to Section 21622, clarifying that the words 

―solely because‖ do not modify the phrase ―was unaware of the birth of the child.‖ 

TEXCOM does not agree with the author‘s construction of Section 21622 and interprets the 

statute to only apply the words ―solely because‖ to the term ―the decedent believed the child to 

be dead."  In other words, Section 21622 provides for mandatory pretermission when the 

decedent fails to provide for a living child in two circumstances, 1) if ―the decedent failed to 

provide for a living child solely because the decedent believed the child to be dead,‖ and 2) if the 

decedent ―was unaware of the birth of the child.‖  Otherwise, the statute would impose an 

inherently speculative burden of proof on such a child, requiring him or her to prove what the 

father would have done had he been aware of the child's birth.  To the extent a possibility exists 

that a court might interpret the statute differently, this change would be desirable (or minimally 

would do no harm).  Nonetheless, this benefit is significantly outweighed by the undesirable 

substantive change discussed above. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION of the State Bar 

of California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION is voluntary and funding for 

section activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 02-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Anti-SLAPP Motions:  Extend Hearing Deadlines 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16 to extend the date for hearing anti-SLAPP 

motions from 30 days to 60 days to provide time for discovery should the statutory stay be lifted. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16 to extend the date for hearing 

anti-SLAPP motions from 30 days to 60 days to provide time for discovery should the statutory 

stay be lifted.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it provides time for 

relevant discovery without imposing undue burden on the moving party. 

 

Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16, subdivision (g) stays all discovery upon the filing of an 

anti-SLAPP motion until notice of entry of the order ruling on the motion.  Subdivision (f) 

mandates a hearing no more than 30 days from service of the motion.  The "court, on noticed 

motion and for good cause shown, may order that specified discovery be conducted 

notwithstanding this subdivision."  (Code Civ. Proc., § 425.16, subd. (g).)  Because of the time 

needed to make such a motion, however, the party seeking discovery will be left with very little 

time within which to act unless an additional motion is made to continue the hearing.  This 

resolution would provide that time by extending the time for setting a hearing to 60 days.   

 

Anti-SLAPP motions were intended by the Legislature to "provide an efficient means of 

dispatching a plaintiff's meritless claims at the inception of the lawsuit to promote ‘continued 

participation in matters of public significance.‘  (§ 425.16, subd. (a).)  The short time-frame and 

discovery stay evidences the Legislature's intent to "protect defendants from having to expend 

resources defending against frivolous SLAPP suits unless and until a plaintiff establishes the 

viability of its claim by a prima facie showing."  (Britts v. Superior Court (2006) 145 

Cal.App.4th 1112, 1124.)  An additional 30 days prior to hearing would not seriously undermine 

that intent as the discovery stay—unless and until it is lifted—protects the defendant from those 

expenditures.  At the same time, it will prevent the necessity of multiple motions which increase 

the time and cost needed to properly litigate the validity of the case.  Additionally, given the 

overburdened calendars of most courts, a 60-day window is a more realistic and reasonable time-

frame within which to have a motion calendared. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure Section 425.16 to read as follows: 
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§ 425.16 1 

(a) The Legislature finds and declares that there has been a disturbing increase in lawsuits 2 

brought primarily to chill the valid exercise of the constitutional rights of freedom of speech and 3 

petition for the redress of grievances. The Legislature finds and declares that it is in the public 4 

interest to encourage continued participation in matters of public significance, and that this 5 

participation should not be chilled through abuse of the judicial process. To this end, this section 6 

shall be construed broadly. 7 

(b)(1) A cause of action against a person arising from any act of that person in 8 

furtherance of the person's right of petition or free speech under the United States Constitution or 9 

the California Constitution in connection with a public issue shall be subject to a special motion 10 

to strike, unless the court determines that the plaintiff has established that there is a probability 11 

that the plaintiff will prevail on the claim. 12 

(2) In making its determination, the court shall consider the pleadings, and supporting 13 

and opposing affidavits stating the facts upon which the liability or defense is based. 14 

(3) If the court determines that the plaintiff has established a probability that he or she 15 

will prevail on the claim, neither that determination nor the fact of that determination shall be 16 

admissible in evidence at any later stage of the case, or in any subsequent action, and no burden 17 

of proof or degree of proof otherwise applicable shall be affected by that determination in any 18 

later stage of the case or in any subsequent proceeding. 19 

(c)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), in any action subject to subdivision (b), a 20 

prevailing defendant on a special motion to strike shall be entitled to recover his or her attorney's 21 

fees and costs. If the court finds that a special motion to strike is frivolous or is solely intended to 22 

cause unnecessary delay, the court shall award costs and reasonable attorney's fees to a plaintiff 23 

prevailing on the motion, pursuant to Section 128.5. 24 

(2) A defendant who prevails on a special motion to strike in an action subject to 25 

paragraph (1) shall not be entitled to attorney's fees and costs if that cause of action is brought 26 

pursuant to Section 6259, 11130, 11130.3, 54960, or 54960.1 of the Government Code. Nothing 27 

in this paragraph shall be construed to prevent a prevailing defendant from recovering attorney's 28 

fees and costs pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 6259, 54690.5, or 11130.5. 29 

(d) This section shall not apply to any enforcement action brought in the name of the 30 

people of the State of California by the Attorney General, district attorney, or city attorney, 31 

acting as a public prosecutor. 32 

(e) As used in this section, "act in furtherance of a person's right of petition or free speech 33 

under the United States or California Constitution in connection with a public issue" includes: 34 

(1) any written or oral statement or writing made before a legislative, executive, or 35 

judicial proceeding, or any other official proceeding authorized by law; 36 

(2) any written or oral statement or writing made in connection with an issue under 37 

consideration or review by a legislative, executive, or judicial body, or any other official 38 

proceeding authorized by law; 39 

(3) any written or oral statement or writing made in a place open to the public or a public 40 

forum in connection with an issue of public interest; 41 

(4) or any other conduct in furtherance of the exercise of the constitutional right of 42 

petition or the constitutional right of free speech in connection with a public issue or an issue of 43 

public interest. 44 

(f) The special motion may be filed within 60 days of the service of the complaint or, in 45 

the court's discretion, at any later time upon terms it deems proper. The motion shall be 46 
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scheduled by the clerk of the court for a hearing not more than 30 60 days after the service of the 47 

motion unless the docket conditions of the court require a later hearing. 48 

(g) All discovery proceedings in the action shall be stayed upon the filing of a notice of 49 

motion made pursuant to this section. The stay of discovery shall remain in effect until notice of 50 

entry of the order ruling on the motion. The court, on noticed motion and for good cause shown, 51 

may order that specified discovery be conducted notwithstanding this subdivision. 52 

(h) For purposes of this section, "complaint" includes "cross-complaint" and "petition," 53 

"plaintiff" includes "cross-complainant" and "petitioner," and "defendant" includes "cross-54 

defendant" and "respondent." 55 

(i) An order granting or denying a special motion to strike shall be appealable under 56 

Section 904.1. 57 

(j)(1) Any party who files a special motion to strike pursuant to this section, and any 58 

party who files an opposition to a special motion to strike, shall, promptly upon so filing, 59 

transmit to the Judicial Council, by e-mail or facsimile, a copy of the endorsed, filed caption 60 

page of the motion or opposition, a copy of any related notice of appeal or petition for a writ, and 61 

a conformed copy of any order issued pursuant to this section, including any order granting or 62 

denying a special motion to strike, discovery, or fees. 63 

(2) The Judicial Council shall maintain a public record of information transmitted 64 

pursuant to this subdivision for at least three years, and may store the information on microfilm 65 

or other appropriate electronic media.66 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Sacramento County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS  
 

Existing Law:  This section currently requires that a hearing on an Anti-SLAPP motion be had 

within 30 days of the service of notice of the motion, and automatically stays all discovery unless 

the court grants relief from the stay pursuant to a noticed motion, which requires 16 court days of 

notice. 

 

This Resolution: Extends the hearing date for an Anti-SLAPP motion to allow adequate time for 

a responding party to file a noticed motion for relief from the stay on discovery, and to engage in 

such approved discovery if the motion is granted. 

 

The Problem:  The present timing requirements for an Anti-SLAPP motion essentially require 

that any party seeking relief from the discovery stay file at least two motions to get that relief.  

An Anti-SLAPP motion must be heard within 30 days of service (which is not extended by 5 

days for mailing), unless the court‘s docket requires otherwise.  If a responding party has 

grounds for relief from the discovery stay, they must file a noticed motion, requiring 16 court 

days‘ notice.  (Code Civ. Proc. §§425.16(g); 1005(b))  Relief from the discovery stay cannot be 

granted through an ex parte application.  (Code Civ. Proc. §425.16(g); Contemporary Services 

Corp. v. Staff Pro Inc. (2007) 152 Cal.App.4
th

 1043, 1061) 

 

Therefore, even without considering the court days required for notice, that hearing deadline and 
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notice requirement only leave the responding party 9 days to complete the requested discovery 

before their opposition to the Anti-SLAPP motion is due.  (Code. Civ. Proc. §1005(b))   

 

Consequently, under the existing timing requirements, it is impossible for a party seeking relief 

from the discovery stay to actually conduct any written discovery (requiring a 30 day response 

deadline, Code Civ. Proc §§2030.260(a), 2031.260(a), 2033.250(a)) or depositions (requiring 10 

days‘ notice, Code Civ. Proc. §2025.270(a)), before opposing the Anti-SLAPP motion, without 

receiving a second court order.   

 

To conduct any discovery, in addition to filing a noticed motion for relief from stay, a party 

responding to an Anti-SLAPP motion must also file either an ex parte application to shorten time 

of notice on the motion for relief from stay, or an ex parte application to continue the hearing 

date to allow adequate time for conducting the approved discovery.  These multiple filings 

unnecessarily increase litigation costs for both parties. 

 

Extending the hearing deadline from 30 days to 60 days, eliminates the need for these multiple 

motions and court orders by allowing time for both a noticed motion (as required by the statute) 

and for conducting the approved discovery.  The party filing the Anti-SLAPP motion will not be 

prejudiced by this extension since the discovery stay will not be lifted unless good cause is 

shown, and will still be limited by the court‘s order.  (Code Civ. Proc. §425.16(g)) 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Summer Haro, Goodman & Associates, 

3840 Watt Avenue, Building A, Sacramento, CA  95821; (916) 643-0600; email:  

suharo@goodman-law.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Summer Haro 
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RESOLUTION 02-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Alternative Dispute Resolution: Random Assignment of Arbitrators in Consumer Arbitration 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 1281.6 to provide methods for selection of arbitration 

providers and random selection of the neutral arbitrator in consumer cases. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Substantially similar to Resolution 10-01-2006, which was withdrawn. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 1281.6 to provide methods for selection 

of arbitration providers and random selection of the neutral arbitrator in consumer cases.  This 

resolution should be disapproved because it interferes with existing contractual rights and 

unnecessarily burdens the choice of arbitration provider and arbitrator.  

 

As a preliminary matter, this resolution contains no substantive changes as compared to 

resolution 10-01-2006 which was withdrawn.  It makes only minor typographical and 

grammatical modifications.  Substantively, the same infirmities that existed in 2006 remain.  

 

The proffered language would interfere with and make null those provisions where the parties to 

a consumer contract have already specified the arbitration provider.  Besides, if the consumer is 

unhappy with the contractual arbitration provisions, they still have the ability to assert possible 

unconscionability of the agreement as a means to avoid forced arbitration.  

 

The language of the resolution is also problematic.  As currently drafted, it appears to give the 

court unfettered discretion to ignore contract language specifying an arbitration provider, and, 

instead, to choose any arbitration provider once a petition to compel arbitration has been made.  

 

Additionally, there is no guarantee that providing another layer of bureaucracy will ensure more 

impartial arbitrators.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 1281.6 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1281.6 1 

Except as provided in subsections (a) or (b), if the arbitration agreement provides a 2 

method of appointing an arbitrator, that method shall be followed.  If the arbitration agreement 3 

does not provide a method for appointing an arbitrator, the parties to the agreement who seek 4 

arbitration and against whom arbitration is sought may agree on a method of appointing an 5 

arbitrator and that method shall be followed.  In the absence of an agreed method, or if the 6 
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agreed method fails or for any reason cannot be followed, or when an arbitrator appointed fails to 7 

act and his or her successor has not been appointed, the court, on petition of a party to the 8 

arbitration agreement, shall appoint the arbitrator. 9 

(a)   When a petition is made to the court to appoint a neutral arbitrator, the court shall 10 

nominate five persons from lists of persons supplied jointly by the parties to the arbitration or 11 

obtained from a governmental agency concerned with arbitration or private disinterested 12 

association concerned with arbitration.  The parties to the agreement who seek arbitration and 13 

against whom arbitration is sought may within five days of receipt of notice of the nominees 14 

from the court jointly select the arbitrator whether or not the arbitrator is among the nominees.  If 15 

the parties fail to select an arbitrator within the five-day period, the court shall appoint the 16 

arbitrator from the nominees. 17 

(b) When an arbitration is a Consumer arbitration the parties to the agreement shall 18 

jointly select  a Dispute resolution provider organization  which shall provide a randomly chosen 19 

neutral arbitrator .  When a petition is made to the court to appoint a neutral arbitrator, the court 20 

shall designate a Dispute resolution provider organization which shall provide a randomly 21 

chosen neutral arbitrator.  The parties to the agreement who seek arbitration and against whom 22 

arbitration is sought may within five days of receipt of notice from the court of the selection of 23 

the  Dispute resolution provider organization, jointly select a Dispute resolution provider 24 

organization whether or not that Dispute resolution provider organization is designated by the 25 

court.26 

  

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Beverly Hills Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Requires the neutral arbitrator to be chosen from a list of five jointly chosen 

arbitrators.  When arbitrations occur between parties whose use of the arbitration system is 

disparate, the party with the more frequent use is able to influence the theoretically neutral 

arbitrator.   

 

This Resolution:  Provides for a random assignment of arbitrators to ensure neutrality and to 

prevent winnowing of arbitration pools by the non-consumer parties. 

 

The Problem:  Longstanding precedent and law recognize the need for the random assignment of 

judges to cases filed in the courts.  California Rules of Court, Ethics Standards for Neutral 

Arbitrators in Contractual Arbitration Standard 2 defines ‗Consumer arbitration‘ and the ethical 

standards that must be met in the appointment of arbitrators in those arbitrations.  We should 

jealously guard the right to a neutral arbitrator.  The existence of these detailed standards is an 

acknowledgment of the problem of selecting a true neutral in the disparate use situation.  It is 

not, however, a solution.   Arbitrators who are not acceptable to the frequent user will quickly be 

gleaned from any pool of neutrals, simply because they will rarely be chosen.  Only those 

acceptable to the frequent users can survive.  The traditional solution is to randomly assign from 

a qualified pool.  For example, we jealously guard the right to a neutral judge by denying the 
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parties to a civil suit the right to choose their judges.  This resolution provides the same 

protection to consumers in arbitrations. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

The proposed resolution does not affect other laws, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Kenneth G. Petrulis, Goodson, Wachtel and 

Petrulis, 10940 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1400, Los Angeles, CA 90024 (310) 208-8282 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Kenneth G. Petrulis 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 02-02-11 - Random Assignment of Arbitrators in Consumer Arbitration 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 
 

The State Bar‘s Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR Committee) has 

reviewed the proposed amendment to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1281.6.  The 

existing statute provides a method of selecting an arbitrator when there is no agreed method or if 

the agreed method fails.  This Resolution provides an alternative selection method in a Consumer 

Arbitration.  This Resolution is similar to Resolution 10-01-06, which the ADR Committee 

disapproved.  The Resolutions Committee also recommended disapproval of 10-01-06, but the 

ADR Committee does not have a record confirming the final outcome. 

 
The proposal provides that when a petition is made for appointment of an arbitrator in a 

Consumer Arbitration, the parties shall jointly select an ADR provider, and absent an agreement 

of the parties, the court will designate an ADR provider.  In either instance, the ADR provider 

will then provide a randomly selected neutral arbitrator.   

 

This procedure would add additional costs and burdens to the arbitrator selection process.  

Some ADR providers charge administrative and filing fees in addition to arbitrator fees, which 

the parties would bear.   The ADR Committee is also concerned that the proposal would 

eliminate sole ADR practitioners from the selection process. 

 

The ADR Committee believes that whenever the court is asked to choose an ADR 

provider in a petition brought under Section 1281.6, that choice should be made from a list 

provided by the parties.  That allows selection of an arbitrator with substantive expertise.  The 

parties also should have a voice in determining the cost of the arbitration.  Some arbitrators have 

a greater hourly rate than others and some arbitrators have a reputation for conducting an 

arbitration more efficiently than others.  Since there is wide variation in experience and cost of 

panel members in the various ADR providers, random selection could result in the appointment 

of an arbitrator who is very expensive and who has no relevant experience to handle a relatively 

simple Consumer Arbitration. 
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If there is a problem with a proposed arbitrator giving favorable rulings to one of the 

parties, it is addressed by the detailed arbitrator disclosure requirements and the right to reject. 

 

In sum, the ADR Committee believes that Section 1281.6 works in its present form and 

that proposed subdivision (b) should not be adopted. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on Alternative 

Dispute Resolution.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded 

from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 02-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Easement Maintenance - Deletion of Arbitration Requirement in Small Claims cases 

Amends Civil Code section 845 to remove the requirement for arbitration of apportionment of 

easement maintenance costs where the amount in controversy is within the small claims 

jurisdictional limit. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 12-03-2010, which was withdrawn. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Civil Code section 845 to remove the requirement for arbitration of   

apportionment of easement maintenance costs where the amount in controversy is within the 

small claims jurisdictional limit. This resolution should be approved in principle because it 

avoids the delay and added complexity of arbitration in matters where the amount in controversy 

can be resolved in small claims. 

 

Unlike prior Resolution 12-03-2010 which sought to completely eliminate the provisions for 

non-binding judicial arbitration in easement maintenance cost cases, this resolution strikes an 

appropriate balance by allowing cases with small amounts in controversy to be resolved in the 

more expedient small claims forum.  While judicial arbitration of the apportionment of easement 

maintenance costs makes sense in terms of providing a rapid means of resolving these types of 

disputes without overburdening the superior court, it makes imminently more sense to provide 

the parties with the option of the simpler and speedier resolution of small claims court where the 

amount in controversy is within that court‘s jurisdictional limits.  Indeed, under the current 

system, the cost to the parties in terms of litigation and delay and the cost to the court of 

determining the dispute likely exceeds the amount in controversy when it is within the small 

claims jurisdiction. 

 

This resolution would also codify and legitimize the reality that these types of claims, often 

times, are already filed in small claims court.  The small claims court should be given clear 

authority to resolve these claims. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 845 to read as follows: 

 

§ 845 1 

(a) The owner of any easement in the nature of a private right-of-way, or of any 2 

land to which any such easement is attached, shall maintain it in repair. 3 

(b) If the easement is owned by more than one person, or is attached to parcels of 4 
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land under different ownership, the cost of maintaining it in repair shall be shared by each 5 

owner of the easement or the owners of the parcels of land, as the case may be, pursuant 6 

to the terms of any agreement entered into by the parties for that purpose. If any owner 7 

who is a party to the agreement refuses to perform or fails after demand in writing to pay 8 

the owner's proportion of the cost, an action for specific performance or contribution may 9 

be brought against that owner in a court of competent jurisdiction by the other owners, 10 

either jointly or severally. 11 

(c) In the absence of an agreement, the cost shall be shared proportionately to the 12 

use made of the easement by each owner. 13 

Any owner of the easement, or any owner of land to which the easement is 14 

attached, may apply to any court where the right-of-way is located and that has 15 

jurisdiction over the amount in controversy for a judgment determining the proportionate 16 

liability of each owner the appointment of an impartial arbitrator to apportion the cost. 17 

The application may be made before, during, or after performance of the maintenance 18 

work. If the amount in controversy is more than the jurisdictional limit of the small 19 

claims court, then the application shall be for the appointment of an impartial arbitrator to 20 

apportion the cost.  If the arbitration award is not accepted by all of the owners, the court 21 

may enter a judgment determining the proportionate liability of each owner. The 22 

judgment may be enforced as a money judgment by any party against any other party to 23 

the action.  24 

(d) In the event that snow removal is not required under subdivision (a) or under 25 

any independent contractual or statutory duty, an agreement entered into pursuant to 26 

subdivision (b) to maintain the easement in repair shall be construed to include snow 27 

removal within the maintenance obligations of the agreement if all of the following exist: 28 

(1) Snow removal is not expressly precluded by the terms of the agreement. 29 

(2) Snow removal is necessary to provide access to the properties served by the 30 

easement. 31 

(3) Snow removal is approved in advance by the property owners or their elected 32 

representatives in the same manner as provided by the agreement for repairs to the 33 

easement. 34 

(e) The provisions of this section do not apply to rights-of-way held or used by 35 

railroad common carriers subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission.36 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Civil Code section 845 provides that if there is a dispute over the apportionment 

of maintenance costs between holders of easement rights over the same right-of-way, a party 

may apply to the Court for the appointment of an impartial arbitrator, and that if the arbitrator‘s 

determination is not acceptable to all owners, the Court may enter a judgment apportioning the 

liability.   Even though the section does not so specify, this arbitration process is non-binding.  

(Healy v. Onstott (1987) 192 Cal.App.3d 612, 616.)  
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This Resolution:   This Resolution would eliminate the arbitration aspect of the apportionment 

proceeding in cases where the amount in controversy is less than the jurisdictional limit for 

Small Claims Court.   

 

The Problem:  Although the language is permissive, some Courts have interpreted this code 

section to mean that the only way someone can get reimbursement for repair to a common 

easement is to engage in this non-binding arbitration process, even where the plaintiff files in 

Small Claims Court.   We submit that a case within the Small Claims jurisdictional limit should 

not require the effort and expense of a formal non-binding third party arbitration/trial de novo 

process.    

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  John Crawford (Contact Martin White, PO 

BOX 1826, Carlsbad CA, 92018-1826; Phone (760) 930-9033; Fax (760)930-9063; email 

marnew@sbcglobal.net)  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:    Martin White 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 02-03-11- Deletion of Arbitration Requirement in Small Claims Cases 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 
 

The statement of the problem in this resolution notes that the current statutory language is 

permissive, but that some courts have interpreted the code section to mean that the only way 

someone can get reimbursement for repair to a common easement is to engage in the non-

binding arbitration process.  The State Bar‘s Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution 

(ADR Committee) agrees that under Civil Code section 845 a court may not, on its own motion, 

order a case to non-binding arbitration.  Non-binding arbitration for apportionment of repair 

costs in the absence of a written agreement is available, however, upon the application of an 

owner of the easement.  The ADR Committee does not believe the reported misinterpretation of 

the statute warrants the proposed statutory amendment.  The ability of an owner of an easement 

to apply to the court to send the matter to non-binding arbitration is a valuable option that should 

remain available, regardless of the amount in controversy.  This resolution would remove that 

option from Civil Code section 845 in cases that are within the small claims jurisdictional limit. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on Alternative 

Dispute Resolution.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 
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of the State Bar of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded 

from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 02-04-2011 

 

 

DIGEST 

Demurrers: Mandatory Meet and Confer 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 430.30 to require counsel to meet and confer prior to 

filing a demurrer. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 430.30 to require counsel to meet and 

confer prior to filing a demurrer.  This resolution should be disapproved because it imposes an 

extra burden that will unnecessarily expend the parties‘ resources without resolving the 

deficiency.   

 

In many cases, a complaint will contain an incurable defect, such as statute of limitations, 

litigation privilege, or judicial estoppel, to name a few.  A meet and confer in such circumstances 

will not result in a proper complaint being filed.  Moreover, it is unlikely to result in the plaintiff 

dismissing the complaint because the plaintiff either knowingly filed the complaint with the 

incurable defects, or would disagree with the defendant‘s position on the existence of such 

defects.  Further, a meet and confer requirement would force a defendant to educate the plaintiff 

about defective pleadings thereby allowing the plaintiff to pursue claims that the defendant could 

otherwise avoid litigating through a demurrer.  This resolution would also require a court to 

overrule a demurrer to an improper complaint with uncurable defects (e.g. expired statute of 

limitations) solely because a meet and confer effort was not reasonably exhausted, thereby 

requiring the court to proceed with an inherently defective complaint. 

 

Additionally, requiring a defendant to meet and confer before filing a demurrer may very well 

discourage meritorious demurrers because an attorney who is retained shortly before a 

responsive pleading is due will not have the opportunity to engage in a timely meet and confer.  

This would unfairly disadvantage defendants who waited to hire an attorney by forcing them to 

file an answer to an improperly pled complaint because that attorney did not have time to meet 

and confer on a demurrer. 

 

Further, the resolution‘s proposal of allowing the parties to stipulate to a 30-day extension for 

responding to the complaint would create an inconsistency with Rule of Court 3.110(d), which 

only allows parties to stipulate to one 15-day extension without leave of court. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 430.30 to read as follows: 

 

§ 430.30 1 

(a) When any ground for objection to a complaint, cross-complaint, or answer appears on 2 

the face thereof, or from any matter of which the court is required to or may take judicial notice, 3 

the objection on that ground may be taken by a demurrer to the pleading. 4 

(b) When any ground for objection to a complaint or cross-complaint does not appear on 5 

the face of the pleading, the objection may be taken by answer. 6 

(c) A party objecting to a complaint or cross-complaint may demur and answer at the 7 

same time. 8 

(d) A demurrer under this Chapter shall be accompanied by a meet and confer declaration 9 

which shall state facts showing a reasonable and good faith attempt at an informal resolution of 10 

each issue presented by the demurrer.  The pleading party shall be given a reasonable 11 

opportunity to file a first amended pleading, prior to the filing of the demurrer. 12 

(e) The time in which a demurrer must be filed, as set forth in Section 430.40, shall be 13 

extended to any specified later date to which the objecting party and the pleading party have 14 

agreed in writing, but in no event more than 30 days. 15 

(f) The failure of counsel to comply with these requirements, may, in the exercise of the 16 

court‘s discretion result in the denial of the demurrer.17 

 

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Sacramento County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  California Code of Civil Procedure, section 430.30 currently authorizes a party to 

demur to a complaint, cross-complaint or answer on the grounds set forth in C.C.P., sec. 430.10.  

No informal attempt to resolve the defects of the pleading by communication with counsel for 

the opposing party is required prior to filing the demurrer. 

 

This Resolution:  The demurring party is required to file a meet and confer declaration 

concurrently with the demurrer, reflecting moving counsel‘s reasonable and good faith attempt at 

an informal resolution of each issue presented by the demurrer, and to permit the party filing the 

pleading a reasonable opportunity to file a first amended pleading prior to the filing of the 

demurrer. 

 

The Problem:  A heavy volume of demurrers are filed with the trial courts.  In almost all cases, 

the initial demurrer is sustained with leave to amend.  The limited judicial resources available to 

address the issues raised by the large volume of these demurrers results in lengthy delays in 

finalizing the pleadings, to the detriment of all litigants.  If good faith meet and confer between 

counsel is a prerequisite to filing to the demurrer, and counsel filing the pleading is permitted a 

reasonable opportunity to file a first amended pleading, many deficiencies in the pleadings can 
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be resolved, without the requirement of law and motion practice.  Additionally, when the 

demurrer to the amended pleading is filed, the trial courts will more readily sustain meritorious 

demurrers without leave to amend, as the pleading party has already had two opportunities to file 

a proper pleading. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Joan A. Jernegan, Legal Research, 

Sacramento Superior Court, 720 Ninth Street, Sacramento, CA 95814. (916) 874-5619, 

jernegj@saccourt.ca.gov  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Joan A. Jernegan 

 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 02-04-11  

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

Experience has shown that ―meet and confer‖ requirements such as that suggested by this 

resolution serve no purpose except to provide additional ammunition for enhanced law and 

motion activity that adds nothing to the resolution of the case on the merits.  In our County, if a 

Demurrer is filed and served, the Court allows the plaintiff the right to amend once as of right 

provided in Code of Civil Procedure Section 472.  A demurrer should either be sustained or 

overruled on the merits, not based on compliance or non-compliance with a ―meet and confer‖ 

requirement. 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 02-04-11 - Demurrers: Mandatory Meet and Confer 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of Justice 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 

 

The State Bar‘s Committee on Administration of Justice (CAJ) believes that requiring a 

meet and confer before a party can file a demurrer would not be productive, and would 

unnecessarily add to the cost of litigation.  A party who plans on filing a demurrer can already 

contact the other party, explain the arguments, and ask that the other party voluntarily file an 

amended complaint (if the issues can be resolved by amendment).  In CAJ‘s experience, the 

other party is rarely willing to do so, knowing that there will be an opportunity to amend, 

assuming the demurrer is sustained with leave to amend.  In cases where the party who plans to 

file a demurrer believes the defects cannot be cured by amendment (e.g., some legal infirmity), 
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the justification for imposing a meet-and-confer requirement is even weaker, because that party 

would essentially be asking the other party to dismiss the complaint voluntarily, without any 

hearing. 

Disclaimer 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of 

Justice.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of Governors or 

overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position of the State Bar 

of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 02-05-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Unlawful Detainer: Deponent‘s Review and Signature of Deposition Transcript 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2025.520 to decrease the time period a deponent has 

for making changes to a deposition transcript in unlawful detainer proceedings. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2025.520 to decrease the time period a 

deponent has for making changes to a deposition transcript in unlawful detainer proceedings.  

This resolution should be approved in principle because the existing 30-day deadline for making 

changes to a deposition transcript is inconsistent with other existing deadlines for unlawful 

detainer proceedings.   

 

By statute, unlawful detainer proceedings occur very quickly.  For example, an answer must be 

filed within five days (Code Civ. Proc., § 1167.3), only five days notice is required for a 

deposition (Code Civ. Proc., § 2025.270, subd. (b)), responses to written discovery are due 

within five days from the date of service (Code Civ. Proc., §§ 2030.260, subd. (b), 2031.260, 

subd. (b), 2033.250, subd. (b)), discovery motions and motions for summary judgment may be 

heard on five days notice (Code Civ. Proc., §§ 1170.7 and 1170.8), and trial must occur within 

twenty days of a request to set the time of trial (Code Civ. Proc., § 1170.5).  Given these 

expedited deadlines, allowing a deponent thirty days to change a deposition transcript is 

inconsistent with the other shortened discovery deadlines in an unlawful detainer proceeding.  It 

allows for a situation where trial will occur before the deadline for changes has lapsed, thereby 

potentially precluding a party from using that deposition at trial.  This resolution would cure an 

inconsistency in the statute that provides for expedited litigation in unlawful detainer actions. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 2025.520 as follows: 

 

§ 2025.520 1 

(a) If the deposition testimony is stenographically recorded, the deposition officer shall 2 

send written notice to the deponent and to all parties attending the deposition when the original 3 

transcript of the testimony for each session of the deposition is available for reading, correcting, 4 

and signing, unless the deponent and the attending parties agree on the record that the reading, 5 

correcting, and signing of the transcript of the testimony will be waived or that the reading, 6 

correcting, and signing of a transcript of the testimony will take place after the entire deposition 7 

has been concluded or at some other specific time.  8 
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    (b) For 30 days following each notice under subdivision (a), or in an unlawful detainer 9 

action or other proceeding under Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 1159) of Title 3 of Part 3, 10 

5 days, unless the attending parties and the deponent agree on the record or otherwise in writing 11 

to a longer or shorter time period, the deponent may change the form or the substance of the 12 

answer to a question, and may either approve the transcript of the deposition by signing it, or 13 

refuse to approve the transcript by not signing it.  14 

    (c) Alternatively, within this same period, the deponent may change the form or the 15 

substance of the answer to any question and may approve or refuse to approve the transcript by 16 

means of a letter to the deposition officer signed by the deponent which is mailed by certified or 17 

registered mail with return receipt requested. A copy of that letter shall be sent by first-class mail 18 

to all parties attending the deposition. 19 

    (d) For good cause shown, the court may shorten the 30-day period for making changes, 20 

approving, or refusing to approve the transcript. 21 

    (e) The deposition officer shall indicate on the original of the transcript, if the deponent 22 

has not already done so at the office of the deposition officer, any action taken by the deponent 23 

and indicate on the original of the transcript, the deponent's approval of, or failure or refusal to 24 

approve, the transcript. The deposition officer shall also notify in writing the parties attending the 25 

deposition of any changes which the deponent timely made in person.  26 

    (f) If the deponent fails or refuses to approve the transcript within the allotted period, the 27 

deposition shall be given the same effect as though it had been approved, subject to any changes 28 

timely made by the deponent. 29 

    (g) Notwithstanding subdivision (f), on a seasonable motion to suppress the deposition, 30 

accompanied by a meet and confer declaration under Section 2016.040, the court may determine 31 

that the reasons given for the failure or refusal to approve the transcript require rejection of the 32 

deposition in whole or in part. 33 

    (h) The court shall impose a monetary sanction under Chapter 7 (commencing with 34 

Section 2023.010) against any party, person, or attorney who unsuccessfully makes or opposes a 35 

motion to suppress a deposition under this section, unless the court finds that the one subject to 36 

the sanction acted with substantial justification or that other circumstances make the imposition 37 

of the sanction unjust.38 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; no language to be deleted.) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Code of Civil Procedure section 2025.520 provides 30 days to a deponent for the 

correction of a deposition transcript.  If the deponent fails to make any corrections within that 

time period (assuming no contrary stipulation by the parties, or a motion to suppress the 

transcript), the transcript is deemed signed.  The section has no provision for a shorter time 

period for approval of the transcript in summary proceedings, such as unlawful detainer actions, 

where trial may be had as a matter of right upon proper demand no later than 20 days after the 

case becomes at issue.   
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This Resolution: Would bring this section into line with the expedited discovery timelines 

imposed on unlawful detainer litigants, as other sections of the Discovery Act do.  (See, e.g., 

Code Civ. Proc., § 2025.270(b) (depositions may be had upon five days‘ notice instead of the 

usual ten, and must be completed five days before trial, instead of the usual 30).)   The resolution 

would clarify uncertainty as to the use at trial of unsigned unlawful detainer deposition 

transcripts, where at least five days has elapsed since the deposition.  The resolution would not 

impose a major burden on deponents.  Unlawful detainer depositions are usually very short, and 

can be easily reviewed.  The resolution is necessary because unlawful detainer litigation is often 

contentious, and obtaining stipulations among parties can be difficult.     

 

The Problem:  It is unclear whether the use of a deposition transcript can be prohibited at trial of 

an unlawful detainer action where 30 days has not elapsed from the date of deposition, and the 

deponent has neither signed it nor stipulated to its use.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Ciarán O'Sullivan, The Law Office of 

Ciarán O'Sullivan, 1 Post Street, San Francisco, CA 94104; Voice (415) 391-3711; fax (415) 

513-0449; e-mail ciaran@cosullivanlaw.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Ciarán O'Sullivan  
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RESOLUTION 02-06-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Discovery:  Deadline For Motion To Deem Requests For Admissions As Admitted 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2033.290 to extend the time to bring a motion to 

compel further responses to requests for admission and provides that such time begins to run 

after verified responses are received. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2033.290 to extend the time to bring a 

motion to compel further responses to requests for admission and provides that such time begins 

to run after verified responses are received.  This resolution should be approved in principle 

because it clarifies when the time begins running on the deadline for filing a motion to deem 

requests for admissions as being admitted. 

 

This resolution‘s requirement that the time for filing a motion to compel begins running upon the 

receipt of verified responses codifies the well-established holding in Appleton v. Superior Court 

(1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 632, 636, that an unverified response to requests for admissions is 

tantamount to no response at all.  Presently, Code of Civil Procedure section 2033.290 provides 

that a party must bring a motion to compel further responses within ―45 days of the service of the 

response.‖  Parties routinely provide discovery responses noting that the verification of the actual 

responses will follow.  This creates ambiguity under the existing statute, as it is unclear whether 

a motion to compel must be brought within 45 days of receipt of the unverified responses, or if it 

can be brought later when the verification is received.  Although an unverified discovery 

response is tantamount to no response at all (see Appelton, 206 Cal.App.3d at  p. 636), the 

current statute is ambiguous as to when this time period begins. (Standon Co., Inc. v. Superior 

Court (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 898, 903.) 

 

In addition, increasing the time period in which to bring a motion to compel from 45 to 60 days 

is appropriate, as counsel are required to complete an extensive meet and confer process prior to 

bringing a motion to compel.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 2016.040.)  Extending this time period ensures 

that an appropriately exhaustive meet and confer process can take place, in a time period 

identical to compelling other types of discovery. 

 

This resolution is related to Resolutions 02-08-2011 and 02-09-2011.   
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 2033.290 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2033.290 1 

(a) On receipt of a response to requests for admissions, the party requesting admissions 2 

may move for an order compelling a further response if that party deems that either or both of the 3 

following apply: 4 

(1) An answer to a particular request is evasive or incomplete. 5 

(2) An objection to a particular request is without merit or too general. 6 

(b) A motion under subdivision (a) shall be accompanied by a meet and confer 7 

declaration under Section 2016.040. 8 

(c) Unless notice of this motion is given within 45 60 days of the service of the verified 9 

response, or any supplemental verified response, or any specific later date to which the 10 

requesting party and the responding party have agreed in writing, the requesting party waives 11 

any right to compel further response to the requests for admission. 12 

(d) The court shall impose a monetary sanction under Chapter 7 (commencing with 13 

Section 2023.010) against any party, person, or attorney who unsuccessfully makes or opposes a 14 

motion to compel further response, unless it finds that the one subject to the sanction acted with 15 

substantial justification or that other circumstances make the imposition of the sanction unjust. 16 

(e) If a party then fails to obey an order compelling further response to requests for 17 

admission, the court may order that the matters involved in the requests be deemed admitted. In 18 

lieu of or in addition to this order, the court may impose a monetary sanction under Chapter 7 19 

(commencing with Section 2023.010).20 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law: Under existing law, a party waives the right to compel further responses to 

requests for admissions if a motion to compel is not filed within 45 days of the service of 

responses to requests for admissions. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution will expand the 45-day period to 60 days and specify that the 

period will not begin to run until verified responses are served. 

 

The Problem: It is common practice for parties to serve unverified responses to requests for 

admissions with a promise to provide verifications ―as soon as possible.‖ Currently, it is not clear 

whether a propounding party is at risk of losing his right to compel further responses if he 

chooses to wait for promised verifications. Because an unsworn response is tantamount to no 

response at all (see, Appelton v. Superior Court, 206 Cal. Ap.. 3d 632, 636), it should be clear 

that the time for a motion to compel does not begin to run until the requests for admissions have 

been verified.  
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In addition, the 45-day period was established before the current trend of courts requiring 

extensive meet-and-confer. Because a party can easily create mischief during the meet-and-

confer process by engaging in dilatory conduct, the extra time is warranted.  

 

In addition, this resolution will bring the motion-to-compel time frame in line with the time-

frame for bringing a motion to compel answers or production of documents post-deposition. 

(Code Civ. Proc., § 2025.480.) The 60-day time-frame has not proved problematic in the context 

of compelling deposition responses and it is thus unlikely to prove problematic if applied to 

requests for admissions. 

 

In summary, this resolution will help decrease abuses of the discovery process.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Lilys D. McCoy, McCoy, Turnage & 

Robertson, LLP, 5469 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 206, San Diego, California 92123, (858) 300-

1900, (858) 300-1910(fax), ldm@mtrlaw.com. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Lilys D. McCoy 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 02-06-11 - Deadline For Motion To Compel Further Responses to Requests For 

Admission 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of Justice 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 

 

The State Bar‘s Committee on Administration of Justice (CAJ) believes the current 45-

day period is sufficient, and generally provides enough time to review a response and file a 

motion to compel, if needed.  Moreover, the statute specifically provides that the parties can 

agree to extend the date, and that is often the result when the parties are engaged in the meet-

and-confer process.  CAJ does not see a benefit to extending the period from 45 to 60 days. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of 

Justice.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of Governors or 

overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position of the State Bar 

of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 02-07-2011 

DIGEST   

Disqualification of Judges: Mandatory Disqualification   

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 170.1 to require mandatory disqualification of a judge 

if the judge has received a campaign contribution from interested parties. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION  

DISAPPROVE 

 

History:   

No similar resolutions found.  

 

Reasons:   

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 170.1 to require mandatory 

disqualification of a judge if the judge has received a campaign contribution from interested 

parties.  This resolution should be disapproved because it would require recusal of a judicial 

officer anytime either a party or their counsel had contributed $1,500 or more to a judge‘s 

campaign. 

 

Due to the limits on judicial campaigns, attorneys are one of the few categories of voters who 

may contribute to a judge‘s campaign.  If this resolution were adopted, judges would be in a 

position of obtaining contributions from various attorneys, only to be precluded from hearing any 

matters involving those attorneys once elected to the bench.   

 

In addition, under this resolution, attorneys could force recusal of a judge in a particular case by 

contributing to that judge‘s campaign, if they had already used their peremptory challenge under 

Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6, or did not want to be forced to use that challenge.   

 

Further, in situations where an attorney is assigned a master calendar schedule where they are 

involved in a large number of cases on that calendar (such as arraignments, pre-trial conferences, 

etc.), the judge must recuse themselves from all matters presented before the court because of the 

attorney‘s contribution.  This would result in an administrative impracticality. 

 

Finally, amending the statute in this regard could implicate free speech issues, in the sense that it 

would act as a practical bar on attorneys‘ contributing to judicial campaigns.  Attorneys ability to 

contribute to judicial campaigns would be hampered by the concerns that the attorney would then 

be precluded from appearing in front of any judicial officer to whom they had provided a 

campaign contribution.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 170.1 to read as follows: 

 

§ 170.1 1 

(a) A judge shall be disqualified if any one or more of the following is true: 2 
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(1) (A) The judge has personal knowledge of disputed evidentiary facts concerning the 3 

proceeding. 4 

(B) A judge shall be deemed to have personal knowledge within the meaning of this 5 

paragraph if the judge, or the spouse of the judge, or a person within the third degree of 6 

relationship to either of them, or the spouse of such a person is to the judge's knowledge likely to 7 

be a material witness in the proceeding. 8 

(2) (A) The judge served as a lawyer in the proceeding, or in any other proceeding 9 

involving the same issues he or she served as a lawyer for any party in the present proceeding or 10 

gave advice to any party in the present proceeding upon any matter involved in the action or 11 

proceeding. 12 

(B) A judge shall be deemed to have served as a lawyer in the proceeding if within the 13 

past two years: 14 

(i) A party to the proceeding or an officer, director, or trustee of a party was a client of 15 

the judge when the judge was in the private practice of law or a client of a lawyer with whom the 16 

judge was associated in the private practice of law. 17 

(ii) A lawyer in the proceeding was associated in the private practice of law with the 18 

judge. 19 

(C) A judge who served as a lawyer for or officer of a public agency that is a party to the 20 

proceeding shall be deemed to have served as a lawyer in the proceeding if he or she personally 21 

advised or in any way represented the public agency concerning the factual or legal issues in the 22 

proceeding. 23 

(3) (A) The judge has a financial interest in the subject matter in a proceeding or in a 24 

party to the proceeding. 25 

(B) A judge shall be deemed to have a financial interest within the meaning of this 26 

paragraph if: 27 

(i) A spouse or minor child living in the household has a financial interest. 28 

(ii) The judge or the spouse of the judge is a fiduciary who has a financial interest. 29 

(iii) The judge has received a monetary contribution to the judge‘s campaign, directly or 30 

indirectly, from a party, counsel, party affiliate or other interested party.  The contribution level 31 

at which disqualification shall be mandatory shall be the same as the level, set forth in Code of 32 

Civil Procedure section 170.5(b), at which a judge is considered to have a ―financial interest‖ in 33 

a party, requiring disqualification.  The obligation to disqualify under this Subsection shall begin 34 

immediately on receipt of the contribution in question and shall run for two years from the date 35 

that the candidate assumes office or from the date that the contribution was received, which ever 36 

is later. 37 

(C) A judge has a duty to make reasonable efforts to inform himself or herself about his 38 

or her personal and fiduciary interests and those of his or her spouse and the personal financial 39 

interests of children living in the household. 40 

(4) The judge, or the spouse of the judge, or a person within the third degree of 41 

relationship to either of them, or the spouse of such a person is a party to the proceeding or an 42 

officer, director, or trustee of a party. 43 

(5) A lawyer or a spouse of a lawyer in the proceeding is the spouse, former spouse, 44 

child, sibling, or parent of the judge or the judge's spouse or if such a person is associated in the 45 

private practice of law with a lawyer in the proceeding. 46 

(6) (A) For any reason: 47 

(i) The judge believes his or her recusal would further the interests of justice. 48 
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(ii) The judge believes there is a substantial doubt as to his or her capacity to be impartial. 49 

(iii) A person aware of the facts might reasonably entertain a doubt that the judge would 50 

be able to be impartial. 51 

(B) Bias or prejudice toward a lawyer in the proceeding may be grounds for 52 

disqualification. 53 

(7) By reason of permanent or temporary physical impairment, the judge is unable to 54 

properly perceive the evidence or is unable to properly conduct the proceeding. 55 

(8) (A) The judge has a current arrangement concerning prospective employment or other 56 

compensated service as a dispute resolution neutral or is participating in, or, within the 57 

last two years has participated in, discussions regarding prospective employment or 58 

service as a dispute resolution neutral, or has been engaged in such employment or 59 

service, and any of the following applies: 60 

(i) The arrangement is, or the prior employment or discussion was, with a party to the 61 

proceeding. 62 

(ii) The matter before the judge includes issues relating to the enforcement of either an 63 

agreement to submit a dispute to an alternative dispute resolution process or an award or other 64 

final decision by a dispute resolution neutral. 65 

(iii) The judge directs the parties to participate in an alternative dispute resolution process 66 

in which the dispute resolution neutral will be an individual or entity with whom the judge has 67 

the arrangement, has previously been employed or served, or is discussing or has discussed the 68 

employment or service. 69 

(iv) The judge will select a dispute resolution neutral or entity to conduct an alternative 70 

dispute resolution process in the matter before the judge, and among those available for selection 71 

is an individual or entity with whom the judge has the arrangement, with whom the judge has 72 

previously been employed or served, or with whom the judge is discussing or has discussed the 73 

employment or service. 74 

(B) For the purposes of this paragraph, all of the following apply: 75 

(i) "Participating in discussions" or "has participated in discussion" means that the judge 76 

solicited or otherwise indicated an interest in accepting or negotiating possible employment or 77 

service as an alternative dispute resolution neutral or responded to an unsolicited statement 78 

regarding, or an offer of, such employment or service by expressing an interest in that 79 

employment or service, making any inquiry regarding the employment or service, or encouraging 80 

the person making the statement or offer to provide additional information about that possible 81 

employment or service. If a judge's response to an unsolicited statement regarding, a question 82 

about, or offer of, prospective employment or other compensated service as a dispute resolution 83 

neutral is limited to responding negatively, declining the offer, or declining to discuss such 84 

employment or service, that response does not constitute participating in discussions. 85 

(ii) "Party" includes the parent, subsidiary, or other legal affiliate of any entity that is a 86 

party and is involved in the transaction, contract, or facts that gave rise to the issues subject to 87 

the proceeding. 88 

(iii) "Dispute resolution neutral" means an arbitrator, mediator, temporary judge 89 

appointed under Section 21 of Article VI of the California Constitution, referee appointed under 90 

Section 638 or 639, special master, neutral evaluator, settlement officer, or settlement facilitator. 91 

(b) A judge before whom a proceeding was tried or heard shall be disqualified from 92 

participating in any appellate review of that proceeding. 93 
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(c) At the request of a party or on its own motion an appellate court shall consider 94 

whether in the interests of justice it should direct that further proceedings be heard before a trial 95 

judge other than the judge whose judgment or order was reviewed by the appellate court.96 

  

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Beverly Hills Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Does not require a judge to withdraw based upon an interested party‘s 

contributions to the judge‘s campaign. 

 

This Resolution:  Would add campaign contributions to the definition of ―Financial Interest‖ and 

would result in the disqualification of a judge who received a campaign contribution from an 

interested party.  ―Financial Interest‖ is defined as Financial interest" means ownership of more 

than a 1 percent legal or equitable interest in a party, or a legal or equitable interest in a party of a 

fair market value in excess of one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500), or a relationship as 

director, advisor or other active participant in the affairs of a party 

 

The Problem:  In September, 2007 Chief Justice Ronald M. George established the Commission 

for Impartial Courts and appointed Supreme Court Associate Justice Ming W. Chin as its chair.  

The Commission was charged with studying and providing recommendations to the Judicial 

Council on way to strengthen the court system.  Since that time there has been an increase in the 

politicalization of judicial election so that the impartiality of judges in courts is affected by the 

conduct of elections.  This provision is based on recommendation no. 30 of the report of that 

Commission dated December 15, 2009 to disqualify judges who have received campaign 

contributions from interested parties.  The report acknowledges that campaign contributions may 

affect a judge‘s impartiality.   

 

Partisan elections threaten the impartiality of our courts and the political and economic system 

which depend upon that impartiality.  Steps must be taken to minimize the effect of 

politicalization on the impartiality of the courts.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

The proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Kenneth G. Petrulis, Goodson  Wachtel and 

Petrulis, 10940 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1400, Los Angeles, CA 90024 (310) 208-8282 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Kenneth G. Petrulis 
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RESOLUTION 02-08-2011 

 

DIGEST   

Enlarging Time to Compel Further Responses to Document Demand 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.310 to extend the time to bring a motion to 

compel further responses to document requests and provide that such time begins after verified 

responses are received.    

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE  

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 01-06-2003, which was approved in principle.   

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.310 to extend the time to bring a 

motion to compel further responses to document requests and provide that such time begins after 

verified responses are received.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it 

clarifies that the time to file a motion to compel further responses does not start until verified 

responses are received, and because the extension of time to respond is appropriate given the 

extensive meet and confer requirements. 

 

Presently, Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.310 provides that a party must bring a motion to 

compel further responses within ―45 days of the service of the response.‖  Parties routinely 

provide discovery responses noting that the verification of the actual responses will follow.  This 

creates ambiguity under the existing statute, as it is unclear whether a motion to compel must be 

brought within 45 days of receipt of the unverified responses, or if it can be brought later when 

the verification is received.  Although an unverified discovery response is tantamount to no 

response at all (see Appelton v. Superior Court (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 632, 636), the current 

statute is ambiguous as to when this time period begins. (Standon Co., Inc. v. Superior Court 

(1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 898, 903.) 

 

It is important that the time period in which to bring a motion to compel be clearly established, 

because if a party fails to bring this motion within the requisite time, that party waives the right 

to compel any responses to the demand.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 2031.310, subd. (c); Sperber v. 

Robinson (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 736, 741.)  Moreover, this time limit is jurisdictional, such that 

a court has no authority to grant a late motion, regardless of the circumstances.  (Sexton v. 

Superior Court (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1403, 1410.)  

 

Furthermore, an increase in the time period in which to bring a motion to compel from 45 to 60 

days is appropriate, as counsel are required to complete an extensive meet and confer process 

prior to bringing a motion to compel.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 2016.040).  The extension of this time 

period ensures that an appropriately exhaustive meet and confer process can take place, in a time 

period identical to compelling other types of discovery. 

 

This Resolution is related to Resolutions 02-06-2011 and 02-09-2011. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION  
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Association recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.310 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2031.310 1 

  (a) On receipt of a response to a demand for inspection, copying, testing, or sampling, the 2 

demanding party may move for an order compelling further response to the demand if the 3 

demanding party deems that any of the following apply: 4 

(1) A statement of compliance with the demand is incomplete. 5 

(2) A representation of inability to comply is inadequate, incomplete, or evasive. 6 

(3) An objection in the response is without merit or too general. 7 

(b) A motion under subdivision (a) shall comply with both of the following: 8 

(1) The motion shall set forth specific facts showing good cause justifying the discovery 9 

sought by the demand. 10 

(2) The motion shall be accompanied by a meet and confer declaration under Section 11 

2016.040. 12 

(c) Unless notice of this motion is given within 45 60 days of the service of the verified 13 

response, or any supplemental verified response, or on or before any specific later date to which 14 

the demanding party and the responding party have agreed in writing, the demanding party 15 

waives any right to compel a further response to the demand. 16 

(d) In a motion under subdivision (a) relating to the production of electronically stored 17 

information, the party or affected person objecting to or opposing the production, inspection, 18 

copying, testing, or sampling of electronically stored information on the basis that the 19 

information is from a source that is not reasonably accessible because of the undue burden or 20 

expense shall bear the burden of demonstrating that the information is from a source that is not 21 

reasonably accessible because of undue burden or expense. 22 

(e) If the party or affected person from whom discovery of electronically stored 23 

information is sought establishes that the information is from a source that is not reasonably 24 

accessible because of the undue burden or expense, the court may nonetheless order discovery if 25 

the demanding party shows good cause, subject to any limitations imposed under subdivision (g). 26 

(f) If the court finds good cause for the production of electronically stored information 27 

from a source that is not reasonably accessible, the court may set conditions for the discovery of 28 

the electronically stored information, including allocation of the expense of discovery. 29 

(g) The court shall limit the frequency or extent of discovery of electronically stored 30 

information, even from a source that is reasonably accessible, if the court determines that any of 31 

the following conditions exists: 32 

(1) It is possible to obtain the information from some other source that is more 33 

convenient, less burdensome, or less expensive. 34 

(2) The discovery sought is unreasonably cumulative or duplicative. 35 

(3) The party seeking discovery has had ample opportunity by discovery in the action to 36 

obtain the information sought. 37 

(4) The likely burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs the likely benefit, 38 

taking into account the amount in controversy, the resources of the parties, the importance of the 39 

issues in the litigation, and the importance of the requested discovery in resolving the issues. 40 
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(h) Except as provided in subdivision (j), the court shall impose a monetary sanction 41 

under Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 2023.010) against any party, person, or attorney who 42 

unsuccessfully makes or opposes a motion to compel further response to a demand, unless it 43 

finds that the one subject to the sanction acted with substantial justification or that other 44 

circumstances make the imposition of the sanction unjust. 45 

(i) Except as provided in subdivision (j), if a party fails to obey an order compelling 46 

further response, the court may make those orders that are just, including the imposition of an 47 

issue sanction, an evidence sanction, or a terminating sanction under Chapter 7 (commencing 48 

with Section 2023.010). In lieu of or in addition to that sanction, the court may impose a 49 

monetary sanction under Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 2023.010). 50 

(j)(1) Notwithstanding subdivisions (h) and (i), absent exceptional circumstances, the 51 

court shall not impose sanctions on a party or any attorney of a party for failure to provide 52 

electronically stored information that has been lost, damaged, altered, or overwritten as the result 53 

of the routine, good faith operation of an electronic information system. 54 

(2) This subdivision shall not be construed to alter any obligation to preserve 55 

discoverable information.56 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Under existing law, a party waives the right to compel further responses to 

requests for production if a motion to compel is not filed within 45 days of the service of 

responses to requests for production. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution will expand the 45-day period to 60 days and specify that the 

period will not begin to run until verified responses are served. 

 

The Problem: It is common practice for parties to serve unverified responses to requests for 

production with a promise to provide verifications ―as soon as possible.‖ Currently, it is not clear 

whether a propounding party is at risk of losing his right to compel further responses if he 

chooses to wait for promised verifications. Because an unsworn response is tantamount to no 

response at all (see Appelton v. Superior Court (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 632, 636), it should be 

clear that the time for a motion to compel does not begin to run until the requests for production 

have been verified.  

 

In addition, the 45-day period was established before the current trend of courts requiring 

extensive meet-and-confer. Because a party can easily create mischief during the meet-and-

confer process by engaging in dilatory conduct, the extra time is warranted.  

 

In addition, this resolution will bring the motion-to-compel time frame in line with the time-

frame for bringing a motion to compel answers or production of documents post-deposition. 

(Code Civ. Proc., § 2025.480.)  The 60-day time-frame has not proved problematic in the context 
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of compelling deposition responses and it is thus unlikely to prove problematic if applied to 

requests for production. 

 

In summary, this resolution will help decrease abuses of the discovery process.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Lilys D. McCoy, McCoy, Turnage & 

Robertson, LLP, 5469 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 206, San Diego, California 92123, (858) 300-

1900, (858) 300-1910(fax), ldm@mtrlaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Lilys D. McCoy 

 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 02-08-11 – Enlarging Time to Compel Further Responses to Document Demand 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of Justice 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 
 

The State Bar‘s Committee on Administration of Justice (CAJ) believes the current 45-

day period is sufficient, and generally provides enough time to review a response and file a 

motion to compel, if needed.  Moreover, the statute specifically provides that the parties can 

agree to extend the date, and that is often the result when the parties are engaged in the meet-

and-confer process.  CAJ does not see a benefit to extending the period from 45 to 60 days. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on 

Administration of Justice.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded 

from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 02-09-2011 

 

DIGEST   

Enlarging Time to Compel Further Responses to Interrogatories 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.300 to extend the time to bring a motion to 

compel further responses to interrogatories and provide that such time begins after verified 

responses are received.    

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE  

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 01-06-2003, which was approved in principle.   

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.310 to extend the time to bring a 

motion to compel further responses to interrogatories and provide that such time begins after 

verified responses are received.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it 

clarifies that the time to file a motion to compel further responses does not start until verified 

responses are received, and because the extension of time to respond is appropriate given the 

extensive meet and confer requirements. 

 

Presently, Code of Civil Procedure section 2031.300, subdivision (c) provides that a party must 

bring a motion to compel further responses within ―45 days of the service of the response.‖  

Parties routinely provide discovery responses noting that the verification of the actual responses 

will follow.  This creates ambiguity under the existing statute, as it is unclear whether a motion 

to compel must be brought within 45 days of receipt of the unverified responses, or if it can be 

brought later when the verification is received.  Although an unverified discovery response is 

tantamount to no response at all (see Appelton v. Superior Court (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 632, 

636), the current statute remains unclear as to when this time period begins. (Standon Co., Inc. v. 

Superior Court (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 898, 903). 

 

It is important that the time period in which to bring a motion to compel be clearly established, 

because if a party fails to bring this motion within the requisite time, that party waives the right 

to compel any responses to the demand.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 2031.300, subd. (c); Sperber v. 

Robinson (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 736, 741).  Moreover, this time limit is jurisdictional, such that 

a court has no authority to grant a late motion, regardless of the circumstances.  (Sexton v. 

Superior Court (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 1403, 1410.)  

 

Furthermore, an increase in the time period in which to bring a motion to compel from 45 to 60 

days is appropriate, as counsel are required to complete an extensive meet and confer process 

prior to bringing a motion to compel.  (Code Civ. Proc., § 2016.040.)  The extension of this time 

period ensures that an appropriately exhaustive meet and confer process can take place, in a time 

period identical to compelling other types of discovery. 

 

This Resolution is related to Resolutions 02-06-2011 and 02-08-2011. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 2030.300 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2030.300 1 

(a) On receipt of a response to interrogatories, the propounding party may move for an 2 

order compelling a further response if the propounding party deems that any of the following 3 

apply: 4 

(1) An answer to a particular interrogatory is evasive or incomplete. 5 

(2) An exercise of the option to produce documents under Section 2030.230 is 6 

unwarranted or the required specification of those documents is inadequate. 7 

(3) An objection to an interrogatory is without merit or too general. 8 

(b) A motion under subdivision (a) shall be accompanied by a meet and confer 9 

declaration under Section 2016.040. 10 

(c) Unless notice of this motion is given within 45 60 days of the service of the verified 11 

response, or any supplemental verified response, or on or before any specific later date to which 12 

the propounding party and the responding party have agreed in writing, the propounding party 13 

waives any right to compel a further response to the interrogatories. 14 

(d) The court shall impose a monetary sanction under Chapter 7 (commencing with 15 

Section 2023.010) against any party, person, or attorney who unsuccessfully makes or opposes a 16 

motion to compel a further response to interrogatories, unless it finds that the one subject to the 17 

sanction acted with substantial justification or that other circumstances make the imposition of 18 

the sanction unjust. 19 

(e) If a party then fails to obey an order compelling further response to interrogatories, 20 

the court may make those orders that are just, including the imposition of an issue sanction, an 21 

evidence sanction, or a terminating sanction under Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 22 

2023.010). In lieu of or in addition to that sanction, the court may impose a monetary sanction 23 

under Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 2023.010).24 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Under existing law, a party waives the right to compel further responses to 

interrogatories if a motion to compel is not filed within 45 days of the service of responses to 

interrogatories. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution will expand the 45-day period to 60 days and specify that the 

period will not begin to run until verified responses are served. 

 

The Problem: It is common practice for parties to serve unverified responses to interrogatories 

with a promise to provide verifications ―as soon as possible.‖ Currently, it is not clear whether a 
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propounding party is at risk of losing his right to compel further responses if he chooses to wait 

for promised verifications. Because an unsworn response is tantamount to no response at all (see 

Appelton v. Superior Court (1988) 206 Cal.App.3d 632, 636), it should be clear that the time for 

a motion to compel does not begin to run until the interrogatories have been verified.  

In addition, the 45-day period was established before the current trend of courts requiring 

extensive meet-and-confer. Because a party can easily create mischief during the meet-and-

confer process by engaging in dilatory conduct, the extra time is warranted.  

 

In addition, this resolution will bring the motion-to-compel time frame in line with the time-

frame for bringing a motion to compel answers or interrogatories post-deposition. Cal. Code Civ. 

Proc., § 2025.480. The 60-day time-frame has not proved problematic in the context of 

compelling deposition responses and it is thus unlikely to prove problematic if applied to 

interrogatories. 

 

In summary, this resolution will help decrease abuses of the discovery process.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Lilys D. McCoy, McCoy, Turnage & 

Robertson, LLP, 5469 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 206, San Diego, California 92123, (858) 300-

1900, (858) 300-1910(fax), ldm@mtrlaw.com. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Lilys D. McCoy 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 02-09-11 – Discovery: Deadline For Motion To Compel Further Responses to 

Interrogatories 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of Justice 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 

The State Bar‘s Committee on Administration of Justice (CAJ) believes the current 45-

day period is sufficient, and generally provides enough time to review a response and file a 

motion to compel, if needed.  Moreover, the statute specifically provides that the parties can 

agree to extend the date, and that is often the result when the parties are engaged in the meet-

and-confer process.  CAJ does not see a benefit to extending the period from 45 to 60 days. 

Disclaimer 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on 

Administration of Justice.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded 

from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 03-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Criminal Records:  Non-Disclosure of Offense after Certificate of Rehabilitation 

Amends Penal Code section 4852.13 to allow ex-felons granted certificates of rehabilitation to 

deny convictions in certain job applications. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION   
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History:   

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons:   

This resolution amends Penal Code section 4852.13 to allow ex-felons granted certificates of 

rehabilitation to deny convictions in certain job applications.  This resolution should be approved 

in principle because it furthers the Legislature‘s goal to relieve fully rehabilitated former 

offenders from penalties and disabilities. 

 

Penal Code section 4852.13 allows an individual who has served a sentence in state prison to 

obtain a certificate of rehabilitation after meeting certain requirements, including completion of a 

minimum of five years of rehabilitation without a subsequent conviction.  Certificates of 

rehabilitation are rarely granted, since few individuals meet the requirements necessary to apply 

for these remedies.  The hurdles to obtaining such a certificate ―are not intended to be easily 

surmounted . . . [trial courts must] ensure that the strict statutory standards for rehabilitation are 

maintained.‖  (People v. Blocker (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 438, 445.)  

 

On the rare occasion when a certificate of rehabilitation is granted, the Legislature saw fit to 

relieve former criminal offenders from criminal penalties and disabilities, enacting a ―broad 

statutory scheme for rehabilitation and restoration of rights attending relief from criminal 

penalties and disabilities to all ex-felons‖ that obtain certificates.  (People v. Jones (1985) 176 

Cal.App.3d 120, 131.)  But there remains a serious impediment to achieving these goals:  A 

certificate of rehabilitation does not allow the certificate holder to deny the conviction on 

applications or in response to direct questioning.  Although the fact of conviction should be 

irrelevant to many categories of jobs for those few ex-felons that successfully receive a 

certificate of rehabilitation, most employers would still hesitate to employ such a person.  

Without the ability to deny the conviction, ex-felons are seriously hampered in their efforts to 

secure employment and contribute to society.   

 

This resolution helps to accomplish the legislative goals of rehabilitation and restoration of rights 

by allowing individuals who have demonstrated their full rehabilitation to the satisfaction of the 

court issuing the certificate of rehabilitation to avoid the stigma of their previous transgression so 

that they may compete in the marketplace without this liability.   
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code section 4852.13 to read as follows:   

 

§ 4852.13  1 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (b) (c), if after hearing, the court finds 2 

that the petitioner has demonstrated by his or her course of conduct his or her rehabilitation and 3 

his or her fitness to exercise all of the civil and political rights of citizenship, the court may make 4 

an order declaring that the petitioner has been rehabilitated, and recommending that the 5 

Governor grant a full pardon to the petitioner. This order shall be filed with the clerk of the court, 6 

and shall be known as a certificate of rehabilitation. 7 

(b) (1) When a certificate of rehabilitation is granted, except as provided in (b)(2), the 8 

petitioner may indicate in response to any question concerning his or her prior criminal record 9 

that he or she was not arrested or convicted for the offense.  10 

(2) The order does not relieve the petitioner of the obligation to disclose the arrest and conviction 11 

in response to any direct question contained in any questionnaire or application for public office, 12 

for a position as a peace officer as defined in Section 830, for licensure by any state or local 13 

agency, or for contracting with the California State Lottery.  14 

(b) (c) No certificate of rehabilitation shall be granted to a person convicted of any 15 

offense specified in Section 290 if the court determines that the petitioner presents a continuing 16 

threat to minors of committing any of the offenses specified in Section 290. 17 

(c) (d) A district attorney in either the county where the conviction was obtained or the 18 

county of residence of the recipient of the certificate of rehabilitation may petition the superior 19 

court to rescind a certificate if it was granted for any offense specified in Section 290. The 20 

petition shall be filed in either the county in which the person who has received the certificate of 21 

rehabilitation resides or the county in which the conviction was obtained. If the superior court 22 

finds that petitioner has demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence that the person who 23 

has received the certificate presents a continuing threat to minors of committing any of the 24 

offenses specified in Section 290, the court shall rescind the certificate.25 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

  

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: The Certificate of Rehabilitation is the only remedy available for any conviction 

that resulted in a state prison sentence.  To qualify for a Certificate of Rehabilitation the 

following conditions must be met: (1) The conviction and incarceration occurred in California; 

(2) All convictions eligible for Penal Code section 1203.4 dismissal have been dismissed; and (3) 

the individual has lived in California for 5 years plus an additional 2-5 years of rehabilitation 
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(depending on the offense).  Rehabilitation = no negative contact with law enforcement 

(including any arrests).  To be successful, an applicant must demonstrate substantial evidence of 

his or her rehabilitation efforts.  To obtain a Certificate of Rehabilitation, the applicant must 

demonstrate substantial evidence of rehabilitation and wait 7 to 10 years to apply.  Once granted, 

a Certificate of Rehabilitation does not allow the certificate holder to omit the conviction from 

job applications.   

 

This Resolution:  By amending Penal Code section 4852.13 to expand the employment 

protections afforded by a Certificate of Rehabilitation, this resolution would help people who 

have demonstrated fitness to work in their chosen profession provide for themselves and their 

families by increasing their opportunity to find a job, obtain an occupational license from the 

state, and secure housing.  This resolution would amend Penal Code section 4852.13 to allow an 

applicant to omit a conviction for which a Certificate of Rehabilitation has been obtained from 

any job or housing application. This resolution will ensure that individuals whose good behavior 

and reformation are recognized by the court will receive the full benefit of the available criminal 

record remedies. Additionally, it is a safe, responsible, and practical policy amendment that 

enhances public safety.  

 

The Problem:  The benefits of obtaining a Certificate of Rehabilitation are very limited.  An 

expungement (or judicial dismissal pursuant to Penal Code sections 1203.4 or 1203.4) allows an 

individual to omit the conviction from most job applications.  However, even after the Certificate 

of Rehabilitation is granted, the applicant must disclose the conviction on all employment 

applications and applications for state occupational licenses. Allowing applicants to omit a 

conviction after obtaining a Certificate of Rehabilitation will provide many individuals the 

opportunity to gain employment and provide for themselves and their families. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT  

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.   

  

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Jessie Warner, Policy Director, East Bay 

Community Law Center, Clean Slate Practice, 2921 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 94703; (510) 

548-4040 x344; jwarner@ebclc.org 

  

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Jon Eldan or Jessie Warner 
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RESOLUTION 03-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Prostitution: Legalization 

Deletes Penal Code sections 647, subdivision (b), 647f, 315, 316, 266h, 653.20, 653.22, 653.23, 

653.24, amends Penal Code sections 647.1, 318, 266i and 11225, and adds Health and Safety 

Code section 429.13 to decriminalize prostitution and foster safer sex practices. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolutions 01-06-2010, 02-06-2008, and 03-07-2007, all of which were approved. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution deletes Penal Code sections 647, subdivision (b), 647f, 315, 316, 266h, 653.20, 

653.22, 653.23, 653.24, amends Penal Code sections 647.1, 318, 266i and 11225, and adds 

Health and Safety Code section 429.13 to decriminalize prostitution and foster safer sex 

practices.  The resolution should be approved in principle for the public health and safety 

benefits, and to permit law enforcement and the justice system to focus on other issues. 

 

Enforcing prostitution laws is a waste of resources.  Police and courtrooms are overburdened 

with prostitution cases, with little or no impact.  Research indicates over one million women in 

the United States earn their living as full-time prostitutes, and roughly one in every six American 

men has hired a prostitute within the past five years.  There are sex workers in massage parlors, 

escort services, strip bars and hotels, as well as on corners as traditional streetwalkers. As many 

as one-half of a typical urban city's female prison population are prostitutes.  The City of Los 

Angeles spends an estimated $100 million annually dealing with illegal prostitution.  (Paul 

Armentano, The Case for Legalized Prostitution, Freedom Daily (Dec. 1993) at 

http://www.fff.org/freedom/1293e.asp.) 

 

Decriminalization would help prevent the underground prostitution that occurs today, allowing 

sex workers to protect themselves from the control and abuse of pimps, organized crime figures, 

and their own customers. Troubled minors are particularly at risk of exploitation; the average 

age for girls beginning to engage in prostitution is 14. Many boys and young men are prostituted 

as well. It is estimated 100,000 to 3 million teens are prostituted each year in the United States. 

(Eddy and Walker, Prostitution: Myths and Realities, Michigan Family Impact Seminars, Bfg. 

Rpt. No. 2002-2).  With decriminalization, prostitution can take place in controlled 

environments, providing safety for both customer and sex worker. 

 

Decriminalization is the first step toward legalization and regulation, which in turn would allow 

for taxation and required regular medical examinations. Engaging in sex with a prostitute is now 

the third most common way for an American male to contract HIV.  Regulation would not only 

reduce the spread of sexually transmitted diseases, but also communicable diseases such as 
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tuberculosis and hepatitis. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to repeal Penal Code sections 647(b), 647f, 315, 316, 266h, 653.20, 653.22, 653.23, 

653.24; to amend Penal Code sections 647.1, 318, 266i, and 11225; and to add Health and Safety 

Code section 429.13, to read as follows: 

 

§ 647 1 

 Every person who commits any of the following acts is guilty of disorderly conduct, a 2 

misdemeanor: 3 

 (a) Who solicits anyone to engage in or who engages in lewd or dissolute conduct in any 4 

public place or in any place open to the public or exposed to public view. 5 

 (b) Who solicits or who agrees to engage in or who engages in any act of prostitution.  A 6 

person agrees to engage in an act of prostitution when, with specific intent to so engage, he or 7 

she manifests an acceptance of an offer or solicitation to so engage, regardless of whether the 8 

offer or solicitation was made by a person who also possessed the specific intent to engage in 9 

prostitution.  No agreement to engage in an act of prostitution shall constitute a violation of this 10 

subdivision unless some act, in addition to the agreement, is done within this state in furtherance 11 

of the commission of an act of prostitution by the person agreeing to engage in that act.  As used 12 

in this subdivision, "prostitution" includes any lewd act between persons for money or other 13 

consideration. 14 

 (c) (b) Who accosts other persons in any public place or in any place open to the public 15 

for the purpose of begging or soliciting alms. 16 

 (d) (c) Who loiters in or about any toilet open to the public for the purpose of engaging in 17 

or soliciting any lewd or lascivious or any unlawful act. 18 

 (e) (d) Who loiters or wanders upon the streets or from place to place without apparent 19 

reason or business and who refuses to identify himself or herself and to account for his or her 20 

presence when requested by any peace officer so to do, if the surrounding circumstances would 21 

indicate to a reasonable person that the public safety demands this identification. 22 

 (f) (e) Who is found in any public place under the influence of intoxicating liquor, any 23 

drug, controlled substance, toluene, or any combination of any intoxicating liquor, drug, 24 

controlled substance, or toluene, in a condition that he or she is unable to exercise care for his or 25 

her own safety or the safety of others, or by reason of his or her being under the influence of 26 

intoxicating liquor, any drug, controlled substance, toluene, or any combination of any 27 

intoxicating liquor, drug, or toluene, interferes with or obstructs or prevents the free use of any 28 

street, sidewalk, or other public way. 29 

 (g) (f) When a person has violated subdivision (f), a peace officer, if he or she is 30 

reasonably able to do so, shall place the person, or cause him or her to be placed, in civil 31 

protective custody.  The person shall be taken to a facility, designated pursuant to Section 5170 32 

of the Welfare and Institutions Code, for the 72-hour treatment and evaluation of inebriates. 33 

 34 

§ 647f  35 
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In any accusatory pleading charging a violation of subdivision (b) of  Section 647, if the 36 

defendant has been previously convicted one or more times of a violation of that subdivision or 37 

of any other offense listed in subdivision (d) of Section 1202.1, and in connection with one or 38 

more of those convictions a blood test was administered pursuant to Section 1202.1 or 1202.6 39 

with positive test results, of which the defendant was informed, the previous conviction and 40 

positive blood test results, of which the defendant was informed, shall be charged in the 41 

accusatory pleading.  If the previous conviction and informed test results are found to be true by 42 

the trier of fact or are admitted by the defendant, the defendant is guilty of a felony. 43 

 44 

§ 647.1 45 

In addition to any fine assessed under Section 647, the judge may assess a fine not to 46 

exceed seventy dollars ($70) against any person who violates subdivision (a) or (b) of Section 47 

647, or, if the offense involves intravenous use of a controlled substance, subdivision (f) of 48 

Section 647, with the proceeds of this fine to be used in accordance with Section 1463.23. 49 

The court shall, however, take into consideration the defendant's ability to pay and no defendant 50 

shall be denied probation because of his or her inability to pay the fine permitted under this 51 

section. 52 

 53 

§ 315 54 

Every person who keeps a house of ill-fame in this state, resorted to for the purposes of 55 

prostitution or lewdness, or who willfully resides in such house, is guilty of a misdemeanor;  and 56 

in all prosecutions for keeping or resorting to such a house common repute may be received as 57 

competent evidence of the character of the house, the purpose for which it is kept or used, and 58 

the character of the women inhabiting or resorting to it. 59 

 60 

§ 316 61 

Every person who keeps any disorderly house, or any house for the purpose of 62 

assignation or prostitution, or any house of public resort, by which the peace, comfort, or 63 

decency of the immediate neighborhood is habitually disturbed, or who keeps any inn in a 64 

disorderly manner;  and every person who lets any apartment or tenement, knowing that it is to 65 

be used for the purpose of assignation or prostitution, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 66 

 67 

§ 318 68 

Whoever, through invitation or device, prevails upon any person to visit any room, 69 

building, or other places kept for the purpose of illegal gambling or prostitution, is guilty of a 70 

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be confined in the county jail not exceeding six 71 

months, or fined not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500), or be punished by both that fine and 72 

imprisonment. 73 

 74 

§ 266h 75 

 (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), any person who, knowing another person is a 76 

prostitute, lives or derives support or maintenance in whole or in part from the earnings or 77 

proceeds of the person's prostitution, or from money loaned or advanced to or charged against 78 

that person by any keeper or manager or inmate of a house or other place where prostitution is 79 
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practiced or allowed, or who solicits or receives compensation for soliciting for the person, is 80 

guilty of pimping, a felony, and shall be punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for three, 81 

four, or six years. 82 

(b) Any person who, knowing another person is a prostitute, lives or derives support or 83 

maintenance in whole or in part from the earnings or proceeds of the person's prostitution, or 84 

from money loaned or advanced to or charged against that person by any keeper or manager or 85 

inmate of a house or other place where prostitution is practiced or allowed, or who solicits or 86 

receives compensation for soliciting for the person, when the prostitute is a minor, is guilty of 87 

pimping a minor, a felony, and shall be punishable as follows: 88 

(1) If the person engaged in prostitution is a minor over the age of 16 years, the offense is 89 

punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for three, four, or six years. 90 

(2) If the person engaged in prostitution is under 16 years of age, the offense is 91 

punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for three, six, or eight years. 92 

 93 

§ 266i 94 

  (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), Any person who does any of the following with 95 

a minor is guilty of pandering, a felony, and shall be punishable by imprisonment in the state 96 

prison for three, four, or six years: 97 

(1) Procures another person for the purpose of prostitution. 98 

 (2) By promises, threats, violence, or by any device or scheme, causes, induces, 99 

persuades or encourages another person to become a prostitute. 100 

 (3) Procures for another person a place as an inmate in a house of prostitution or as an 101 

inmate of any place in which prostitution is encouraged or allowed within this state. 102 

 (4) By promises, threats, violence or by any device or scheme, causes, induces, persuades 103 

or encourages an inmate of a house of prostitution, or any other place in which prostitution is 104 

encouraged or allowed, to remain therein as an inmate. 105 

 (5) By fraud or artifice, or by duress of person or goods, or by abuse of any position of 106 

confidence or authority, procures another person for the purpose of prostitution, or to enter any 107 

place in which prostitution is encouraged or allowed within this state, or to come into this state or 108 

leave this state for the purpose of prostitution. 109 

 (6) Receives or gives, or agrees to receive or give, any money or thing of value for 110 

procuring, or attempting to procure, another person for the purpose of prostitution, or to come 111 

into this state or leave this state for the purpose of prostitution. 112 

(7) Derives or receives support from prostitution. 113 

(b) Any person who does any of the acts described in subdivision (a) with another person 114 

who is a minor is guilty of pandering, a felony, and shall be punishable as follows: 115 

(1) If the other person is a minor over the age of 16 years, the offense is punishable by 116 

imprisonment in the state prison for three, four, or six years. 117 

(2) If the other person is under 16 years of age, the offense is punishable by 118 

imprisonment in the state prison for three, six, or eight years. 119 

 120 

§ 11225 121 

(a) Every building or place used for the purpose of illegal gambling as defined by state 122 

law or local ordinance, lewdness, assignation, or prostitution, and every building or place in or 123 
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upon which acts of illegal gambling as defined by state law or local ordinance, lewdness, 124 

assignation, or prostitution, are held or occur, is a nuisance which shall be enjoined, abated, and 125 

prevented, and for which damages may be recovered, whether it is a public or private nuisance. 126 

Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed to apply the definition of a nuisance to a private 127 

residence where illegal gambling is conducted on an intermittent basis and without the purpose 128 

of producing profit for the owner or occupier of the premises. 129 

(b) Every building or place used as a bathhouse which as a primary activity encourages or 130 

permits conduct that according to the guidelines of the federal Centers for Disease Control can 131 

transmit AIDS, including, but not limited to, anal intercourse, oral copulation, or vaginal 132 

intercourse, is a nuisance which shall be enjoined, abated, and prevented, and for which damages 133 

may be recovered, whether it is a public or private nuisance. 134 

For purposes of this subdivision, a "bathhouse" means a business which, as its primary purpose, 135 

provides facilities for a spa, whirlpool, communal bath, sauna, steam bath, mineral bath, mud 136 

bath, or facilities for swimming. 137 

 138 

§ 653.20 139 

For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions apply: 140 

(a) "Commit prostitution" means to engage in sexual conduct for money or other 141 

consideration, but does not include sexual conduct engaged in as a part of any stage 142 

performance, play, or other entertainment open to the public. 143 

(b) "Public place" means an area open to the public, or an alley, plaza, park, driveway, or 144 

parking lot, or an automobile, whether moving or not, or a building open to the general public, 145 

including one which serves food or drink, or provides entertainment, or the doorways and 146 

entrances to a building or dwelling, or the grounds enclosing a building or dwelling. 147 

(c) "Loiter" means to delay or linger without a lawful purpose for being on the property 148 

and for the purpose of committing a crime as opportunity may be discovered. 149 

 150 
§ 653.22 151 

  (a) It is unlawful for any person to loiter in any public place with the intent to commit 152 

prostitution.  This intent is evidenced by acting in a manner and under circumstances which 153 

openly demonstrate the purpose of inducing, enticing, or soliciting prostitution, or procuring 154 

another to commit prostitution. 155 

(b) Among the circumstances that may be considered in determining whether a person 156 

loiters with the intent to commit prostitution are that the person: 157 

(1) Repeatedly beckons to, stops, engages in conversations with, or attempts to stop or 158 

engage in conversations with passersby, indicative of soliciting for prostitution. 159 

(2) Repeatedly stops or attempts to stop motor vehicles by hailing the drivers, waving 160 

arms, or making any other bodily gestures, or engages or attempts to engage the drivers or 161 

passengers of the motor vehicles in conversation, indicative of soliciting for prostitution. 162 

 (3) Has been convicted of violating this section, subdivision (a) or (b) of  Section 647, or 163 

any other offense relating to or involving prostitution, within five years of the arrest under this 164 

section. 165 

(4) Circles an area in a motor vehicle and repeatedly beckons to, contacts, or attempts to 166 

contact or stop pedestrians or other motorists, indicative of soliciting for prostitution. 167 
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(5) Has engaged, within six months prior to the arrest under this section, in any behavior 168 

described in this subdivision, with the exception of paragraph (3), or in any other behavior 169 

indicative of prostitution activity. 170 

(c) The list of circumstances set forth in subdivision (b) is not exclusive.  The 171 

circumstances set forth in subdivision (b) should be considered particularly salient if they occur 172 

in an area that is known for prostitution activity.  Any other relevant circumstances may be 173 

considered in determining whether a person has the requisite intent.  Moreover, no one 174 

circumstance or combination of circumstances is in itself determinative of intent.  Intent must be 175 

determined based on an evaluation of the particular circumstances of each case. 176 

 177 
§ 653.23 178 

  (a) It is unlawful for any person to do either of the following: 179 

 (1) Direct, supervise, recruit, or otherwise aid another person in the commission of a 180 

violation of subdivision (b) of Section 647 or subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 181 

 (2) Collect or receive all or part of the proceeds earned from an act or acts of prostitution 182 

committed by another person in violation of subdivision (b) of Section 647. 183 

 (b) Among the circumstances that may be considered in determining whether a person is 184 

in violation of subdivision (a) are that the person does the following: 185 

 (1) Repeatedly speaks or communicates with another person who is acting in violation of 186 

subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 187 

 (2) Repeatedly or continuously monitors or watches another person who is acting in 188 

violation of subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 189 

 (3) Repeatedly engages or attempts to engage in conversation with pedestrians or 190 

motorists to solicit, arrange, or facilitate an act of prostitution between the pedestrians or 191 

motorists and another person who is acting in violation of subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 192 

 (4) Repeatedly stops or attempts to stop pedestrians or motorists to solicit, arrange, or 193 

facilitate an act of prostitution between pedestrians or motorists and another person who is acting 194 

in violation of subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 195 

 (5) Circles an area in a motor vehicle and repeatedly beckons to, contacts, or attempts to 196 

contact or stop pedestrians or other motorists to solicit, arrange, or facilitate an act of prostitution 197 

between the pedestrians or motorists and another person who is acting in violation of subdivision 198 

(a) of Section 653.22. 199 

 (6) Receives or appears to receive money from another person who is acting in violation 200 

of subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 201 

 (7) Engages in any of the behavior described in paragraphs (1) to (6), inclusive, in regard 202 

to or on behalf of two or more persons who are in violation of subdivision (a) of Section 653.22. 203 

 (8) Has been convicted of violating this section, subdivision (a) or (b) of Section 647, 204 

subdivision (a) of Section 653.22, Section 266h, or 266i, or any other offense relating to or 205 

involving prostitution within five years of the arrest under this section. 206 

 (9) Has engaged, within six months prior to the arrest under subdivision (a), in any 207 

behavior described in this subdivision, with the exception of paragraph (8), or in any other 208 

behavior indicative of prostitution activity. 209 

 (c) The list of circumstances set forth in subdivision (b) is not exclusive.  The 210 

circumstances set forth in subdivision (b) should be considered particularly salient if they occur 211 
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in an area that is known for prostitution activity.  Any other relevant circumstances may be 212 

considered.  Moreover, no one circumstance or combination of circumstances is in itself 213 

determinative.  A violation of subdivision (a) shall be determined based on an evaluation of the 214 

particular circumstances of each case. 215 

(d) Nothing in this section shall preclude the prosecution of a suspect for a violation of Section 216 

266h or 266i or for any other offense, or for a violation of this section in conjunction with a 217 

violation of Section 266h or 266i or any other offense. 218 

 219 
§ 653.24 220 

 If any section, subdivision, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this chapter is for any 221 

reason held invalid or unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, that portion shall 222 

be deemed a separate, distinct, and independent provision, and that holding shall not affect the 223 

validity of the remaining portion of the chapter. 224 

 225 

§ 429.13 226 

 Operators of Businesses of Prostitution must adopt and promote safer sex practices – 227 

            (1)  Every operator of a business of prostitution must – 228 

 (a)  Take all reasonable steps to give health information (whether oral or written) to sex 229 

workers and clients; and 230 

 (b)  If the person operates a brothel, display health information prominently in that 231 

brothel; and 232 

 (c)  Not state or imply that a medical examination of a sex worker means the sex  233 

worker is not infected, or likely to be infected, with a sexually transmissible infection; and  234 

 (d)  The owner and operator of a businesses of prostitution must not discourage the  235 

use of prophylactics in the course of the business. 236 

            (2)  The obligations in this section apply only in relation to commercial sexual services 237 

provided for the business and to sex workers and clients in connection with those services. 238 

            (3)  In this section, health information means information on safer sex practices and on 239 

services for the prevention and treatment of sexually transmissible infections. 240 

            (4)  The director of the Health Services Department may implement suitable regulations 241 

to enforce the above.242 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Current law makes providing sexual services a crime.  It is also a crime to 

maintain a place where sexual services are provided (disorderly house), and to derive income 

from one who provides sexual services. 

 

This Resolution:  Removes penal provisions for consensual sex acts, whether they are without 

financial compensation, or for financial compensation.  This resolution retains intact all of the 
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laws prohibiting any form of forced prostitution.  It also retains intact all of the laws protecting 

children from prostitution. 

 

The Problem:   People have bought and sold sexual services throughout history.  Historically, 

prostitution has been regulated and criminalized in keeping with varying moral perspectives.  

Current condemnation and criminal prohibitions have not abated the prostitution, but rather,  

have been harmful to sex workers and to the general public as prostitution is driven underground.  

The underground nature of the prostitution business creates dangers and vulnerabilities for sex 

workers and their clients and negatively impacts public health and safety.  This illegal status 

makes it easier for predators to commit acts or violence against prostitutes including human 

trafficking.  Prohibitions make regulation impossible.  

 

By bringing sex work into daylight, we will: 

 

1. Reduce violence.  Legal sex work creates environments in which oversight is possible 

which protects prostitutes and clients from violence including rape, robbery, battery, extortion, 

etc. 

 

2. Reduce trafficking in human beings in the sex trade.  This measure will provide a lawful 

environment for the sexual service industry, shifting enforcement resources to actual incidences 

of abuse rather than consensual commercial sex in general. 

 

3. Promote public health.  Current research reflects that prostitutes have a rate of sexually 

transmitted disease infections that is equal to other comparable segments of the population.  

Openness in the sex industry will support sexual health educational initiatives including safe sex 

practices and access to medical services for sex workers. 

 

4. Promote labor rights and OSHA standards in the sex industry.  Workers in the sex 

industry deserve the same rights as workers in any other trade, including the right to legal 

protection from crimes such as on the job harassment, as well as wage and hour laws.  Legal sex 

industry businesses can be regulated as are other industries applying OSHA and other standard 

business regulations. 

 

5. Promote positive community relations.  A legal sex industry provides support for 

community feedback addressing issues of zoning, traffic, advertising and public health. 

 

This section retains Penal Code Sections 266, 266 a, 2666 e, and 266 f.  These sections punish 

procurement of minors, procurement by force or fraud, acquiring a prostitute, and selling a 

prostitute.  The penalties for these offenses remain quite severe. 

 

The prohibition of pimping a minor has been transferred from Penal Code Section 266h to Penal 

Code Section 266i.  It carries a punishment of between three and eight years. This proposal also 

enacts Health and Safety Code Section 429.13, allowing for enforcement of safe sex practices in 

the business of prostitution. 
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This resolution incorporates legislation which has been enacted in New Zealand with positive 

experience. 

 

This resolution was passed in 2007.  Thus we renew. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

Civil Code Sections 798.56(c)(1) and 799.70(d) provide remedies to a landlord if a resident is 

convicted of prostitution.  These will have to be addressed, but the social impact aspects can be 

dealt with as zoning issues. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  David Michael Bigeleisen, 101 Howard Street, 

Suite 310, San Francisco, CA 94105, (415) 957-1717, bigelaw@ix.netcom.com; Margaret 

Grover, Haight Brown & Bonesteel LLP, 71 Stevenson Street, 20
th

 Floor, San Francisco, CA 

94105, (415) 546-7500, mgrover@hbblaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  David Michael Bigeleisen 
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RESOLUTION 03-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Criminal Law: Deferred Judgment for Misdemeanor Possession of Benzodiazepines. 

Amends Penal Code section 1000 to make simple possession of the listed benzodiazepines under 

Health and Safety Code section 11375, subdivision (b)(2), eligible for deferred entry of judgment 

and dismissal upon completion of treatment and probation. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Penal Code section 1000 to make simple possession of the listed 

benzodiazepines under Health and Safety Code section 11375, subdivision (b)(2) eligible for 

deferred entry of judgment and dismissal upon completion of treatment and probation.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because it would allow individuals who are convicted 

of a misdemeanor possession of prescription drugs to be eligible for delayed entry of judgment. 

 

Under current law, individuals convicted of a misdemeanor/infraction possession of Xanax 

(Aprazolam) or other benzodiazepines are not permitted to participate in a drug diversion 

program.  However, individuals convicted of more serious felonies, such as possession of heroin, 

cocaine, and methamphetamine under Health and Safety Code sections 11350 and 11377, are 

eligible for treatment programs and the dismissal of the charges upon completion of the program. 

This amendment would resolve any inconsistency, unfairness, and due process concerns by 

extending the benefits of drug rehabilitation and diversion programs to the lesser drug possession 

violations of prescription drugs.  Approving this resolution would also relieve court congestion 

by extending deferred entry of judgment to the more de minimus drug offenses.    

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code section 1000 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1000         1 

(a) This chapter shall apply whenever a case is before any court upon an accusatory 2 

pleading for a violation of Section 11350, 11357, 11364, 11365, 11375 (b)(2), 11377, or 11550 3 

of the Health and Safety Code, or subdivision (b) of Section 23222 of the Vehicle Code, or 4 

Section 11358 of the Health and Safety Code if the marijuana planted, cultivated, harvested, 5 

dried, or processed is for personal use, or Section 11368 of the Health and Safety Code if the 6 

narcotic drug was secured by a fictitious prescription and is for the personal use of the defendant 7 

and was not sold or furnished to another, or subdivision (d) of Section 653f if the solicitation was 8 
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for acts directed to personal use only, or Section 381 or subdivision (f) of Section 647 of the 9 

Penal Code, if for being under the influence of a controlled substance, or Section 4060 of the 10 

Business and Professions Code, and it appears to the prosecuting attorney that, except as 11 

provided in subdivision (b) of Section 11357 of the Health and Safety Code, all of the following 12 

apply to the defendant: 13 

(1) The defendant has no conviction for any offense involving controlled substances prior 14 

to the alleged commission of the charged offense. 15 

(2) The offense charged did not involve a crime of violence or threatened violence. 16 

(3) There is no evidence of a violation relating to narcotics or restricted dangerous drugs 17 

other than a violation of the sections listed in this subdivision. 18 

(4) The defendant's record does not indicate that probation or parole has ever been 19 

revoked without thereafter being completed. 20 

(5) The defendant's record does not indicate that he or she has successfully completed or 21 

been terminated from diversion or deferred entry of judgment pursuant to this chapter within five 22 

years prior to the alleged commission of the charged offense. 23 

(6) The defendant has no prior felony conviction within five years prior to the alleged 24 

commission of the charged offense. 25 

(b) The prosecuting attorney shall review his or her file to determine whether or not 26 

paragraphs (1) to (6), inclusive, of subdivision (a) apply to the defendant. Upon the agreement of 27 

the prosecuting attorney, law enforcement, the public defender, and the presiding judge of the 28 

criminal division of the superior court, or a judge designated by the presiding judge, this 29 

procedure shall be completed as soon as possible after the initial filing of the charges. If the 30 

defendant is found eligible, the prosecuting attorney shall file with the court a declaration in 31 

writing or state for the record the grounds upon which the determination is based, and shall make 32 

this information available to the defendant and his or her attorney. This procedure is intended to 33 

allow the court to set the hearing for deferred entry of judgment at the arraignment. If the 34 

defendant is found ineligible for deferred entry of judgment, the prosecuting attorney shall file 35 

with the court a declaration in writing or state for the record the grounds upon which the 36 

determination is based, and shall make this information available to the defendant and his or her 37 

attorney. The sole remedy of a defendant who is found ineligible for deferred entry of judgment 38 

is a postconviction appeal. 39 

(c) All referrals for deferred entry of judgment granted by the court pursuant to this 40 

chapter shall be made only to programs that have been certified by the county drug program 41 

administrator pursuant to Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 1211) of Title 8, or to programs 42 

that provide services at no cost to the participant and have been deemed by the court and the 43 

county drug program administrator to be credible and effective. The defendant may request to be 44 

referred to a program in any county, as long as that program meets the criteria set forth in this 45 

subdivision. 46 

(d) Deferred entry of judgment for a violation of Section 11368 of the Health and Safety 47 

Code shall not prohibit any administrative agency from taking disciplinary action against a 48 

licensee or from denying a license. Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed to expand or 49 

restrict the provisions of Section 1000.4. 50 

(e) Any defendant who is participating in a program referred to in this section may be 51 

required to undergo analysis of his or her urine for the purpose of testing for the presence of any 52 
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drug as part of the program. However, urine analysis results shall not be admissible as a basis for 53 

any new criminal prosecution or proceeding.54 
 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Monterey County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Current law does not extend a deferred entry of judgment and dismissal through 

drug treatment pursuant to Penal Code section 1000 for a simple misdemeanor/infraction 

possession of Xanax (Aprazolam) or other benzodiazepines like - Chlordiazepoxide, 

Clonazepam, Clorazepate, Diazepam, Flurazepam, Lorazepam, Mebutamate, Oxazepam, 

Prazepam, Temazepam, Halazepam, Alprazolam, Propoxyphene, Diethylpropion, Phentermine, 

Pemoline, Fenfluramine, Triazolam.   

 

This Resolution: Penal Code section 1000 would be amended to include simple possession of the 

listed benzodiazepines under Health and Safety Code section 11375, subdivision (b)(2), to 

receive deferred entry of judgment and dismissal upon completion of treatment and probation. 

 

The Problem: It defies common sense that one may be diverted for the more for the serious 

felony possession substances of heroin, cocaine, and methamphetamine under Health and Safety 

Code sections 11350 and 11377, but not the misdemeanor/infraction possession of Xanax 

(Aprazolam) or other benzodiazepines.  This amendment would resolve any due process 

concerns by extending the benefits of court directed drug rehabilitation across the full spectrum 

of personal drug abuse – from simple possession of prescription drugs to more serious street 

drugs like cocaine, heroin, and methamphetamine.  It would also relieve court congestion by 

extending deferred entry of judgment to these more de minimus drug offenses.    

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Donald E. Landis, Jr., Assistant Public 

Defender, County of Monterey, 111 W. Alisal, Salinas, CA 93901, 831-784-5690 voice, 831-

755-5873 fax, email - landisde@co.monterey.ca.us. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Donald E. Landis, Jr. 
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RESOLUTION 03-04-2011 
 

DIGEST 

Death Penalty: Elimination 

Proposes submission of an initiative to the voters to amend Penal Code sections 37, 128, 190.2, 

219, and 4500 and Military Veterans Code section 1672 to eliminate the death penalty. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolutions 03-06-2007, 02-21-2008, 06-03-2009, and 01-01-2010.  Similar to 

Resolution 04-03-2003, that would have changed the Constitution.  Related to Resolutions  

03-07-2004 and 09-16-2006, that recommended a moratorium.  All were approved in principle. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution proposes submission of an initiative to the voters to amend Penal Code sections 

37, 128, 190.2, 219, and 4500 and Military Veterans Code section 1672 to eliminate the death 

penalty.  The resolution should be approved in principle because of the risk of a wrongful 

conviction, the lack of a deterrent effect, and the burdens of cost and time on the state in 

administering the death penalty. 

 

According to the ACLU, more than 120 people in 25 states have been released from death row 

based on a determination of factual innocence.  It is impossible to eliminate the risk of executing 

a wrongly convicted prisoner, and the risk is greater for impoverished defendants who do not 

have the resources to rebut erroneous charges.  There is no evidence the death penalty serves a 

deterrent purpose, and a number of studies show no difference in homicide rates in those states 

that impose and carry out executions. ―[I]t is not prudent to accept the hypothesis that capital 

punishment deters murder to a marginally greater extent than does the threat and application of 

the supposedly lesser punishment of life imprisonment.‖  (Roger Hood, The Death Penalty: A 

World- Wide Perspective, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 3d ed. 2002, p. 230.) 

 

The costs of administering the death penalty are high, up to $2,000,000 for each execution when 

the costs of trial, incarceration, and appeals are factored in.  Whereas the average cost for 

incarceration of other prisoners is approximately $28,000 per year, and the cost for housing a 

prisoner on death row is approximately $90,000 per year.  Moreover, the mandatory review of 

death penalty cases consumes a significant portion of the Supreme Court's finite resources and 

thus reduces the Court's ability to hear other matters. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations urges the California legislature 

to submit an initiative to the voters to amend Penal Code sections 37, 128, 190.2, 219 and 4500 

and Military Veterans Code section 1672 to read as follows: 
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§ 37 1 

(a)  Treason against this state consists only in levying war against it, adhering to its 2 

enemies, or giving them aid and comfort, and can be committed only by persons owing 3 

allegiance to the state. The punishment of treason shall be death or life imprisonment without 4 

possibility of parole. The penalty shall be determined pursuant to Sections 190.3 and 190.4. 5 

(b) Upon a trial for treason, the defendant cannot be convicted unless upon the testimony 6 

of two witnesses to the same overt act, or upon confession in open court; nor, except as provided 7 

in Sections 190.3 and 190.4, can evidence be admitted of an overt act not expressly charged in 8 

the indictment or information; nor can the defendant be convicted unless one or more overt acts 9 

be expressly alleged therein. 10 

 11 

§ 128  12 

Every person who, by willful perjury or subornation of perjury procures the conviction 13 

and execution of any innocent person, is punishable by death or life imprisonment without 14 

possibility of parole. The penalty shall be determined pursuant to Sections 190.3 and 190.4. 15 

 16 

§ 190.2 17 

(a) The penalty for a defendant who is found guilty of murder in the first degree is death 18 

or imprisonment in the state prison for life without the possibility of parole if one or more of the 19 

following special circumstances has been found under Section 190.4 to be true: 20 

(1) The murder was intentional and carried out for financial gain. 21 

(2) The defendant was convicted previously of murder in the first or second degree. For 22 

the purpose of this paragraph, an offense committed in another jurisdiction, which if committed 23 

in California would be punishable as first or second degree murder, shall be deemed murder in 24 

the first or second degree. 25 

(3) The defendant, in this proceeding, has been convicted of more than one offense of 26 

murder in the first or second degree. 27 

(4) The murder was committed by means of a destructive device, bomb, or explosive 28 

planted, hidden, or concealed in any place, area, dwelling, building, or structure, and the 29 

defendant knew, or reasonably should have known, that his or her act or acts would create a great 30 

risk of death to one or more human beings. 31 

(5) The murder was committed for the purpose of avoiding or preventing a lawful arrest, 32 

or perfecting or attempting to perfect, an escape from lawful custody. 33 

country of origin. 34 

(6) The murder was committed by means of a destructive device, bomb, or explosive that 35 

the defendant mailed or delivered, attempted to mail or deliver, or caused to be mailed or 36 

delivered, and the defendant knew, or reasonably should have known, that his or her act or acts 37 

would create a great risk of death to one or more human beings. 38 

(7) The victim was a peace officer, as defined in Section 830.1, 830.2, 830.3, 830.31, 39 

830.32, 830.33, 830.34, 830.35, 830.36, 830.37, 830.4, 830.5, 830.6, 830.10, 830.11, or 830.12, 40 

who, while engaged in the course of the performance of his or her duties, was intentionally 41 

killed, and the defendant knew, or reasonably should have known, that the victim was a peace 42 

officer engaged in the performance of his or her duties; or the victim was a peace officer, as 43 
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defined in the above-enumerated sections, or a former peace officer under any of those sections, 44 

and was intentionally killed in retaliation for the performance of his or her official duties. 45 

(8) The victim was a federal law enforcement officer or agent who, while engaged in the 46 

course of the performance of his or her duties, was intentionally killed, and the defendant knew, 47 

or reasonably should have known, that the victim was a federal law enforcement officer or agent 48 

engaged in the performance of his or her duties; or the victim was a federal law enforcement 49 

officer or agent, and was intentionally killed in retaliation for the performance of his or her 50 

official duties. 51 

(9) The victim was a firefighter, as defined in Section 245.1, who, while engaged in the 52 

course of the performance of his or her duties, was intentionally killed, and the defendant knew, 53 

or reasonably should have known, that the victim was a firefighter engaged in the performance of 54 

his or her duties. 55 

(10) The victim was a witness to a crime who was intentionally killed for the purpose of 56 

preventing his or her testimony in any criminal or juvenile proceeding, and the killing was not 57 

committed during the commission or attempted commission, of the crime to which he or she was 58 

a witness; or the victim was a witness to a crime and was intentionally killed in retaliation for his 59 

or her testimony in any criminal or juvenile proceeding. As used in this paragraph, "juvenile 60 

proceeding" means a proceeding brought pursuant to Section 602 or 707 of the Welfare and 61 

Institutions Code. 62 

(11) The victim was a prosecutor or assistant prosecutor or a former prosecutor or 63 

assistant prosecutor of any local or state prosecutor's office in this or any other state, or of a 64 

federal prosecutor's office, and the murder was intentionally carried out in retaliation for, or to 65 

prevent the performance of, the victim's official duties. 66 

(12) The victim was a judge or former judge of any court of record in the local, state, or 67 

federal system in this or any other state, and the murder was intentionally carried out in 68 

retaliation for, or to prevent the performance of, the victim's official duties. 69 

(13) The victim was an elected or appointed official or former official of the federal 70 

government, or of any local or state government of this or any other state, and the killing was 71 

intentionally carried out in retaliation for, or to prevent the performance of, the victim's official 72 

duties. 73 

(14) The murder was especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel, manifesting exceptional 74 

depravity. As used in this section, the phrase "especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel, manifesting 75 

exceptional depravity" means a conscienceless or pitiless crime that is unnecessarily torturous to 76 

the victim. 77 

(15) The defendant intentionally killed the victim by means of lying in wait. 78 

(16) The victim was intentionally killed because of his or her race, color, religion, 79 

(17) The murder was committed while the defendant was engaged in, or was an 80 

accomplice in, the commission of, attempted commission of, or the immediate flight after 81 

committing, or attempting to commit, the following felonies: 82 

(A) Robbery in violation of Section 211 or 212.5. 83 

(B) Kidnapping in violation of Section 207, 209, or 209.5. 84 

(C) Rape in violation of Section 261. 85 

(D) Sodomy in violation of Section 286. 86 

(E) The performance of a lewd or lascivious act upon the person of a child under the age 87 

of 14 years in violation of Section 288. 88 

(F) Oral copulation in violation of Section 288a. 89 
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(G) Burglary in the first or second degree in violation of Section 460. 90 

(H) Arson in violation of subdivision (b) of Section 451. 91 

(I) Train wrecking in violation of Section 219. 92 

(J) Mayhem in violation of Section 203. 93 

(K) Rape by instrument in violation of Section 289. 94 

(L) Carjacking, as defined in Section 215. 95 

(M) To prove the special circumstances of kidnapping in subparagraph (B), or arson in 96 

subparagraph (H), if there is specific intent to kill, it is only required that there be proof of the 97 

elements of those felonies. If so established, those two special circumstances are proven even if 98 

the felony of kidnaping or arson is committed primarily or solely for the purpose of facilitating 99 

the murder. 100 

(18) The murder was intentional and involved the infliction of torture. 101 

(19) The defendant intentionally killed the victim by the administration of poison. 102 

(20) The victim was a juror in any court of record in the local, state, or federal system in 103 

this or any other state, and the murder was intentionally carried out in retaliation for, or to 104 

prevent the performance of, the victim's official duties. 105 

(21) The murder was intentional and perpetrated by means of discharging a firearm from 106 

a motor vehicle, intentionally at another person or persons outside the vehicle with the intent to 107 

inflict death. For purposes of this paragraph, "motor vehicle" means any vehicle as defined in 108 

Section 415 of the Vehicle Code. 109 

(22) The defendant intentionally killed the victim while the defendant was an active 110 

participant in a criminal street gang, as defined in subdivision (f) of Section 186.22, and the 111 

murder was carried out to further the activities of the criminal street gang. 112 

(b) Unless an intent to kill is specifically required under subdivision (a) for a special 113 

circumstance enumerated therein, an actual killer, as to whom the special circumstance has been 114 

found to be true under Section 190.4, need not have had any intent to kill at the time of the 115 

commission of the offense which is the basis of the special circumstance in order to suffer death 116 

or confinement in the state prison for life without the possibility of parole. 117 

(c) Every person, not the actual killer, who, with the intent to kill, aids, abets, counsels, 118 

commands, induces, solicits, requests, or assists any actor in the commission of murder in the 119 

first degree shall be punished by death or imprisonment in the state prison for life without the 120 

possibility of parole if one or more of the special circumstances enumerated in subdivision (a) 121 

has been found to be true under Section 190.4. 122 

(d) Notwithstanding subdivision (c), every person, not the actual killer, who, with 123 

reckless indifference to human life and as a major participant, aids, abets, counsels, commands, 124 

induces, solicits, requests, or assists in the commission of a felony enumerated in paragraph (17) 125 

of subdivision (a) which results in the death of some person or persons, and who is found guilty 126 

of murder in the first degree therefor, shall be punished by death or imprisonment in the state 127 

prison for life without the possibility of parole if a special circumstance enumerated in paragraph 128 

(17) of subdivision (a) has been found to be true under Section 190.4. 129 

The penalty shall be determined as provided in this section and Sections 190.1, 190.3, 130 

190.4, and 190.5.  131 

 132 

§ 219  133 

Every person who unlawfully throws out a switch, removes a rail, or places any 134 

obstruction on any railroad with the intention of derailing any passenger, freight or other train, 135 
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car or engine and thus derails the same, or who unlawfully places any dynamite or other 136 

explosive material or any other obstruction upon or near the track of any railroad with the 137 

intention of blowing up or derailing any such train, car or engine and thus blows up or derails the 138 

same, or who unlawfully sets fire to any railroad bridge or trestle over which any such train, car 139 

or engine must pass with the intention of wrecking such train, car or engine, and thus wrecks the 140 

same, is guilty of a felony and punishable with death or imprisonment in the state prison for life 141 

without possibility of parole in cases where any person suffers death as a proximate result 142 

thereof, or imprisonment in the state prison for life with the possibility of parole, in cases where 143 

no person suffers death as a proximate result thereof. The penalty shall be determined pursuant to 144 

Sections 190.3 and 190.4. 145 

 146 

§ 4500 147 

Every person while undergoing a life sentence, who is sentenced to state prison within 148 

this state, and who, with malice aforethought, commits an assault upon the person of another 149 

with a deadly weapon or instrument, or by any means of force likely to produce great bodily 150 

injury is punishable with death or life imprisonment without possibility of parole. The penalty 151 

shall be determined pursuant to the provisions of Sections 190.3 and 190.4; however, in cases in 152 

which the person subjected to such assault does not die within a year and a day after such assault 153 

as a proximate result thereof, the punishment shall be imprisonment in the state prison for life 154 

without the possibility of parole for nine years. 155 

For the purpose of computing the days elapsed between the commission of the assault 156 

and the death of the person assaulted, the whole of the day on which the assault was committed 157 

shall be counted as the first day. 158 

Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the application of this section when 159 

the assault was committed outside the walls of any prison if the person committing the assault 160 

was undergoing a life sentence and was serving a sentence to a state prison at the time of the 161 

commission of the assault and was not on parole, on probation, or released on bail pending an 162 

appeal. 163 

 164 

§ 1672 165 

Any person who is guilty of violating Section 1670 or 1671 is punishable as follows: 166 

(a) If his act or failure to act causes the death of any person, a person violating this 167 

section is punishable by death or imprisonment in the state prison for life without possibility of 168 

parole. The penalty shall be determined pursuant to the provisions of Sections 190.3 and 190.4 of 169 

the Penal Code. If the act or failure to act causes great bodily injury to any person, a person 170 

violating this section is punishable by life imprisonment without possibility of parole. 171 

(b) If his act or failure to act does not cause the death of, or great bodily injury to, any 172 

person, he is punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than 20 years, or a fine 173 

of not more than ten thousand dollars ($ 10,000), or both. However, if such person so acts or so 174 

fails to act with the intent to hinder, delay, or interfere with the preparation of the United States 175 

or of any state for defense or for war, or with the prosecution of war by the United States, or with 176 

the rendering of assistance by the United States to any other nation in connection with the 177 

nation's defense, the minimum punishment shall be imprisonment in the state prison for not less 178 

than one year, and the maximum punishment shall be imprisonment in the state prison for not 179 

more than 20 years, or by a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars ($ 10,000), or both.180 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  The Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Current law allows persons convicted of certain specified crimes to be executed at 

the hands of the law. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution will eliminate state sponsored murder. 

 

The Problem: There are currently over seven hundred people waiting to be executed in 

California. The death penalty has always been applied unevenly and freakishly. The death 

penalty is barbaric. It can never be applied fairly. There is no relief of law whatever is a penalty 

of death is executed unfairly,  

c.f. Penal Code 128. 

 

This body has always opposed the death penalty. It is suitable to renew our stand. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT: Many statutes and regulations implement the death penalty. Some of 

these are: 

CALIFORNIA PENAL CODE SECTIONS: 

3605, 3600 et seq., 3604, 679.03, 3603, 3704, 1193, 1227, 987.9, 3601, 3602, 190, 190.3, 

190.2, 190etseq., 190, 190.3, 190.2, 1193, 1219, 1218,3700, 1218, 1018, 1286,987.9, 1193, 

1227, 1218, 1193, 190.3,3701 et seq., 1190.1, 190.4,859, 190.2, 1903, 1376, 3604, 190.5, 190.4, 

3605, 190.3, 128, 799, 3605, 3603, 1192.7, 1050, 3705, 3706, 1018, 190.3, 190.9, 190.3, 190.1, 

190.4, 1193, 190.8, 1240.1, 190.7. 1193, 3605, 190.1, 190.4, 3700.5 et seq., 1202a, 1170, 190.2, 

190.1, 190.4,790, 190.2. 190.1, 190.4, 1218,799, 15, 1243, 1227.5, 3700 et seq., 3705, 3706, 

190.9, 1218, 1227, 3600 et seq., 3704, 3605, 3700, 1193, 1227, 3605, 190.2, 3702, 1193, 1243, 

190.6, 190.8,4500, 190.3, 1240, 1239, 1254, 190.6 et seq, 190.4, 1270.5, 1286, 190.1, 190.3, 

1240.1,2625, 3605, 1217, 190.3, 1240, 987, 987.9, 987 et seq., 1018, 686, 686.1, 190.9, 1285. 

3607, 3600 et seq, 1376, 1054.9, 3701 et seq., 3604, 1903, 1243, 1193, 1227, 1227.5 

 

GENERAL RULES OF COURT: 

34, 36, 36.3, 36.1, 34, 36.2, 35.2, 36.1, 35.1, 34.1, 35.3, 34.2. 34.1, 35-35.2, 36.3, 34.0, 36, 

4.117, 76.3, 34.2, 11.7, 36.1, 36.2, 76.6, 36.1, 35.2, 35.1. 35.3, 34.2, 34, 34.2, 35.3, 

35,35.2,35.1,36.3,4.315 

 

All of these statutes and regulations will have to be repealed as well. They are not spelled well 

for the sake of economy. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  David Michael Bigeleisen, 101 Howard Street, 

Suite 310, San Francisco, CA 94105, (415) 957-1717, (415) 957-1777 (fax), 

Bigelaw@ix.netcom.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:   David Michael Bigeleisen 
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RESOLUTION 03-05-2011 

DIGEST 

Criminal Law:  Prevention of Cruelty to Non-Ambulatory Animals 

Amends Penal Code section 599f to make the crime of trading nonambulatory animals a felony. 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 02-17-2008, which was disapproved. 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Penal Code section 599f to make the crime of trading nonambulatory 

animals a felony.  This resolution should be disapproved because changing the crime from a 

misdemeanor to a felony will not deter the conduct it seeks to prevent. 

 

Current law provides that a person who violates section 599f is subject to imprisonment in 

county jail for a period not to exceed one year, or a fine of not more than twenty thousand dollars 

($20,000), or both.  The resolution states that a misdemeanor is insufficient to deter violators 

―who can make more money violating the code by slaughtering or trading in downed animals for 

profit than they would face as punishment for a violation of the code.‖  However, the resolution 

does not increase the monetary fine.  Thus, merely changing the crime from a misdemeanor to a 

felony and increasing the potential jail time will not deter the behavior in the majority of cases 

because the offenders are not individuals, they are slaughterhouses, stockyards, auctions, market 

agencies and dealers.  (Pen. Code, § 599f, subd. (a).)   

 

In addition, in certain situations, for example, for first time offenders, a felony may be too harsh 

a punishment.  Furthermore, as drafted, the resolution fails to achieve its purpose and could have 

the unintended consequence of being vulnerable to a void for vagueness challenge because the 

proposed sentence is defined as a wobbler.  The proposed sentence for a first time offender is 

either up to one year in a county jail (which is a misdemeanor by definition) or for subsequent 

offenses more than one year in a state facility (which is a felony by definition).    

 

The resolution also seeks to clarify that the term ―humanely euthanize‖ means to kill and render 

the animal insensitive to pain.  However, the clarification is unnecessary.  The current language 

of the statute states that the term ―humanely euthanize‖ means to kill by a mechanical, chemical, 

or electrical method that rapidly and effectively renders the animal insensitive to pain.  Since the 

term ―and‖ is used, the plain language of the statute means that the animal must be killed in a 

manner that rapidly and effectively renders it insensitive to pain.  The resolution should be 

disapproved because it does not accomplish its stated goals and the clarification is unnecessary.    

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommend that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code section 599f to read as follows: 
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§ 599f 1 

 (a)  No slaughterhouse, stockyard, auction, market agency, or dealer shall buy, sell, or 2 

receive a nonambulatory animal.  3 

(b)  No slaughterhouse shall process, butcher, or sell meat or products of nonambulatory 4 

animals for human consumption.  5 

(c) No slaughterhouse shall hold a nonambulatory animal without taking immediate 6 

action to humanely euthanize the animal. 7 

(d) No stockyard, auction, market agency, or dealer shall hold a nonambulatory animal 8 

without taking immediate action to humanely euthanize the animal or to provide immediate 9 

veterinary treatment. 10 

(e) While in transit or on the premises of a stockyard, auction, market agency, dealer, or 11 

slaughterhouse, a nonambulatory animal may not be dragged at any time, or pushed with 12 

equipment at any time, but shall be moved with a sling or on a stoneboat or other sled-like or 13 

wheeled conveyance.   14 

(f) No person shall sell, consign, or ship any nonambulatory animal for the purpose of 15 

delivering a nonambulatory animal to a slaughterhouse, stockyard, auction, market agency, or 16 

dealer.   17 

(g) No person shall accept a nonambulatory animal for transport or delivery to a 18 

slaughterhouse, stockyard, auction, market agency, or dealer. 19 

(h) A violation of this section shall be a felony and the perpetrator is subject to 20 

imprisonment in a county jail for a period not to exceed one year for the first offense, and 21 

imprisonment for a longer term either in a county jail or state facility at the discretion of the trial 22 

judge for a second or subsequent offense, or by a fine of not more than twenty thousand dollars 23 

($20,000), or by both that fine and imprisonment. 24 

(i) As used in this section, ―nonambulatory‖ means unable to stand and walk without 25 

assistance. 26 

(j) As used in this section, ―animal‖ means live cattle, swine, sheep, or goats. 27 

(k) As used in this section, ―humanely euthanize‖ means to kill by a mechanical, 28 

chemical, or electrical method that rapidly and effectively kills and renders the animal insensitive 29 

to pain.30 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Santa Barbara County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Currently, the law does not define the violation as a felony and provides only for 

the possibility of a jail term at a county jail and not a state facility and specifies that any such jail 

term shall not exceed one year.  Also, there is no heightened punishment for second or multiple 

violations. 

 

This Resolution:  This resolution would define a violation of this code section as a felony and 

would provide for the possibility of jail terms either in a county jail or a state facility at the 

discretion of the court.  In addition, there would be a more severe penalty for a second or 
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multiple violation of this code section such as is found in other Penal Code sections to 

discourage first time or multiple violations. 

 

The Problem:  The problem is that violations of this code is not sufficiently discouraging to 

violators who can make more money violating the code by slaughtering or trading in downed 

animals for profit than they would face as punishment for a violation of the code.  It is inhumane 

to conduct animal trade in any manner violating this code section and such should not be 

tolerated.  More stringent oversight and consequential prosecution should be imposed.  

Amending this code section as recommended by this Resolution would allow better conditions to 

be required and would allow a judge more flexibility in the imposition of sanctions as the facts of 

each case would warrant. 

 

Transacting in any manner with ―downed‖ or nonambulatory animals is inherently cruel.  Unless 

sold at the moment of birth, such an animal has already been injured and is therefore unable to 

stand.  To handle or trade such an animal in any manner will cause unnecessary pain and is by 

definition cruel.  The second part of the problem is that merely rendering an animal insensitive to 

pain is not sufficient.  It is, for example, cruel to cut off limbs in preparation for food 

consumption prior to the animal actually being dead even though that animal may be 

anesthetized and thus ―insensitive to pain‖ which could be found to comply with the current 

statute.  It is therefore necessary to change the current language of ―rendering insensitive to pain‖ 

to ―kill‖. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Betty L. Jeppesen, 800 Garden Street, Suite 

K, Santa Barbara, California  93101; 805/963-8621; FAX 805/962-9981; BtJpps@aol.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Betty L. Jeppesen 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 03-05-2011 

 

ORANGE COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION 

 

This resolution should be disproved because it elevates any violation of the section to a felony. 

Currently, the statute provides for only misdemeanor punishment without regard to the severity 

of the underlying facts or the past number of prior convictions a perpetrator may have sustained.  

While the proponent‘s reasons for increasing the possible punishment for repeated violations of 

the statute have merit, the proposed solution does not. It can easily be imagined that under some 

factual situations a felony may be simply too harsh a punishment. As an alternative, it is 

suggested that prosecutorial and judicial discretion be afforded such as that found in the typical 

wobbler offense. Such an approach permits the punishment to fit the crime. Accordingly, the 

language of subsection (h) would provide for ―punishment in the state prison, or by 
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imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one year.‖ This language would not only 

address the concerns of the proponent but also result in appropriate sentencing on an 

individualized basis. 
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RESOLUTION 03-06-2011 

DIGEST 

Criminal Law:  Right to Jury Trial for Juveniles for Strikes 

Adds Penal Code section 667.2 to give a juvenile 16 years of age or older the right to a jury trial 

for a felony that may be used as a prior strike in sentencing as an adult. 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Penal Code section 667.2 to give a juvenile 16 years of age or older the 

right to a jury trial for a felony that may be used as a prior strike in sentencing as an adult.   This 

resolution should be approved in principle because if the felony may be used as a prior strike in 

sentencing and punishment, the juvenile should have all the constitutional rights and protections 

afforded by a jury trial.   

 

A minor age 16 years or older should have the right to a trial by jury and all the constitutional 

protections it entails for a crime that could be considered a strike for adult sentencing and 

purposes because a jury trial affords the juvenile more protections than a trial by a single judge.  

For example, in a jury trial, all twelve jurors must agree on the verdict, the rules of evidence are 

more strictly enforced, and the defendant has the right to confront and cross-examine witnesses.  

Although there is a concern about compromising the confidential nature of juvenile delinquency 

proceedings, the court can address these issues by ordering the trial closed to the public, sealing 

the records, or some other means.  In addition, even if this resolution were passed as legislation, 

the juvenile still has to pass a fitness hearing and may still elect to proceed under the existing 

juvenile processes.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to add Penal Code section 667.2 to read as follows: 

 

§ 667.2 1 

Every person accused in a juvenile delinquency proceeding with having committed a 2 

crime listed in Penal Code section 667, subdivision (d)(3), or Penal Code section 1170.12, 3 

subdivision (b)(3), while age 16 or 17, shall have the right to a trial by jury in said proceeding.4 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Los Angeles County Bar Association 
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STATEMENT  OF  REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Juveniles adjudicated in the juvenile courts do not have the right to a trial by jury.  

Despite this, juveniles who are found to have committed certain crimes earn ―strikes‖ which may be 

used in the future to send them to prison for life. In addition, the prosecution has the ability to 

prosecute certain juveniles as adults and, in such cases, the juvenile has the right to a jury trial. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution mandates that if the State is going to use juvenile offenses as 

strikes when the matter is kept in the juvenile court, the State must afford the juvenile a jury trial. 

 

The Problem: This is really a fundamental fairness issue. The State wants to prosecute juveniles 

and use their convictions as strikes. But, the State does not give juveniles jury trials. Adults get 

jury trials. Juveniles prosecuted as adults get jury trials. But juveniles who are fit to remain in the 

juvenile system, yet who are charged with crimes (strikes) that could imprison them for life in 

the future, do not have the right to jury trials. If the State wants to inflict adult punishment as a 

result of a juvenile crime, then the State must afford adult rights (trial by jury) to the juvenile. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Mark Harvis, Los Angeles County Deputy 

Public Defender, 320 West Temple Street, Suite 590, Los Angeles, CA 90012, voice 213-974-

3066, fax 213-626-3519, email mharvis@pubdef.lacounty.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Mark Harvis 
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RESOLUTION 03-07-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Inmates‘ Rights: Access to Prescribed Medications and Mental Health Services 

Amends Penal Code section 673 to prohibit the denial of prescribed medications or access to 

mental health care in correctional facilities. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Penal Code section 673 to prohibit the denial of prescribed medications 

or access to mental health care in correctional facilities.  This resolution should be disapproved 

because, as written, it is overly broad in its inclusion of ―prescribed medication‖ and ―mental 

health treatment‖ and as this is already covered by the statute the resolution seeks to amend. 

 

This resolution has a laudable goal in that denying inmates medication and/or mental health 

treatment to treat illnesses such as heart conditions, epilepsy, or bipolar disorder can be seen as 

cruel or unusual punishment.  At the same time, however, denying an inmate medication for, say, 

oily skin, may not rise to such a level.  As drafted, however, any medication, as long as it is 

prescribed, would be covered by the new statute as proposed by the resolution. 

 

The overbreadth of the resolution can be seen in other ways.  For example, while the statement 

of reasons says that the prescribed mediation does not cover marijuana, that is not set forth in the 

resolution.  Similarly, if a ―prescribed medication‖ is a specific name brand version, would that 

mean a generic would be insufficient as it is not ―prescribed?‖  As written, the resolution does 

not address these issues. 

 

Finally, the statute already provides that ―cruel, corporal or unusual punishment‖ includes the 

―lack of care whatever which would injure or impair the health of the …inmate ….‖  If denying 

medication or mental health treatment to an inmate – i.e., a ―lack of care‖ – would impair his or 

her health, then such acts are already prohibited.  The additional sentence as proposed by this 

resolution simply repeats what is already there. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code  section 673 to read as follows: 

 

§ 673 1 

It shall be unlawful to use in the reformatories, institutions, jails, state hospitals or any 2 

other state, county, or city institution any cruel, corporal or unusual punishment or to inflict any 3 

treatment or allow any lack of care whatever which would injure or impair the health of the 4 
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prisoner, inmate, or person confined; and punishment by the use of the strait jacket, gag, 5 

thumbscrew, shower bath or the tricing up of a prisoner, inmate or person confined is hereby 6 

prohibited.  Specifically, denial of prescribed medication or denial of access to mental health 7 

treatment is prohibited.  Any person who violates the provisions of this section or who aids, 8 

abets, or attempts in any way to contribute to the violation of this section shall be guilty of a 9 

misdemeanor.10 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  National Lawyers Guild, San Francisco Bay Area Chapter 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Provides that it is unlawful to inflict any cruel or unusual punishment or allow a 

lack of care which might impair the health of an inmate in any correctional facility.  

 

This Resolution: Would expand the definition by specifically citing denial of prescribed 

medication and denial of access to mental health  treatment as a lack of care.  

 

The Problem: Lack of medication and/or treatment for chronic medical conditions seemingly 

constitutes ―cruel and unusual punishment.‖  It is also costly to state and municipal governmental 

entities.  In the short view, treatment costs increase when not attended to; in the long range, lack 

of treatment produces costs for both Medi-cal and related agencies and through settlement of 

lawsuits.  ―Prescribed medication‖ does not include marijuana recommendations. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Richard P. Koch, 268 Bush St. #3237, San 

Francisco, CA 94104 (415) 397-1060, Fax (415) 397-3077, rpkoch1@sbcglobal.net 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Richard P. Koch 
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RESOLUTION 03-08-2011 
 

DIGEST 

Criminal Procedure: Statewide Application of Misdemeanor Diversion 

Amends Penal Code section 1001.2 to make misdemeanor diversion available statewide in 

appropriate cases. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolutions 03-04-2004, 03-17-2007, 02-19-2008, and 01-03-2010, all of which 

were approved. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Penal Code section 1001.2 to make misdemeanor diversion available 

statewide in appropriate cases.  This resolution should be disapproved because it does not solve 

the problem it identifies. 

 

Penal Code section 1001.1 defines misdemeanor diversion as the procedure of postponing 

prosecution of a misdemeanor criminal offense ―either temporarily or permanently at any point 

in the judicial process from the point at which the accused is charged until adjudication.‖  (Pen. 

Code, § 1001.1.)  Although Penal Code section 1001.51 sets forth the eligibility criteria for 

acceptance into a misdemeanor diversion program, a county board of supervisors must adopt a 

diversion program by ordinance and the district attorney must approve the diversion program 

before a defendant can avail himself or herself of the diversion program.  (Pen. Code, §§ 

1001.50, subd. (a), 1001.50, subd. (b).)  Consequently, misdemeanor diversion is available in 

some counties but not others, leading to different sentences for defendants committing similar 

crimes with similar backgrounds.  While courts hold this does not violate equal protection or the 

separation of powers (see, e.g., Davis v. Municipal Court (1988) 46 Cal.3d 64), fairness requires 

the equal and consistent application of diversion throughout the state. 

 

This resolution, however, does not achieve the goal of consistent sentencing statewide because it 

does not eliminate the requirement that the county board of supervisors enact an ordinance 

providing for a diversion program as required by Penal Code section 1001.50, subdivision (a).  It 

also does not eliminate the requirement in Penal Code section 1001.50, subdivision (b) that the 

district attorney of each county adopting a diversion program, review and approve the diversion 

programs.  If the goal is to take away the discretion of the prosecutors, it will not be achieved 

solely by amending section 1001.2.  Thus, as long as some counties enact ordinances creating 

diversion programs while other counties do not, the problem of disparate sentencing across 

counties will still exist and act as an impediment to uniform sentencing and statewide 

implementation of the diversion program. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Association recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code section 1001.2 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1001.2 1 

(a) This chapter shall not apply to any pretrial diversion or post trial programs for the 2 

treatment of problem drinking or alcoholism utilized for persons convicted of one or more 3 

offenses under Section 23152 or 23153 or former Section 23102 of the Vehicle Code or to 4 

pretrial diversion programs established pursuant to Chapter 2.5 (commencing with Section 1000) 5 

of this title nor shall this chapter be deemed to authorize any pretrial diversion or post trial 6 

programs for persons alleged to have committed violation of Section 23152 or 23153 of the 7 

Vehicle Code. 8 

  (b) The district attorney of each county shall review annually any diversion program 9 

established pursuant to this chapter, and no program shall continue without the approval of the 10 

district attorney.  11 

No person shall be diverted under a program unless it has been approved by the district 12 

attorney. Nothing in this subdivision shall authorize the prosecutor to determine whether a 13 

particular defendant shall be diverted.14 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Under existing law, local prosecutors must approve programs for misdemeanor 

diversion.  Some counties have no misdemeanor diversion programs whatsoever.  For example, a 

first offense of shoplifting ban in San Francisco will result in diversion.  Such an offense, if 

committed on the other side of the street in San Mateo County results in conviction with possible 

penalties of fine and imprisonment. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution makes misdemeanor diversion available statewide.  This is 

simply a matter of equal protection of the laws. This resolution was passed three times 

previously by the Conference of Delegates in exactly this form.  It was not presented adequately 

to the legislation.  Thus, we renew. 

 

The Problem: Some counties have no misdemeanor diversion programs whatsoever.  For 

example, a first offense of shoplifting ban in San Francisco will result in diversion.  Such an 

offense, if committed on the other side of the street in San Mateo County results in conviction 

with possible penalties of fine and imprisonment.  This inconsistency is contrary to the concept 

of equal protection of the laws. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 
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AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  David Michael Bigeleisen,  101 Howard  

Street, Suite 310, San Francisco, CA 94105, (415) 957-1717, (415) 957-1777 (fax),  

bigelaw@ix.netcom.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  David Michael Bigeleisen 
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RESOLUTION 04-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Securities: Exemption for Small Companies 

Amends Corporations Code section 25102 to exempt from securities regulations securities 

offered at an aggregate value of up to $10,000,000 to certain specific classes of individuals. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Corporations Code section 25102 to exempt from securities regulations 

securities offered at an aggregate value of up to $10,000,000 to certain specific classes of 

individuals.  This resolution should be disapproved because it does not provide adequate 

protection to the investors in the new class of unregulated securities. 

 

Corporations Code section 25110 requires that a sale of securities be either qualified by 

coordination under section 25111, qualified by notice under section 25112, or qualified by 

permit under section 25113, unless exempted.  Securities sold under section 25110 must conform 

to material terms and representations made in relation to their offer.  Exempt securities do not 

have such a requirement (although, presumably, common law fraud or negligent 

misrepresentation causes of action still apply to sales of exempt securities).  This resolution 

seeks to exempt from these requirements sales of securities with an aggregate value of up to 

$10,000,000, if the securities are sold to accredited investors, investors represented by 

professional financial advisers unrelated to the issuer, or investors with a net worth of $75,000 

and a gross income of $50,000, provided they have a degree from a four-year college.  The 

resolution would require that the issuer provide potential investors with, inter alia, current 

financial statements, but also provides that such statements need not be audited. 

 

While it is clear that companies would benefit from an additional means of selling unregulated 

securities, it is unclear how the investors would benefit.  The provisions of Corporations Code 

section 25100 et seq. are intended to protect consumers, and this resolution does not do enough 

to provide those protections to the relatively low-net-worth individuals that this resolution 

targets.  The presence of a college degree—apparently in any field—does not provide additional 

assurance that the investors will be ―sophisticated‖ enough to understand the risks that such 

securities present. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Corporations Code section 25102 to read as follows: 
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§ 25102 1 

The following transactions are exempted from the provisions of Section 25110: 2 

 (a) Any offer (but not a sale) not involving any public offering and the execution and 3 

delivery of any agreement for the sale of securities pursuant to the offer if (1) the agreement 4 

contains substantially the following provision: "The sale of the securities that are the subject of 5 

this agreement has not been qualified with the Commissioner of Corporations of the State of 6 

California and the issuance of the securities or the payment or receipt of any part of the 7 

consideration therefore prior to the qualification is unlawful, unless the sale of securities is 8 

exempt from the qualification by Section 25100, 25102, or 25105 of the California Corporations 9 

Code. The rights of all parties to this agreement are expressly conditioned upon the qualification 10 

being obtained, unless the sale is so exempt"; and (2) no part of the purchase price is paid or 11 

received and none of the securities are issued until the sale of the securities is qualified under this 12 

law unless the sale of securities is exempt from the qualification by this section, Section 25100, 13 

or 25105. 14 

 (b) Any offer (but not a sale) of a security for which a registration statement has been 15 

filed under the Securities Act of 1933 but has not yet become effective, or for which an offering 16 

statement under Regulation A has been filed but has not yet been qualified, if no stop order or 17 

refusal order is in effect and no public proceeding or examination looking towards an order is 18 

pending under Section 8 of the act and no order under Section 25140 or subdivision (a) of 19 

Section 25143 is in effect under this law. 20 

 (c) Any offer (but not a sale) and the execution and delivery of any agreement for the sale 21 

of securities pursuant to the offer as may be permitted by the commissioner upon application. 22 

Any negotiating permit under this subdivision shall be conditioned to the effect that none of the 23 

securities may be issued and none of the consideration therefore may be received or accepted 24 

until the sale of the securities is qualified under this law. 25 

 (d) Any transaction or agreement between the issuer and an underwriter or among 26 

underwriters if the sale of the securities is qualified, or exempt from qualification, at the time of 27 

distribution thereof in this state, if any. 28 

 (e) Any offer or sale of any evidence of indebtedness, whether secured or unsecured, and 29 

any guarantee thereof, in a transaction not involving any public offering. 30 

 (f) Any offer or sale of any security in a transaction (other than an offer or sale to a 31 

pension or profit-sharing trust of the issuer) that meets each of the following criteria: 32 

 (1) Sales of the security are not made to more than 35 persons, including persons not in 33 

this state. 34 

 (2) All purchasers either have a preexisting personal or business relationship with the 35 

offeror or any of its partners, officers, directors or controlling persons, or managers (as appointed 36 

or elected by the members) if the offeror is a limited liability company, or by reason of their 37 

business or financial experience or the business or financial experience of their professional 38 

advisers who are unaffiliated with and who are not compensated by the issuer or any affiliate or 39 

selling agent of the issuer, directly or indirectly, could be reasonably assumed to have the 40 

capacity to protect their own interests in connection with the transaction. 41 

 (3) Each purchaser represents that the purchaser is purchasing for the purchaser's own 42 

account (or a trust account if the purchaser is a trustee) and not with a view to or for sale in 43 

connection with any distribution of the security. 44 

 (4) The offer and sale of the security is not accomplished by the publication of any 45 

advertisement. The number of purchasers referred to above is exclusive of any described in 46 
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subdivision (i), any officer, director, or affiliate of the issuer, or manager (as appointed or elected 47 

by the members) if the issuer is a limited liability company, and any other purchaser who the 48 

commissioner designates by rule. For purposes of this section, a husband and wife (together with 49 

any custodian or trustee acting for the account of their minor children) are counted as one person 50 

and a partnership, corporation, or other organization that was not specifically formed for the 51 

purpose of purchasing the security offered in reliance upon this exemption, is counted as one 52 

person. The commissioner may by rule require the issuer to file a notice of transactions under 53 

this subdivision. 54 

 The failure to file the notice or the failure to file the notice within the time specified by 55 

the rule of the commissioner shall not affect the availability of this exemption. An issuer who 56 

fails to file the notice as provided by rule of the commissioner shall, within 15 business days 57 

after discovery of the failure to file the notice or after demand by the commissioner, whichever 58 

occurs first, file the notice and pay to the commissioner a fee equal to the fee payable had the 59 

transaction been qualified under Section 25110. 60 

 (g) Any offer or sale of conditional sale agreements, equipment trust certificates, or 61 

certificates of interest or participation therein or partial assignments thereof, covering the 62 

purchase of railroad rolling stock or equipment or the purchase of motor vehicles, aircraft, or 63 

parts thereof, in a transaction not involving any public offering. 64 

 (h) Any offer or sale of voting common stock by a corporation incorporated in any state 65 

if, immediately after the proposed sale and issuance, there will be only one class of stock of the 66 

corporation outstanding that is owned beneficially by no more than 35 persons, provided all of 67 

the following requirements have been met: 68 

 (1) The offer and sale of the stock is not accompanied by the publication of any 69 

advertisement, and no selling expenses have been given, paid, or incurred in connection 70 

therewith. 71 

 (2) The consideration to be received by the issuer for the stock to be issued consists of 72 

any of the following: 73 

 (A) Only assets (which may include cash) of an existing business enterprise transferred to 74 

the issuer upon its initial organization, of which all of the persons who are to receive the stock to 75 

be issued pursuant to this exemption were owners during, and the enterprise was operated for, a 76 

period of not less than one year immediately preceding the proposed issuance, and the ownership 77 

of the enterprise immediately prior to the proposed issuance was in the same proportions as the 78 

shares of stock are to be issued. 79 

 (B) Only cash or cancellation of indebtedness for money borrowed, or both, upon the 80 

initial organization of the issuer, provided all of the stock is issued for the same price per share. 81 

 (C) Only cash, provided the sale is approved in writing by each of the existing 82 

shareholders and the purchaser or purchasers are existing shareholders. 83 

 (D) In a case where after the proposed issuance there will be only one owner of the stock 84 

of the issuer, only any legal consideration. 85 

 (3) No promotional consideration has been given, paid, or incurred in connection with the 86 

issuance. Promotional consideration means any consideration paid directly or indirectly to a 87 

person who, acting alone or in conjunction with one or more other persons, takes the initiative in 88 

founding and organizing the business or enterprise of an issuer for services rendered in 89 

connection with the founding or organizing. 90 

 (4) A notice in a form prescribed by rule of the commissioner, signed by an active 91 

member of the State Bar of California, is filed with or mailed for filing to the commissioner not 92 
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later than 10 business days after receipt of consideration for the securities by the issuer. That 93 

notice shall contain an opinion of the member of the State Bar of California that the exemption 94 

provided by this subdivision is available for the offer and sale of the securities. The failure to file 95 

the notice as required by this subdivision and the rules of the commissioner shall not affect the 96 

availability of this exemption. An issuer who fails to file the notice within the time specified by 97 

this subdivision shall, within 15 business days after discovery of the failure to file the notice or 98 

after demand by the commissioner, whichever occurs first, file the notice and pay to the 99 

commissioner a fee equal to the fee payable had the transaction been qualified under Section 100 

25110. The notice, except when filed on behalf of a California corporation, shall be accompanied 101 

by an irrevocable consent, in the form that the commissioner by rule prescribes, appointing the 102 

commissioner or his or her successor in office to be the issuer's attorney to receive service of any 103 

lawful process in any noncriminal suit, action, or proceeding against it or its successor that arises 104 

under this law or any rule or order hereunder after the consent has been filed, with the same force 105 

and validity as if served personally on the issuer. An issuer on whose behalf a consent has been 106 

filed in connection with a previous qualification or exemption from qualification under this law 107 

(or application for a permit under any prior law if the application or notice under this law states 108 

that the consent is still effective) need not file another. Service may be made by leaving a copy 109 

of the process in the office of the commissioner, but it is not effective unless (A) the plaintiff, 110 

who may be the commissioner in a suit, action, or proceeding instituted by him or her, forthwith 111 

sends notice of the service and a copy of the process by registered or certified mail to the 112 

defendant or respondent at its last address on file with the commissioner, and (B) the plaintiff's 113 

affidavit of compliance with this section is filed in the case on or before the return day of the 114 

process, if any, or within the further time as the court allows. 115 

 (5) Each purchaser represents that the purchaser is purchasing for the purchaser's own 116 

account, or a trust account if the purchaser is a trustee, and not with a view to or for sale in 117 

connection with any distribution of the stock. 118 

 For the purposes of this subdivision, all securities held by a husband and wife, whether or 119 

not jointly, shall be considered to be owned by one person, and all securities held by a 120 

corporation that has issued stock pursuant to this exemption shall be considered to be held by the 121 

shareholders to whom it has issued the stock. 122 

 All stock issued by a corporation pursuant to this subdivision as it existed prior to the 123 

effective date of the amendments to this section made during the 1996 portion of the 1995-96 124 

Regular Session that required the issuer to have stamped or printed prominently on the face of 125 

the stock certificate a legend in a form prescribed by rule of the commissioner restricting transfer 126 

of the stock in a manner provided for by that rule shall not be subject to the transfer restriction 127 

legend requirement and, by operation of law, the corporation is authorized to remove that 128 

transfer restriction legend from the certificates of those shares of stock issued by the corporation 129 

pursuant to this subdivision as it existed prior to the effective date of the amendments to this 130 

section made during the 1996 portion of the 1995-96 Regular Session. 131 

 (i) Any offer or sale (1) to a bank, savings and loan association, trust company, insurance 132 

company, investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940, pension 133 

or profit-sharing trust (other than a pension or profit-sharing trust of the issuer, a self-employed 134 

individual retirement plan, or individual retirement account), or other institutional investor or 135 

governmental agency or instrumentality that the commissioner may designate by rule, whether 136 

the purchaser is acting for itself or as trustee, or (2) to any corporation with outstanding 137 

securities registered under Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or any wholly 138 
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owned subsidiary of the corporation that after the offer and sale will own directly or indirectly 139 

100 percent of the outstanding capital stock of the issuer, provided the purchaser represents that 140 

it is purchasing for its own account (or for the trust account) for investment and not with a view 141 

to or for sale in connection with any distribution of the security. 142 

 (j) Any offer or sale of any certificate of interest or participation in an oil or gas title or 143 

lease (including subsurface gas storage and payments out of production) if either of the following 144 

apply: 145 

 (1) All of the purchasers meet one of the following requirements: 146 

 (A) Are and have been during the preceding two years engaged primarily in the business 147 

of drilling for, producing, or refining oil or gas (or whose corporate predecessor, in the case of a 148 

corporation, has been so engaged). 149 

 (B) Are persons described in paragraph (1) of subdivision (i). 150 

 (C) Have been found by the commissioner upon written application to be substantially 151 

engaged in the business of drilling for, producing, or refining oil or gas so as not to require the 152 

protection provided by this law (which finding shall be effective until rescinded). 153 

 (2) The security is concurrently hypothecated to a bank in the ordinary course of business 154 

to secure a loan made by the bank, provided that each purchaser represents that it is purchasing 155 

for its own account for investment and not with a view to or for sale in connection with any 156 

distribution of the security. 157 

 (k) Any offer or sale of any security under, or pursuant to, a plan of reorganization under 158 

Chapter 11 of the federal bankruptcy law that has been confirmed or is subject to confirmation 159 

by the decree or order of a court of competent jurisdiction. 160 

 (l) Any offer or sale of an option, warrant, put, call, or straddle, and any guarantee of any 161 

of these securities, by a person who is not the issuer of the security subject to the right, if the 162 

transaction, had it involved an offer or sale of the security subject to the right by the person, 163 

would not have violated Section 25110 or 25130. 164 

 (m) Any offer or sale of a stock to a pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, or employee 165 

stock ownership plan, provided that (1) the plan meets the requirements for qualification under 166 

Section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code, and (2) the employees are not required or permitted 167 

individually to make any contributions to the plan. The exemption provided by this subdivision 168 

shall not be affected by whether the stock is contributed to the plan, purchased from the issuer 169 

with contributions by the issuer or an affiliate of the issuer, or purchased from the issuer with 170 

funds borrowed from the issuer, an affiliate of the issuer, or any other lender. 171 

 (n) Any offer or sale of any security in a transaction, other than an offer or sale of a 172 

security in a rollup transaction, that meets all of the following criteria: 173 

 (1) The issuer is (A) a California corporation or foreign corporation that, at the time of 174 

the filing of the notice required under this subdivision, is subject to Section 2115, or (B) any 175 

other form of business entity, including without limitation a partnership or trust organized under 176 

the laws of this state. The exemption provided by this subdivision is not available to a "blind 177 

pool" issuer, as that term is defined by the commissioner, or to an investment company subject to 178 

the Investment Company Act of 1940. 179 

 (2) Sales of securities are made only to qualified purchasers or other persons the issuer 180 

reasonably believes, after reasonable inquiry, to be qualified purchasers. A corporation, 181 

partnership, or other organization specifically formed for the purpose of acquiring the securities 182 

offered by the issuer in reliance upon this exemption may be a qualified purchaser if each of the 183 
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equity owners of the corporation, partnership, or other organization is a qualified purchaser. 184 

Qualified purchasers include the following: 185 

 (A) A person designated in Section 260.102.13 of Title 10 of the California Code of 186 

Regulations. 187 

 (B) A person designated in subdivision (i) or any rule of the commissioner adopted 188 

thereunder. 189 

 (C) A pension or profit-sharing trust of the issuer, a self-employed individual retirement 190 

plan, or an individual retirement account, if the investment decisions made on behalf of the trust, 191 

plan, or account are made solely by persons who are qualified purchasers. 192 

 (D) An organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 193 

corporation, Massachusetts or similar business trust, or partnership, each with total assets in 194 

excess of five million dollars ($5,000,000) according to its most recent audited financial 195 

statements. 196 

 (E) With respect to the offer and sale of one class of voting common stock of an issuer or 197 

of preferred stock of an issuer entitling the holder thereof to at least the same voting rights as the 198 

issuer's one class of voting common stock, provided that the issuer has only one-class voting 199 

common stock outstanding upon consummation of the offer and sale, a natural person who, 200 

either individually or jointly with the person's spouse, (i) has a minimum net worth of two 201 

hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) and had, during the immediately preceding tax year, 202 

gross income in excess of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) and reasonably expects gross 203 

income in excess of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) during the current tax year or (ii) 204 

has a minimum net worth of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000). "Net worth" shall be 205 

determined exclusive of home, home furnishings, and automobiles. Other assets included in the 206 

computation of net worth may be valued at fair market value. 207 

 Each natural person specified above, by reason of his or her business or financial 208 

experience, or the business or financial experience of his or her professional adviser, who is 209 

unaffiliated with and who is not compensated, directly or indirectly, by the issuer or any affiliate 210 

or selling agent of the issuer, can be reasonably assumed to have the capacity to protect his or her 211 

interests in connection with the transaction. The amount of the investment of each natural person 212 

shall not exceed 10 percent of the net worth, as determined by this subparagraph, of that natural 213 

person. 214 

 (F) Any other purchaser designated as qualified by rule of the commissioner. 215 

 (3) Each purchaser represents that the purchaser is purchasing for the purchaser's own 216 

account (or trust account, if the purchaser is a trustee) and not with a view to or for sale in 217 

connection with a distribution of the security. 218 

 (4) Each natural person purchaser, including a corporation, partnership, or other 219 

organization specifically formed by natural persons for the purpose of acquiring the securities 220 

offered by the issuer, receives, at least five business days before securities are sold to, or a 221 

commitment to purchase is accepted from, the purchaser, a written offering disclosure statement 222 

that shall meet the disclosure requirements of Regulation D (17 C.F.R. 230.501 et seq.), and any 223 

other information as may be prescribed by rule of the commissioner, provided that the issuer 224 

shall not be obligated pursuant to this paragraph to provide this disclosure statement to a natural 225 

person qualified under Section 260.102.13 of Title 10 of the California Code of Regulations. The 226 

offer or sale of securities pursuant to a disclosure statement required by this paragraph that is in 227 

violation of Section 25401, or that fails to meet the disclosure requirements of Regulation D (17 228 

C.F.R. 230.501 et seq.), shall not render unavailable to the issuer the claim of an exemption from 229 
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Section 25110 afforded by this subdivision. This paragraph does not impose, directly or 230 

indirectly, any additional disclosure obligation with respect to any other exemption from 231 

qualification available under any other provision of this section. 232 

 (5)(A) A general announcement of proposed offering may be published by written 233 

document only, provided that the general announcement of proposed offering sets forth the 234 

following required information: 235 

 (i) The name of the issuer of the securities. 236 

 (ii) The full title of the security to be issued. 237 

 (iii) The anticipated suitability standards for prospective purchasers. 238 

 (iv) A statement that (I) no money or other consideration is being solicited or will be 239 

accepted, (II) an indication of interest made by a prospective purchaser involves no obligation or 240 

commitment of any kind, and, if the issuer is required by paragraph (4) to deliver a disclosure 241 

statement to prospective purchasers, (III) no sales will be made or commitment to purchase 242 

accepted until five business days after delivery of a disclosure statement and subscription 243 

information to the prospective purchaser in accordance with the requirements of this subdivision. 244 

 (v) Any other information required by rule of the commissioner. 245 

 (vi) The following legend: "For more complete information about (Name of Issuer) and 246 

(Full Title of Security), send for additional information from (Name and Address) by sending 247 

this coupon or calling (Telephone Number)." 248 

 (B) The general announcement of proposed offering referred to in subparagraph (A) may 249 

also set forth the following information: 250 

 (i) A brief description of the business of the issuer. 251 

 (ii) The geographic location of the issuer and its business. 252 

 (iii) The price of the security to be issued, or, if the price is not known, the method of its 253 

determination or the probable price range as specified by the issuer, and the aggregate offering 254 

price. 255 

 (C) The general announcement of proposed offering shall contain only the information 256 

that is set forth in this paragraph. 257 

 (D) Dissemination of the general announcement of proposed offering to persons who are 258 

not qualified purchasers, without more, shall not disqualify the issuer from claiming the 259 

exemption under this subdivision. 260 

 (6) No telephone solicitation shall be permitted until the issuer has determined that the 261 

prospective purchaser to be solicited is a qualified purchaser. 262 

 (7) The issuer files a notice of transaction under this subdivision both (A) concurrent with 263 

the publication of a general announcement of proposed offering or at the time of the initial offer 264 

of the securities, whichever occurs first, accompanied by a filing fee, and (B) within 10 business 265 

days following the close or abandonment of the offering, but in no case more than 210 days from 266 

the date of filing the first notice. The first notice of transaction under subparagraph (A) shall 267 

contain an undertaking, in a form acceptable to the commissioner, to deliver any disclosure 268 

statement required by paragraph (4) to be delivered to prospective purchasers, and any 269 

supplement thereto, to the commissioner within 10 days of the commissioner's request for the 270 

information. The exemption from qualification afforded by this subdivision is unavailable if an 271 

issuer fails to file the first notice required under subparagraph (A) or to pay the filing fee. The 272 

commissioner has the authority to assess an administrative penalty of up to one thousand dollars 273 

($1,000) against an issuer that fails to deliver the disclosure statement required to be delivered to 274 

the commissioner upon the commissioner's request within the time period set forth above. 275 
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Neither the filing of the disclosure statement nor the failure by the commissioner to comment 276 

thereon precludes the commissioner from taking any action deemed necessary or appropriate 277 

under this division with respect to the offer and sale of the securities. 278 

 (o) An offer or sale of any security issued by a corporation or limited liability company 279 

pursuant to a purchase plan or agreement, or issued pursuant to an option plan or agreement, 280 

where the security at the time of issuance or grant is exempt from registration under the 281 

Securities Act of 1933, as amended, pursuant to Rule 701 adopted pursuant to that act (17 C.F.R. 282 

230.701), the provisions of which are hereby incorporated by reference into this section, 283 

provided that (1) the terms of any purchase plan or agreement shall comply with Sections 284 

260.140.42, 260.140.45, and 260.140.46 of Title 10 of the California Code of Regulations, (2) 285 

the terms of any option plan or agreement shall comply with Sections 260.140.41, 260.140.45, 286 

and 260.140.46 of Title 10 of the California Code of Regulations, and (3) the issuer files a notice 287 

of transaction in accordance with rules adopted by the commissioner no later than 30 days after 288 

the initial issuance of any security under that plan, accompanied by a filing fee as prescribed by 289 

subdivision (y) of Section 25608. The failure to file the notice of transaction within the time 290 

specified in this subdivision shall not affect the availability of this exemption. An issuer that fails 291 

to file the notice shall, within 15 business days after discovery of the failure to file the notice or 292 

after demand by the commissioner, whichever occurs first, file the notice and pay the 293 

commissioner a fee equal to the maximum aggregate fee payable had the transaction been 294 

qualified under Section 25110. 295 

 Offers and sales exempt pursuant to this subdivision shall be deemed to be part of a 296 

single, discrete offering and are not subject to integration with any other offering or sale, whether 297 

qualified under Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 25110), or otherwise exempt, or not subject 298 

to qualification. 299 

 (p) An offer or sale of nonredeemable securities to accredited investors (Section 28031) 300 

by a person licensed under the Capital Access Company Law (Division 3 (commencing with 301 

Section 28000) of Title 4), provided that all purchasers either (1) have a preexisting personal or 302 

business relationship with the offeror or any of its partners, officers, directors, controlling 303 

persons, or managers (as appointed or elected by the members), or (2) by reason of their business 304 

or financial experience or the business or financial experience of their professional advisers who 305 

are unaffiliated with and who are not compensated by the issuer or any affiliate or selling agent 306 

of the issuer, directly or indirectly, could be reasonably assumed to have the capacity to protect 307 

their own interests in connection with the transaction. All nonredeemable securities shall be 308 

evidenced by certificates that shall have stamped or printed prominently on their face a legend in 309 

a form to be prescribed by rule or order of the commissioner restricting transfer of the securities 310 

in the manner as the rule or order provides. The exemption under this subdivision shall not be 311 

available for any offering that is exempt or asserted to be exempt pursuant to Section 3(a)(11) of 312 

the Securities Act of 1933 (15 U.S.C. Sec. 77c(a)(11)) or Rule 147 (17 C.F.R. Sec. 230.147) 313 

thereunder or otherwise is conducted by means of any form of general solicitation or general 314 

advertising. 315 

 (q) Any offer or sale of any viatical or life settlement contract or fractionalized or pooled 316 

interest therein in a transaction that meets all of the following criteria: 317 

 (1) Sales of securities described in this subdivision are made only to qualified purchasers 318 

or other persons the issuer reasonably believes, after reasonable inquiry, to be qualified 319 

purchasers. A corporation, partnership, or other organization specifically formed for the purpose 320 

of acquiring the securities offered by the issuer in reliance upon this exemption may be a 321 
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qualified purchaser only if each of the equity owners of the corporation, partnership, or other 322 

organization is a qualified purchaser. Qualified purchasers include the following: 323 

 (A) A person designated in Section 260.102.13 of Title 10 of the California Code of 324 

Regulations. 325 

 (B) A person designated in subdivision (i) or any rule of the commissioner adopted 326 

thereunder. 327 

 (C) A pension or profit-sharing trust of the issuer, a self-employed individual retirement 328 

plan, or an individual retirement account, if the investment decisions made on behalf of the trust, 329 

plan, or account are made solely by persons who are qualified purchasers. 330 

 (D) An organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, 331 

corporation, Massachusetts or similar business trust, or partnership, each with total assets in 332 

excess of five million dollars ($5,000,000) according to its most recent audited financial 333 

statements. 334 

 (E) A natural person who, either individually or jointly with the person's spouse, (i) has a 335 

minimum net worth of one hundred fifty thousand dollars ($150,000) and had, during the 336 

immediately preceding tax year, gross income in excess of one hundred thousand dollars 337 

($100,000) and reasonably expects gross income in excess of one hundred thousand dollars 338 

($100,000) during the current tax year or (ii) has a minimum net worth of two hundred fifty 339 

thousand dollars ($250,000). "Net worth" shall be determined exclusive of home, home 340 

furnishings, and automobiles. Other assets included in the computation of net worth may be 341 

valued at fair market value. 342 

 Each natural person specified above, by reason of his or her business or financial 343 

experience, or the business or financial experience of his or her professional adviser, who is 344 

unaffiliated with and who is not compensated, directly or indirectly, by the issuer or any affiliate 345 

or selling agent of the issuer, can be reasonably assumed to have the capacity to protect his or her 346 

interests in connection with the transaction. 347 

 The amount of the investment of each natural person shall not exceed 10 percent of the 348 

net worth, as determined by this subdivision, of that natural person. 349 

 (F) Any other purchaser designated as qualified by rule of the commissioner. 350 

 (2) Each purchaser represents that the purchaser is purchasing for the purchaser's own 351 

account (or trust account, if the purchaser is a trustee) and not with a view to or for sale in 352 

connection with a distribution of the security. 353 

 (3) Each natural person purchaser, including a corporation, partnership, or other 354 

organization specifically formed by natural persons for the purpose of acquiring the securities 355 

offered by the issuer, receives, at least five business days before securities described in this 356 

subdivision are sold to, or a commitment to purchase is accepted from, the purchaser, the 357 

following information in writing: 358 

 (A) The name, principal business and mailing address, and telephone number of the 359 

issuer. 360 

 (B) The suitability standards for prospective purchasers as set forth in paragraph (1) of 361 

this subdivision. 362 

 (C) A description of the issuer's type of business organization and the state in which the 363 

issuer is organized or incorporated. 364 

 (D) A brief description of the business of the issuer. 365 

 (E) If the issuer retains ownership or becomes the beneficiary of the insurance policy, an 366 

audit report of an independent certified public accountant together with a balance sheet and 367 
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related statements of income, retained earnings, and cashflows that reflect the issuer's financial 368 

position, the results of the issuer's operations, and the issuer's cashflows as of a date within 15 369 

months before the date of the initial issuance of the securities described in this subdivision. The 370 

financial statements listed in this subparagraph shall be prepared in conformity with generally 371 

accepted accounting principles. If the date of the audit report is more than 120 days before the 372 

date of the initial issuance of the securities described in this subdivision, the issuer shall provide 373 

unaudited interim financial statements. 374 

 (F) The names of all directors, officers, partners, members, or trustees of the issuer. 375 

 (G) A description of any order, judgment, or decree that is final as to the issuing entity of 376 

any state, federal, or foreign country governmental agency or administrator, or of any state, 377 

federal or foreign country court of competent jurisdiction (i) revoking, suspending, denying, or 378 

censuring for cause any license, permit, or other authority of the issuer or of any director, officer, 379 

partner, member, trustee, or person owning or controlling, directly or indirectly, 10 percent or 380 

more of the outstanding interest or equity securities of the issuer, to engage in the securities, 381 

commodities, franchise, insurance, real estate, or lending business or in the offer or sale of 382 

securities, commodities, franchises, insurance, real estate, or loans, (ii) permanently restraining, 383 

enjoining, barring, suspending, or censuring any such person from engaging in or continuing any 384 

conduct, practice, or employment in connection with the offer or sale of securities, commodities, 385 

franchises, insurance, real estate, or loans, (iii) convicting any such person of, or pleading nolo 386 

contendere by any such person to, any felony or misdemeanor involving a security, commodity, 387 

franchise, insurance, real estate, or loan, or any aspect of the securities, commodities, franchise, 388 

insurance, real estate, or lending business, or involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, embezzlement, 389 

fraudulent conversion, or misappropriation of property, or (iv) holding any such person liable in 390 

a civil action involving breach of a fiduciary duty, fraud, deceit, embezzlement, fraudulent 391 

conversion, or misappropriation of property. This subparagraph does not apply to any order, 392 

judgment, or decree that has been vacated, overturned, or is more than 10 years old. 393 

 (H) Notice of the purchaser's right to rescind or cancel the investment and receive a 394 

refund pursuant to Section 25508.5. 395 

 (I) The name, address, and telephone number of the issuing insurance company, and the 396 

name, address, and telephone number of the state or foreign country regulator of the insurance 397 

company. 398 

 (J) The total face value of the insurance policy and the percentage of the insurance policy 399 

the purchaser will own. 400 

 (K) The insurance policy number, issue date, and type. 401 

 (L) If a group insurance policy, the name, address, and telephone number of the group, 402 

and, if applicable, the material terms and conditions of converting the policy to an individual 403 

policy, including the amount of increased premiums. 404 

 (M) If a term insurance policy, the term and the name, address, and telephone number of 405 

the person who will be responsible for renewing the policy if necessary. 406 

 (N) That the insurance policy is beyond the state statute for contestability and the reason 407 

therefor. 408 

 (O) The insurance policy premiums and terms of premium payments. 409 

 (P) The amount of the purchaser's moneys that will be set aside to pay premiums. 410 

 (Q) The name, address, and telephone number of the person who will be the insurance 411 

policy owner and the person who will be responsible for paying premiums. 412 
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 (R) The date on which the purchaser will be required to pay premiums and the amount of 413 

the premium, if known. 414 

 (S) A statement to the effect that any projected rate of return to the purchaser from the 415 

purchase of a viatical or life settlement contract or a fractionalized or pooled interest therein is 416 

based on an estimated life expectancy for the person insured under the life insurance policy; that 417 

the return on the purchase may vary substantially from the expected rate of return based upon the 418 

actual life expectancy of the insured that may be less than, equal to, or may greatly exceed the 419 

estimated life expectancy; and that the rate of return would be higher if the actual life expectancy 420 

were less than, and lower if the actual life expectancy were greater than the estimated life 421 

expectancy of the insured at the time the viatical or life settlement contract was closed. 422 

 (T) A statement that the purchaser should consult with his or her tax adviser regarding the 423 

tax consequences of the purchase of the viatical or life settlement contract or fractionalized or 424 

pooled interest therein and, if the purchaser is using retirement funds or accounts for that 425 

purchase, whether or not any adverse tax consequences might result from the use of those funds 426 

for the purchase of that investment. 427 

 (U) Any other information as may be prescribed by rule of the commissioner. 428 

(r) Any offer or sale of any security in a transaction (other than an offer or sale to a 429 

pension or profit-sharing trust of the issuer) that meets each of the following criteria: 430 

(1) The proposed maximum aggregate offering price for all the securities to be sold in the 431 

offering anywhere does not exceed $10,000,000.   432 

 (2) All purchasers certify in writing prior to purchase that they meet at least one of the 433 

following qualifications: 434 

(A) They fall into one of the categories of investors listed in (10 CCR Section 435 

260.102.13), including but not limited to accredited investors as defined under federal securities 436 

law; or 437 

(B) They  are represented by a specifically identified professional adviser who is 438 

unaffiliated with and who is not compensated by the issuer or any affiliate or selling agent of the 439 

issuer, directly or indirectly; or  440 

(C) They meet both of the following requirements:  They have a degree from a four-year 441 

educational institution that is accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the U.S. 442 

Department of Education and the investor (or husband and wife)  443 

(i)  has a minimum net worth of at least $75,000 and had minimum gross income of 444 

$50,000 during the last tax year and will have (based on a good faith estimate) minimum gross 445 

income of $50,000 during the current tax year, or   446 

(ii)  in the alternative, has a minimum net worth of $150,000, provided that in either case 447 

the investment shall not exceed 10 percent of the net worth of the investor;  448 

in either case with net worth determined exclusive of homes, home furnishings and automobiles 449 

and with the investment being 10% or less of net worth (per 10 CCR Section 260.140.01).   450 

(3) Each purchaser represents that the purchaser is purchasing for the purchaser's own 451 

account (or a trust account if the purchaser is a trustee) and not with a view to or for sale in 452 

connection with any distribution of the security. 453 

(4) The offer and sale of the security may be accomplished by the publication of any 454 

advertisement, but each advertisement must be filed with the Commissioner at least three days 455 

before being used in compliance with Corporations Code Section 25300.  456 
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(5)  At least five calendar days prior to investing, each purchaser must be given a written 457 

disclosure document (which may be transmitted electronically) that contains at least the 458 

following information: 459 

a.  A description of the type of securities offered and their rights and restrictions 460 

(common or preferred stock, or LLC units or percentages; and any restrictions, conversion rights, 461 

buy-back rights, etc.)   462 

b.  The price of the securities. 463 

c.  The use of proceeds from the securities offering, including whether any existing debt 464 

will be retired.  465 

d.  Whether the proceeds from the offering will be used for any broker‘s 466 

fees/commissions or for any selling expenses.   467 

e.  Current financial statements, which need not be audited. 468 

f.  Financial projections, which must be accompanied by a statement that such statements 469 

are based upon management‘s current expectations, beliefs, and assumptions about future events, 470 

are not statements of historical fact and involve a number of risks and uncertainties.   471 

g.  Assets and liabilities of the company, and which liabilities are secured and by what.   472 

h.  Existing capitalization of the company. 473 

i.  Post-offering capitalization of the company.   474 

j.  Principal shareholders. 475 

k.  Management and compensation (both current and after the offering). 476 

l. The major terms of any current or anticipated agreements between the company on the 477 

one hand and its owners, officers, directors or affiliated companies on the other. 478 

m.  Any current or anticipated litigation, arbitration, administrative actions or licensing 479 

issues regarding the company.   480 

n.  Dilution possibilities in the future due to potential future investors or otherwise.   481 

o.  A statement that the securities have not been registered and therefore, cannot be resold 482 

unless they are registered or unless an exemption from registration is available.   483 

p.  A statement that resales of the securities are allowed only to those who meet one of 484 

the original investor qualifications, except that the securities may be given by will or estate-485 

planning trust without restriction.   486 

(6) The issuer must file a notice of transaction with the Department of Corporation using 487 

the 25102(f) form and filing requirements.  The failure to file the notice or the failure to file the 488 

notice within the time specified by the rule of the commissioner shall not affect the availability 489 

of this exemption. An issuer who fails to file the notice as provided by rule of the commissioner 490 

shall, within 15 business days after discovery of the failure to file the notice or after demand by 491 

the commissioner, whichever occurs first, file the notice and pay to the commissioner a fee equal 492 

to the fee payable had the transaction been qualified under Section 25110.493 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

PROPONENT: Alameda County Bar Association 

  

STATEMENT OF REASONS  

 

Existing Law:  The existing securities exemptions and the qualification by permit process make 

it difficult for startup and small companies to raise money.   
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The 25102(n) exemption is limited to accredited investors and other investors with high net 

worth or high annual income.  In addition it allows only a very brief ―tombstone‖ ad.  As a result, 

few companies use the 25102(n) exemption. 

 

The 25102(f) exemption does not allow any public advertising at all.  Although it does have 

exemptions for ―sophisticated‖ investors and investors with a pre-existing substantive 

relationship with a principal, those categories are subjective and are limited to no more than 35 

non-accredited investors.   

 

Qualification by permit is much more expensive than an exemption.  The application process is 

complex and it can take six to eight weeks or more to get approval from the State, which is 

required before the offering can begin.  Although full public advertising is allowed, very few 

startups or small companies spend the money and time to do a qualification by permit.  

 

This Resolution:  The proposal is to create a new securities exemption under Corporations Code 

section 25102.  It would allow investors to be i) accredited (or fall into other limited categories 

currently allowed by regulation for a 25102(f) offering), or ii) be represented by a specifically 

identified independent investment advisor, or iii) meet the financial qualifications allowed under 

a qualification by permit pursuant to California Code of Regulations, title 10, section 260.140.01 

so long as the investor has a degree from an accredited four-year educational institution and the 

investment does not exceed 10% of the investor‘s net worth.  Requiring the investor to have a 

degree from an accredited four-year educational institution is an objective standard for at least 

some sophistication.   

 

As with the 25102(n), an investor would be required to complete a questionnaire before the 

disclosure documents could be provided or an investment made.  Certain specified information 

would be required to be disclosed to potential investors.  In addition, the 25102(f) form would 

need to be filed with the Commissioner for each offering.  Further, resales of the securities would 

be allowed only to those who meet one of the original investor qualifications.  Full public 

advertising would be allowed, although each advertisement would have to be filed with the 

Commissioner at least three days before being used in compliance with Corporations Code 

Section 25300.   

 

The size of the offering would be limited to $10 million.  In comparison, there are no limits on 

the amount that can raised with a 25102(f) or 25102(n) offering.  Most venture capital firms will 

not even consider a company unless it is looking for more than $10 million, on the grounds that 

it‘s more trouble than the potential return.  

 

The Problem:  The existing securities exemptions and the qualification by permit process are 

impractical for most start-up and small companies to be able to use.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT: This proposed resolution does not directly affect any other law, 

statute or rule. 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Bruce E. Methven, 2232 Sixth Street, Berkeley, 

California 94710, (510) 649-4019, bmethven@methvenlaw.com  
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RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  James M. Wood 
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RESOLUTION 04-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Title Insurance Liability: Accrual of Cause of Action 

Amends Insurance Code sections 12340.1, 12340.2 and 12340.10 to declare title insurance 

liability exists once the title company accepts a premium for payment of the title insurance. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Related to 05-02-2003, which was approved in principle. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Insurance Code sections 12340.1, 12340.2 and 12340.10 to declare title 

insurance liability exists once the title company accepts a premium for payment of the title 

insurance, regardless of whether an abstract of title actually issues. This resolution should be 

disapproved as it would undermine necessary protocol in the insurance industry, the legislative 

scheme clarifying it, and explanatory case law enabling title insurers to underwrite the risk and 

quote a premium for the title policy. 

 

Under current law, a title insurance company is not liable for assuring clear title until it goes 

beyond a preliminary report and issues an abstract of title or the title insurance policy. 

Contracting with a title company for purposes of issuing a title insurance policy contemplates it 

will conduct a preliminary search, for its benefit, to properly underwrite and quote a premium 

along with the terms and limitations of the title policy it is willing to issue. Changes may occur 

between then and close of escrow. Unless and until the title insurance company issues an abstract 

of title or the title policy itself, by law and convention, the homeowner or homebuyer has no 

right to rely on any representations or certifications by the title company concerning title (e.g., 

the preliminary report).  

 

No liability should be imposed on the title company regarding clear title or anything other than 

that reflected on the abstract or title policy which it may issue. This is in consonance with the 

definitional scheme appearing in Insurance Code sections 12340.1 (―title insurance‖ insures, 

guarantees and indemnifies property owners, holders of liens, encumbrances or other interest 

therein against loss of damage regarding actual title rights), 12340.2 (a ―title policy‖ is the 

contract by which title insurance liability is assumed), 12340.10 (an ―abstract of title‖ is a written 

representation intended to be relied upon by the person who contracted for receipt of such 

representation listing all recorded interests and conveyances) and 12340.11(a ―preliminary 

report,‖ commitment or binder are reports furnished in connection with an application for a title 

insurance policy, subject to the stated exceptions set forth in the reports; it does not constitute an 

abstract of title, and no rights, duties or responsibilities which are applicable the preparation and 

issuance of an abstract of title arise by such report).  

 

The resolution would turn this statutory scheme on its head.  It would discourage title companies 

from receiving any fee or premium as part of its under-writing the risk---it imposes liability 
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before the title insurer has a chance to fully ascertain the quality of title its willing to stand 

behind.  It creates liability when there are no abstract representations to rely upon. It would 

inappropriately expose the title insurer to undefined liability before the terms of the title 

insurance policy can be determined and issued. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION:  
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Insurance Code sections 12340.1, 12340.2, and 12340.10 to read as follows: 

§ 12340.1 1 

 ―Title insurance‖ means insuring, guaranteeing or indemnifying owners of real or 2 

personal property or the holders of liens or encumbrances thereon or others interested therein 3 

against loss or damage suffered by reason of: 4 

 (a) Liens or encumbrances on, or defects in the title to said property; 5 

 (b) Invalidity or unenforceability of any liens or encumbrances thereon; or 6 

 (c) Incorrectness of searches relating to the title to real or personal property. 7 

 Title insurance liability exists, whether or not an abstract of title physically issues.  All of 8 

the rights, duties or responsibilities applicable to the preparation and issuance of an abstract of 9 

title applies once a title insurance company accepts a premium for payment of title insurance. 10 

Any such report shall be construed as, and shall constitute, a representation as to the condition of 11 

title to real property.  The payment of the policy premium shall constitute acceptance of the offer 12 

to purchase the proffered title insurance policy, whether or not a physical abstract of title issues. 13 

 14 

§ 12340.2 15 

 ―Title policy‖ means any written instrument or contract by means of which title insurance 16 

liability is assumed. 17 

 Title insurance liability exists, whether or not an abstract of title physically issues.  All of 18 

the rights, duties or responsibilities applicable to the preparation and issuance of an abstract of 19 

title applies once a title insurance company accepts a premium for payment of title insurance. 20 

Any such report shall be construed as, and shall constitute, a representation as to the condition of 21 

title to real property.  The payment of the policy premium shall constitute acceptance of the offer 22 

to purchase the proffered title insurance policy, whether or not a physical abstract of title issues. 23 

 24 

§ 12340.10 25 

 ―Abstract of title‖ is a written representation, provided pursuant to a contract, whether 26 

written or oral, intended to be relied upon by the person who has contracted for the receipt of 27 

such representation, listing all recorded conveyances, instruments or documents which, under the 28 

laws of this state, impart constructive notice with respect to the chain of title to the real property 29 

described therein. An abstract of title is not a title policy as defined in Section 12340.2. 30 

 Title insurance liability exists, whether or not an abstract of title physically issues.  All of 31 

the rights, duties or responsibilities applicable to the preparation and issuance of an abstract of 32 

title applies once a title insurance company accepts a premium for payment of title insurance. 33 

Any such report shall be construed as, and shall constitute, a representation as to the condition of 34 

title to real property.  The payment of the policy premium shall constitute acceptance of the offer 35 

to purchase the proffered title insurance policy, whether or not a physical abstract of title issues.36 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  In 1981, title insurance laws were amended with the specific intent of 

distinguishing between ―preliminary reports‖ and ―abstracts of title‖ so as to provide insurance 

liability for the latter but not the former.  Since that time, caselaw has expanded the safe harbor 

from ―preliminary reports‖ to any instance in which an abstract of title did not physically issue, 

whether or not the insured had paid for the title insurance policy offered.  (See Soifer v. Chicago 

Title Ins. Co. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 365;  Siegel v. Fidelity Nat’l Title Ins. Co. (1996) 46 

Cal.App.4th 1181; Southland Title Corp. v. Superior Court (1991) 231 Cal.App.3d 530, 536 n.5.) 

 

This Resolution:  Would preserve the safe harbor intended by the 1981 amendments by 

preserving the ―no liability‖ position for preliminary reports but would require a title insurance 

company who sold a title insurance policy to a homebuyer to actually provide coverage in the 

event that a defect in title is discovered. 

 

The Problem:  Under current law, a homebuyer is given a preliminary report during the escrow 

process.  The homeowner is then given the option of paying a premium to acquire the title 

insurance.  Once the premium is paid, the homebuyer believes that if any defect in title exists, his 

title insurer will provide a defense and/or damages if a defect in title is later discovered which 

defect was not disclosed to the homebuyer at the time of the home purchase.  This has not in fact 

proven to be the case.  As such, unwary homebuyers who find themselves with the undisclosed 

defective title find themselves without the insurance they believed that they had purchased. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Karen R. Frostrom, Esq., Thorsnes 

Bartolotta, et al., 2550 5th Ave #1100, San Diego, CA 92103, (619) 236-9363, 

frostrom@tbmlawyers.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Karen R. Frostrom 
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RESOLUTION 04-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Medical Coverage Provided to Transgender Individuals 

Amends Health and Safety Code sections 1367.63, 1367.64, 1367.65 and 1367.66, and adds 

sections 1367.666 and 1367.667, to require that all health care service plan contracts provide 

medical care for conditions associated with gender identity disorder. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History:  

Similar to Resolutions 12-01-2008, 10-02-2009 and 04-06-2010, all of which were approved in 

principle. 

 

Reasons:   

This resolution amends Health and Safety Code sections 1367.63, 1367.64, 1367.65 and 

1367.66, and adds sections 1367.666 and 1367.667, to require that all health care service plan 

contracts provide medical care for conditions associated with gender identity disorder.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle to assure that needed medical care is not denied 

transgendered individuals by reason of rigid, narrowly-drawn, exclusionary and unenlightened 

language appearing in many health care contracts. 

 

Specifically, this resolution would require coverage for reconstructive surgery for gender identity 

disorder (Health and Safety Code, §1367.63), prostate cancer screening for transgender enrollees 

who are identified as women (id., §1367.64), mammography (id., §1364.65) and annual cervical 

cancer screening (id., §1364.66) for transgendered individuals identified as men, ―all surgical 

procedures necessary to treat medically-diagnosed gender identity disorder‖ (id., §1367.666) and 

―prescribed hormone treatments for medically-diagnosed gender identity disorder‖ (id., 

§1367.667).   

 

The proponent reports that transgender individuals encounter tremendous difficulty in obtaining 

quality health care related to their transgender identity disorder. Sex change operations are 

excluded as cosmetic or as a preexisting condition. Health care providers and insurers refuse to 

provide sex-related cancer screening arising from the birth gender if the individual is presently 

identified as a different sex.  

 

If a surgery is ―necessary‖ to treat a medically-diagnosed gender identity disorder, or if hormonal 

treatment is indicated, it would be arbitrary if not cruel to deny such an individual existing 

medical care to treat the medical condition. The present practice and related rules and medical 

forms are archaic and discriminatory. They place individuals with transgender disorder at undue 

risk by reason of their medically-diagnosed status. Although issues may linger issues over what 

is truly necessary---as contrasted with a desired cosmetic result (e.g., breast augmentation), 

arguably giving transgendered individuals greater leverage rights than someone without a gender 

identity disorder pining for a similar plastic surgery, on balance this resolution addresses a 

legitimate problem, and should be approved in principle. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Health and Safety Code sections 1367.63, 1367.64, 1367.65, and 1367.66 

and to add Health and Safety Code sections 1367.666 and 1367.667 to read as follows:   

 

§ 1367.63 1 

 (a) Every health care service plan contract, except a specialized health care service plan 2 

contract, that is issued, amended, renewed, or delivered in this state on or after July 1, 3 

1999, shall cover reconstructive surgery, as defined in subdivision (c), that is necessary to 4 

achieve the purposes specified in subparagraph (A) or (B) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (c). 5 

Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a plan to provide coverage for cosmetic 6 

surgery, as defined in subdivision (d). 7 

 (b) No individual, other than a licensed physician competent to evaluate the specific 8 

clinical issues involved in the care requested, may deny initial requests for authorization of 9 

coverage for treatment pursuant to this section. For a treatment authorization 10 

request submitted by a podiatrist or an oral and maxillofacial surgeon, the request may be 11 

reviewed by a similarly licensed individual, competent to evaluate the specific clinical issues 12 

involved in the care requested. 13 

    (c) (1) "Reconstructive surgery" means surgery performed to correct or repair abnormal 14 

structures of the body caused by congenital defects, developmental abnormalities, trauma, 15 

infection, tumors, gender identity disorder, or disease to do either of the following: 16 

    (A) To improve function. 17 

    (B) To create a normal appearance, to the extent possible. 18 

    (2) As of July 1, 2010, "reconstructive surgery" shall include medically necessary 19 

dental or orthodontic services that are an integral part of reconstructive surgery, as defined in 20 

paragraph (1), for cleft palate procedures. 21 

 (3) For purposes of this section, "cleft palate" means a condition that may include cleft 22 

palate, cleft lip, or other craniofacial anomalies associated with cleft palate. 23 

    (d) "Cosmetic surgery" means surgery that is performed to alter or reshape normal 24 

structures of the body in order to improve appearance. 25 

    (e) In interpreting the definition of reconstructive surgery, a health care service plan 26 

may utilize prior authorization and utilization review that may include, but need not be limited 27 

to, any of the following: 28 

    (1) Denial of the proposed surgery if there is another more appropriate surgical 29 

procedure that will be approved for the enrollee. 30 

     (2) Denial of the proposed surgery or surgeries if the procedure or procedures, in 31 

accordance with the standard of care as practiced by physicians specializing in reconstructive 32 

surgery, offer only a minimal improvement in the appearance of the enrollee. 33 

    (3) Denial of payment for procedures performed without prior authorization. 34 

    (4) For services provided under the Medi-Cal program (Chapter 7 (commencing with 35 

Section 14000) of Part 3 of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code), denial of the 36 

proposed surgery if the procedure offers only a minimal improvement in the appearance of the 37 

enrollee, as may be defined in any regulations that may be promulgated by the State Department 38 

of Health Care Services.  39 
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  (f) As applied to services described in paragraph (2) of subdivision (c) only, this 40 

section shall not apply to Medi-Cal managed care plans that contract with the State Department 41 

of Health Care Services pursuant to Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 14000) of, Chapter 8 42 

(commencing with Section 14200) of, or Chapter 8.75 (commencing with Section 14590) of, Part 43 

3 of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, where such contracts do not provide 44 

coverage for California Children's Services (CCS) or dental services. 45 

 46 

§ 1367.64   47 

(a) Every individual or group health care service plan contract, except for a specialized 48 

health care service plan contract, that is issued, amended, or renewed on or after January 1, 1999, 49 

shall be deemed to provide coverage for the screening and diagnosis of prostate cancer, 50 

including, but not limited to, prostate-specific antigen testing and digital rectal examinations, 51 

when medically necessary and consistent with good professional practice. 52 

(b) The medical procedures and testing described in this section will not be denied to any 53 

male-to-female transgender enrollee solely on the basis of the enrollee‘s identification as a 54 

woman.  Any administrative processes or procedures necessary to ensure compliance with this 55 

provision shall be promptly instituted.  56 

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to establish a new mandated benefit or to 57 

prevent application of deductible or copayment provisions in a policy or plan, nor shall this 58 

section be construed to require that a policy or plan be extended to cover any other procedures 59 

under an individual or a group health care service plan contract.  Nothing in this section shall be 60 

construed to authorize an enrollee to receive the services required to be covered by this section if 61 

those services are furnished by a nonparticipating provider, unless the enrollee is referred to that 62 

provider by a participating physician or nurse practitioner providing care. 63 

 64 

§ 1367.65   65 

(a) On or after January 1, 2000, every health care service plan contract, except a 66 

specialized health care service plan contract, that is issued, amended, delivered, or renewed shall 67 

be deemed to provide coverage for mammography for screening or diagnostic purposes upon 68 

referral by a participating nurse practitioner, participating certified nurse midwife, or 69 

participating physician, providing care to the patient and operating within the scope of practice 70 

provided under existing law.  71 

(b) The medical procedures and testing described in this section will not be denied to any 72 

transgender enrollee solely on the basis of the enrollee‘s identification as a man.  Any 73 

administrative processes or procedures necessary to ensure compliance with this provision shall 74 

be promptly instituted. 75 

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent application of copayment or 76 

deductible provisions in a plan, nor shall this section be construed to require that a plan be 77 

extended to cover any other procedures under an individual or a group health care service plan 78 

contract.  Nothing in this section shall be construed to authorize a plan enrollee to receive the 79 

services required to be covered by this section if those services are furnished by a 80 

nonparticipating provider, unless the plan enrollee is referred to that provider by a participating 81 

physician, nurse practitioner, or certified nurse midwife providing care. 82 

 83 
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§ 1367.66  84 

(a) Every individual or group health care service plan contract, except for a specialized 85 

health care service plan, that is issued, amended, or renewed, on or after January 1, 2002, and 86 

that includes coverage for treatment or surgery of cervical cancer shall also be deemed to provide 87 

coverage for an annual cervical cancer screening test upon the referral of the patient's physician 88 

and surgeon, a nurse practitioner, or certified nurse midwife, providing care to the patient and 89 

operating within the scope of practice otherwise permitted for the licensee. 90 

(b) The coverage for an annual cervical cancer screening test provided pursuant to this 91 

section shall include the conventional Pap test, a human papillomavirus screening test that is 92 

approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration, and the option of any cervical cancer 93 

screening test approved by the federal Food and Drug Administration, upon the referral of the 94 

patient's health care provider.  95 

(c) The medical procedures and testing described in this section will not be denied to any 96 

female-to-male transgender enrollee solely on the basis of the enrollee‘s identification as a man.  97 

Any administrative processes or procedures necessary to ensure compliance with this provision 98 

shall be promptly instituted.   99 

(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to establish a new mandated benefit or to 100 

prevent application of deductible or copayment provisions in an existing plan contract. The 101 

Legislature intends in this section to provide that cervical cancer screening services are deemed 102 

to be covered if the plan contract includes coverage for cervical cancer treatment or surgery. 103 

 104 

§ 1367.666   105 

Every individual or group health care service plan contract, except for a specialized 106 

health care service plan contract, that is issued, amended, delivered, or renewed on or after 107 

January 1, 2011, will provide coverage for all surgical procedures necessary to treat medically-108 

diagnosed gender identity disorder. 109 

 110 

§ 1367.667  111 

Every individual or group health care service plan contract, except for a specialized 112 

health care service plan contract, that is issued, amended, delivered, or renewed on or after 113 

January 1, 2011, will provide coverage for all prescribed hormone treatments for medically-114 

diagnosed gender identity disorder.115 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Allows discrimination in the provision of health care of the basis of an 

individual‘s identification with a gender other than his or her birth gender. 

 

This Resolution:  Would require health care service plans to provide care for transgender 

enrollees on an equal basis with non-transgendered enrollees. 
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The Problem:  Transgender individuals face tremendous difficulties in obtaining quality health 

care that includes treatment for health concerns related to gender identity disorder.  Virtually all 

health insurance providers and health maintenance organizations exclude sex-change surgeries to 

treat gender identity disorder as either pre-existing conditions or as ―cosmetic‖ surgery.  Contrast 

this with the fact that these same insurers and health maintenance organizations cover surgery to 

(re-)assign a sex to an infant who is born intersexed, as well as cover hormone therapy for non-

transgender individuals.  See San Francisco Human Rights Commission, A HUMAN RIGHTS 

INVESTIGATION INTO THE MEDICAL ―NORMALIZATION‖ OF INTERSEX PEOPLE, 

April 28, 2005.  This exclusion for coverage for a serious medical condition is irrationally and 

patently unfair.  In addition, health care providers often refuse to provide screening for 

potentially life-threatening medical conditions arising from the birth gender of the transgender 

individual.  For example, male-to-female transgender individuals are often denied coverage 

and/or testing and screening for prostate cancer.  Likewise, female-to-male transgender 

individuals are often denied coverage and/or testing and screening for cervical cancer as well as 

for breast cancer.  These denials are due at least in part to the fact that the insurance codes used 

(on both electronic and paper forms) to refer patients for screening and testing are restricted to 

the gender declared by the individual subscriber of the insurance contract.  If a female-to-male 

transgender individual has enrolled with his insurer as a male, or transitioned to maleness while 

enrolled and informed his insurer of this fact, the health care codes attached to his medical record 

will only reflect male anatomical parts and conditions.  Currently, health care service plans are 

under no onus to correct this problem.  This resolution will address the problems discussed by 

allowing transgender individuals to obtain the health care they need.     

 

IMPACT STATEMENT:  This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Daniel P. Dean, c/o BALIF, 1800 Market 

Street, Box 47, San Francisco, CA 94102, Phone (415)865-5620, Fax: (415)520-0708, Email: 

statebar@balif.org. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Daniel P. Dean 
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RESOLUTION 05-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Initiatives: Constitutional Amendment Barring Initiatives from Eliminating or Restricting Rights 

Amends article II, section 8 of the California Constitution to bar initiatives that seek to eliminate 

or restrict the rights of any citizen or group of citizens. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolution 08-17-2009, which was approved as amended, and Resolution 04-07-

2010, which was approved in principle. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends article II, section 8 of the California Constitution to bar the effect of 

initiatives that seek to eliminate or restrict the rights of any citizen or group of citizens.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle to prevent a majority of voters from denying equal 

and protected rights to any group. 

 

This resolution will prevent California voters from using the initiative process to amend the 

California Constitution to limit, destroy, or remove the rights of any citizen or group of citizens.  

While somewhat vague in its use of the term ―constitutionally-embodied fundamental rights,‖ the 

aim of the resolution is to affirm the function of the State Constitution as the principal source of 

equality of rights in California, and to discourage costly and divisive initiatives that would limit 

the legal rights of certain people or groups of people. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to propose to the electors an amendment to article II, section 8 of the California 

Constitution to read as follows: 

 

Article II, § 8   1 

 (a) The initiative is the power of the electors to propose statutes and amendments to the 2 

Constitution and to adopt or reject them. 3 

 (b) An initiative measure may be proposed by presenting to the Secretary of State a 4 

petition that sets forth the text of the proposed statute or amendment to the Constitution and is 5 

certified to have been signed by electors equal in number to 5 percent in the case of a statute, and 6 

8 percent in the case of an amendment to the Constitution, of the votes for all candidates for 7 

Governor at the last gubernatorial election.  8 

 (c) The Secretary of State shall then submit the measure at the next general election held 9 

at least 131 days after it qualifies or at any special statewide election held prior to that general 10 

election.  The Governor may call a special statewide election for the measure. 11 

 (d)  An initiative measure embracing more than one subject may not be submitted to the 12 

electors or have any effect. 13 
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 (e) An initiative measure shall not include or exclude any political subdivision of the 14 

State from the application or effect of its provisions based upon approval or disapproval of the 15 

initiative measure, or based upon the casting of a specified percentage of votes in favor of the 16 

measure, by the electors of that political subdivision. 17 

 (f) An initiative measure may not contain alternative or cumulative provisions wherein 18 

one or more of those provisions would become law depending upon the casting of a specified 19 

percentage of votes for or against the measure. 20 

 (g) An initiative measure that eliminates or restricts the constitutionally-embodied 21 

fundamental rights of any citizen or group of citizens may not be submitted to the electors or 22 

have any effect.23 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  Under existing law, there is no explicit bar to initiatives that seek to eliminate or 

restrict the constitutionally-guaranteed fundamental rights of individual citizens or a group of 

citizens.   

 

This Resolution:  Seeks to create a safeguard so that voters cannot use the initiative process to 

eliminate or restrict constitutionally-guaranteed fundamental rights, such as due process and 

equal protection, from any individual citizen or group of citizens. 

 

The Problem:  Currently, the State Constitution does not explicitly limit the power of the people 

when acting through the initiative process to target individuals or minority groups and eliminate 

the fundamental rights of those individuals or minority groups. This has led most recently to 

Proposition 8, which stripped the fundamental right to marry from lesbians and gay men.  If this 

is allowed to happen, any other unpopular minority could also be targeted for disparate treatment 

just by the use of the initiative process.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Daniel P. Dean, c/o BALIF, 1800 Market 

Street, Box 47, San Francisco, CA 94102, Phone (415) 865-5620, Fax: (415) 520-0708, Email: 

statebar@balif.org. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Daniel P. Dean 
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COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 05-01-2011 

 

ALAMEDA COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION  

 

ACBA submits this counterargument with some hesitation and reluctance.  This resolution is 

prompted by the initiative that led to Proposition 8.  While that initiative attempted to ―strip the 

fundamental right to marry from lesbians and gay men,‖ such initiatives are best left for 

resolution by the courts as is now the case with Proposition 8. The trial by Judge Walker over the 

constitutionality of Proposition 8 resulted in a full and fair adjudication of the rights of lesbians 

and gay men and created an important precedent for those who are denied equal protection of the 

law by any individual or group. The Proposition 8 litigation experience encourages the ACBA to 

urge the Conference to vote against this resolution.   

 

The history and foundation of the initiative process in the California Constitution has in many 

instances given voice to the People of California. The initiative power is created by Article II, 

Section 8 of the California Constitution: ―The initiative is the power of the electors to propose 

statutes and amendments to the Constitution and to adopt or reject them.‖ Article IV, Section 1 

of the California Constitution provides: ―The legislative power of this State is vested in the 

California Legislature which consists of the Senate and Assembly, but the people reserve to 

themselves the powers of initiative and referendum.‖ The constitutional provision for initiatives 

rests on the theory that all power of government ultimately resides in the people and is a power 

reserved to people, not granted to them. (Associated Home Builders, etc., Inc. v. City of 

Livermore (1976) 18 Cal.3d 582, 591.) ―[I]t [is] 'the duty of courts to jealously guard this right of 

the people' [citation] ..., 'one of the most precious rights of our democratic process.' [Citation.] 

‗…If doubts can reasonably be resolved in favor of the use of this reserve power, courts will 

preserve it.' [Citations.]‖ ( Ibid.) 

 

This resolution will create an unworkable and dangerous threat to the protection of all rights 

including citizens‘ right to give voice to their rights, however incorrectly they may perceive them 

and however others may disagree.  The resolution will take away the right to determine 

constitutionality from the courts – the constitutionally appointed determiners of constitutional 

rights – and leave it to an undefined individual or group to decide that an initiative will not be 

presented to the citizens if that individual or group decides that the measure ―eliminates or 

restricts constitutionally-embodied fundamental rights.‖  This creates a scenario where the 

existence or non-existence of constitutional rights is predetermined without access to the courts 

or resolution by the courts.  It also creates a subjective and unworkable Potter Stewart scenario 

of ―I know it when I see it.‖  While we might be tempted to offer an initiative that prohibits 

expression of homophobic speech at protests at funerals of those who have died in combat, we 

must acknowledge that such a determination, for better or worse, is best left to the judicial 

process. 
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RESOLUTION 05-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

California Constitution: Right to Counsel in All Cases 

Adds article I, section 32 to the California Constitution to provide the right to counsel in all 

cases, and to have counsel provided by the government where basic human needs are at risk. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Related to Resolution 01-06-2006, which was approved as amended. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds article I, section 32 to the California Constitution to provide the right to 

counsel in all cases, and to have counsel provided by the government where basic human needs 

are at risk.  This resolution should be disapproved because it is overly broad and would be cost-

prohibitive. 

 

In more than a half century of jurisprudence, the United States Supreme Court has held that an 

indigent‘s right to counsel is recognized to exist only where the litigant may lose his or her 

physical liberty.  (See, Lassiter v. Dept. of Social Servs. (1981) 452 U.S. 18, 25-26.)  As of 2006, 

all but three states provided counsel for indigent parents in termination-of-parental rights 

proceedings, with forty-five states also providing for counsel in other types of dependency 

matters.  (See, Abel & Rettig, State Statutes Providing for a Right to Counsel in Civil Cases 

(July/August 2006) Brennan Center for Justice, New York University School of Law 

http://www.civilrighttocounsel.org/pdfs/abel.pdf.)  This resolution would go even further, 

requiring counsel for any indigent party ―when needed to protect their rights to basic human 

needs, including sustenance, shelter, safety, health, child custody, and other categories . . . .‖  In 

so doing, it opens the door to limitless demands for representation, including in areas where the 

Legislature has already provided for payment to counsel willing to take on difficult or unpopular 

cases. 

 

It is not disputed that a person‘s ability to retain counsel bears on the quality of justice he or she 

will receive in legal proceedings.  However, recognition of the right proposed by this resolution 

comes with an enormous price tag and requires the creation of a substantial administrative 

structure.  The resolution provides no suggestion as to how this right could be implemented.   

 

Additionally, effective July 1, 2011, the Sargent Shriver Civil Counsel Act creates a six-year 

pilot project under which a portion of certain court fees will be set aside for development of 

models for representation of ―low-income persons who require legal services in civil matters 

involving critical issues affecting basic needs.‖  (Gov. Code, § 68650.)  This ―civil Gideon‖ law 

presents a more practical approach to the identification and provision of needed representation.  
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to propose to the electors the addition of article I, section 32 to the California 

Constitution to read as follows: 

 

Article I, § 32 1 

 All people shall have a right to the assistance of counsel in cases before forums in which 2 

lawyers are permitted. Those who cannot afford such representation shall be provided counsel 3 

when needed to protect their rights to basic human needs, including sustenance, shelter, safety, 4 

health, child custody, and other categories the Legislature may identify in subsequent legislation.5 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of San Francisco 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Does not provide counsel to litigants in many civil cases. 

 

This Resolution: Would require the government to provide for counsel in all civil and criminal 

cases which are preparing for and in the courts of California. 

 

The Problem: Hundreds of thousands of Californians are required to be in court without a 

lawyer. In some family courts, the percentage of pro se parties exceeds 75%.  Six out of ten of 

all middle class people who go to civil court in California do so without lawyers.  Eight out of 

ten litigants below the poverty line go without a lawyer.  They do not know evidence or civil 

procedure.   Unrepresented litigants lose their house, their apartments, their children, their 

property.   

 

The extent of the unmet need for legal services is staggering. In a report, the Legal Services 

Corporation found ―a very serious shortage of civil legal assistance – an urgent justice gap – in 

the United States.‖ The report concludes that at least 80% of those who require legal assistance 

do not receive the help they need. (See Legal Services Corporation, Documenting the Justice 

Gap in America, pp. 18-19 (Sept. 2005).) 

 

The situation in California is equally grim. Though increased funding for legal services 

programs, better planning at the state level, and more attention to the gap in access to legal 

assistance have provided some measure of relief, only 28% of the legal needs of lower income 

California residents are being addressed.  (See California Commission on Access to Justice, 

The Path to Equal Justice, p. 3 (Oct. 2002).) 

In a great many industrialized nations, access to counsel in civil cases is provided as a matter of 

statutory or constitutional right.  (See, e.g., Earl Johnson, Jr., Access to Justice: Will Gideon’s 

Trumpet Sound a New Melody? The Globalization of Constitutional Values and Its Implications 

for a Right to Equal Justice in Civil Cases, 2 Seattle J. Soc. Just. 201 (Fall 2003/Winter 2004).)  
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The basic problem in California is that the right to counsel is viewed as charity, not as a matter of 

right. 

 

The state‘s failure to provide equal access to justice is an obstacle not only to the underserved 

litigants themselves, but also to the courts that struggle to function efficiently in the face of the 

burgeoning number of unrepresented parties.  (See California Commission on Access to 

Justice, The Path to Equal Justice, pp. 37, 40.) 

 

This resolution would provide better access to justice for all California residents, particularly 

those who could not otherwise afford legal representation. This resolution would also affect for 

the better various court procedures and lighten the load of judges who now must facilitate the 

cases of people who are unrepresented. A significant increase in state funding for legal services 

would be required to implement this resolution. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other statute, law or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT: James J. Brosnahan, Morrison & Foerster 

LLP, 425 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94105; (415) 268-7189; jbrosnahan@mofo.com. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: James J. Brosnahan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 05-02-2011 

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

Our delegation has the concern that there is no analysis of the fiscal impact of this resolution.  To 

the extent the government is required to provide defense for indigent defendants in criminal 

cases, it is already overburdened.  One wonders who would pay for these lawyers.  This 

resolution also presumes that all of the people it intends to benefit take good faith positions in the 

forums to which it refers, a presumption with which we disagree.  Frequently persons who get 

free representation do not appreciate the service they receive.  We believe the net effect of this, if 

money could be found to pay the lawyers, would be more litigation, rather than less. 
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RESOLUTION 05-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Birth Certificate Gender Change: Elimination of Surgical Requirement 

Amends Health and Safety Code section 103425 to eliminate the requirement for surgical 

treatment as the basis for changing gender on a birth certificate. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolutions 07-05-2008, 08-15-2009, and 04-12-2010, all of which were approved in 

principle   

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Health and Safety Code section 103425 to eliminate the requirement for 

surgical treatment as the basis for changing gender on a birth certificate.  This resolution should 

be approved in principle because the surgical requirement for allowing a change of gender on a 

birth certificate is costly, not always medically necessary, and in the best interest of the 

individual. 

 

The requirement that a licensed medical professional, qualified under the Harry Benjamin 

standards of care, diagnose and verify that an individual actually identifies as a member of the 

opposite sex, without surgery, provides certainty that a change on the birth certificate is 

appropriate for the individual‘s identity and psychological well-being.  Such medical 

professionals must undergo substantial training in the field of gender identity disorder before 

they are qualified to diagnose and treat individuals with gender identity disorder.  (Harry 

Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria Association, The Standards Of Care For Gender 

Identity Disorders, 6th Version (February 2001) §IV)  Therefore, this resolution balances the 

Health and Safety Code‘s foundational basis for protecting Californians from danger and fraud, 

while respecting medically approved advances in treating gender identity disorder, by requiring 

that a licensed medical professional, qualified under the Harry Benjamin standards of care, 

diagnose and verify that an individual actually identifies as a member of the opposite sex, 

without surgery, before the court can order a change of gender on that person‘s birth certificate.   

 

If such a qualified professional can determine that a person legitimately identifies with a sex 

other than the sex of his or her birth, even without surgery, then a requirement that the individual 

undergo expensive surgery before changing the gender on his or her birth certificate, creates a 

disparity between those individuals who have the resources to undergo surgery, and those who 

do not.  This resolution eliminates such disparities while protecting against misuse. 

 

There is related legislation pending for this resolution.  AB 433 (Lowenthal) is co-sponsored by 

CCBA through Resolution 04-12-2010 and eliminates the surgical requirement for changing 

gender on a birth certificate.  Under AB 433, to change the gender designation on a birth 

certificate, a person only needs to have ―undergone clinically appropriate treatment for the 

purpose of gender transition.‖  
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Health & Safety Code section 103425 to read as follows: 

 

§ 103425 1 

Whenever a person born in this state (1) has been diagnosed as identifying as a member of 2 

a sex other than the sex of his or her birth by a psychologist, psychiatrist, physician, or other 3 

licensed medical professional qualified under the Harry Benjamin standards of care 4 

(promulgated by World Professional Association for Transgender Health) to render such an 5 

opinion or (2) has undergone surgical treatment for the purpose of altering his or her sexual 6 

characteristics to those of the opposite sex a sex other than the sex of his or her birth, a new birth 7 

certificate may be prepared for the person reflecting the change of gender and any change of 8 

name accomplished by an order of a court of this state, another state, the District of Columbia, or 9 

any territory of the United States.  A petition for the issuance of a new birth certificate in those 10 

cases shall be filed with the superior court of the county where the petitioner resides.11 

   

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:   Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  The law currently imposes an onerous, impractical and discriminatory 

requirement that a person identifying as a member of the opposite gender undergo surgical 

treatment to alter his or her sexual characteristics in order to obtain a simple new birth certificate 

reflecting that person‘s legitimate gender self-identity.  

 

The Resolution: This resolution would delete the requirement in Health & Safety Code Section 

103425 that a person identifying as a member of the opposite gender obtain surgery in order to 

obtain a gender change in that person‘s birth certificate. 

 

The Problem:  The law currently requires a person to undergo expensive surgical operations in 

order to simply obtain a letter change (e.g., ―M‖ to ―F‖ or ―F‖ to ―M‖) in that person‘s birth 

certificate to conform to that person‘s legitimate gender self-identity.  Some people are unable to 

undergo surgery because they cannot afford access to these health care options, and the Health & 

Safety Code unfairly discriminates between those who can afford to have these operations and 

those who cannot when it implies that such surgical operations are a legitimate pre-requisite to 

obtaining conformance of one‘s birth certificate to one‘s own gender identity.   

 

The resolution solves this problem by providing that a much less expensive finding from a 

licensed psychologist, psychiatrist, physician or other licensed medical professional that a 

petitioner legitimately identifies as a member of the opposite sex and requires a change of gender 

on his or her birth certificate can form the basis for a petition for issuance of a new birth 

certificate reflecting this change.  Moreover, this resolution eliminates any need by any superior 
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court to require any proof whatsoever that a petitioner has undergone any surgery whatsoever in 

order to grant a petition for issuance of a new birth certificate. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 
This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Daniel P. Dean, c/o BALIF, 1800 Market 

Street, Box 47, San Francisco, CA 94102, Phone (415) 865-5620, Fax: (415) 520-0708, Email: 

statebar@balif.org. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Daniel P. Dean 
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RESOLUTION 05-04-2011 

 

DIGEST 

California Disabled Persons Act: Attorney‘s Fees Provision 

Amends Civil Code section 55 to give the court discretion in awarding attorney‘s fees to a 

prevailing party in a claim for injunctive relief brought under the Disabled Persons Act. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 03-05-2005, which was withdrawn, and to Resolution 05-05-2010, which 

was approved as amended. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Civil Code section 55 to give the court discretion in awarding attorney‘s 

fees to a prevailing party in a claim for injunctive relief brought under the Disabled Persons Act.  

This resolution should be approved in principle because it will encourage plaintiffs to seek 

injunctive relief instead of filing a lawsuit for damages.   

 

Currently, the law encourages plaintiffs to sue for damages under the Disabled Persons Act (―the 

Act‖), rather than -- or in addition to -- an injunction, because a plaintiff‘s risk of paying for a 

defendant‘s attorney‘s fees is much higher where the plaintiff seeks an injunction rather than 

damages.   

 

Claims for damages are often much more costly than claims for injunctions alone, particularly 

since defendants in damages cases face liability for minimum statutory damages, and possibly 

treble damages.  (Civ. Code, § 54.3, subd. (a).)  The current law provides that where a defendant 

prevails on a claim for injunctive relief under the Act, the plaintiff must pay the defendant‘s 

reasonable attorney‘s fees.  However, where a defendant prevails on a claim for damages under 

the Act, a court has discretion over whether or not attorney‘s fees should be awarded to the 

prevailing defendant.  (Civ. Code, §§ 52, subd. (b)(3), and § 54.3; Turner v. Assoc. of American 

Medical Colleges (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 1047.)  The resolution should be approved because it 

corrects the current statutory scheme which encourages costly litigation rather than encouraging 

access for disabled persons. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 55 to read as follows: 

 

§ 55 1 

Any person who is aggrieved or potentially aggrieved by a violation of Section 54 or 54.1 2 

of this code, Chapter 7 (commencing with Section 4450) of Division 5 of Title 1 of the 3 

Government Code, or Part 5.5 (commencing with Section 19955) of Division 13 of the Health 4 
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and Safety Code may bring an action to enjoin the violation. The prevailing party in the action 5 

shall may be entitled to recover reasonable attorney's fees, as may be determined by the court.6 

   

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Existing law now allows a prevailing civil rights defendant to recover attorney‘s 

fees against a plaintiff who sought injunctive relief without making any showing that the 

plaintiff‘s case was frivolous.   

 

This Resolution: This resolution amends the attorney‘s fees provision of section 55, governing 

claims for injunctive relief, discretionary and consistent with the provision governing claims for 

money damages. 

 

The Problem: Generally, a prevailing defendant in a civil rights action, including the ADA and 

until recently the California Disabled Persons Act, has no right to attorney‘s fee unless the 

defendant establishes that the plaintiff‘s suit was frivolous. (See, e.g., Christiansburg Garment 

Co. v. EEOC (1978) 434 U.S. 412, 421.) In February 2010, a California Appellate Court upheld 

an award of attorney‘s fees to a defendant in an access case brought under California‘s Disabled 

Persons Act (DPA) without a showing that the plaintiff‘s case was frivolous.  (Jankey v. Lee 

(2010) 181 Cal.App.4th 1173.)  In particular, the court relied on the mandatory language of 

section 55, requiring attorney‘s fees for prevailing parties in DPA cases seeking injunctive relief.  

Section 54 of the DPA contains a discretionary attorney‘s fees provision but only applies to cases 

seeking damages.  This means that under current law a plaintiff seeking only damages under the 

DPA does not have to fear an attorney‘s fees award for the defendant if he loses (unless the 

defendant can show the case was frivolous).  However, a plaintiff seeking injunctive relief under 

the DPA, commonly installation of a wheelchair ramp or removal of an architectural barrier, 

could end up paying the defendant‘s attorney‘s fees even if there is no evidence that the 

plaintiff‘s case was frivolous. 

 

The problem with the current law is that it encourages civil rights plaintiffs to seek monetary 

damages rather than injunctive relief, for fear that they will have to pay the defendant‘s fees.  

This is not what the legislature intended and does not promote good public policy. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 
This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Cristina N. Rubke, Shartsis Friese LLP, 

One Maritime Plaza, 18th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94111, (415) 421-6500, crubke@sflaw.com   

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Cristina N. Rubke 
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RESOLUTION 06-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Fence Maintenance Expense 

Amends Civil Code section 841 to eliminate the statutorily imposed mutual obligation to 

maintain border line fences. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolution found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Civil Code section 841 to eliminate the statutorily imposed mutual 

obligation to maintain border line fences.  This resolution should be approved in principle 

because a neighbor can install a borderline wall or fence of their own choosing and then sue their 

neighbors for a share of the cost. 

 

In Reusche v. Milhorn (1933) 218 Cal. 696, 697, a judgment ordering an adjoining property 

owner to pay a portion of a borderline fence installed by the neighboring property owner was 

affirmed.  The validity of the statute was accepted by the court without discussion.  It further 

reasoned that the necessity of the fence was supported by the evidence that without it cattle from 

both properties would overrun each other‘s land and the cost of the fence was ―small.‖ 

 

It is one thing for an owner to install a fence on their own property with their own choice of 

construction at their own cost.  But why should an adjoining owner be forced to share in the cost 

of a borderline fence where that owner has not agreed to the type of fence or to share in the cost?  

A similar rationale should apply to maintenance of existing fences, namely that it should be left 

to the agreement of the owners.  Indeed, in a number of instances the obligation to mutually 

maintain borderline fences will already have been addressed via CC&Rs, homeowners 

association‘s rules and regulations, or otherwise be a part of a homeowners‘ association‘s 

common area maintenance obligations. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 841 to read as follows: 

 

§ 841 1 

Coterminous owners are mutually bound equally to maintain: 2 

1. T the boundaries and monuments between them;. 3 

2. The fences between them, unless one of them chooses to let his land lie without 4 

fencing; in which case, if he afterwards incloses it, he must refund to the other a just 5 

proportion of the value, at that time, of any division fence made by the latter.6 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Civil Code section 841, subdivision (2), essentially provides that a landowner can 

build a fence and then sue an adjacent landowner for half the cost of the fence to the extent it is 

between their respective properties.   

 

This Resolution:   This Resolution would delete subdivision (2), so as to leave the question of the 

nature and expense of fences to the agreement of adjoining landowners, or to their individual 

choices.   

 

The Problem:  This provision has been on the books since 1872 without change.  Perhaps it made 

sense in frontier days, when fences were necessary to keep livestock from roaming from one 

parcel to another and when fencing technologies were simple and relatively inexpensive.  Today, 

there are innumerable possibilities for fence construction, giving rise to the possibility that 

someone could build an elaborate and expense fence to their own taste and then sue the adjoining 

neighbor for half the cost, regardless of whether the neighbor agrees with or can afford the 

choice save only if that neighbor has not chosen to let his or her own property ―lie without 

fencing.‖ 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Martin White, PO Box 1826, Carlsbad CA, 

92018-1826; Phone: (760) 930-9033; Fax: (760) 930-9063; email: marnew@sbcglobal.net 
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RESOLUTION 06-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Spite Fence - Elimination of 10 Foot Minimum 

Amends Civil Code section 841.4 to eliminate the 10-foot minimum height and to modify the 

required purpose of annoying an adjoining property owner before a fence may be considered a 

spite fence. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE WITH RECOMMENDED AMENDMENTS 

 

History: 

No similar resolution found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Civil Code section 841.4 to eliminate the 10-foot minimum height before 

a fence may be considered a spite fence.  This resolution should be approved in principle with 

recommended amendments because it brings California law in line with the rule in many other 

states where there is no minimum height for a fence to be deemed a spite fence.   

 

California‘s spite fence statute has been in existence since 1913.  Civil Code section 841.4 

currently states, in pertinent part, ―[a]ny fence or other structure in the nature of a fence 

unnecessarily exceeding 10 feet in height maliciously erected or maintained for the purpose of 

annoying the owner or occupant of adjoining property is a private nuisance." (Civ. Code, 

§841.4.)  Under the malice element, an intent to annoy the neighbor must be a dominant purpose 

of the fence. (Wilson v. Handley (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 1301, 1312-1313, citing to Rideout v. 

Knox (1889) 148 Mass. 368, 373 [19 N.E. 390] [malevolence must be a dominant motive]; Lord 

v. Langdon (1898) 91 Me. 221, 222 [39 A. 552] [same]; Karasek v. Peier (1900) 22 Wash. 419, 

431-432 [61 P. 33] [same].)  The plaintiff must also show ―injury in their ‗comfort or the 

enjoyment of [their] estate by such nuisance‘ ….‖ (Vanderpol v. Starr (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 

385, 394.)   

 

Elimination of California‘s 10 foot minimum height makes sense because it is the highest 

minimum when it comes to spite fence statutes.  Several states have similar spite fence statutes 

with no specified minimum height. (See, e.g., Harbison v. White (1878) 46 Conn. 106, 108; 

Karasek v. Peier (1900) 22 Wash. 419, 423 [same].)  Other states set minimum heights closer to 

standard fence heights. (See, e.g. R.I. 1 General Laws 1956 § 34-10-20 [6-feet]; Rideout, supra, 

148 Mass. at p. 373 [6-feet]; Lord, supra, 91 Me. at pp. 221-222 [8-feet].)  The change also 

makes sense because California case law already suggests that fences less than 10 feet in height 

could still constitute a private nuisance. (See Griffin v. Northridge (1944) 67 Cal.App.2d 69, 75, 

citing Haehlen v. Wilson (1936) 11 Cal.App.2d 437, 439-440 [six foot fence not a nuisance per 

se under Section 841.4, but could be a ―nuisance if it was constructed with malicious intent, 

interfered with plaintiffs' full enjoyment of their home and if its usefulness to defendants was 

‗subordinate and incidental.‘‖].)  It further allows the trier of fact to focus on the core purpose of 

the spite fence statute, the malicious intent behind the erection of a fence to annoy one‘s 

neighbor.   
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 841.4 to read as follows: 

 

§ 841.4 1 

Any fence or other structure in the nature of a fence unnecessarily exceeding 10 2 

feet in height maliciously erected or maintained for the primary purpose of annoying the 3 

owner or occupant of adjoining property is a private nuisance. Any owner or occupant of 4 

adjoining property injured either in his comfort or the enjoyment of his estate by such 5 

nuisance may enforce the remedies against its continuance prescribed in Title 3, Part 3, 6 

Division 4 of this code.7 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Read literally, Civil Code section 841.4, enacted in 1953 and unchanged 

thereafter, provides that a spite fence cannot be enjoined as a nuisance unless it is ―unnecessarily 

exceeding 10 feet in height.‖  

 

This Resolution: Would remove the 10 foot height minimum, so as to make the section effective 

whenever someone erects a fence for the primary purpose of annoying the owner or occupant of 

adjoining property.   

 

The Problem:  It doesn‘t take a 10 foot plus fence to create a nuisance, especially if it is installed 

for the purpose of annoying a neighbor.  We submit that any fence can be a spite fence if there is 

not a legitimate reason to erect it where the property owner places it, if the purpose is to 

improperly obstruct a view or otherwise annoy an adjacent property owner.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Martin White, PO Box 1826, Carlsbad CA, 

92018-1826; Phone: (760) 930-9033; Fax: (760)930-9063; email: marnew@sbcglobal.net. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:    Martin White 
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RESOLUTION 06-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Real Property:  Recordation of Assignment of Residential Property Deeds of Trust       

Amends Civil Code section 2934 to provide that assignments of deeds of trust on residential real 

property must be recorded. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE WITH RECOMMENDED AMENDMENTS 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 02-02-2009, which was withdrawn.  

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Civil Code section 2934 to provide that assignments of deeds of trust on 

residential real property must be recorded.  This resolution should be approved in principle with 

recommended amendments because no existing state or federal legislation effectuates the same 

goal of notifying borrowers of the identity the holders of their mortgages, who are usually the 

only persons with whom they can work to resolve loan problems. 

 

While at first glance this bill may seem unnecessary in light of two other existing statutory 

schemes, namely the federal Real Estate Settlement Practices Act (RESPA), 12 U.S.C § 2601 et. 

seq., and Civil Code section 2937, this resolution would go further in protecting hard-pressed 

borrowers than either of those provisions.  RESPA requires notice to the borrower at least 15 

days before the effective date of transfer of servicing of a mortgage on a property designed 

principally for occupancy by one to four families.  Civil Code section 2937, also applicable to 

the same types of residential properties, requires such notice before any payments need be made 

to the new servicer.  (Civ. Code, § 2397.)  The problem is, in this era of packaging of loans and 

assignment among lenders by electronic means, the identity of the lender is often still a mystery, 

even to the servicers.  Servicers have only administrative functions, and usually do not have 

authority to renegotiate loans, or permit workouts or pay-offs.  The difficulty of identifying the 

lender therefore contributes to foreclosures and the loss of homes. 

 

While it may be argued that the resolution would create an anomaly in that an assignment of a 

mortgage would be invalid if not recorded even though there is no requirement to record the 

creation of the mortgage, most mortgages are in fact recorded at creation, for the protection of 

the lender.  

 

The change to subdivision (a) should be deleted as unnecessary, since the important change is 

contained in subdivision (b), which is in fact limited to dwellings for not more than four families. 

In addition, the proffered change to subdivision (a) creates confusion -- it may have the 

unintended consequence of county recorders reading the change as disallowing the recordation of 

assignments as to properties other than dwellings of not more than four families and it may 

inadvertently result in excepting the constructive notice provisions set forth in subdivision (a).   

 

Note:  Pending legislation, AB 1321 (Wieckowski), as amended in committee, would require the 
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recording of mortgages and deeds of trust of real property at least 45 days before the filing of a 

Notice of Default on a loan, and the recording within 30 days of any assignment of such 

instruments.  AB 1321 is not limited to residential properties.  AB 1321 is now a two-year bill, 

and is therefore held up in committee until at least January 2012. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 2934 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2934 1 

 (a)    As to any real property except dwellings for not more than four families Aany 2 

assignment of a mortgage and any assignment of the beneficial interest under a deed of trust may 3 

be recorded, and from the time the same is filed for record operates as constructive notice of the 4 

contents thereof to all persons; and any instrument by which any mortgage or deed of trust of, 5 

lien upon or interest in real property, (or by which any mortgage of, lien upon or interest in 6 

personal property a document evidencing or creating which is required or permitted by law to be 7 

recorded), is subordinated or waived as to priority may be recorded, and from the time the same 8 

is filed for record operates as constructive notice of the contents thereof, to all persons. 9 

 (b)   As to dwellings for not more than four families, any such assignment or instrument 10 

shall not be valid unless it is recorded within 30 days of its execution.11 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Civil Code section 2934 allows recording of assignments of mortgages and deeds 

of trust, but does not require the same.   

 

This Resolution:   This Resolution would require that any assignment of a mortgage or deed of 

trust encumbering a residence for one to four families to be recorded in order to be valid.   

 

The Problem:  In recent years in California, mortgage brokers and lenders have packaged 

mortgages and deeds of trust and assigned the same, to the point where borrowers are unclear as 

to the true identity of the investor or lender that actually holds the promissory note which their 

deed of trust secures.  This occurs because such assignments are not made public record unless 

and until the beneficiary of the deed of trust notices a trustee‘s sale after a default.  This 

resolution is intended to make it clear that any transaction through which the beneficial interest 

of a mortgage or deed of trust is assigned must be recorded to be valid.  The effect of this would 

be that the borrower would always have access to the true identity of the person or entity to 

whom the borrower actually owes the debt, and make the task of negotiating any difficulties with 

payment more straightforward.  In addition, under the current system, by declining to record 

such assignments, lenders are depriving County Recorders of the fees that would otherwise be 

charged for each such recording. 
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IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  David Moore, MOORE & SKILJAN, 7700 

El Camino Real, Suite 207, Carlsbad, CA 92009, (760) 944-7700 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:    David Moore 
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RESOLUTION 06-04-2011 
 

DIGEST 
Foreclosures:  Identification of True Beneficiary Before Trustee‘s Sale 

Adds Civil Code section 2924.1 to require beneficiaries of Deeds of Trust to provide documents 

to borrowers upon request before a Notice of Trustee‘s Sale can be promulgated. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Civil Code section 2924.1 to require beneficiaries of Deeds of Trust to 

provide documents to borrowers upon request before a Notice of Trustee‘s Sale can be 

promulgated.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it would allow a borrower 

to more easily learn the beneficiaries of a Deed of Trust.   

 

Under current law, beneficiaries direct foreclosure trustees to process trustee‘s sales without 

disclosing their identities until the sale takes place.  This resolution would automatically stay a 

trustee‘s sale until the true beneficiary is formally identified to the borrower and provides the 

original promissory note.  This would obviate the necessity of a lawsuit and effort at interim 

injunctive relief by the borrower to stay the trustee‘s sale in such situations. 

 

The property owner should have the ability to discern the actual beneficiary of the Deed of Trust 

and the basis for such ownership to secure the Civil Code section 2923.5 loan modification 

procedures, and to identify the proper defendants in the event of a claim of irregularity in the 

Trustee‘s Sale process.  This is particularly true since Civil Code section 2924, subdivision (d) 

provides that the notices under section 2924 and procedures under title 14, chapter 2, article 1 are 

privileged communications under Civil Code section 47, such that if a borrower is to file a legal 

action to take issue with the propriety of the foreclosure process, it must be against the 

beneficiary as the real party in interest.  The borrower should be allowed to easily learn the 

identity of the true beneficiary as of the date of the Notice of Default. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 2924.1 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2924.1 1 

(a) At any time after service of a Notice of Default, pursuant to §2924, above, but 2 

before posting and publication of a Notice of Sale, pursuant to §2924f, below, the property 3 

owner may request in writing that the beneficiary identified in the Notice of Default (hereinafter 4 

―Beneficiary‖) provide the property owner with verified copies of the following documents: 5 
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1) the promissory note signed by the property owner, or the property owner‘s 6 

assignor,  7 

2) the deed of trust signed by the property owner or the property owner‘s assignor, 8 

and 9 

3) any and all documents necessary to establish that the Beneficiary is the legal 10 

holder of the note and deed of trust. 11 

(b) Unless and until the Beneficiary has provided verified copies of the documents 12 

described in subsection a) above, the Beneficiary, or any person or entity acting as its agent, may 13 

not post or publish a Notice of Sale. 14 

(c) The copies required to be provided by subsection a) above, shall satisfy the 15 

requirement of said subsection, provided they are photocopies of the actual signed documents 16 

and an officer or attorney for the Beneficiary signs a statement under penalty of perjury that the 17 

copies provided are true and correct copies of the documents in the possession of the 18 

Beneficiary. 19 

(d) In the event the Beneficiary is unable to produce copies of documents in the 20 

manner described in subsection c), the Beneficiary may commence an action in the Superior 21 

Court of the County where the property is located to obtain an order authorizing the substitution 22 

of documents that the court concludes sufficiently establishes that the Beneficiary is the legal 23 

holder of the note and deed of trust.  In any such action, the property owner shall be named as a 24 

defendant and shall be served with the complaint and a summons as required by Code of Civil 25 

Procedure §§413.10, et seq.  Upon obtaining an order as described above, the Beneficiary shall 26 

provide the substituted documents to the property owner, verified as provided in subsection c) 27 

above.28 

  

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS  
 

Existing Law:  Under existing nonjudicial foreclosure law there is no requirement that the trustee 

under a deed of trust provide any evidence of the underlying loan documents or proof that it is 

the holder of the deed of trust to anyone before proceeding to notice a default under a deed of 

trust. 

 

This Resolution: Will permit the borrower to require that the beneficiary under a deed of trust as 

to which a notice of default has been recorded to provide the borrower with copies of the 

underlying loan documents before the beneficiary can proceed to a trustee‘s sale.  

 

The Problem:  It has been widely reported that the process of maintaining reliable records as to 

the present holders of mortgages and deeds of trust as a result of the widespread and voluminous 

securitization of real estate loans is seriously flawed.  On January 7, 2011, the Supreme Judicial 

Court of Massachusetts voided two non-judicial foreclosures in that state conducted by Wells 

Fargo Bank and U.S. Bank because the banks were unable to produce satisfactory proof that they 

were the assignees of the mortgages in question.  (U.S. Bank v. Ibanez, No SJC 10694.) 
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Because foreclosures in California are overwhelmingly non-judicial, there is little or no incentive 

on financial institutions to assure their paperwork documenting ownership of a deed of trust is in 

order before commencing the foreclosure process.  The burden is on the borrower to commence 

legal action and conduct discovery in order to enjoin an improper sale under a deed of trust.  This 

resolution proposes a modest shifting of that burden by requiring the foreclosing institution to 

produce evidence upon request that it in fact is the holder of the deed of trust on which it is 

foreclosing, before it may notice a sale under the deed of trust.  In effect, if the financial 

institution is unable to produce such evidence, a sale under the deed of trust will remain stayed 

until it can do so without the necessity of the owner obtaining a restraining order or injunction. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  John T. Hansen, Nossaman. LLP. 50 

California Street, 34
th

 Floor, San Francisco, California 94111; Tel: 415-438-7245; Fax: 415-398-

2438; E-Mail: jhansen@nossaman.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  John T. Hansen 
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RESOLUTION 06-05-2011 
 

DIGEST 
Unlawful Detainer:  No Res Judicata Effect on Title from Stipulated Judgment 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 1161a to bar stipulated judgments in unlawful detainer 

actions from any res judicata effect in title actions against beneficiaries of Deeds of Trust.   

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 1161a to bar stipulated judgments in 

unlawful detainer actions from any res judicata effect in title actions against beneficiaries of 

Deeds of Trust.  This resolution should be disapproved because the solution to the problem 

articulated by the proponent is not to change the effect of all stipulated judgments in such cases, 

but rather, in appropriate cases, to have the defendant relinquish possession in response to the 

three day notice required by Code of Civil Procedure section 1161a, subdivision (b).    

 

If possession is relinquished on that basis, the ―holds over and continues in possession‖ element 

required by that section for the plaintiff to file the action would not exist.  The plaintiff would 

have no case which would give rise to a judgment at all, much less as to which a stipulated 

judgment would be required.  Res judicata would never arise as an issue.  In reality, the 

defendant in such a case would have far more than three days‘ notice of the potential loss of 

possession.  It would take at least 90 days plus 20 days to complete the Trustee‘s Sale process 

under Civil Code section 2920, et seq. 

 

A change in the statute is not required by any recent change in the case law.  Malkoskie v. Option 

One Mortgage Corporation (2010) 188 Cal.App.4th 968, cited by the proponent as articulating a 

change in the law, in fact reaffirms prior decisions holding that stipulating to a judgment in an 

unlawful detainer case brought under Code of Civil Procedure section 1161a embraces all of the 

relief sought by the plaintiff.  (Id., at p. 973.)  Malkoskie quotes Bliss v. Security-First Nat. Bank 

(1947) 81 Cal.App.2d 50: 

 

Under section 1161a, Code of Civil Procedure, a purchaser who has acquired the 

title at such trustee's sale must prove that the property was sold in accordance 

with section 2924 of the Civil Code under a power of sale and that title under the 

sale has been duly perfected. Under such unlawful detainer statutes title to the 

extent required by section 1161a not only may but must be tried.... [Citations.] 

The bleak language of the judgment which merely restored possession to [the 

grantee] is a sufficient adjudication of her ownership in view of the issues 

tendered.  (Malcoskie, supra, 188 Cal.App.4th at p. 974 [quoting Bliss, supra, 81 

Cal.App.2d at pp. 58-59, italics added by Malkoskie Court].)   
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 1161a to read as follows: 

 

§ 1161a 1 

(a) As used in this section: 2 

(1) "Manufactured home" has the same meaning as provided in Section 18007 of the 3 

Health and Safety Code. 4 

(2) "Mobilehome" has the same meaning as provided in Section 18008 of the Health and 5 

Safety Code. 6 

(3) "Floating home" has the same meaning as provided in subdivision (d) of Section 7 

18075.55 of the Health and Safety Code. 8 

(b) In any of the following cases, a person who holds over and continues in possession of 9 

a manufactured home, mobilehome, floating home, or real property after a three-day written 10 

notice to quit the property has been served upon the person, or if there is a subtenant in actual 11 

occupation of the premises, also upon such subtenant, as prescribed in Section 1162, may be 12 

removed therefrom as prescribed in this chapter: 13 

(1) Where the property has been sold pursuant to a writ of execution against such person, 14 

or a person under whom such person claims, and the title under the sale has been duly perfected.  15 

(2) Where the property has been sold pursuant to a writ of sale, upon the foreclosure by 16 

proceedings taken as prescribed in this code of a mortgage, or under an express power of sale 17 

contained therein, executed by such person, or a person under whom such person claims, and the 18 

title under the foreclosure has been duly perfected. 19 

(3) Where the property has been sold in accordance with Section 2924 of the Civil Code, 20 

under a power of sale contained in a deed of trust executed by such person, or a person under 21 

whom such person claims, and the title under the sale has been duly perfected. 22 

(4) Where the property has been sold by such person, or a person under whom such 23 

person claims, and the title under the sale has been duly perfected. 24 

(5) Where the property has been sold in accordance with Section 18037.5 of the Health 25 

and Safety Code under the default provisions of a conditional sale contract or security agreement 26 

executed by such person, or a person under whom such person claims, and the title under the sale 27 

has been duly perfected. 28 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (b), a tenant or subtenant in possession 29 

of a rental housing unit which has been sold by reason of any of the causes enumerated in 30 

subdivision (b), who rents or leases the rental housing unit either on a periodic basis from week 31 

to week, month to month, or other interval, or for a fixed period of time, shall be given written 32 

notice to quit pursuant to Section 1162, at least as long as the term of hiring itself but not 33 

exceeding 30 days, before the tenant or subtenant may be removed therefrom as prescribed in 34 

this chapter. 35 

(d) For the purpose of subdivision (c), "rental housing unit" means any structure or any 36 

part thereof which is rented or offered for rent for residential occupancy in this state. 37 

(e)  Notwithstanding the above provisions, a stipulated judgment arising from an 38 

unlawful detainer action brought under this section will not bar a subsequent claim for quiet title 39 

or to set aside a trustee's sale.40 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Orange County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: An unlawful detainer action is a summary proceeding ordinarily limited to 

resolution of the question of who is entitled to the immediate right to possession.  (Vella v. 

Hudgins (1977) 20 Cal. 3d 251.)  It is an expedited proceeding in which the defendant may not 

cross-complain, and may assert only limited affirmative defenses.  Before September of 2010, a 

judgment arising from such an action was given little res judicata effect.  (Id. at 254.) 

 

Generally, the Plaintiff‘s title cannot be disputed in an unlawful detainer trial.  The action is 

deemed to concern only the right to the immediate possession to the premises, and it does not 

adjudicate any title dispute.  While an occupant is theoretically entitled to assert a defense that 

questions Plaintiff‘s title, in practice that right is almost impossible to enforce.  Since, under 

Code of Civil Procedure section 1179(a), an unlawful detainer trial must be set for trial in less 

than 21 days and can be set for a motion for summary judgment upon 5 days‘ notice pursuant to 

Code of Civil Procedure section 1170.7, the occupant‘s practical ability to conduct discovery and 

organize a defense is virtually nil. 

 

Before September of 2010, an occupant who was unable to stay the unlawful detainer trial or 

successfully move to consolidate the two cases for trial could simply stipulate to judgment in the 

unlawful detainer case and continue to prosecute the quiet title action.  Now, that strategy is no 

longer available to him/her. 

 

This Resolution:   This resolution proposes to reverse the effect of the recent decision in 

Malkoskie v. Option One Mortgage (2010) 188 Cal. App. 4th 968.  That case held that a 

borrower‘s stipulation to judgment in an unlawful detainer lawsuit barred a separately filed 

action to quiet title by the borrower, which alleged that the evicting party‘s claim to title was 

void because the foreclosure proceedings which were the basis of the evicting party‘s purported 

title interest had been fraudulently conducted. 

 

The Problem: The opinion in Malkoskie unnecessarily deprives occupants of substantive and 

procedural rights that would otherwise be available to them.  Unless the cases are consolidated 

for trial, the eviction lawsuit against the borrower generally will go to trial long before the 

borrower‘s quiet title action is tried.  After Malkoskie, an occupant being evicted who does not 

want to surrender his/her right to recover the real estate has only one option, which is extremely 

disadvantageous.  That is to attempt to defend the unlawful detainer action.  As discussed above, 

in the unlawful detainer trial, the deck generally is stacked against the occupant.  The occupant 

may not cross-complain, and he/she may assert only limited affirmative defenses.  The opinion in 

Malkoskie raises the possibility that a victim of fraud in foreclosure may never be able to have 

his or her day in court.  Those victims must be given the opportunity to recover title wrongfully 

taken from them. 
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IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Peter Holzer; 210 West Main Street, Suite 

102, Tustin, CA 92780; (714) 731-0900; e-mail: pholzer@attorneyholzer.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Peter Holzer 
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RESOLUTION 07-01-2011 
 

DIGEST 
Unlawful Detainer:  Substituted Service of Claims for Possession 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 415.46 to allow substituted service of claims for 

possession in unlawful detainer actions by anyone qualified under section 414.10. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 415.46 to allow substituted service of 

claims for possession in unlawful detainer actions on any person over the age of eighteen on the 

premises, and to such service to be effectuated by anyone qualified under Code of Civil 

Procedure section 414.10.  This resolution should be approved in principle because there is no 

apparent reason why the requirements for service of a prejudgment claim of right to possession 

should be different from those for a summons and complaint in the same action.   

 

Now that marshals and sheriffs are trying to get out of the service of process business, this is 

particularly true.  In addition, Code of Civil Procedure section 415.45 provides for service of 

unlawful detainer actions generally by posting and mailing upon court order, without the same 

restriction as to the person making such service. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 415.46 to read as follows: 

 

§ 415.46 1 

(a)  In addition to the service of a summons and complaint in an action for unlawful 2 

detainer upon a tenant and subtenant, if any, as prescribed by this article, a prejudgment claim of 3 

right to possession may also be served on any person who appears to be or who may claim to 4 

have occupied the premises at the time of the filing of the action or is over the age of eighteen 5 

and apparently left in charge of the premises.  Service upon occupants shall be made pursuant to 6 

subdivision (c) by serving a copy of a prejudgment claim of right to possession, as specified in 7 

subdivision (f), attached to a copy of the summons and complaint at the same time service is 8 

made upon the tenant and subtenant, if any. 9 

(b)  Service of the prejudgment claim of right to possession in this manner shall be 10 

effected by a marshal, sheriff, or registered process server or in the manner prescribed in 11 

California Code of Civil Procedure section 414.10. 12 

(c)  When serving the summons and complaint upon a tenant and subtenant, if any, the 13 

marshal, sheriff, or registered process server, or other authorized server under California Code of 14 

Civil Procedure section 414.10 shall make a reasonably diligent effort to ascertain whether there 15 
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are other adult occupants of the premises who are not named in the summons and complaint by 16 

inquiring of the person or persons who are being personally served, or any person of suitable age 17 

and discretion who appears to reside upon the premises, whether there are other occupants of the 18 

premises. If the identity of such an occupant is disclosed to the officer or process server and the 19 

occupant is present at the premises, the officer or process server shall serve that occupant with a 20 

copy of the prejudgment claim of right to possession attached to a copy of the summons and 21 

complaint.  If personal service cannot be made upon that occupant at that time, service may be 22 

effected by (1) leaving a copy of a prejudgment claim of right to possession attached to a copy of 23 

the summons and complaint addressed to that occupant with a person of suitable age and 24 

discretion at the premises, (2) affixing the same so that it is not readily removable in a 25 

conspicuous place on the premises in a manner most likely to give actual notice to that occupant, 26 

and (3) sending the same addressed to that occupant by first-class mail. In addition to the service 27 

on an identified occupant, or if no occupant is disclosed to the officer or process server, or if 28 

substituted service is made upon the tenant and subtenant, if any, the officer or process server 29 

shall serve a prejudgment claim of right to possession for all other persons who may claim to 30 

occupy the premises at the time of the filing of the action by (1) leaving a copy of a prejudgment 31 

claim of right to possession attached to a copy of the summons and complaint at the premises at 32 

the same time service is made upon the tenant and subtenant, if any, (2) affixing the same so that 33 

it is not readily removable, in a conspicuous place on the premises so that it is likely to give 34 

actual notice to an occupant, and (3) sending the same addressed to ―all occupants in care of the 35 

named tenant‖ to the premises by first-class mail. The person serving the process shall state the 36 

date of service on the prejudgment claim of right to possession form.  However, the absence of 37 

the date of service on the prejudgment claim of right to possession does not invalidate the claim. 38 

(d)  Proof of service under this section shall be filed with the court and shall include a 39 

statement that service was made pursuant to this section.  Service on occupants in accordance 40 

with this section shall not alter or affect service upon the tenant or subtenant, if any. 41 

(e)  If an owner or his or her agent has directed and obtained service of a prejudgment 42 

claim of right to possession in accordance with this section, no occupant of the premises, 43 

whether or not such occupant is named in the judgment for possession, may object to the 44 

enforcement of that judgment as prescribed in Section 1174.3. 45 

(f)  The prejudgment claim of right to possession shall be made on the following form: 46 

[form omitted]47 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Santa Barbara County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS   

 

Existing Law:  The existing law mandates that the service of process of the prejudgment claim of 

right to possession be made by a marshal, sheriff or registered process server only provides an 

unreasonable loophole for the tenant to evade service of process for the unit in question.   

 

This Resolution:  Would bring the service of process of the prejudgment claim of right to 

possession in line with the service of process of the actual complaint and summons in an 

unlawful detainer case.   
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The Problem:  Consists of a change of the service of process for both the unlawful detainer 

complaint and the prejudgment claim of right to possession when this statute was added.  

Whereas before, an adult over the age of 18 and not a party to the action could serve the process, 

now an owner must rely upon a marshal, sheriff or registered process server to serve both the 

unlawful detainer complaint and summons and the prejudgment claim of right to possession.  

This has meant that that category of persons must go to the premises again and again and will 

charge for each attempt.  If the tenant is evading service and refuses to open the door, this can 

delay the action which is otherwise an expedited proceeding under Code of Civil Procedure 

section 1170 et seq. by several weeks.  There is no necessity for the prejudgment claim of right 

to possession to mandate a different service of process than the underlying action for unlawful 

detainer itself.  In addition, the Prejudgment Claim of Right to Possession may be left with a 

person apparently left in charge of the premises in accord with Code of Civil Procedure section 

415.20. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Betty L. Jeppesen, 800 Garden Street, Suite 

K, Santa Barbara, California  93101; 805/963-8621; FAX 805/962-9981; BtJpps@aol.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Betty L. Jeppesen 
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RESOLUTION 07-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Attorney-Prepared Orders on New Trial Motions 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 657 to permit the court, in granting a motion for new 

trial, to direct counsel for the party to prepare either or both the order for granting a new trial and 

the specifications of reasons.   

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History:  

No similar resolutions found 

 

Reasons:   

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 657 to permit the court, in granting a 

motion for new trial, to direct counsel for the party to prepare either or both the order for 

granting a new trial and the specifications of reasons. This resolution should be disapproved 

because overturning the verdict of a jury following trial is a non-delegable constitutional 

responsibility over which the trial judge must take sole ownership and effort.  

 

One has the constitutional right to a trial and verdict of one‘s peers. To overturn a jury verdict, 

the trial judge assumes a major constitutional responsibility.  If a new trial is to be granted, the 

decision and reasons must be that of the judge. That responsibility cannot be delegated or 

attenuated, nor encouraged by short-cuts or undue influence of legal advocates.  

 

The 1965 amendment to Code of Civil Procedure section 657 implements that constitutional 

responsibility by requiring the court state the grounds it relied upon in granting a new trial. If the 

order does not specify the reasons, the court has 10 days to file a written specification of reasons 

with the clerk. It further provides that the court may not direct an attorney to prepare either the 

order or specification of reasons.  While counsel may call to the court‘s attention deficiencies in 

the judge‘s order to allow the court to correct them (see Mercer v. Perez (1968) 58 Cal.2d 104), 

if even a single specification was prepared for the court by counsel, the order is deemed non-

compliant with the statute (see Tremell v. McDonnell Douglas Corp. (1989) 163 Cal.App.3d 

157).  

 

If the rule was any different, the seriousness of a new trial would be trivialized, if not subject to 

capricious abuse.  If the judge‘s discretion is to be meaningfully reviewed, it needs to be that of 

the judge, not what an advocate thinks the judge found compelling.  Although it may be easier 

for the judge to grant a new trial motion if counsel ghost-writes the reasons, this is not about 

easy. Vacating a jury‘s verdict and ordering trial anew is never about convenience. The judge is 

no exception. There needs to be judicial ownership for the profound impact such an order entails.  

And, meaningful appellate review of the judge‘s non-delegable discretion requires it be a review 

of the judge‘s reasons, not someone else‘s self-serving, boilerplate language designed to survive 

appellate review, irrespective of the actual reasons of the trial judge. 
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In Mercer v. Perez (1968) 68 Cal. 2d 104, 113, our Supreme Court explained the rationale of 

eliminating the court‘s ability to delegate its duties to prepare the specification of reasons to 

counsel: ―As orders granting motions for new trial are infrequently reversed, it is essential that 

they be the product of a mature and careful reflection on the part of the judge. Society has a 

manifest interest in avoiding needless retrials: they cause hardship to the litigants, delay the 

administration of justice, and result in social and economic waste. [Cite.] Accordingly, one of the 

functions of the requirement of specification of reasons is to promote judicial deliberation before 

judicial action, and thereby ‗discourage hasty or ill-considered orders for new trial.‘ (Review of 

Selected 1965 Code Legislation (Cont. Ed. Bar), p. 81.)  This objective is furthered, it bears 

emphasizing, by the change in the law which now forbids the judge from shifting to the attorney 

for the prevailing party the duty to prepare either the statement of grounds or the specification of 

reasons. [¶] The second purpose of this requirement is to make the right to appeal from the order 

more meaningful. While the rarity of reversals is doubtless due to the circumstance that 

discretion is not often abused, it must be recognized that under the prior law an appellant 

challenging an order granting a new trial tended to have great difficulty in presenting his case. It 

often occurred, for example, that the notice of motion was predicated on all or most of the 

statutory grounds, and the subsequent order specified neither the ground or grounds found 

applicable nor the reasons therefor; in that event, the appellant was left in the dark as to which 

aspect of the trial to defend, and quite understandably struck out blindly in several directions at 

once.‖ 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 657 to read as follows:   

 

§ 657 1 

The verdict may be vacated and any other decision may be modified or vacated, in whole 2 

or in part, and a new or further trial granted on all or part of the issues, on the application of the 3 

party aggrieved, for any of the following causes, materially affecting the substantial rights of 4 

such party: 5 

  1. Irregularity in the proceedings of the court, jury or adverse party, or any order of 6 

the court or abuse of discretion by which either party was prevented from having a fair trial. 7 

2. Misconduct of the jury; and whenever any one or more of the jurors have been 8 

induced to assent to any general or special verdict, or to a finding on any question submitted to 9 

them by the court, by a resort to the determination of chance, such misconduct may be proved by 10 

the affidavit of any one of the jurors. 11 

3. Accident or surprise, which ordinary prudence could not have guarded against. 12 

4. Newly discovered evidence, material for the party making the application, which 13 

he could not, with reasonable diligence, have discovered and produced at the trial. 14 

5. Excessive or inadequate damages. 15 

  6. Insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or other decision, or the verdict 16 

or other decision is against law. 17 

  7. Error in law, occurring at the trial and excepted to by the party making the 18 

application. 19 
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When a new trial is granted, on all or part of the issues, the court shall specify the ground 20 

or grounds upon which it is granted and the court's reason or reasons for granting the new trial 21 

upon each ground stated. 22 

  A new trial shall not be granted upon the ground of insufficiency of the evidence to 23 

justify the verdict or other decision, nor upon the ground of excessive or inadequate damages, 24 

unless after weighing the evidence the court is convinced from the entire record, including 25 

reasonable inferences therefrom, that the court or jury clearly should have reached a different 26 

verdict or decision. 27 

  The order passing upon and determining the motion must be made and 28 

entered as provided in Section 660 and if the motion is granted must state the ground or grounds 29 

relied upon by the court, and may contain the specification of reasons. If an order granting such 30 

motion does not contain such specification of reasons, the court must, within 10 days after filing 31 

such order, prepare, sign and file such specification of reasons in writing with the clerk. The 32 

court shall not direct the attorney for a party to prepare either or both said order and said 33 

specification of reasons. 34 

  On appeal from an order granting a new trial the order shall be affirmed if it should have 35 

been granted upon any ground stated in the motion, whether or not specified in the order or 36 

specification of reasons, except that (a) the order shall not be affirmed upon the ground of the 37 

insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or other decision, or upon the ground of 38 

excessive or inadequate damages, unless such ground is stated in the order granting the motion 39 

and (b) on appeal from an order granting a new trial upon the ground of the insufficiency of the 40 

evidence to justify the verdict or other decision, or upon the ground of excessive or inadequate 41 

damages, it shall be conclusively presumed that said order as to such ground was made only for 42 

the reasons specified in said order or said specification of reasons, and such order shall be 43 

reversed as to such ground only if there is no substantial basis in the record for any of such 44 

reasons.45 

  

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Orange County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Generally allows the trial court to direct an attorney to prepare a proposed order, 

with one exception — if the order grants a new trial. 

 

This Resolution:  Allows the trial court to direct an attorney to prepare a proposed order granting 

a new trial. 

 

The Problem:  Attorneys generally prepare proposed orders for the trial courts‘ consideration to 

conserve judicial resources, draw on the attorneys‘ familiarity with grounds for their motions, 

and rely on their incentive to draft orders that will withstand appellate review.  Routinely, 

attorneys draft proposed orders sustaining or overruling demurrers, granting or denying summary 

judgment, and other significant orders.   
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Orders granting new trials should be no exception.  An attorney who successfully moves for a 

new trial is well-equipped and fully motivated to prepare a robust proposed order.  As always, 

the court would still maintain discretion to amend, correct, or reject the proposed order if it is 

inadequate or overreaching. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Nate Scott, Court of Appeal, 601 West 

Santa Ana Blvd., Santa Ana, CA 92701, tel. 714-571-2773, fax 714-571-2616, email 

nathan.scott@jud.ca.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Nate Scott 
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RESOLUTION 07-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Civil Litigation: Right of Trial Courts to Grant Nonsuits 

Repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 581c, taking away the statutory authority of the court to 

grant nonsuit.   

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE  

 

History:  

Similar to Resolution 13-13-2009, which was withdrawn. 

 

Reasons:   

This resolution repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 581c, taking away the statutory authority 

of the court to grant nonsuit. This resolution should be disapproved because judges have the 

responsibility to assure there is a legally cognizable basis before allowing a case to go to the jury 

for a verdict.   

 

The proponent sees Code of Civil Procedure section 581c‘s authorization of nonsuits as an 

―unnecessary burden‖ on the ―fundamental right to a jury trial.‖ The author believes the granting 

of a nonsuit frustrates the jury system, interferes with an optimal record for appeal, and, if the 

decision is reversed, subjects both sides to cost of re-trial. The proponent sees no harm if 

nonsuits are eliminated on the theory that defendants can move for summary judgment before 

trial or seek judgment notwithstanding the verdict afterwards.  

 

Yet, the right to have the trier of fact decide the case presupposes that the alleged facts going to 

the elements of a legally cognizable cause were presented at trial through evidence of legally 

ponderable significance, and that an absolute defense to the cause was not established as a matter 

of law. There is no right to a verdict where the decision is against the law. Irrespective of 

whether the authority for nonsuit is granted by statute, our legal system requires the judge to 

address and pass on questions of law and legal sufficiency. A judge is vested with the power and 

responsibility to prevent a miscarriage of justice based on the rule of law. That is independent of 

statute.  However, statute authorizing nonsuit is but one tool in the court‘s jurisprudence arsenal. 

Serving similar functions are demurrers, motions to strike, summary judgments, JNOVs and 

motions for new trial. While nonsuit can be harsh, protections are afforded by allowing a party to 

re-open.  But when a party has been unable to establish a prima facie showing sufficient to 

submit the case to a jury, a defendant should not be penalized by the expense of continuing on 

with the trial to verdict.  Simply put, a party is not entitled to have a jury decide a case on 

inadequate evidence or on a basis the law does not recognize, either before or afterwards.  

 

The proponent‘s assertion that compelling the jury to reach a verdict will avoid a re-trial after 

appeal is unfounded. It wrongly presupposes no prejudicial error occurred during the trial and 

that the verdict rendered by the jury would withstand appellate scrutiny so as to avoid a re-trial. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to repeal Code of Civil Procedure section 581c as follows: 
 

§ 581c 1 

(a) Only after, and not before, the plaintiff has completed his or her opening statement, or 2 

after the presentation of his or her evidence in a trial by jury, the defendant, without waiving his 3 

or her right to offer evidence in the event the motion is not granted, may move for a judgment of 4 

nonsuit. 5 

(b) If it appears that the evidence presented, or to be presented, supports the granting of 6 

the motion as to some but not all of the issues involved in the action, the court shall grant the 7 

motion as to those issues and the action shall proceed as to the issues remaining. Despite the 8 

granting of the motion, no final judgment shall be entered prior to the termination of the action, 9 

but the final judgment in the action shall, in addition to any matters determined in the trial, award 10 

judgment as determined by the motion herein provided for. 11 

(c) If the motion is granted, unless the court in its order for judgment otherwise specifies, 12 

the judgment of nonsuit operates as an adjudication upon the merits. 13 

(d) In actions which arise out of an injury to the person or to property, when a motion for 14 

judgment of nonsuit was granted on the basis that the defendant was without fault, no other 15 

defendant during trial, over plaintiff's objection, may attempt to attribute fault to or comment on 16 

the absence or involvement of the defendant who was granted the motion.17 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:   Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Code of Civil Procedure section 581c permits a court, after motion by a 

defendant, to grant a nonsuit after either opening statement or prior to submission of the matter 

to the jury.    

 

This Resolution:  Would repeal Code of Civil Procedure section 581c and permit a duly 

constituted jury to fulfill its constitutionally mandated role of rendering a verdict on the facts and 

law presented to it.    

 

The Problem:  This change is necessary because nonsuit motions unnecessarily burden the 

fundamental right to a jury trial, they burden the already taxed jury system by permitting a jury 

trial without a jury verdict, thereby wasting jurors‘ time and perplexing jurors when such a 

motion is granted, and they waste judicial resources by forcing decisions without the benefit of 

written papers or the advantage of judicial pondering.  Repealing the ability of judges to grant 

nonsuits will not create any inefficiencies because defendants already have available the right to 

file a motion for summary judgment and the right to file a motion for judgment notwithstanding 

the verdict.  Nonsuits merely frustrate the jury system by having a jury sit through a case and 

then preventing the jury from actually ruling on the matters that they are there to decide.  This 

makes jurors angry and it unfairly burdens the jury systems by taking potential jurors from cases 
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that actually will go to verdict.  Finally, repealing the statute will create a better record for appeal 

and could conserve precious judicial resources.  Specifically, if a judge grants a nonsuit, and this 

decision is reversed on appeal, both parties must engage in an entirely new trial.  Conversely, if 

nonsuits were not allowed and a jury verdict was rendered, a judge may still vacate the verdict 

through a JNOV.  If the judge is incorrect in the grant of a JNOV, the original verdict would 

simply be reinstated, and the parties and the courts need not engage in a new trial on the same 

matter.  In this way, a judge‘s legal error would not have the deleterious impact of further 

delaying justice from being served because a jury verdict would have been rendered and the 

parties need not retry the case, thereby using up additional court and party resources. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution will affect the rights of all plaintiffs in cases where there is a right to a jury trial 

and the jury has been empaneled.  There is no known fiscal impact of this proposed statutory 

clarification. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Lawrence A. Organ, Law Offices of 

Lawrence A. Organ, and Barbara Figari, Figari Law, 407 San Anselmo Avenue, Suite 201 San 

Anselmo, CA 94960; phone (415) 453-4740; fax 415-453-4777; larryaorgan@gmail.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Lawrence A. Organ & Barbara Figari 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 07-03-2011 

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

The proposal is based on a desire to preserve judicial resources and avoid juror frustration 

by abolishing nonsuits thereby ensuring that a jury is not prevented from actually ruling on 

matters they are there to decide.  The proposal also suggests that abolishing nonsuits will prevent 

instances where a completely new trial is needed due to the trial court's order of nonsuit being 

reversed on appeal.   In contrast, the proposal states that a trial court should be limited to 

orders on judgments notwithstanding the verdict because in the event of reversal, the jury's 

verdict can be reinstated.  No analysis is provided, however, as to whether on balance the 

proposal's ability to prevent instances where a new trial is needed due to reversal of an order 

of nonsuit preserves judicial resources to a greater extent than the nonsuit procedure as outlined 

in Code of Civil Procedure section 583c.  There are instances where the nonsuit procedure is 

clearly beneficial and preserves judicial resources.  For example, jurors should not be burdened 

with sitting through a trial and deciding issues of fact where the outcome of the trial is already 

determined as a matter of law.   Additionally, the proposal fails to address how repeal of Code of 

Civil Procedure section 583c will prevent juror frustration where a jury trial without a jury 

verdict is equally possible in the event of a directed verdict pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 

section 630.  Each trial presents issues unique to the underlying case.  The trial court should be 

provided a full range of mechanisms to address the individualized issues that arise including the 

ability to grant nonsuits, directed verdicts, and judgments notwithstanding the verdict.    
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ALAMEDA COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION 

 

The Delegation of the Alameda County Bar Association opposes the resolution of the Bar 

Association of San Franciso to repeal Code of Civil Procedure section 581c. The resolution is 

premised on the incorrect assumptions that a nonsuit takes away a jury‘s right to reach a verdict 

and ―waste[s] judicial resources by forcing decision without the benefit of written papers or the 

advantage of judicial pondering.‖  The statute, enacted over 64 years ago in 1947, has functioned 

as an important procedural device – like demurrers and motions for summary judgment – to 

resolve those cases which fail to meet the statutory and common law standards as to whether 

should proceed to verdict. Rather than to waste judicial resources, a motion for nonsuit is an 

efficient vehicle to identify those cases early in trial which will inevitably fail as a matter of law. 

 

The reasonable and objective test for and limitations of a motion for nonsuit have long 

been recognized and applied: 

 

A motion for a nonsuit may not be granted where there is evidence of 

sufficient substantiality to support a finding for the plaintiff, and in 

arriving at a conclusion on the question the evidence should be viewed 

most favorably to the plaintiff with every legitimate inference drawn in 

her favor and conflicts disregarded. (Barnett v. La Mesa Post No. 282, 15 

Cal.2d 191, and cases there cited; Milana v. Credit Discount Co. (1945) 27 

Cal.2d 335 (A case that reversed the granting of a nonsuit).) 

 

The right to a jury trial is already substantively safeguarded and in those rare instances 

where granting a motion for nonsuit has the improper effect of taking a case from a jury they will 

be reversed: 

 

While the use of a nonsuit is a procedural device of great value when 

appropriately utilized, it may not be used to deprive a litigant of his right 

to have his case decided by the jury when under the evidence, and the 

inferences permissible therefrom, a verdict in his favor could reasonably 

be returned. (Kopfinger v. Grand Central Public Market (1964) 60 Cal.2d 

852.)   

 

With the failure of its premises the resolution too must fail. 
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RESOLUTION 07-04-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Civil Procedure: Motions to Vacate Judgment 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 663a to specify that the time in which a court must rule 

on a motion to set aside and vacate a judgment be the same time limit as a motion for new trial. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE  

 

History:  

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons:   

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 663a to specify that the time in which a 

court must rule on a motion to set aside and vacate a judgment be the same time limit as a motion 

for new trial. This resolution should be approved in principle because it promotes judicial 

economy in resolving all post-trial motions at the same time and avoids potential confusion in 

appellate deadlines. 

 

The time for making the motion to set aside and vacate a judgment under Code of Civil 

Procedure section 663a is consistent with the timing of motions for new trial (Code Civ. Proc., 

§ 659) and JNOV (Code Civ. Proc., § 629) – it must be made either before entry of judgment or 

within 15 days of mailing of notice of entry, or within 180 days from entry of judgment, 

whichever comes first. (Code Civ. Proc., § 663a.)  A JNOV motion may not be ruled on prior to 

the time in which a party has to move for a new trial, and if a new trial motion is pending, the 

court must rule on both at the same time (Code Civ. Proc., § 629). Motions for new trial and 

JNOV motions are considered preferential, and jurisdictionally must be decided within 60 days 

from mailing of notice of entry of judgment (Code Civ. Proc., §§ 629, 660). Yet, a motion to 

vacate judgment and enter a different one under section 663 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 

lacks any coordination with its cousin motions. It is not governed by a similar deadline for the 

court to act, in either granting or denying it. More than symmetry is involved. The lack of 

direction and limitation invites different hearing times, the prospect of effectively rearguing in 

this motion the very issues already decided at a prior hearing on the motion(s) for new trial and 

JNOV, conceivably with a different result, and further extending if not creating confusion 

concerning the time to appeal. The extension of time to appeal under Rules of Court 8.108 when 

these different post-judgment motions are interposed attaches separately for each. As noted, there 

is no linkage with this motion and a motion for new trial. Moreover, the absence of a specified 

ruling deadline on a timely noticed section 663 motion could even arguably allow the judge to 

vacate judgment and enter a new one at any time, especially if no appeal is ever filed divesting 

the trial court of jurisdiction. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 663a to read as follows: 
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§ 663a 1 

The party intending to make the motion mentioned in the last section must file with the 2 

clerk and serve upon the adverse party a notice of his intention, designating the grounds upon 3 

which the motion will be made, and specifying the particulars in which the legal basis for the 4 

decision is not consistent with or supported by the facts, or in which the judgment or decree is 5 

not consistent with the special verdict, either 6 

1. Before the entry of judgment; or 7 

2. Within 15 days of the date of mailing of notice of entry of judgment by the clerk of the 8 

court pursuant to Section 664.5, or service upon him by any party of written notice of entry of 9 

judgment, or within 180 days after the entry of judgment, whichever is earliest.   10 

Except as otherwise provided in Section 12a of this code, the power of the court to rule on a 11 

motion for to set aside and vacate a judgment shall expire 60 days from and after the mailing of 12 

notice of entry of judgment by the clerk of the court pursuant to Section 664.5 or 60 days from 13 

and after service on the moving party by any party of written notice of the entry of the judgment, 14 

whichever is earlier, or if such notice has not theretofore been given, then 60 days after filing of 15 

the first notice of intention to move to set aside and vacate the judgment. If such motion is not 16 

determined within said period of 60 days, or within said period as thus extended, the effect shall 17 

be a denial of the motion without further order of the court. A motion to set aside and vacate a 18 

judgment is not determined within the meaning of this section until an order ruling on the motion 19 

(1) is entered in the permanent minutes of the court or (2) is signed by the judge and filed with 20 

the clerk. The entry of a an order to set aside and vacate the judgment in the permanent minutes 21 

of the court shall constitute a determination of the motion even though such minute order as 22 

entered expressly directs that a written order be prepared, signed and filed. The minute entry 23 

shall in all cases show the date on which the order actually is entered in the permanent minutes, 24 

but failure to comply with this direction shall not impair the validity or effectiveness of the order. 25 

The provisions of Section 1013 of this code extending the time for exercising a right or doing an 26 

act where service is by mail shall not apply to extend the times above specified. 27 

An order of the court granting such motion may be reviewed on appeal in the same manner as a 28 

special order made after final judgment.29 

 

(Proposed new languge underlined, language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Sacramento County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS: 

 

Existing law:  Provides for a motion to vacate a judgment and enter a different judgment, but 

does not provide any time limit within which the motion must be determined. 

 

This Resolution:  Would clarify existing law and specify the time in which a court must rule on a 

motion to set aside and vacate a judgment.  The time limit provided in the amendment is the 

same time limit provided for new trial motions under Code of Civil Procedure section 660. 

 

The Problem:  Current law allows a motion to set aside and vacate a judgment, but does not 

specify how long the court has to rule on the motion.  California Rules of Court, rule 8.108(b) 
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provides that the a motion to vacate a judgment extends the time to appeal to the earliest of: (1) 

30 days after the clerk or a party serves an order denying the motion or a notice of entry of that 

order, or (2) 90 days after the first notice of intention to move—or motion—is filed, or (3) 180 

days after entry of the judgment.  The rule is consistent with the rules providing for extensions of 

the time to appeal after motions for a new trial, for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, or to 

reconsider.  But, neither rule 8.108(b) nor the statute, Code of Civil Procedure section 663a, nor 

any published decision provides that the court‘s time to rule on a motion to vacate the judgment 

expires at any of these times or any other time.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule.   

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Jay-Allen Eisen, 2431 Capitol Avenue, 

Sacramento, CA 95816, telephone (916) 444-6171, fax (916) 441-5810, e-mail 

jae@eisenlegal.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Jay-Allen Eisen 
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RESOLUTION 07-05-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Statutes of Limitations: Repeals tolling provision when defendant is out of state. 

Repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to eliminate tolling of statutes of limitations for 

defendants while they are outside the state. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolution 04-03-2005, which was approved in principle. 

  

Reasons: 

This resolution repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to eliminate tolling of statutes of 

limitations for defendants while they are outside the state.  This resolution should be approved in 

principle because it eliminates a tolling provision that is no longer needed and is of questionable 

constitutional viability given recent case law.   

 

Code of Civil Procedure section 351 currently provides for unlimited tolling of the statutes of 

limitations while the defendant is out of the state.  When the 1872 Legislature enacted section 

351, service of process on a non-resident defendant was extremely difficult.  Since then, the ease 

and ability in serving non-resident defendants have greatly increased.  Retained investigative 

services and the internet make it much easier to locate individuals.  The initial reasoning behind 

the enactment of section 351, (i.e. if you cannot find someone out of state, you cannot serve that 

person), is an antiquated concept. Besides, California law already gives a plaintiff up to three 

years to locate a defendant and serve the summons and complaint after their case has been filed. 

(Code Civ. Proc., § 583.210, subd. (a).)   

 

Repeal also makes sense as the statute sets up inequities between in-state defendants and out-of-

state defendants.  As noted by the court in Dan Clark Family Partnership v. Miramontes (2011) 

193 Cal.App.4
th

 219, 234, a nonresident defendant ―is potentially subject to liability in California 

indefinitely,‖ while a resident defendant engaged in commerce within California is not.   

 

Finally, repeal makes sense given current case law indicating constitutional infirmities in the 

statute. (Compare Dan Clark Family Partnership v. Miramontes, supra, 193 Cal.App.4
th

 at p. 

234 [unconstitutional as applied to out-of-state resident]; Abramson v. Brownstein (9th Cir., 

1990) 897 F.2d 389, 392-393 [unconstitutional in violation of Commerce Clause as applied to 

out-of-state defendant]; and Filet Menu, Inc. v. Cheng (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1276, 1280-1284 

[unconstitutional with respect to defendants who travel in the course of interstate commerce]; 

with Mounts v. Uyeda (1991) 227 Cal.App.3d 111, 121-122 [distinguishing Abramson as limited 

to out-of-state defendant engaged in interstate commerce; both parties were local residents, and 

alleged injury did not involve interstate commerce].)  Under this recent case law, a plaintiff 

relying on Section 351 is entering into a potential trap for the unwary as tolling may not be 

available.  This trap should be avoided by eliminating Section 351.   
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This resolution is identical to Resolution 07-07-2011 and related to Resolution 07-06-2011. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to repeal Code of Civil Procedure section 351 as follows: 

 

§ 351 1 

If, when the cause of action accrues against a person, he is out of the State, the action 2 

may be commenced within the term herein limited, after his return to the State, and if, after the 3 

cause of action accrues, he departs from the State, the time of his absence is not part of the time 4 

limited for the commencement of the action.5 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Beverly Hills Bar Association 

  

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: An exception to every statute of limitations is absence from the State of 

California.  Not only does the statute not commence running until the defendant returns to the 

state, but the statute of limitations is tolled during the defendant‘s absence from the State.   

 

This Resolution: Repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 351. 

 

The Problem: In 1872, before the development of modern concepts of minimum contacts for 

personal jurisdiction and the enactment of long arm statutes and provisions for substituted 

service, the California legislature provided that the statutes of limitations set forth in the Code of 

Civil Procedure would not commence running against a defendant who was out of the state of 

California and would be tolled for periods when the defendant was out of the state of California. 

 

In Jocer Enterprises, Inc. v. Price, 183 Cal. App.4th 559 (2010), the Court of Appeal held that 

section 351 is one of the tolling provisions incorporated by reference in subdivision (a)(4) of 

Code of Civil Procedure section 340.6, the statute of limitations for legal malpractice actions, 

such that the one-year limitations provision (accruing after actual or constructive discovery of 

the wrongful act or omission) was tolled while the lawyer was out of state (e.g. on vacation), 

even though it barred suit against his law firm (an entity with continuous presence in the state).  

Not only does the result in Jocer make no sense, but there is no longer a need for this 1872 

provision, given modern legal doctrines of minimum contacts and statutory provisions for long-

arm jurisdiction and substituted service.  At least one reported decision considered the argument 

that absence from the state for the purpose of facilitating interstate commerce is barred by the 

Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, to the extent the burden (of a longer statute of 

limitations) is not shared by residents involved solely in local trade.  Filet Menu, Inc. v. Cheng, 

71 Cal. App.4th 1276 (1999).  But this concern is never even mentioned in Jocer.   
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The remedy is not merely to fix the malpractice statute of limitations but to eliminate this 

outmoded concept from California statutory law entirely.  Absence from California should not 

toll the applicable statutes of limitations. 

  

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution would affect all California statutes of limitations which are subject to the broad 

statutory exception of section 351. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Howard S. Fredman, Fredman, Knupfer, 

Lieberman, LLP, 1875 Century Park East, Suite 2200, Los Angeles, CA 90067, (310) 226-6796, 

hsflawyer@aol.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Howard S. Fredman 
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RESOLUTION 07-06-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Statute of Limitation: Party Out Of State 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to limit tolling of statutes of limitation for out of 

state parties that are reasonably amenable to service of process. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Related to Resolution 04-03-2005, which was approved in principle. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to limit tolling of statutes of 

limitation for out of state parties that are reasonably amenable to service of process.  This 

resolution should be disapproved because it unnecessarily complicates a party‘s ability to rely on 

the tolling provisions of this statute.  

 

While the modern day reality may support the elimination or limitation of tolling provisions for 

out-of-state defendants, statutes of limitation and tolling provisions should have bright line 

standards so that plaintiffs and courts can easily determine whether a claim is timely.  This 

resolution adds unnecessary ambiguity that is likely to lead to expensive, time consuming 

disputes over whether a particular defendant was reasonably amenable to service.  A better 

approach would be to limit tolling to a set period of time, such as two years. (See, e.g., Code Civ. 

Proc., §352.1, subd. (a).)  That gives plaintiffs additional time to locate out-of-state defendants 

while encouraging plaintiffs to be diligent in pursuing their rights and avoiding prejudice to 

defendants due to the passage of time.  

 

Besides, Code of Civil Procedure section 351‘s continued constitutional viability is questionable 

given recent case law. (See, e.g., Dan Clark Family Partnership v. Miramontes (2011) 193 

Cal.App.4
th

 219, 234 [unconstitutional as applied]; Abramson v. Brownstein (9th Cir., 1990) 897 

F.2d 389, 392-393 [unconstitutional in violation of Commerce Clause as applied to out-of-state 

defendant] and Filet Menu, Inc. v. Cheng (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1276, 1280-1284 

[unconstitutional with respect to defendants who travel in the course of interstate commerce]; but 

see Mounts v. Uyeda (1991) 227 Cal.App.3d 111, 121-122 [distinguishing Abramson as limited 

to out-of-state defendant engaged in interstate commerce; both parties were local residents, and 

alleged injury did not involve interstate commerce].)  At least a set period of tolling has a better 

chance of overcoming this constitutional infirmity based on the legitimate public interest in 

accounting for potential difficulties in locating and serving defendants who are outside 

California. 

 

This resolution is related to Resolutions 07-05-2011 and 07-07-2011. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to read as follows: 

 

§ 351 1 

If, when the cause of action accrues against a person, he is out of the State, the action 2 

may be commenced within the term herein limited, after his return to the State, and if, after the 3 

cause of action accrues, he departs from the State, the time of his absence is not part of the time 4 

limited for the commencement of the action.  This tolling provision does not apply if the 5 

defendant is reasonably amenable to service.6 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  Enacted in 1872, the statute provided a remedy for what was then nearly 

impossible to achieve – service on an out of state defendant.  At that time, most states had similar 

statutes.  Since that time, technology has developed significantly and most states, recognizing 

that fact, have amended their tolling statutes to provide for exception to this exception if the 

party is ―amenable to service.‖ 

 

This Resolution:  Will amend Section 351 to provide that the tolling provision does not apply to 

parties who are amenable to lawful service. 

 

The Problem: A party who leaves California before being served can toll the statute of 

limitations infinitely even if there are means of lawful service available.  This law is 138 years 

old and pertains to circumstances which no longer exist.  Most states have recognized this 

change of circumstances and amended their tolling statutes accordingly.  California should do so 

as well. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Karen R. Frostrom, Esq., Thorsnes 

Bartolotta, et al., 2550 5th Ave #1100, San Diego, CA 92103, (619) 236-9363, 

frostrom@tbmlawyers.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Karen R. Frostrom 
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RESOLUTION 07-07-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Statutes of Limitations: Repeals tolling provision when defendant is out of state. 

Repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to eliminate tolling of statutes of limitations for 

defendants while they are outside the state. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolution 04-03-2005, which was approved in principle. 

  

Reasons: 

This resolution repeals Code of Civil Procedure section 351 to eliminate tolling of statutes of 

limitations for defendants while they are outside the state.  This resolution should be approved in 

principle because it eliminates a tolling provision that is no longer needed and is of questionable 

constitutional viability given recent case law.   

 

Code of Civil Procedure section 351 currently provides for unlimited tolling of the statutes of 

limitations while the defendant is out of the state.  When the 1872 Legislature enacted section 

351, service of process on a non-resident defendant was extremely difficult.  Since then, the ease 

and ability in serving non-resident defendants have greatly increased.  The initial reasoning 

behind the enactment of section 351 – if you cannot find someone out of state, you cannot serve 

that person – is an antiquated concept. Besides, California law already gives a plaintiff up to 

three years to locate a defendant and serve the summons and complaint after their case has been 

filed. (Code Civ. Proc., §583.210, subd. (a).)   

 

Repeal also makes sense as the statute creates inequities between in-state and out-of-state 

defendants.  As noted by the court in Dan Clark Family Partnership v. Miramontes (2011) 193 

Cal.App.4th 219, 234, a nonresident defendant ―is potentially subject to liability in California 

indefinitely,‖ while a resident defendant engaged in commerce within California is not.   

 

Finally, repeal makes sense given current case law indicating constitutional infirmities in the 

statute. (Compare Dan Clark Family Partnership v. Miramontes, supra, 193 Cal.App.4th at p. 

234 [unconstitutional as applied to out-of-state resident]; Abramson v. Brownstein (9th Cir., 

1990) 897 F.2d 389, 392-393 [unconstitutional in violation of Commerce Clause as applied to 

out-of-state defendant]; and Filet Menu, Inc. v. Cheng (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 1276, 1280-1284 

[unconstitutional with respect to defendants who travel in the course of interstate commerce]; 

with Mounts v. Uyeda (1991) 227 Cal.App.3d 111, 121-122 [distinguishing Abramson as limited 

to out-of-state defendant engaged in interstate commerce; both parties were local residents, and 

alleged injury did not involve interstate commerce].)  Under this recent case law, a plaintiff 

relying on Section 351 is entering into a potential trap for the unwary as tolling may not be 

available.  This trap should be avoided by eliminating Section 351.  

 

This resolution is identical to Resolution 07-05-2011 and related to Resolution 07-06-2011. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to repeal Code of Civil Procedure section 351 as follows: 

 

§ 351 1 

If, when the cause of action accrues against a person, he is out of the State, the action 2 

may be commenced within the term herein limited, after his return to the State, and if, after the 3 

cause of action accrues, he departs from the State, the time of his absence is not part of the time 4 

limited for the commencement of the action.5 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  Provides that statutes of limitation are tolled while the defendant is outside the 

State of California. 

 

This Resolution:  Would repeal this unconstitutional provision and treat non resident defendants 

the same as California residents for statute of limitations purposes. 

 

The Problem:  The existing statute is unconstitutional.  The Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals 

has held that the provision imposes an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce.  

(Abramson v. Brownstein (9th Cir. 1990)897 F.2d 389, 391 393.)  Leaving this on the books thus 

creates a trap for the unwary injured plaintiff.   

 

The California Law Revision Commission concurs:   

 

―The tolling provision now codified as Section 351 dates from as early as 1850, in an era 

when out of state service of process was insufficient to confer personal jurisdiction.  Without 

tolling, a defendant could escape liability by staying outside the state where a cause of action 

accrued until the statute of limitations ran.  A plaintiff who was unable or unwilling to pursue the 

defendant in the defendant‘s place of residence was left without a means of redressing the injury.  

By tolling the limitations period during a defendant‘s absence from California, Section 351 

preserved the plaintiff‘s right to redress until the defendant could be served within the state. 

 

―Out-of-state service of process is now widely available and recent commentary and 

judicial decisions criticize Section 351.  Additionally, the tolling of Section 351 is riddled with 

exceptions.  It does not apply to corporations, limited partnerships, nonresident motorists, or 

certain resident motorists, nor in certain tax proceedings or actions in rem.   

 

―Section 351 causes substantial problems and no longer serves a useful purpose.  It 

should be repealed.‖ 
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IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Stephen L. Marsh, 600 West Broadway, 

Suite 2600, San Diego, CA 92101, voice 619-699-2418, fax 619-645-5363, e-mail 

smarsh@luce.com 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Stephen L. Marsh 
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RESOLUTION 07-08-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Civil Procedure:  Postponement of Trustee‘s Sale – Requires Notice to Trustor 

Amends Civil Code section 2924g to require a trustee to provide notice by mail of a 

postponement of a trustee‘s sale to the trustor or mortgagor at the last known address. 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Civil Code section 2924g to require a trustee to provide notice by mail of 

a postponement of a trustee‘s sale to the trustor or mortgagor at the last known address.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because it would give the trustor or mortgagor notice 

and an opportunity to appear at the sale.     

 

Under existing law, the only notice of postponement of a trustee‘s sale the trustee is required to 

give is oral notice of postponement at the time of the original sale.  As trustee‘s sales of 

foreclosed properties are often continued or postponed, in many cases, the trustor or mortgagor 

will have no notice of the postponement of the sale if they were not present at the original sale.  

By requiring the trustee to provide notice to the trustor or mortgagor, it will give the property 

owner or the successor in interest an opportunity to retain possession of the property by raising 

the necessary funds.   

 

This resolution also extends the minimum time for postponement from seven days to ten days.  

Extending the minimum time for postponement will ensure adequate time for mailing and the 

three day difference will not significantly affect the trustee‘s rights.  

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Civil Code section 2924g to read as follows: 

 

§ 2924g 1 

(a) All sales of property under the power of sale contained in any deed of trust or 2 

mortgage shall be held in the county where the property or some part thereof is situated, and 3 

shall be made at auction, to the highest bidder, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on any 4 

business day, Monday through Friday. 5 

The sale shall commence at the time and location specified in the notice of sale. Any 6 

postponement shall be announced at the time and location specified in the notice of sale for 7 

commencement of the sale or pursuant to paragraph (1) of subdivision (c). 8 

If the sale of more than one parcel of real property has been scheduled for the same time 9 

and location by the same trustee, (1) any postponement of any of the sales shall be announced at 10 

the time published in the notice of sale, (2) the first sale shall commence at the time published in 11 
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the notice of sale or immediately after the announcement of any postponement, and (3) each 12 

subsequent sale shall take place as soon as possible after the preceding sale has been completed. 13 

(b) When the property consists of several known lots or parcels, they shall be sold 14 

separately unless the deed of trust or mortgage provides otherwise. When a portion of the 15 

property is claimed by a third person, who requires it to be sold separately, the portion subject to 16 

the claim may be thus sold. The trustor, if present at the sale, may also, unless the deed of trust or 17 

mortgage otherwise provides, direct the order in which property shall be sold, when the property 18 

consists of several known lots or parcels which may be sold to advantage separately, and the 19 

trustee shall follow that direction. After sufficient property has been sold to satisfy the 20 

indebtedness, no more can be sold. 21 

If the property under power of sale is in two or more counties, the public auction sale of 22 

all of the property under the power of sale may take place in any one of the counties where the 23 

property or a portion thereof is located. 24 

(c)(1) There may be a postponement or postponements of the sale proceedings, including 25 

a postponement upon instruction by the beneficiary to the trustee that the sale proceedings be 26 

postponed, at any time prior to the completion of the sale for any period of time not to exceed a 27 

total of 365 days from the date set forth in the notice of sale, so long as the Trustee mails Notice 28 

of the new sale date and time to the Trustor(s) or Mortgagor(s) at his, her, its, or their last known 29 

address at least ten days before the date and time to which the sale is postponed. The trustee shall 30 

postpone the sale in accordance with any of the following:  31 

 (A) Upon the order of any court of competent jurisdiction. 32 

(B) If stayed by operation of law. 33 

(C) By mutual agreement, whether oral or in writing, of any trustor and any beneficiary 34 

or any mortgagor and any mortgagee. 35 

(D) At the discretion of the trustee. 36 

 (2) In the event that the sale proceedings are postponed for a period or periods totaling 37 

more than 365 days, the scheduling of any further sale proceedings shall be preceded by giving a 38 

new notice of sale in the manner prescribed in Section 2924f. New fees incurred for the new 39 

notice of sale shall not exceed the amounts specified in Sections 2924c and 2924d, and shall not 40 

exceed reasonable costs that are necessary to comply with this paragraph. 41 

 (d) The notice of each postponement and the reason therefor shall be given by public 42 

declaration by the trustee at the time and place last appointed for sale. A public declaration of 43 

postponement shall also set forth the new date, time, and place of sale and the place of sale shall 44 

be the same place as originally fixed by the trustee for the sale.  No other notice of postponement 45 

need be given. However, tThe sale shall be conducted no sooner than on the seventhtenth day 46 

after the earlier of (1) dismissal of the action, or (2) expiration or termination of the injunction, 47 

restraining order, or stay that required postponement of the sale, whether by entry of an order by 48 

a court of competent jurisdiction, operation of law, or otherwise, unless the injunction, 49 

restraining order, or subsequent order expressly directs the conduct of the sale within that 50 

seventen- day period. For purposes of this subdivision, the seventen-day period shall not include 51 

the day on which the action is dismissed, or the day on which the injunction, restraining order, or 52 

stay expires or is terminated. If the sale had been scheduled to occur, but this subdivision 53 

precludes its conduct during that seventen-day period, a new notice of postponement shall be 54 

given if the sale had been scheduled to occur during that seventen-day period. The trustee shall 55 

maintain records of each postponement and the reason therefor. 56 

(e) Notwithstanding the time periods established under subdivision (d), if postponement 57 
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of a sale is based on a stay imposed by Title 11 of the United States Code (bankruptcy), the sale 58 

shall be conducted no sooner than the expiration of the stay imposed by that title and the 59 

seventen-day provision of subdivision (d) shall not apply.60 

 

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Allows the trustee to postpone the trustee sale without providing any notice to the 

mortgagor or trustor of the new date and time of the sale other than a verbal announcement by 

the crier at the time and place of the sale. 

 

This Resolution:  Would amend California Civil Code section 2924g to require formal written 

notice to the mortgagor or trustor of the new date and time of sale in order for the sale to be 

valid. 

 

The Problem:  Under existing law, a trustee is not required to provide the mortgagor or trustor 

with any notice of a postponed non judicial foreclosure other than a verbal announcement by the 

crier at the date, place, and time of the sale.  These sales are frequently postponed multiple times, 

sometimes just hours or days prior to the scheduled sale date.  The mortgagor/trustor may have 

no idea if the sale is going forward or the new date to which the sale is postponed by the trustee.  

This is particularly a problem where the sale location is physically remote from the mortgagor or 

trustor.  Recorded messages or web pages with the new sale dates generally contain disclaimers 

of any accuracy. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: David R. Moore, MOORE & SKILJAN, 

7700 El Camino Real, Suite 207, Carlsbad, CA 92009 (760) 944-7700 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  David R. Moore 
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RESOLUTION 07-09-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Civil Procedure:  Elimination of Separate Statements in Motions for Summary Judgment 

Amends Code of Civil Procedure section 437c and California Rules of Court, rule 3.1350 to 

eliminate the requirement of a separate statement in support of a motion for summary judgment. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 10-02-2002, also providing for the elimination of separate statements, 

which was withdrawn. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Code of Civil Procedure section 437c and California Rules of Court, rule 

3.1350 to eliminate the requirement of a separate statement in support of a motion for summary 

judgment.  The resolution should be disapproved because it would simply transfer from the 

parties to the courts and their staff the burden of collating and analyzing evidence in support of 

or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment or motion for summary adjudication.   

 

The goal of the resolution, which is to remove the perceived advantage that big firms have over 

small firms and solos in litigating motions for summary judgment, is laudable.  But it is the 

nature of the beast that these motions are burdensome, time-consuming and expensive – after all, 

they are intended to obviate the necessity for a trial on the issue in question. The parties have the 

best knowledge of what evidence supports their claims and defenses, and requiring them to 

organize such evidence as required by a separate statement streamlines the process, and makes 

the correct judicial decision more likely.  That separate statements make judicial decision-

making easier is evidenced by the fact that many federal district courts require them by local 

rule, even though not required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  (Fed. R. Civ. P. 56; and 

see, e.g., C.D. Cal. Rule 56-1.)  Another view of the role of such separate statements is that they 

make more readily-identifiable the material issues and the supposedly undisputed facts, thus 

enabling small firms and solos to more easily identify the issues on which their opponent is most 

vulnerable.  Office technology has also advanced to the point where the formatting of these 

statements, which was not so long ago an onerous task, is now quite easy.  The disadvantage to 

solos and small firms is not as large as it was.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Code of Civil Procedure section 437c and that the Judicial Council amend 

California Rules of Court, rule 3.1350, to read as follows: 

 

§ 437c  1 

(a) Any party may move for summary judgment in any action or proceeding if it is 2 

contended that the action has no merit or that there is no defense to the action or proceeding. The 3 
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motion may be made at any time after 60 days have elapsed since the general appearance in the 4 

action or proceeding of each party against whom the motion is directed or at any earlier time 5 

after the general appearance that the court, with or without notice and upon good cause shown, 6 

may direct. Notice of the motion and supporting papers shall be served on all other parties to the 7 

action at least 75 days before the time appointed for hearing. However, if the notice is served by 8 

mail, the required 75-day period of notice shall be increased by five days if the place of address 9 

is within the State of California, 10 days if the place of address is outside the State of California 10 

but within the United States, and 20 days if the place of address is outside the United States, and 11 

if the notice is served by facsimile transmission, Express Mail, or another method of delivery 12 

providing for overnight delivery, the required 75-day period of notice shall be increased by two 13 

court days. The motion shall be heard no later than 30 days before the date of trial, unless the 14 

court for good cause orders otherwise. The filing of the motion shall not extend the time within 15 

which a party must otherwise file a responsive pleading. 16 

(b) (1) The motion shall be supported by admissible evidence in the form of affidavits,  17 

declarations, admissions, answers to interrogatories, depositions, and matters of which judicial 18 

notice shall or may be taken. The supporting papers shall include a separate statement setting 19 

forth plainly and concisely all material facts which the moving party contends are undisputed. 20 

Each of the material facts stated shall be followed by a reference to the supporting evidence. The 21 

failure to comply with this requirement of a separate statement may in the court's discretion 22 

constitute a sufficient ground for denial of the motion. 23 

    (2) Any opposition to the motion shall be served and filed not less than 14 days preceding 24 

the noticed or continued date of hearing, unless the court for good cause orders otherwise. The 25 

opposition, where appropriate, shall consist of affidavits, declarations, admissions, answers to 26 

interrogatories, depositions, and matters of which judicial notice shall or may be taken. 27 

    (3) The opposition papers shall include a separate statement that responds to each of the 28 

material facts contended by the moving party to be undisputed, indicating whether the opposing 29 

party agrees or disagrees that those facts are undisputed. The statement also shall set forth plainly 30 

and concisely any other material facts that the opposing party contends are disputed. Each 31 

material fact contended by the opposing party to be disputed shall be followed by a reference to 32 

the supporting evidence. Failure to comply with this requirement of a separate statement may 33 

constitute a sufficient ground, in the court's discretion, for granting the motion. 34 

    (4) Any reply to the opposition shall be served and filed by the moving party not less than 35 

five days preceding the noticed or continued date of hearing, unless the court for good cause 36 

orders otherwise. 37 

    (5) Evidentiary objections not made at the hearing shall be deemed waived.  Objections 38 

are not waived if timely made, even if the court fails to issue a ruling on the objections.  39 

    (6) Except for subdivision (c) of Section 1005 relating to the method of service of 40 

opposition and reply papers, Sections 1005 and 1013, extending the time within which a right 41 

may be exercised or an act may be done, do not apply to this section.   42 

(7) Any incorporation by reference of matter in the court's file shall set forth with 43 

specificity the exact matter to which reference is being made and shall not incorporate the entire 44 

file. 45 

(c) The motion for summary judgment shall be granted if all the papers submitted show 46 

that there is no triable issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 47 

judgment as a matter of law. In determining whether the papers show that there is no triable issue 48 

as to any material fact the court shall consider all of the evidence set forth in the papers, except 49 
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that to which objections have been made and sustained by the court, and all inferences 50 

reasonably deducible from the evidence, except summary judgment may not be granted by the 51 

court based on inferences reasonably deducible from the evidence, if contradicted by other 52 

inferences or evidence, which raise a triable issue as to any material fact. 53 

(d) Supporting and opposing affidavits or declarations shall be made by any person on 54 

personal knowledge, shall set forth admissible evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the 55 

affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated in the affidavits or declarations.  Any 56 

objections based on the failure to comply with the requirements of this subdivision shall be made 57 

at the hearing or shall be deemed waived. 58 

(e) If a party is otherwise entitled to a summary judgment pursuant to this section, 59 

summary judgment may not be denied on grounds of credibility or for want of cross-examination 60 

of witnesses furnishing affidavits or declarations in support of the summary judgment, except 61 

that summary judgment may be denied in the discretion of the court, where the only proof of a 62 

material fact offered in support of the summary judgment is an affidavit or declaration made by 63 

an individual who was the sole witness to that fact; or where a material fact is an individual's 64 

state of mind, or lack thereof, and that fact is sought to be established solely by the individual's 65 

affirmation thereof. 66 

(f) (1) A party may move for summary adjudication as to one or more causes of action 67 

within an action, one or more affirmative defenses, one or more claims for damages, or one or 68 

more issues of duty, if that party contends that the cause of action has no merit or that there is no 69 

affirmative defense thereto, or that there is no merit to an affirmative defense as to any cause of 70 

action, or both, or that there is no merit to a claim for damages, as specified in Section 3294 of 71 

the Civil Code, or that one or more defendants either owed or did not owe a duty to the plaintiff 72 

or plaintiffs. A motion for summary adjudication shall be granted only if it completely disposes 73 

of a cause of action, an affirmative defense, a claim for damages, or an issue of duty. 74 

(2) A motion for summary adjudication may be made by itself or as an alternative to a 75 

motion for summary judgment and shall proceed in all procedural respects as a motion for 76 

summary judgment. However, a party may not move for summary judgment based on issues 77 

asserted in a prior motion for summary adjudication and denied by the court, unless that party 78 

establishes to the satisfaction of the court, newly discovered facts or circumstances or a change 79 

of law supporting the issues reasserted in the summary judgment motion. 80 

(g) Upon the denial of a motion for summary judgment, on the ground that there is a 81 

triable issue as to one or more material facts, the court shall, by written or oral order, specify one 82 

or more material facts raised by the motion as to which the court has determined there exists a 83 

triable controversy.  This determination shall specifically refer to the evidence proffered in 84 

support of and in opposition to the motion which indicates that a triable controversy exists.  85 

Upon the grant of a motion for summary judgment, on the ground that there is no triable issue of 86 

material fact, the court shall, by written or oral order, specify the reasons for its determination.  87 

The order shall specifically refer to the evidence proffered in support of, and if applicable in 88 

opposition to, the motion which indicates that no triable issue exists. The court shall also state its 89 

reasons for any other determination. The court shall record its determination by court reporter or 90 

written order. 91 

(h) If it appears from the affidavits submitted in opposition to a motion for summary 92 

judgment or summary adjudication or both that facts essential to justify opposition may exist but 93 

cannot, for reasons stated, then be presented, the court shall deny the motion, or order a 94 

continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or discovery to be had or may make any other 95 
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order as may be just. The application to continue the motion to obtain necessary discovery may 96 

also be made by ex parte motion at any time on or before the date the opposition response to the 97 

motion is due. 98 

(i) If, after granting a continuance to allow specified additional discovery, the court 99 

determines that the party seeking summary judgment has unreasonably failed to allow the 100 

discovery to be conducted, the court shall grant a continuance to permit the discovery to go 101 

forward or deny the motion for summary judgment or summary adjudication. This section does 102 

not affect or limit the ability of any party to compel discovery under the Civil Discovery Act 103 

(Title 4 (commencing with Section 2016.010) of Part 4). 104 

(j) If the court determines at any time that any of the affidavits are presented in bad faith 105 

or solely for purposes of delay, the court shall order the party presenting the affidavits to pay the 106 

other party the amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused the 107 

other party to incur. Sanctions may not be imposed pursuant to this subdivision, except on notice 108 

contained in a party's papers, or on the court's own noticed motion, and after an opportunity to be 109 

heard. 110 

(k) Except when a separate judgment may properly be awarded in the action, no final 111 

judgment may be entered on a motion for summary judgment prior to the termination of the 112 

action, but the final judgment shall, in addition to any matters determined in the action, award 113 

judgment as established by the summary proceeding herein provided for. 114 

(l) In actions which arise out of an injury to the person or to property, if a motion for 115 

summary judgment was granted on the basis that the defendant was without fault, no other 116 

defendant during trial, over plaintiff's objection, may attempt to attribute fault to or comment on 117 

the absence or involvement of the defendant who was granted the motion. 118 

(m) (1) A summary judgment entered under this section is an appealable judgment as in 119 

other cases. Upon entry of any order pursuant to this section, except the entry of summary 120 

judgment, a party may, within 20 days after service upon him or her of a written notice of entry 121 

of the order, petition an appropriate reviewing court for a peremptory writ. If the notice is served 122 

by mail, the initial period within which to file the petition shall be increased by five days if the 123 

place of address is within the State of California, 10 days if the place of address is outside the 124 

State of California but within the United States, and 20 days if the place of address is outside the 125 

United States. If the notice is served by facsimile transmission, Express Mail, or another method 126 

of delivery providing for overnight delivery, the initial period within which to file the petition 127 

shall be increased by two court days. The superior court may, for good cause, and prior to the 128 

expiration of the initial period, extend the time for one additional period not to exceed 10 days. 129 

(2) Before a reviewing court affirms an order granting summary judgment or summary 130 

adjudication on a ground not relied upon by the trial court, the reviewing court shall afford the 131 

parties an opportunity to present their views on the issue by submitting supplemental briefs. The 132 

supplemental briefing may include an argument that additional evidence relating to that ground 133 

exists, but that the party has not had an adequate opportunity to present the evidence or to 134 

conduct discovery on the issue. The court may reverse or remand based upon the supplemental 135 

briefing to allow the parties to present additional evidence or to conduct discovery on the issue. 136 

If the court fails to allow supplemental briefing, a rehearing shall be ordered upon timely petition 137 

of any party. 138 

(n) (1) If a motion for summary adjudication is granted, at the trial of the action, the 139 

cause or causes of action within the action, affirmative defense or defenses, claim for damages, 140 

or issue or issues of duty as to the motion which has been granted shall be deemed to be 141 
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established and the action shall proceed as to the cause or causes of action, affirmative defense or 142 

defenses, claim for damages, or issue or issues of duty remaining. 143 

(2) In the trial of the action, the fact that a motion for summary adjudication is granted as 144 

to one or more causes of action, affirmative defenses, claims for damages, or issues of duty 145 

within the action shall not operate to bar any cause of action, affirmative defense, claim for 146 

damages, or issue of duty as to which summary adjudication was either not sought or denied. 147 

(3) In the trial of an action, neither a party, nor a witness, nor the court shall comment 148 

upon the grant or denial of a motion for summary adjudication to a jury. 149 

(o) A cause of action has no merit if either of the following exists:  150 

(1) One or more of the elements of the cause of action cannot be separately established, 151 

even if that element is separately pleaded. 152 

(2) A defendant establishes an affirmative defense to that cause of action. 153 

(p) For purposes of motions for summary judgment and summary adjudication: 154 

(1) A plaintiff or cross-complainant has met his or her burden of showing that there is no 155 

defense to a cause of action if that party has proved each element of the cause of action entitling 156 

the party to judgment on that cause of action. Once the plaintiff or cross-complainant has met 157 

that burden, the burden shifts to the defendant or cross-defendant to show that a triable issue of 158 

one or more material facts exists as to that cause of action or a defense thereto. The defendant or 159 

cross-defendant may not rely upon the mere allegations or denials of its pleadings to show that a 160 

triable issue of material fact exists but, instead, shall set forth the specific facts showing that a 161 

triable issue of material fact exists as to that cause of action or a defense thereto. 162 

(2) A defendant or cross-defendant has met his or her burden of showing that a cause of 163 

action has no merit if that party has shown that one or more elements of the cause of action, even 164 

if not separately pleaded, cannot be established, or that there is a complete defense to that cause 165 

of action. Once the defendant or cross-defendant has met that burden, the burden shifts to the 166 

plaintiff or cross-complainant to show that a triable issue of one or more material facts exists as 167 

to that cause of action or a defense thereto. The plaintiff or cross-complainant may not rely upon 168 

the mere allegations or denials of its pleadings to show that a triable issue of material fact exists 169 

but, instead, shall set forth the specific facts showing that a triable issue of material fact exists as 170 

to that cause of action or a defense thereto. 171 

(q) This section does not extend the period for trial provided by Section 1170.5. 172 

(r) Subdivisions (a) and (b) do not apply to actions brought pursuant to Chapter 4 173 

(commencing with Section 1159) of Title 3 of Part 3. 174 

(s) For the purposes of this section, a change in law does not include a later enacted 175 

statute without retroactive application. 176 

 177 

Rule 3.1350 178 

(a) Motion.  As used in this rule, "motion" refers to either a motion for summary 179 

judgment or a motion for summary adjudication. 180 

(b) Motion for summary adjudication.  If made in the alternative, a motion for summary 181 

adjudication may make reference to and depend on the same evidence submitted in support of 182 

the summary judgment motion. If summary adjudication is sought, whether separately or as an 183 

alternative to the motion for summary judgment, the specific cause of action, affirmative 184 

defense, claims for damages, or issues of duty must be stated specifically in the notice of motion 185 

and be repeated, verbatim, in the separate statement of undisputed material facts.  186 
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  (c) Documents in support of motion.  Except as provided in Code of Civil Procedure 187 

section 437c(r) and rule 3.1351, the motion must contain and be supported by the following 188 

documents: 189 

  (1) Notice of motion by [moving party] for summary judgment or summary adjudication 190 

or both; 191 

(2) Separate statement of undisputed material facts in support of [moving party's] motion 192 

for summary judgment or summary adjudication or both; 193 

(3) Memorandum in support of [moving party's] motion for summary judgment or 194 

summary adjudication or both; 195 

  (4) Evidence in support of [moving party's] motion for summary judgment or summary 196 

adjudication or both; and 197 

  (5) Request for judicial notice in support of [moving party's] motion for summary 198 

judgment or summary adjudication or both (if appropriate).  199 

  (d) Separate statement in support of motion. The Separate Statement of Undisputed 200 

Material Facts in support of a motion must separately identify each cause of action, claim, issue 201 

of duty, or affirmative defense, and each supporting material fact claimed to be without dispute 202 

with respect to the cause of action, claim, issue of duty, or affirmative defense. In a two-column 203 

format, the statement must state in numerical sequence the undisputed material facts in the first 204 

column followed by the evidence that establishes those undisputed facts in that same column. 205 

Citation to the evidence in support of each material fact must include reference to the exhibit, 206 

title, page, and line numbers.  207 

  (e) Documents in opposition to motion.  Except as provided in Code of Civil Procedure 208 

section 437c(r) and rule 3.1351, the opposition to a motion must consist of the following 209 

documents, separately stapled and titled as shown: 210 

 (1) [Opposing party's] memorandum in opposition to [moving party's] motion for 211 

summary judgment or summary adjudication or both; 212 

  (2) [Opposing party's] separate statement of undisputed material facts in opposition to 213 

[moving party's] motion for summary judgment or summary adjudication or both; 214 

  (3) [Opposing party's] evidence in opposition to [moving party's] motion for summary 215 

judgment or summary adjudication or both (if appropriate); and 216 

  (4) [Opposing party's] request for judicial notice in opposition to [moving party's] 217 

motion for summary judgment or summary adjudication or both (if appropriate).  218 

(f) Opposition to motion; content of separate statement.  Each material fact claimed by 219 

the moving party to be undisputed must be set out verbatim on the left side of the page, below 220 

which must be set out the evidence said by the moving party to establish that fact, complete with 221 

the moving party's references to exhibits. On the right side of the page, directly opposite the 222 

recitation of the moving party's statement of material facts and supporting evidence, the response 223 

must unequivocally state whether that fact is "disputed" or "undisputed." An opposing party who 224 

contends that a fact is disputed must state, on the right side of the page directly opposite the fact 225 

in dispute, the nature of the dispute and describe the evidence that supports the position that the 226 

fact is controverted. That evidence must be supported by citation to exhibit, title, page, and line 227 

numbers in the evidence submitted.  228 

  (g) Documentary evidence.  If evidence in support of or in opposition to a motion 229 

exceeds 25 pages, the evidence must be separately bound and must include a table of contents.  230 

  (h) Format for separate statements.  Supporting and opposing separate statements in a 231 

motion for summary judgment must follow this format:   232 
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Supporting statement:  233 

Moving Party's Undisputed Material 

Facts and Supporting Evidence:  

Opposing Party's Response and 

Supporting Evidence:  

1. Plaintiff and defendant entered into 

a written contract for the sale of 

widgets. Jackson declaration, 2:17-

21; contract, Ex. A to Jackson 

declaration.  

 

2. No widgets were ever received. 

Jackson declaration, 3:7-21.  

 

Opposing statement:  234 

Moving Party's Undisputed Material Facts 

and Alleged Supporting Evidence:  

Opposing Party's Response and 

Evidence:  

1. Plaintiff and defendant entered into a 

written contract for the sale of widgets. 

Jackson declaration, 2:17-21; contract, Ex. A 

to Jackson declaration.  

Undisputed.  

2. No widgets were ever received. Jackson 

declaration, 3:7-21.  

Disputed. The widgets were 

received in New Zealand on August 

31, 2001. Baygi declaration, 7:2-5.  

Supporting and opposing separate statements in a motion for summary adjudication must follow 235 

this format:  236 

Supporting statement:  237 

ISSUE 1-THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR  238 

NEGLIGENCE IS BARRED BECAUSE PLAINTIFF  239 

EXPRESSLY ASSUMED THE RISK OF INJURY  240 

Moving Party's Undisputed Material Facts and 

Supporting Evidence:  

Opposing Party's Response 

and Supporting Evidence:  
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1. Plaintiff was injured while mountain climbing on a 

trip with Any Company USA. Plaintiff's deposition, 

12:3-4.  

 

2. Before leaving on the mountain climbing trip, 

plaintiff signed a waiver of liability for acts of 

negligence. Smith declaration, 5:4-5; waiver of liability, 

Ex. A to Smith declaration.  

 

Opposing statement:  241 

ISSUE 1-THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR  242 

NEGLIGENCE IS BARRED BECAUSE PLAINTIFF  243 

EXPRESSLY ASSUMED THE RISK OF INJURY  244 

Moving Party's Undisputed Material Facts and 

Alleged Supporting Evidence:  

Opposing Party's Response 

and Evidence:  

1. Plaintiff was injured while mountain climbing on 

a trip with Any Company USA. Plaintiff's 

deposition, 12:3-4.  

Undisputed.  

2. Before leaving on the mountain climbing trip, 

plaintiff signed a waiver of liability for acts of 

negligence. Smith declaration, 5:4-5; waiver of 

liability, Ex. A to Smith declaration. .  

Disputed. Plaintiff did not 

sign the waiver of liability; 

the signature on the waiver 

is forged. Jones declaration, 

3:6-7.  

 245 

 (i) Request for electronic version of separate statement.  On request, a party must within 246 

three days provide to any other party or the court an electronic version of its separate statement. 247 

The electronic version may be provided in any form on which the parties agree. If the parties are 248 

unable to agree on the form, the responding party must provide to the requesting party the 249 

electronic version of the separate statement that it used to prepare the document filed with the 250 

court. Under this subdivision, a party is not required to create an electronic version or any new 251 

version of any document for the purpose of transmission to the requesting party.252 

  

 (Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Women Lawyers Association of Los Angeles 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Code of Civil Procedure section 437c and California Rules of Court, rule 3.1350 

provide that a motion for summary judgment/adjudication must include a separate statement of 

undisputed material facts with citations to evidence.  

  

This Resolution:   Would amend Code of Civil Procedure section 437c and California Rules of 

Court, rule 3.1350 to eliminate the requirement to file a separate statement of undisputed facts.   

 

The Problem:  Currently motions for summary judgment/adjudication are burdensome and time 

consuming motions for both the moving and opposing parties.  If the separate statement does not 

conform to the rules, a court may deny the motion on procedural grounds without reaching the 

merits.  If a party does not oppose the separate statement correctly, the court may grant the 

motion for summary judgment.  It is thus a procedural trap that rewards the attorneys with the 

most resources, usually defendants.  It also has the effect of possibly denying meritorious 

motions, and artificially ending meritorious litigation, based on procedural grounds.   

 

This would streamline the motion process and allow it to focus on the merits of the litigation.  

The party filing or opposing a motion for summary judgment/adjudication would still be required 

to support their moving papers or opposition with admissible evidence (affidavits, depositions 

etc.), but elimination of the Separate Statement would make the entire filing and preparation so 

much less time consuming which would help all attorneys, but in particular, those in small, solo, 

and government practices which may not have as many attorneys and staff to assist them.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Meredith G. Karasch, (310) 846-7834; 

mkarasch@gmail.com; Shaun Dabby Jacobs, 200 N. Main Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012; (213) 

978-8288; shaun.jacobs@lacity.org 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Meredith G. Karasch; Shaun Dabby Jacobs 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 07-09-2011 

 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION (SCBA) 

 

This resolution shifts the burden of analyzing the facts and evidence in complex motions for 

summary judgment or adjudication of issues away from counsel for the litigants, who are 

familiar with the facts and evidence of their case, to the trial courts, which are not equally 

familiar with the relevant facts and evidence.  
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To require the court to determine whether the papers and evidence in support show that there is 

no triable issue as to any material fact, without first requiring the moving party to identify the 

material facts, and the opposing party to state whether the material facts are undisputed or not, is 

to place the burden of advocacy on the court, rather than on the litigators, where it properly 

belongs. 

 

Although motions for summary judgment are burdensome and time consuming, shifting that 

burden to courts does not ―streamline‖ the summary judgment  process, but merely lifts the 

burden from counsel, who are compensated by their clients for work performed, and imposes it 

on the trial courts, which are currently facing severe and permanent budget cuts, with resulting 

cuts to staffing and services.   

 

This resolution should be disapproved as both poor legal and fiscal policy. 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 07-09-11 – Civil Procedure: Elimination of Separate Statements in Motions for 

Summary Judgment 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of Justice 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 
 

The State Bar‘s Committee on Administration of Justice (CAJ) recognizes that motions 

for summary judgment can be burdensome and time consuming for both the moving and 

opposing parties, but believes, on balance, that the separate statement can be a useful tool to 

assist the court and the parties in focusing on the purportedly undisputed facts and related 

evidence, and should therefore not be eliminated. 

Disclaimer 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on Administration of 

Justice.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of Governors or 

overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position of the State Bar 

of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 07-10-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Mandatory Settlement Conferences: Confidentiality of Proceedings 

Amends Evidence Code section 1117 and California Rules of Court, rule 3.1380 to make 

mandatory settlement conferences subject to the same confidentiality requirements as mediation. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 05-06-2010, which was withdrawn. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Evidence Code section 1117 and California Rules of Court, rule 3.1380 

to make mandatory settlement conferences subject to the same confidentiality requirements as 

mediation.  This resolution should be disapproved because it is inconsistent with the policies for 

making mediations confidential and would encourage bad faith disobedience of the Rules of 

Court governing mandatory settlement conferences.   

 

Confidential mediations encourage parties to voluntarily resolve their disputes without ―judicial 

proceedings,‖ and ―short of litigation.‖  (Ryan v. Garcia (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 1006, 1010; 

Cassel v. Superior Court (2011) 51 Cal.4th 113, 133.)  Moreover, the current scope of the 

mediation confidentiality provision under Evidence Code section 1119 is extremely broad, with a 

recent court decision making even attorney-client communications during a mediation 

confidential, regardless of whether those communications evidence malpractice or a breach of 

fiduciary duty.  (See Cassel, supra, 51 Cal.4th at 136, 138.)  Additionally, the scope of mediation 

confidentiality prevents a party or mediator from reporting bad faith or obstructive conduct to the 

court, even where that conduct would otherwise be sanctionable.  (Foxgate Homeowners 

Assoc. v. Bramalea California, Inc. (2001) 26 Cal.4th 1, 16-17.)  

 

Unlike mediations, mandatory settlement conferences (―MSC‘s‖) do not encourage parties to 

resolve disputes without judicial proceedings, or short of litigation.  By definition, MSC‘s are 

ordered by the court, supervised by the court, and subject to the procedural requirements set forth 

in the Rules of Court.  (Raygoza v. Betteravia Farms (1987) 193 Cal.App.3d 1592; Cal. Rules of 

Court, rule 3.1380.)  Moreover, rule 2.30(b) of the California Rules of Court authorizes the 

award of sanctions for any failure, without good cause, to comply with any rule of court.  

(Vidrio v. Hernandez (2009) 172 Cal.App.4th 1443, 1454.)  Thus, a party or attorney who, in bad 

faith, fails to comply with an MSC order, and the requirements of rule 3.1380, does so at their 

own risk.  However, stretching the scope of the mediation confidentiality to encompass MSC‘s 

would not encourage parties to settle their unresolved disputes at an MSC, but instead would 

encourage non-compliance with the Rules of Court and misconduct by disreputable attorneys 

and/or clients who know that there are no ramifications for such misconduct.  Moreover, to the 

extent that an MSC involves settlement communications, Evidence Code section 1152 already 

makes such communications inadmissible for the purposes of proving liability. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Evidence Code section 1117 and that the Judicial Council amend California 

Rules of Court, rule 3.1380 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1117 1 

 (a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), this chapter applies to a mediation as defined in 2 

Section 1115 and to mandatory settlement conferences ordered by the court. 3 

 (b) This chapter does not apply to either of the following:  4 

 (1) A proceeding under Part 1 (commencing with Section 1800) of Division 5 of the 5 

Family Code or Chapter 11 (commencing with Section 3160) of Part 2 of Division 8 of the 6 

Family Code.  7 

 (2) A settlement conference pursuant to Rule 3.1380 of the California Rules of Court. 8 

 9 

Rule 3.1380 10 

(a) Setting conferences  11 

On the court's own motion or at the request of any party, the court may set one or more 12 

mandatory settlement conferences.  13 

(b) Persons attending  14 

Trial counsel, parties, and persons with full authority to settle the case must personally 15 

attend the conference, unless excused by the court for good cause. If any consent to settle is 16 

required for any reason, the party with that consensual authority must be personally present at the 17 

conference.  18 

(c) Settlement conference statement  19 

No later than five court days before the initial date set for the settlement conference, each 20 

party must submit to the court settlement judge privately (not to the court) and serve on each 21 

party a mandatory settlement conference statement containing:  22 

(1) A good faith settlement demand;  23 

(2) An itemization of economic and noneconomic damages by each plaintiff;  24 

(3) A good faith offer of settlement by each defendant; and  25 

(4) A statement identifying and discussing in detail all facts and law pertinent to the 26 

issues of liability and damages involved in the case as to that party. 27 

The settlement conference statement must comply with any additional requirement 28 

imposed by local rule.  29 

(d) Restrictions on appointments  30 

A court must not:  31 

(1) Appoint a person to conduct a settlement conference under this rule at the same time 32 

as that person is serving as a mediator in the same action; or 33 

(2) Appoint a person to conduct a mediation under this rule; or 34 

(3)  Appoint a judge to conduct a settlement conference in a matter for which that judge 35 

has been appointed the trial judge.    36 

(e) Confidentiality of Proceedings  37 

Settlement conferences are subject to the same rules of confidentiality as mediations 38 

under Evidence Code section 1115-1128.39 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  Creates confusion regarding the level of confidentiality afforded to statements 

made and other information provided in settlement conferences.   

 

This Resolution:  Would amend California Rule of Court 3.1380 and Evidence Code section 

1117(b) to make clear that settlement conferences are afforded the same protections of 

confidentiality as mediations.     

 

The Problem:  Although mandatory settlement conferences are specifically not considered 

mediation under Evidence Code section 1117(b), courts occasionally order parties to mediations 

and refer to those mediations as ―mandatory settlement conferences.‖  (Jeld-Wen Inc. v. Superior 

Court (2007) 146 Cal.App.4th 536.)  If courts can confuse the distinctions between mediations 

and mandatory settlement conferences, it is no wonder that parties to settlement conferences may 

be confused as to the distinctions between mediations and settlement conferences.   

 

Compounding the problem of the blurring between mediations and settlement conferences is the 

fact that California law provides the strongest level of protection for the confidentiality of 

communications occurring in a mediation.  (See Evid. Code, §§ 1115-1128; see also Eisendrath 

v. Superior Court  (2003) 109 Cal.App.4th 351; Fair v. Bakhtiari (2006) 40 Cal.4th 189.)   

Indeed, Evidence Code section 1122 provides that the confidentiality of communications or 

writings ―made or prepared for the purpose of, or in the course of, or pursuant to, a mediation or 

a mediation consultation‖ may only be waived if the parties specifically agree to waive 

confidentiality.  Because of this, many parties to settlement conferences erroneously believe that 

the communications occurring in those conferences are confidential.   This resolution addresses 

this problem by amending Evidence Code section 1117 to apply to mandatory settlement 

conferences and amending Rule of Court to state that mandatory settlement conferences are 

afforded the same confidentiality protections as mediations.       

          

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR:  Jo Hoenninger, Hoenninger Law, 2358 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94114, 

Phone: (415) 816-0440, Fax: (866) 671-0096, Email: Jo@HLawSF.com with a copy to 

statebar@balif.org.   

 

PERMANENT CONTACT:  Daniel P. Dean, c/o BALIF, 1800 Market Street, Box 47, San 

Francisco, CA 94102, Phone (415) 865-5620, Fax: (415) 520-0708, Email: statebar@balif.org. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Jo Hoenninger 
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Resolution 07-10-11- Mandatory Settlement Conferences: Confidentiality of Proceedings 

 

The State Bar of California’s Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution 

RECOMMENDATION:  DISAPPROVE 
 

A mandatory settlement conference and a mediation are two different processes, each 

governed by different statutes and rules.  There are valid reasons for those differences and valid 

reasons to retain both as separate options.  For example, courts, judges or parties may have valid 

reasons for settlement conferences not being subject to the mediation confidentiality statutes, and 

instead pursuing negotiations and discussions in a settlement conference that is protected by 

separate provisions (e.g., Evidence Code sections 1152 and 1154).  The State Bar‘s Committee 

on Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR Committee) opposes this resolution because it would 

remove those confidentiality differences. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

This position is only that of the State Bar of California’s Committee on Alternative 

Dispute Resolution.  This position has not been adopted by the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California.  Committee activities relating to this position are funded 

from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 08-01-2011 

 

DIGEST  

Employees‘ Right to Copy and Inspect Personnel Records 

Amends Labor Code section 1198.5 to allow copying and inspection of personnel records related 

to the employee‘s performance or any grievance concerning the employee. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No prior resolutions found. 

 

Reasons:  

This resolution amends Labor Code section 1198.5 to allow copying and inspection of personnel 

records related to the employee‘s performance or any grievance concerning the employee. 

This resolution should be approved in principle because it makes clear that current and former 

employees have a right to receive copies of documents related to both their performance and any 

grievance the requesting employee was involved in during their tenure with a specific employer.  

 

Presently, Labor Code section 1198.5 provides that the employee may inspect and copy only 

those documents maintained by the employer which the employee has signed.  This may include 

items such as performance evaluations, but does not include items such as a complaint made by 

or against an employee, or an investigation resulting from that complaint.   Accordingly, for a 

former employee to receive copies of documents relating to his or her performance or grievances 

concerning his or her former employment, the former employee can only do so through formal 

discovery.  This increases the number of lawsuits – some of which may be unnecessary – as this 

is the only mechanism for employees to receive copies of their records.  Employees should be 

permitted to receive copies of their performance and grievance documents within a certain 

statutory time period, without having to file a lawsuit first.  Further, an employee, upon receipt of 

these documents – prior to filing a lawsuit – will allow prospective counsel to properly analyze 

and advise the employee regarding whether a lawsuit was unmeritorious.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Labor Code section 1198.5 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1198.5  1 

 (a) Every employee has the right to inspect and copy the personnel records that the 2 

employer maintains relating to the employee's performance or to any grievance concerning the 3 

employee. 4 

 (b) The employer shall make the contents of those personnel records available to the 5 

employee at reasonable intervals and at reasonable times.  Except as provided in paragraph (3) of 6 

subdivision (c), the employer shall not be required to make those personnel records available at a 7 

time when the employee is actually required to render service to the employer. 8 
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 (c) The employer shall do one of the following: 9 

 (1) Keep a copy of each employee's personnel records at the place where the employee 10 

reports to work. 11 

 (2) Make the employee's personnel records available at the place where the employee 12 

reports to work within a reasonable period of time following an employee's request. 13 

 (3) Permit the employee to inspect the personnel records at the location where the 14 

employer stores the personnel records, with no loss of compensation to the employee. 15 

 (d) An employee, upon termination of employment, has the right to inspect and copy 16 

personnel records maintained by the employer relating to the employee‘s performance or to any 17 

grievance concerning the employee so long as such a request is made within the two year period 18 

following the date of termination of employment.  19 

(e) The employer shall make the contents of those personnel records available to the 20 

former employee at reasonable intervals and at reasonable times in accordance with paragraphs 21 

(1),(2),(3) of subsection (c).  22 

(f) An employer, under sections (a) and (d), may recover from the employee an amount 23 

equal to the actual cost of providing copies of the personnel records.  24 

(d)(g) The requirements of this section shall not apply to:  25 

(1) Records relating to the investigation of a possible criminal offense. 26 

(2) Letters of reference. 27 

(3) Ratings, reports, or records that were: 28 

(A) Obtained prior to the employee's employment. 29 

(B) Prepared by identifiable examination committee members. 30 

(C) Obtained in connection with a promotional examination. 31 

(4) Employees who are subject to the Public Safety Officers Procedural Bill of Rights, 32 

Chapter 9.7 (commencing with Section 3300) of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government Code. 33 

(5) Employees of agencies subject to the Information Practices Act of 1977 (Title 1.8 34 

(commencing with Section 1798) of Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code). 35 

(e)(h) The Labor Commissioner may adopt regulations that determine the reasonable 36 

times and reasonable intervals for the inspection of records maintained by an employer that is not 37 

a public agency. 38 

(f)(i) If a public agency has established an independent employee relations board or 39 

commission, an employee shall first seek relief regarding any matter or dispute relating to this 40 

section from that board or commission before pursuing any available judicial remedy.  41 

(g)(j) In enacting this section, it is the intent of the Legislature to establish minimum 42 

standards for the inspection of personnel records by current and former employees.  Nothing in 43 

this section shall be construed to prevent the establishment of additional rules for the inspection 44 

of personnel records that are established as the result of agreements between an employer and a 45 

recognized employee organization.46 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Orange County Bar Association 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Allows for the inspection of employee records by every employee and provides 

that the employer make the personnel records of the employee available at reasonable intervals 

and at reasonable times so long as the employee does not request inspection during hours the 

employee is required to render services to the employer. Existing law also provides certain 

exemptions on record types that must be provided and states that legislative intent is to establish 

minimum standards for inspection of personnel records by employees.    

 

This Resolution:  Would specifically enable current and former employees the right to both copy 

and inspect personnel records at a cost equal to the actual cost to the employer of providing 

copies of the personnel records.  This resolution also limits, within current statutory boundaries, 

the period of time within which a former employee may inspect and copy personnel records.  

 

The Problem:  Existing law makes no provisions for the copying of personnel records by current 

employees.  In addition, existing law is completely silent on the rights of former employees to 

inspect and copy their own personnel records.  Because existing law does not provide the 

employee, current or former, the right to copy their personnel records the employee is placed at a 

substantial disadvantage when seeking legal counsel on their rights under the laws.  Employees, 

current and former, seeking documentation in support of possible legal action against the 

employer, under the current law, are forced to file suit and proceed with discovery in order to 

have their personnel documents evaluated by legal counsel. The unwarranted effects of this 

practice have been the proliferation of frivolous lawsuits against employers and the 

disenfranchising of both the current and former employee to solicit an informed prelitigation 

opinion on the merits of their potential claim against the employer. This resolution, in keeping 

with the stated legislative intent of Labor Code section 1198.5, seeks to provide minimum 

standards of protection for both the employee and the employer by allowing for the inspection 

and copying of personnel records, permitting the employer to recover the actual cost of providing 

the employee with copies and limiting the time within which a former employee may inspect and 

copy personnel records.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR/PERMANENT CONTACT:  Teresa McQueen, 17910 Skypark Circle, Ste., 105, 

Irvine, CA 92614; Phone: (949) 260-1181; Fax: (949) 260-1185; e-mail: 

tamcqueen@pedersenlaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Teresa A. McQueen 
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RESOLUTION 08-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Define ―Person‖ to Include Individual Liability for Discrimination and Retaliation  

Amends Government Code section 12925 to provide that individuals can be held personally 

liable for acts of retaliation under the Fair Employment and Housing Act. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Substantially similar to Resolution 04-03-2009 and identical to Resolution 08-01-2010, both of 

which were disapproved. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Government Code section 12925 to provide that individuals can be held 

personally liable for acts of retaliation under the Fair Employment and Housing Act.  This 

resolution should be disapproved because the holding in Jones v. The Lodge at Torrey Pines 

Partnership (2008) 42 Cal.4th 1158 is consistent with, and follows, California law on individual 

liability for discrimination under the Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA). 

 

In Reno v. Baird (1998) 18 Cal.4th 640, the Supreme Court concluded that ―FEHA, like similar 

federal statutes, allows persons to sue and hold liable their employers, but not individuals.‖  (Id., 

at p. 643.)  In reaching this decision, the Court found the decision in Janken v. GM Hughes  

Electronics  (1996) 46 Cal.App.4th 55, to be persuasive.  Reno quoted extensively from Janken, 

including the section of the opinion where the Janken court identified a number of reasons why 

individuals should not be liable for acts of discrimination.  One of the reasons is that ―[m]aking a 

personnel decision is conduct of a type fundamentally different from the type of conduct that 

constitutes harassment.  Harassment claims are based on a type of conduct that is avoidable and 

unnecessary to job performance.  […]  An individual supervisory employee cannot, however, 

refrain from engaging in the type of conduct which could later give rise to a discrimination 

claim.  Making personnel decisions is an inherent and unavoidable part of the supervisory 

function.  Without making personnel decisions, a supervisory employee simply cannot perform 

his or her job duties.‖  (Reno, supra, 18 Cal.4th at 646, quoting Janken, supra, 46 Cal.App.4th at 

64.)  Moreover, the conduct of a supervisory individual that could result in discrimination – for 

example, project assignments, office assignments, and performance evaluations – are exactly the 

sort of acts engaged in by a supervisor that could later be the basis of a retaliation claim.  

 

Torrey Pines, after a thorough discussion of the holdings in Reno and Janken, went on to say that 

―[a]ll of [the] reasons for not imposing individual liability for discrimination – supervisors can 

avoid harassment but cannot avoid personnel decisions, it is incongruous to exempt small 

employers but to hold individual nonemployers liable, sound policy favors avoiding conflicts of 

interest and the chilling of effective management, corporate employment decisions are often 

collective, and it is bad policy to subject supervisors to the threat of a lawsuit every time they 

make a personnel decision – apply equally to retaliation.  Indeed, some may apply even more 

forcefully to retaliation claims.‖  (Torrey Pines, supra, 42 Cal.4th at 1167 (emphasis added).) 
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Torrey Pines also relied on the holding in Yanowitz v. L'Oreal USA, Inc. (2005) 36 Cal.4th 1028 

in noting that if ―the employment actions that can give rise to a claim for retaliation are identical 

to the actions that can give rise to a claim for discrimination, it is hard to conceive why the 

Legislature would impose individual liability for actions that are claimed to be retaliatory but not 

for the same actions that are claimed to be discriminatory.‖  (Torrey Pines, supra, 42 Cal.4th at 

1168-1169 (emphasis in original).) 

 

The Torrey Pines decision that individuals cannot be liable for acts of retaliation brings the law 

into conformity with the holding in Reno regarding individual acts of discrimination, and is 

consistent with the Court‘s holding in Yanowitz.  The proposed resolution would create 

inconsistent applications of the law and impose an unreasonable burden on individual 

supervisory employees. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Government Code section 12925 to read as follows:  

 

§ 12925 1 

As used in this part, unless a different meaning clearly appears from the context: 2 

            (a) ―Commission‖ means the Fair Employment and Housing Commission and 3 

―commissioner‖ means a member of the commission. 4 

            (b) ―Department‖ means the Department of Fair Employment and Housing. 5 

            (c) ―Director‖ means the Director of Fair Employment and Housing. 6 

            (d) ―Person‖ includes one or more individuals, partnerships, associations, corporations, 7 

limited liability companies, legal representatives, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, and receivers 8 

or other fiduciaries.  The Legislature clarifies that the term ―Person‖ creates personal and 9 

individual liability for individuals engaged in practices prohibited by Government Code sections 10 

12940, subdivision (h).  In so doing, the Legislature specifically reverses the effect of Jones v. 11 

Lodge at Torrey Pines Partnership (2008) 42 Cal.4th 1158.  Jones v. Lodge at Torrey Pines 12 

Partnership may no longer be cited as authoritative.13 

  

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:   Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: On March 3, 2008, in the decision Jones v. Lodge at Torrey Pines Partnership 

(2008) 42 Cal.4th 1158, the California Supreme Court overturned prior decisions and interpreted 

the term ―person‖ as used in Government Code section 12940, subdivision (h) to mean that 

individuals could not be held personally liable for their acts of retaliation in violation of the Fair 

Employment Housing Act (FEHA).  This is in contrast to Government Code section 12940, 

subdivision (j) which provides for individual liability for acts of harassment.  Because acts of 

harassment and retaliation are similar in nature, liability under the law should be consistent 

between these two statutory provisions. 
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This Resolution: Would overturn the decision and clarify that individuals who retaliate against 

employees in violation of the Fair Employment Housing Act can be held personally liable.    

 

The Problem: This change is necessary because the Legislature previously defined ―person‖ to 

include individuals.  Inexplicably, the California Supreme Court interpreted the statutory 

language in Government Code section 12940, subdivision (h) to mean something other than its 

plain meaning.  Prior decisional law including the Court of Appeal decisions of Taylor v. City of 

Los Angeles Dept. of Water & Power (2006) 144 Cal.App.4th 1216 and Walrath v. Sprinkel 

(2002) 99 Cal.App.4th 1237 held that individuals are personally liable for retaliation under 

FEHA.  Clearly the Legislature intended for individuals to be personally liable for retaliation 

because they used the term person in Government Code section 12940, subdivision (h) as it is 

clearly defined in Government Code section 12925, subdivision (d).  This resolution then would 

merely clarify what should have been clear from the plain language of the statute.  Moreover, it 

would impose personal liability in a manner similar to harassment cases where California 

decisional law has upheld individual liability. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution will affect the rights of all California employees and employers in actions 

bringing claims for retaliation under the Fair Employment Housing Act.  There is no known 

fiscal impact of this proposed statutory clarification. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Lawrence A. Organ, Law Offices of 

Lawrence A. Organ, Barbara Figari, Figari Law, 407 San Anselmo Avenue, Suite 201, San 

Anselmo, CA 94960; (415) 453-4740 phone; 415-453-4777 fax; e-mail: 

larryaorgan@gmail.com, Barbara@Figarilaw.com. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Lawrence A. Organ & Barbara Figari 
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RESOLUTION 09-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Judicial Council: Form for Ex Parte Request for Order Shortening Time   

Recommends that the Judicial Council consider the adoption of a standard form for ex parte 

applications for orders shortening time. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution recommends that the Judicial Council consider the adoption of a standard form 

for ex parte applications for orders shortening time.  The resolution should be approved in 

principle because it would simplify and streamline the process of obtaining orders shortening 

time on an ex parte basis.      

 

Ex parte applications for orders shortening time are, by and large, formulaic.  They all require 

statements as to why shortened time is necessary, whether such an application has previously 

been refused in whole or in part, whether the applicant attempted to ascertain if other parties will 

oppose the application, and whether the applicant gave the minimum notice to opposing parties 

required by California Rules of Court, rule 3.1203.  All of those requirements could easily be set 

out in a simple form, which form could also guide non-lawyers as to the requirements for the 

granting of the relief.  For example, the portion of the form in which the applicant attests to 

giving notice would simultaneously inform the applicant that notice must be given before 10:00 

a.m. on the day before the ex parte hearing.  As such, the form would make the process more 

comprehensible to lay persons. 

 

The resolution merely asks the Judicial Council to consider the adoption of such a form.  If the 

Council, on further examination, finds the proposal unworkable, it need not adopt the form.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council of California consider development of a Judicial Council form for ex parte hearings on 

applications for orders shortening time. 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  The California Judicial Council does not currently have a form for use in filing ex 

parte applications for orders shortening time. 

 

This Resolution:  Requests the creation of a Judicial Council form for use in filing ex parte 

applications for orders shortening time. 

 

The Problem:  An ex parte application for an order shortening time is a common and simple 

procedure to obtain a hearing date in advance of certain deadlines or to address an urgent 

situation.  Drafting the application can often take more time than is needed for the actual hearing 

on the application.  Creation of a Judicial Council form will address this problem. 

 

The California Judicial Council is charged with improving the statewide administration of justice 

in California.  One way that it does this is by creating and approving standardized forms for use 

in court filings, particularly where the party is seeking to clear a procedural hurdle.  Ex parte 

applications for orders shortening time are commonly filed to accomplish the procedural hurdle 

of obtaining a timely hearing date for various motions.  It also gives the Court the ability to 

address any potential of resolving the motion without need for a hearing. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Karen R. Frostrom, Esq., Thorsnes 

Bartolotta, et al., 2550 5th Ave #1100, San Diego, CA 92103, (619) 236-9363, 

frostrom@tbmlawyers.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Karen R. Frostrom 
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RESOLUTION 09-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Paper Conservation:  Reducing Service of Blank Forms 

Adds California Rules of Court, rule 2.220, to provide that parties need not serve copies of blank 

Judicial Council or local court forms on other parties. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds California Rules of Court, rule 2.220, to provide that parties need not serve 

copies of blank Judicial Council or local court forms on other parties.  This resolution should be 

approved in principle because it avoids the needless exchange of blank forms that most often go 

unused. 

 

Many Rules of Court and local rules require service on other parties of blank forms.  Parties 

represented by counsel almost never fill out the actual printed forms, which would require either 

a typewriter or handwriting.  Even unrepresented parties seldom fill out these forms, which are 

freely available on Judicial Council and local court websites as fillable PDF forms.  As a result, 

the forms are unnecessary, and are most often discarded. 

 

This resolution would eliminate the unnecessary exchange of forms, while allowing 

unrepresented litigants to request forms if they need them.  However, the resolution would 

benefit from expanding the time period during which an unrepresented litigant can make such a 

request.  Five days is a fairly short window, seldom used outside the context of summary 

litigation, such as unlawful detainer actions. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council add California Rules of Court, rule 2.220, to read as follows: 

 

Rule 2.220.   Notice of Availability of Forms 1 

Any party required under these or any local court rules to serve a blank copy of any 2 

Judicial Council or local court form may instead provide notice to the party or parties who are 3 

being served but who are unrepresented by an attorney of the availability of the form via the 4 

Judicial Council‘s or local court‘s website. 5 

In providing such notice in lieu of a copy of a blank form, the serving party must (1) 6 

specify the name and number, if any, of the form, (2) provide the URL address at which the form 7 

can be found and downloaded as of the date of service, and (3) indicate that the party being 8 

served may demand that a blank form be served. 9 
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Within five days of receipt of such notice, the unrepresented party served with such 10 

notice may demand service of a copy of the blank form.  The serving party must then, within 11 

three days, serve the blank form by mail or facsimile on the requesting party. 12 

Any party required under these or any local court rules to serve a blank copy of any 13 

Judicial Council or local court form need not serve the blank form and need not provide notice to 14 

any party or parties represented by an attorney.  The attorney representing such party or parties is 15 

presumed to have knowledge of, and access to, the applicable responsive form.16 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Various California Rules of Court, local court rules, Judicial Council forms and 

local court forms require a party to serve blank forms on another party.  As an example, consider 

Judicial Council Form FL-300 (Rev. January 1, 2007).  In Section 3 of this Order to Show 

Cause, a party is required to serve a blank Responsive Declaration (form FL-320) on the other 

party, and, depending on the circumstances, possibly a blank Income and Expense Declaration 

(form FL-150), a blank Financial Statement (Simplified) (form FL-155), or a blank Property 

Declaration (form FL-160).    

 

This Resolution:  This resolution no longer requires a party to serve blank forms on a party 

represented by an attorney.  The attorney is presumed to have knowledge of, and access to, the  

responsive forms.  If the party being served is not represented by an attorney, this resolution 

allows the serving party to give notice of the responsive form by specifying the name and 

number of the form, providing the URL address at which the form can be downloaded, and 

indicating that the served party may demand service of the blank form.  An unrepresented party 

has the option of demanding service of the form from the serving party. 

 

The Problem:  Too often, attorneys are required to serve a copy of a blank form, only to have the 

party served, or their attorney, discard the form.  Few people, and probably no attorneys, type or 

handwrite information onto a blank form provided by opposing counsel.  Almost all draft the 

responsive document on their computer using Judicial Council or local court provided on-line 

tools, or using other software.  The service of blank forms is simply a waste of paper, toner and 

energy.     

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution impacts the California Rules of Court, local court rules, and Judicial Council and 

local court forms.   

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Matthew A. Mallet, 214 Grant Ave., Suite 

301, San Francisco, CA 94108, voice 415-398-1082, fax 415-391-1285, 

Matthew@KBFLaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Matthew A. Mallet 
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RESOLUTION 09-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Rules of Court:  Citation Format 

Amends California Rules of Court, rule 1.200 and Government Code section 68902 to mandate 

use of The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation in court filings. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends California Rules of Court, rule 1.200 and Government Code section 

68902 to mandate use of The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation in court filings.  This 

resolution should be disapproved because it unnecessarily reduces attorneys‘ citation format 

options and forces state courts to adopt a new format. 

 

Although there is some appeal in the idea of uniformity in citation format, it is not clear that the 

current lack of uniformity creates any real problems for courts or litigants.  State courts use a 

single format, and litigants use whichever format they prefer.  Moreover, of the two options for 

uniformity—(1) moving those litigants that use the Bluebook to the same system already used by 

the state courts, or (2) moving those litigants that use the California Style Manual and all state 

courts to the Bluebook—the resolution selects the option that would require greater change and 

expense, as both courts and litigants train and retool.  There is no indication that the Bluebook 

provides such a superior citation format that it would justify the burden of the change. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council amend California Rules of Court, rule 1.200 and that legislation be sponsored to amend 

Government Code section 68902 to read as follows:   

 

Rule 1.200 1 

Citations to cases and other authorities in all documents filed in the courts must be in the 2 

style established by either the California Style Manual or The Bluebook: A Uniform System of 3 

Citation, at the option of the party filing the document. The same style must be used consistently 4 

throughout the document. 5 

 6 

§ 68902 7 

Such opinions of the Supreme Court, of the courts of appeal, and of the appellate 8 

divisions of the superior courts as the Supreme Court may deem expedient shall be published in 9 

the official reports.  The reports shall be published under the general supervision of the Supreme 10 

Court, which shall allow citations to cases and other authorities to be in the style established by 11 

The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation.12 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Orange County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Allows parties and requires courts in this state to follow the California Style 

Manual, a citation guide seldom taught in law schools and followed nowhere else. 

 

This Resolution:   Establishes The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation as the official 

citation guide for the California courts. 

 

The Problem:  Most lawyers work hard in law school to master the citation forms set forth in The 

Bluebook, which has long been the traditional legal citation guide throughout the country.  But 

California puts out its own citation guide:  the California Style Manual.  California courts are 

required to follow the California Style Manual by the Reporter of Decisions, who acts under 

authority of the California Supreme Court and Government Code section 68902.  Lawyers in this 

state are therefore encouraged — and lawyers for the state are required — to abandon their hard-

won Bluebook expertise and learn a confusing new citation system. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Nate Scott, Court of Appeal, 601 West 

Santa Ana Blvd., Santa Ana, CA 92701, tel. 714-571-2773, fax 714-571-2616, email 

nathan.scott@jud.ca.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Nate Scott 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 09-03-2011 

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

Our delegation grew up in practice with the California Style Manual, and we are used to it.  We 

do not believe that the current practice should be changed for the benefit of newcomers who 

prefer not to learn it.  ―If it ain‘t broke, don‘t fix it.‖ 
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RESOLUTION 09-04-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Residual Cy Pres Class Action Funds: Distribution  

Amends California Rule of Court 3.769 to provide that a minimum of 25% of class action 

residual funds be distributed to an agency that help provides access to justice. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends California Rule of Court 3.769 to provide that a minimum of 25% of 

class action residual funds be distributed to an agency that help provides access to justice.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle as it creates a statutory provision for the use of cy pres 

funds as well as ensures that some of the distribution of such funds will be provided to 

organizations that provide legal services to the poor. 

 

Residual cy pres are a normal part of class action settlements.  California, however, does not 

have a statute that provides for how those residual funds are to be distributed.  This resolution 

would solve that – providing a definition of ―residual funds‖ and setting forth the rules for how 

those funds are to be distributed.   

 

Although the resolution sets forth the common method of distribution – an entity that has a direct 

or indirect relationship to the objectives of the underlying litigation or otherwise promotes the 

substantive or procedural interests of members of the certified class – it first requires that a 

minimum of 25% of the residual funds be distributed to the Legal Services Trust Fund Program 

of The State Bar of California to then go to one of three funds that support activities and 

programs that help provide legal services to the poor.  Such programs are often underfunded, and 

in the current economic climate, that is even more the case.  By requiring that 25% of residual 

funds from class action settlements are directed to such programs, the State would be better able 

to provide legal representation to those individuals who are facing legal problems, but who do 

not have the resources to hire an attorney.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Counsel amend California Rules of Court, rule 3.769 to read as follows: 

 

Rule 3.769 1 

Settlement of class actions 2 

(a) Court approval after hearing 3 

A settlement or compromise of an entire class action, or of a cause of action in a class 4 

action, or as to a party, requires the approval of the court after hearing. 5 
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(b) Attorney‘s fees 6 

Any agreement, express or implied, that has been entered into with respect to the 7 

payment of attorney‘s fees or the submission of an application for the approval of attorney‘s fees 8 

must be set forth in full in any application for approval of the dismissal or settlement of an action 9 

that has been certified as a class action. 10 

(c) Preliminary approval of settlement 11 

Any party to a settlement agreement may serve and file a written notice of motion for 12 

preliminary approval of the settlement.  The settlement agreement and proposed notice to class 13 

members must be filed with the motion, and the proposed order must be lodged with the motion. 14 

(d) Order certifying provisional settlement class 15 

The court may make an order approving or denying certification of a provisional 16 

settlement class after the preliminary settlement hearing. 17 

(e) Order for final approval hearing 18 

If the court grants preliminary approval, its order must include the time, date, and place 19 

of the final approval hearing; the notice to be given to the class; and any other matters deemed 20 

necessary for the proper conduct of a settlement hearing. 21 

(f) Notice to class of final approval hearing 22 

If the court has certified the action as a class action, notice of the final approval hearing 23 

must be given to the class members in the manner specified by the court.  The notice must 24 

contain an explanation of the proposed settlement and procedures for class members to follow in 25 

filing written objections to it and in arranging to appear at the settlement hearing and state any 26 

objections to the proposed settlement. 27 

(g) Conduct of final approval hearing 28 

Before final approval, the court must conduct an inquiry into the fairness of the proposed 29 

settlement. 30 

(h) Judgment and retention of jurisdiction to enforce 31 

If the court approves the settlement agreement after the final approval hearing, the court 32 

must make and enter judgment.  The judgment must include a provision for the retention of the 33 

court‘s jurisdiction over the parties to enforce the terms of the judgment.  The court may not 34 

enter an order dismissing the action at the same time as, or after, entry of judgment. 35 

(i) Disposition of Class Action Residual Funds. 36 

(1) ―Residual Funds‖ are funds that remain after the payment of all approved class 37 

member claims, expenses, litigation costs, attorneys‘ fees, and other court-approved 38 

disbursements to implement the relief granted.  Nothing in this rule is intended to limit the 39 

parties to a class action from suggesting, or the trial court from approving, a settlement that does 40 

not create residual funds. 41 

(2) Any order entering a judgment or approving a proposed compromise of a class action 42 

certified under this rule that establishes a process for identifying and compensating members of 43 

the class shall provide for the disbursement of residual funds.  In matters where the claims 44 

process has been exhausted and residual funds remain, not less than twenty-five percent (25%) of 45 

the residual funds shall be disbursed to The Legal Services Trust Fund Program of The State Bar 46 

of California for distribution to Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts (IOLTA) California Equal 47 

Access Fund (EAF) or Justice Gap Fund to support activities and programs that promote access 48 

to the civil justice system for low income residents of California State.  The court may disburse 49 

the balance of any residual funds beyond the minimum percentage to the California Center on 50 

Access to Justice or to any other entity for purposes that have a direct or indirect relationship to 51 
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the objectives of the underlying litigation or otherwise promote the substantive or procedural 52 

interests of members of the certified class.53 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Alameda County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: There is no statutory provision for the use of cy pres funds and no statutory 

specification for the dispersal of a percentage of cy pres funds to a group dedicated to the legal 

services for the poor.  

 

This Resolution: The proposed resolution is based on Washing Rule of Court 23(f) adopted in 

2006 which provides for the use of residual Cy Pres funds to help finance access to justice.  

 

The Problem:  Legal services in California are woefully underfunded. The resolution proposes 

that 25% of a class residue be given to The Legal Services Trust Fund Program of The State Bar 

of California for distribution to Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts (IOLTA)  California Equal 

Access Fund (EAF)  or  Justice Gap Fund 

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/AboutUs/LegalAidGrants.aspx   

 

The Center on Access to Justice has crafted a compelling need for funding to ensure access to 

justice in this state (Action Plan for Justice – A Report of the California Commission on Access 

to Justice): ―California has by far the largest low-income population of any state.  Since 1980, 

California‘s population has increased 40 percent while the number of Californians in poverty has 

increased by 60 percent.  Poverty affects vulnerable populations and women disproportionately.  

One of every five children in our state is poor.  An even higher percentage of children live in 

poverty in Latino and African American communities.  Poverty has also increasingly become a 

reality for working families, with 26 percent of California workers earning poverty-level wages. 

―Similarly, for those Californians living just above the poverty line even basic needs are beyond 

their reach.  In 2000, approximately 7.5 million Californians had incomes higher than the 

maximum eligibility limit for federally funded legal aid and yet their incomes were lower than 

the state‘s median income.  The result is that the majority of Californians do not have the 

resources to obtain legal representation for the myriad legal problems affecting them every year, 

such as divorce, child support, child custody, and domestic violence, loss of housing and 

employment, and discrimination.   

  

―As explained in the Commission on Access to Justice‘s 2002 study ―The Path to Equal Justice,‖ 

there continues to be a substantial ―justice gap‖ between the total funding needed to truly meet 

the legal needs of California‘s poor and the total amount of resources available for civil legal 

services.  The gap was estimated in that report as being $384.4 million as of 2000 (or $434.4 

million in 2005 dollars) with the California delivery system able to address approximately 28 

percent of the legal needs of the poor. 
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―As of 2005, with resources increased to $198,005,509, the updated ―justice gap‖ figure is 

$394.1 million - the gap between total resources available and what it would take to truly meet 

the legal needs of California‘s low-income community.‖ 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not directly affect any other law, statute or rule.  

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT: James M. Wood, Reed Smith, 101 Second 

Street, Suite 1800, San Francisco, CA. Ph: 415.659.4875. E-Mail: JMWood@Reedsmith.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  James M. Wood 
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RESOLUTION 09-05-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Electronic Service:  Stipulation to Shortened Extension of Time 

Amends California Rules of Court, rule 2.251, to allow parties to stipulate that documents served 

electronically trigger a shorter extension of time for notice or response than two court days. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History:   

No similar resolutions found.  

 

Reasons:   

This resolution amends California Rules of Court, rule 2.251, to allow parties to stipulate that 

documents served electronically trigger a shorter extension of time for notice or response than 

two court days.  This resolution should be approved in principle because there is no reason that 

stipulating parties should be prevented from reaching such an agreement. 

 

Electronic service is instantaneous, and the two court day rule does not bear a rational 

relationship to the actual delay occasioned by such service.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council amend California Rules of Court, rule 2.251 to read as follows: 

 

Rule 2.251 1 

(a) Consent to electronic service 2 

(1) When a document may be served by mail, express mail, overnight delivery, or fax 3 

transmission, electronic service of the document is permitted when authorized by these rules. 4 

(2) A party indicates that the party agrees to accept electronic service by: 5 

(A) Serving a notice on all parties that the party accepts electronic service and filing the 6 

notice with the court. The notice must include the electronic service address at which the party 7 

agrees to accept service; or 8 

(B) Electronically filing any document with the court. The act of electronic filing is 9 

evidence that the party agrees to accept service at the electronic service address the party has 10 

furnished to the court under rule 2.256(a)(4). 11 

(3) A party that has consented to electronic service under (2) and has used an electronic 12 

filing service provider to serve and file documents in a case consents to service on that electronic 13 

filing service provider as the designated agent for service for the party in the case, until such time 14 

as the party designates a different agent for service. 15 

(b) Maintenance of electronic service lists 16 

A court that orders or permits electronic filing in a case must maintain and make 17 

available electronically to the parties an electronic service list that contains the parties' current 18 

electronic service addresses, as provided by the parties that have filed electronically in the case. 19 
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(c) Service by the parties 20 

(1) Notwithstanding (b), parties are responsible for electronic service on all other parties 21 

in the case. A party may serve documents electronically directly, by an agent, or through a 22 

designated electronic filing service provider. 23 

(2) A document may not be electronically served on a nonparty unless the nonparty 24 

consents to electronic service or electronic service is otherwise provided for by law or court 25 

order. 26 

(d) Change of electronic service address 27 

(1) A party whose electronic service address changes while the action or proceeding is 28 

pending must promptly file a notice of change of address electronically with the court and must 29 

serve this notice electronically on all other parties. 30 

(2) A party's election to contract with an electronic filing service provider to 31 

electronically file and serve documents or to receive electronic service of documents on the 32 

party's behalf does not relieve the party of its duties under (1). 33 

(3) An electronic service address is presumed valid for a party if the party files electronic 34 

documents with the court from that address and has not filed and served notice that the address is 35 

no longer valid. 36 

(e) Reliability and integrity of documents served by electronic notification 37 

A party that serves a document by means of electronic notification must: 38 

(1) Ensure that the documents served can be viewed and downloaded using the hyperlink 39 

provided; 40 

(2) Preserve the document served without any change, alteration, or modification from 41 

the time the document is posted until the time the hyperlink is terminated; and 42 

(3) Maintain the hyperlink until either: 43 

(A) All parties in the case have settled or the case has ended and the time for appeals has 44 

expired; or 45 

(B) If the party is no longer in the case, the party has provided notice to all other parties 46 

that it is no longer in the case and that they have 60 days to download any documents, and 60 47 

days have passed after the notice was given. 48 

(f) When service is complete 49 

(1) Electronic service of a document is complete at the time of the electronic transmission 50 

of the document or at the time that the electronic notification of service of the document is sent. 51 

(2) If a document is served electronically, any period of notice, or any right or duty to act 52 

or respond within a specified period or on a date certain after service of the document, is 53 

extended by two court days, unless otherwise provided by a statute or a rule., or unless the 54 

parties agree to a shorter time and a written confirmation of that agreement is made.  55 

(3) The extension under (2) does not extend the time for filing: 56 

(A) A notice of intent to move for a new trial; 57 

(B) A notice of intent to move to vacate the judgment under Code of Civil Procedure 58 

section 663a; or 59 

(C) A notice of appeal. 60 

(4) Service that occurs after the close of business is deemed to have occurred on the next 61 

court day. 62 

(g) Proof of service 63 

(1) Proof of electronic service may be by any of the methods provided in Code of Civil 64 

Procedure section 1013a, except that the proof of service must state: 65 
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(A) The electronic service address of the person making the service, in addition to that 66 

person's residence or business address; 67 

(B) The date and time of the electronic service, instead of the date and place of deposit in 68 

the mail; 69 

(C) The name and electronic service address of the person served, in place of that 70 

person's name and address as shown on the envelope; and 71 

(D) That the document was served electronically in place of the statement that the 72 

envelope was sealed and deposited in the mail with postage fully prepaid. 73 

(2) Proof of electronic service may be in electronic form and may be filed electronically 74 

with the court. 75 

(3) Under rule 3.1300(c), proof of service of the moving papers must be filed at least five 76 

court days before the hearing. 77 

(4) The party filing the proof of electronic service must maintain the printed form of the 78 

document bearing the declarant's original signature and must make the document available for 79 

inspection and copying on the request of the court or any party to the action or proceeding in 80 

which it is filed, in the manner provided in rule 2.257(a). 81 

(h) Electronic service by court 82 

The court may electronically serve any notice, order, judgment, or other document issued 83 

by the court in the same manner that parties may serve documents by electronic service.84 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law: Under existing law, any period of notice or any right or duty to act or respond to a 

document is extended by two court days where that document is served electronically. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution will allow parties to stipulate in writing to shorten the time 

allowed for response by a written stipulation. 

 

The Problem: The efficacy and reliability of electronic communication has improved greatly 

since its advent, so much so that the California Judicial Council has added the following 

statement to Rules of Court, rule 2.250: ―The rules in this chapter must be construed to authorize 

and permit filing and service by electronic means to the extent feasible.‖ Yet, rule 2.250 does not 

allow parties to arrange an accommodation whereby electronic service may be considered as 

effective as personal service if the parties so desire. Parties will often make such agreements, but 

there the Rule does not provide clear guidance as to whether the court would be compelled to 

honor such an agreement.  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 
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AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Lilys D. McCoy, McCoy, Turnage & 

Robertson, LLP, 5469 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 206, San Diego, California 92123, (858) 300-

1900, (858) 300-1910(fax), ldm@mtrlaw.com. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Lilys D. McCoy 
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RESOLUTION 09-06-2011 

DIGEST 

Law and Motion:  Tentative Rulings and Oral Argument Procedures       

Amends California Rules of Court, rule 3.1308 to eliminate the requirement of notifying the 

court and the parties of an intent to contest a tentative ruling. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found.  

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends California Rules of Court, rule 3.1308 to eliminate the requirement of 

notifying the court and the parties of an intent to contest a tentative ruling.  This resolution 

should be approved in principle because it is too easy under the current system for a party to lose 

the right to contest a tentative ruling through inadvertence, or because of conflicting professional 

obligations. 

 

California Rules of Court, rule 3.1308 allows any Superior Court to adopt, at its option, a system 

whereby it may notify parties of its tentative ruling on a law and motion matter at any time until 

3:00 p.m. on the court day before the hearing, and may deny the right to contest the ruling at oral 

argument to any party that does not notify the court and all other parties of its intent to do so by 

4:00 p.m. on the court day before the hearing.  In other words, where a court has adopted such a 

system the window within which one might have to analyze a ruling and notify all parties of the 

intent to contest it may be as little as one hour.  Some counties do in fact have such a one-hour 

window.  Given the effort and expense that parties frequently invest in making or opposing 

motions, it is unjust to condition the right to oral argument on giving the requisite notices on 

such short notice.  The present rule also has a greater adverse impact on solos and small firm 

practitioners, who may not have the resources to assign someone to monitor the tentative ruling 

system.  Presumably even large firm practitioners have on occasion lost the right to contest 

through sheer oversight or inadvertence.  Important decisions should not depend on successfully 

navigating such hazards. 

     

Note:  The language of the resolution includes, in its recitation of the statute, what appears to be 

references to legislative history. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council amend California Rules of Court, rule 3.1308 to read as follows: 

Rule 3.1308  1 

(a) Tentative ruling procedures  2 
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A court may offer A trial court that offers a tentative rulings procedure in civil law and motion 3 

matters must follow one of the following procedures:.  4 

 (1)Notice of intent to appear required  5 

 The court must make its tentative ruling available by telephone and also, at the option of the 6 

court, by any other method designated by the court, by no later than 3:00 p.m. the court day 7 

before the scheduled hearing. If the court desires oral argument, the tentative ruling must so 8 

direct. The tentative ruling may also note any issues on which the court wishes the parties to 9 

provide further argument. If the court has not directed argument, oral argument must be 10 

permitted only if a party notifies all other parties and the court by 4:00 p.m. on the court day 11 

before the hearing of the party's intention to appear. A party must notify all other parties by 12 

telephone or in person. The court must accept notice by telephone and, at its discretion, may also 13 

designate alternative methods by which a party may notify the court of the party's intention to 14 

appear. The tentative ruling will become the ruling of the court if the court has not directed oral 15 

argument by its tentative ruling and notice of intent to appear has not been given.  16 

 (2)No notice of intent to appear required  17 

 The court must may make its tentative ruling available online and by telephone and also, at the 18 

option of the court, by any other method designated by the court, by a specified time before the 19 

hearing. The tentative ruling may note any issues on which the court wishes the parties to 20 

provide further argument at the hearing. This procedure must not require the parties to give 21 

notice of intent to appear, and the tentative ruling will not automatically become the ruling of the 22 

court if such notice is not given. The tentative ruling, or such other ruling as the court may 23 

render, will not become the final ruling of the court until the hearing.  24 

 (Subd (a) amended effective January 1, 2007; previously amended effective July 1, 2000.) 25 

(b) No other procedures permitted  26 

 Other than following one of the tentative ruling procedures authorized in (a), courts must not 27 

issue tentative rulings except:  28 

(1) By posting a calendar note containing tentative rulings on the day of the hearing; or  29 

  (2) By announcing the tentative ruling at the time of oral argument.  30 

 (Subd (b) amended effective January 1, 2007; previously repealed and adopted effective July 1, 31 

2000.) 32 

(c) Notice of procedure  33 

 A court that follows one of the procedures described in (a) must so state in its local rules. The 34 

local rule must specify the telephone number for obtaining the tentative rulings and the time by 35 

which the rulings will be available.  36 

 (Subd (c) amended effective January 1, 2007; previously amended effective July 1, 2000.) 37 

  (d) Uniform procedure within court or branch  38 

 If a court or a branch of a court adopts a tentative ruling procedure, that procedure must be used 39 

by all judges in the court or branch who issue tentative rulings.  40 

 (Subd (d) amended and lettered effective January 1, 2007; adopted as part of Subd (c) effective 41 

July 1, 1992.) 42 

(e) Tentative rulings not required  43 

 This rule does not require any judge to issue tentative rulings.  44 

(Subd (e) amended and lettered effective January 1, 2007; adopted as part of Subd (c) effective 45 

July 1, 1992.)46 
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(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

PROPONENT:  Women Lawyers Association of Los Angeles 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

Existing Law:  California Rules of Court, rule 3.1308 provides that if a court posts its tentative 

rulings by 3:00 p.m. on the day before the hearing, a party must inform the court and opposing 

counsel by 4:00 p.m. whether it intends to submit on the tentative ruling or opposing the tentative 

ruling or else that party forfeits its right to argue at the hearing on the motion.   

This Resolution:   Would amend California Rules of Court, rule 3.1308 by stating that if a court 

posts its tentative rulings, a party need not inform the court whether it intends to submit on the 

tentative or oppose the tentative until the day of the hearing.   

The Problem:  Currently Rule 3.1308 states that if a court posts a tentative prior to the hearing 

date and a party does not notify the court of its intentions by 4 p.m. on the day before the 

hearing, the party loses its right to argue at the hearing.  Therefore, if a party does not realize 

ahead of time that the Court posted its tentative ruling, it loses the right to present oral argument 

at the hearing on the motion.  Since not all courts post their tentative rulings ahead of time, and 

many courts do not advise counsel in advance if they are posting their tentative rulings, it is luck 

of the draw if one happens to see the tentative ruling prior to the hearing.  This section would 

help all attorneys that may not be able to check with the court, or have someone on their behalf 

check with the court, prior to the 4 p.m. deadline, by preserving their right to oral argument at the 

hearing.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  Meredith G. Karasch, (310) 846-7834; 

mkarasch@gmail.com; Shaun Dabby Jacobs, 200 N. Main Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012; (213) 

978-8288; shaun.jacobs@lacity.org  

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Meredith G. Karasch; Shaun Dabby Jacobs  

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 09-06-2011  

 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION (SCBA) 

 

The premise of this resolution is that a litigator should not be required to familiarize him or 

herself with the local rules of the court in which he or she represents a client.  This is a weak 

basis for eliminating an efficient procedure for determining law and motion matters.   
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Rule 3.1308 currently provides two alternative means for a court to provide tentative rulings 

prior to civil law and motion hearings: the first requires counsel to give notice of intent to appear 

for oral argument; the second does not.   In the first case, the rule provides that if no notice is 

given by counsel, the tentative ruling automatically becomes the order of the court.  In the latter, 

a court appearance is always required. 

 

This resolution would require counsel to appear even after advance publication of a well 

reasoned court ruling with which they agree.  The rule as it currently exists, eliminates time spent 

in unnecessary appearances, and results in financial savings to both the litigants and to the court 

system, as both counsel and the judiciary can use the time otherwise wasted on mandatory 

appearances to work on other pending matters. 

 

To require attorney appearances on all law and motion matters, would be a waste of time and 

resources at a time of state budget crisis and severe cutbacks in the court financing.   
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RESOLUTION 09-07-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Discovery Motions: Briefs Optional if Separate Statement Required by CRC 3.1345 

Amends California Rules of Court, rule 3.1114 to provide that a memorandum of points and 

authorities will not be required in connection with a discovery motion that requires a separate 

statement under rule 3.1345. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 02-01-2007, which was approved in principle.  

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends California Rules of Court, rule 3.1114 to provide that a memorandum of 

points and authorities will not be required in connection with a discovery motion that requires a 

separate statement under rule 3.1345.  This resolution should be disapproved because the 

separate statements are often large and render it extremely difficult for the opposing party to 

know what to oppose. 

 

Unless otherwise specified, all motions generally require an accompanying memorandum of 

points and authorities.  (Cal. Rules of Ct., rule 3.1113.)  Under California Rules of Court, rule 

3.1345 the separate statement required in a discovery motion must include a statement of the 

factual and legal reasons for compelling the responses in question.  (Cal. Rules of Ct., rule 

3.1345(c)(3).)  The separate statement and the memorandum of points and authorities may 

therefore involve duplication.  Nevertheless, a concise memorandum is still of considerable 

benefit to the court and opposing counsel because it will summarize for them the issues to be 

resolved on the motion, and will obviate the necessity of wading through the separate statement, 

which is usually voluminous, in order to ascertain those issues. 

 

Note:  There is a typographical error in the language of the statute as it is currently set out in the 

resolution, in that it reads ―Civil motions …. that does not require …‖ It should read ―… that do 

not require etc.‖ 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council amend California Rules of Court, rule 3.1114 to read as follows: 

 

Rule 3.1114   1 

(a) Memorandum not required 2 

Civil motions, applications, and petitions filed on Judicial Council forms that do not 3 

require a memorandum include the following: 4 

(1) Application for appointment of guardian ad litem in a civil case;  5 

(2) Application for an order extending time to serve pleading;  6 
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(3) Motion to be relieved as counsel;  7 

(4) Motion filed in small claims case;  8 

(5) Petition for change of name or gender;  9 

(6) Petition for declaration of emancipation of minor;  10 

(7) Petition for injunction prohibiting harassment;  11 

(8) Petition for protective order to prevent elder or dependent adult abuse;  12 

(9) Petition for order to prevent postsecondary school violence;  13 

(10) Petition of employer for injunction prohibiting workplace violence;  14 

(11) Petition for order prohibiting abuse (transitional housing);  15 

(12) Petition to approve compromise of claim of a minor or a person with a disability; 16 

and  17 

(13) Petition for withdrawal of funds from blocked account.; and 18 

(14) A discovery motion where a separate statement is required pursuant to rule 3.1345. 19 

(b)  Submission of a memorandum 20 

Notwithstanding (a), if it would further the interests of justice, a party may submit, or the 21 

court may order the submission of, a memorandum in support of any motion, application, or 22 

petition. The memorandum must comply with rule 3.1113.23 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Contra Costa Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: California Rule of Court, rule 3.1113, subdivision (a) states that a party must 

submit a memorandum of points and authorities in support of any motion other than those listed 

in rule 3.1114 and that the court may construe the absence of a memorandum as an admission 

that the motion is not meritorious.  Rule 3.1113, subdivision (b) states that the memorandum 

must contain ―a statement of facts, a concise statement of the law, evidence and arguments relied 

on, and a discussion of the statutes, cases, and textbooks cited in support of the position 

advanced.‖  Rule 3.1345, subdivision (a) states that specified discovery motions must be 

accompanied by a separate statement.  Rule 3.1345, subdivision (c) states that this separate 

statement must include, among other things, ―a statement of the factual and legal reasons for 

compelling further responses, answers, or production as to each matter in dispute.‖ 

 

This Resolution: Would make it clear that a memorandum of points and authorities is only 

optional, not required, when filing a discovery motion for which a separate statement is required 

because the basic contents required for a memorandum of points and authorities are already 

required in the separate statement itself. 

 

The Problem: Under current law a party filing a motion to compel further discovery responses 

must file a separate statement listing not only the specific questions and answers in dispute, but 

also a statement of the ―legal reasons for compelling further responses.‖  The party must also file 

a memorandum of points and authorities containing ―a concise statement of the law . . . in 

support of the position advanced.‖  These two requirements are substantially overlapping, and 

lead to confusion.  Attorneys either have to choose, at some peril, where to put their most 
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significant legal arguments, or they have to put identical arguments in two different places, 

burdening the courts with excessive paperwork and running the risk that the court will not read 

one paper or the other because of a belief that the arguments are probably the same in both 

places. 

 

The proposed amendment would make it clear that a party may put all of its legal arguments in 

the separate statement if it chooses to do so.  This will ensure that the court focuses on the one 

key document and will free the court from reading a second document which, in many cases, 

simply repeats the arguments in the first.  A party would still be free to supplement its separate 

statement with a memorandum of points and authorities pursuant to California Rules of Court, 

rule 3.1114, subdivision (b) if the party believes that the latter format is better suited to its 

particular discovery dispute. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule except to the extent stated above. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Jay Chafetz, 2033 N. Main Street, Suite 

750, Walnut Creek, CA 94596, voice 925-933-5890, fax 925-933-5620; e-mail 

JayChafetz@JayChafetzLaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Rashmi Nijagal 
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RESOLUTION 09-08-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Changes to Writ Procedures 

Amends California Rules of Court, rules 8.40, 8.380, 8.383, and 8.486 to require purple covers 

on oppositions to writ petitions, an explanation of why a habeas petition was not first filed in a 

lower court, and inclusion of the court docket with the petition. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends California Rules of Court, rules 8.40, 8.380, 8.383, and 8.486 to require 

purple covers on oppositions to writ petitions, an explanation of why a habeas petition was not 

first filed in a lower court, and inclusion of the court docket with the petition.  This resolution 

should be approved in principle because it recommends sensible changes. 

 

Currently, all pleadings filed with respect to writ petitions require red covers.  Unlike other 

appellate proceedings, there is no color distinction between the briefs filed by the moving party 

and the opposing party.  Requiring a different color cover for oppositions provides a quick visual 

clue as to which party‘s position the particular brief represents. 

 

Under article VI, section 10 of the California Constitution, both the Court of Appeal and the 

superior court have original jurisdiction over habeas corpus proceedings.  (In re Ramirez (2001) 

89 Cal.App.4th 1312, 1316.)  Unlike most other writ proceedings, however, there is no 

requirement that a habeas petition include an explanation why the appellate court should issue 

the writ as an original matter.  Because a reviewing court has discretion to deny without 

prejudice a habeas corpus petition that was not filed first in a proper lower court (In re Steele 

(2004) 32 Cal.4th 682, 692), requiring an explanation why it should not do so is reasonable. 

 

The proponent suggests that where a petitioner seeks an immediate stay of all proceedings, the 

appellate court will be ―ill-equipped‖ to do so unless it is informed of all the pending 

proceedings.  The resolution would require the inclusion of the trial court docket with any writ 

petition requesting an immediate stay.  It is the burden of the petitioner to specify the 

proceedings it wishes stayed.  If it fails to do so, the opposing party can file its own stay request.  

This provision thus seems unnecessary.  However, inclusion of the trial court docket, particularly 

now that they are easily accessible from most court websites, would be useful in all writ 

petitions, not just those requesting a stay.  The proposed language would therefore be better 

placed in subsection (b)(1) of rule 8.486 rather than subsection (a)(7). 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Judicial 

Council amend California Rules of Court, rules 8.40, 8.380, 8.383, and 8.486 to read as follows:   

 

Rule 8.40  1 

(a) Form 2 

Except as these rules provide otherwise, documents filed in a reviewing court may be 3 

either produced on a computer or typewritten and must comply with the relevant provisions of 4 

rule 8.204(b).  5 

(b) Cover color 6 

(1) As far as practicable, the covers of briefs and petitions must be in the following 7 

colors:  8 

 9 

Appellant's opening brief or 

appendix  

green  

Respondent's brief or 

appendix  

yellow  

Appellant's reply brief or 

appendix  

tan  

Joint appendix  white  

Amicus curiae brief  gray  

Answer to amicus curiae 

brief  

blue  

Petition for rehearing  orange  

Answer to petition for 

rehearing  

blue  

Petition for original writ  red  

Answer (or opposition) to 

petition for original writ  

Red purple  

Reply to answer (or 

opposition) to petition for 

original writ  

red  
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Petition for transfer of 

appellate division case to 

Court of Appeal 

white 

Answer to petition for 

transfer of appellate division 

case to Court of Appeal 

blue 

Petition for review  white  

Answer to petition for 

review  

blue  

Reply to answer to petition 

for review  

white  

Opening brief on the merits  white  

Answer brief on the merits  blue  

Reply brief on the merits  white  

 10 

(2) In appeals under rule 8.216, the cover of a combined respondent's brief and 11 

appellant's opening brief must be yellow, and the cover of a combined reply brief and 12 

respondent's brief must be tan.  13 

(3) A brief or petition not conforming to (1) or (2) must be accepted for filing, but in 14 

case of repeated violations by an attorney or party the court may proceed as provided in rule 15 

8.204(e)(2).  16 

(c) Cover information  17 

The cover-or first page if there is no cover-of every document filed by an attorney in a 18 

reviewing court must comply with rule 8.204(b)(10)(D).  19 

 20 

Rule 8.380   21 

(a) Required Judicial Council form  22 

A person who is not represented by an attorney and who petitions a reviewing court for 23 

writ of habeas corpus seeking release from, or modification of the conditions of, custody of a 24 

person confined in a state or local penal institution, hospital, narcotics treatment facility, or other 25 

institution must file the petition on Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (form MC-275). For good 26 

cause the court may permit the filing of a petition that is not on that form.  27 

(b) Form and content  28 

A petition filed under (a) need not comply with the provisions of rules 8.40, 8.204, or 29 

8.486 that prescribe the form and content of a petition and require the petition to be accompanied 30 

by a memorandum. But if the petition could have been filed first in a lower court, it must explain 31 

why the reviewing court should issue the writ as an original matter. 32 
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(c) Number of copies  33 

In the Court of Appeal, the petitioner must file the original of the petition under (a) and 34 

one set of any supporting documents. In the Supreme Court, the petitioner must file an original 35 

and 10 copies of the petition and an original and 2 copies of any supporting document 36 

accompanying the petition unless the court orders otherwise. 37 

 38 

Rule 8.384 39 

(a) Form and content of petition and memorandum  40 

(1) A petition for habeas corpus filed by an attorney need not be filed on Petition for Writ 41 

of Habeas Corpus (form MC-275) but must contain the information requested in that form. All 42 

petitions filed by attorneys, whether or not on form MC-275, must be either typewritten or 43 

produced on a computer, and must comply with this rule and rules 8.40(b)-(c) relating to 44 

document covers and 8.204(a)(1)(A) relating to tables of contents and authorities. A petition that 45 

is not on form MC-275 must also comply with the remainder of rule 8.204(a) and 8.204(b). And 46 

if the petition could have been filed first in a lower court, it must explain why the reviewing 47 

court should issue the writ as an original matter. 48 

(2) Any memorandum accompanying the petition must comply with rule 8.204(a)-(b). 49 

Except in habeas corpus proceedings related to sentences of death, any memorandum must also 50 

comply with the length limits in rule 8.204(c).  51 

(3) The petition and any memorandum must support any reference to a matter in the 52 

supporting documents by a citation to its index tab and page.  53 

 54 

Rule 8.486 55 

(a) Contents of petition  56 

(1) If the petition could have been filed first in a lower court, it must explain why the 57 

reviewing court should issue the writ as an original matter.  58 

(2) If the petition names as respondent a judge, court, board, or other officer acting in a 59 

public capacity, it must disclose the name of any real party in interest.  60 

(3) If the petition seeks review of trial court proceedings that are also the subject of a 61 

pending appeal, the notice "Related Appeal Pending" must appear on the cover of the petition 62 

and the first paragraph of the petition must state:  63 

(A) The appeal's title, trial court docket number, and any reviewing court docket number; 64 

and  65 

(B) If the petition is filed under Penal Code section 1238.5, the date the notice of appeal 66 

was filed.  67 

(4) The petition must be verified.  68 

(5) The petition must be accompanied by a memorandum, which need not repeat facts 69 

alleged in the petition.  70 

(6) Rule 8.204(c) governs the length of the petition and memorandum, but, in addition to 71 

the exclusions provided in that rule, the verification and any supporting documents are excluded 72 

from the limits stated in rule 8.204(c)(1) and (2).  73 

(7) If the petition requests a temporary stay, it must comply with the following  or the 74 

reviewing court may decline to consider the request for a temporary stay:  75 

(A) The petition must explain the urgency.  76 

(B) The cover of the petition must prominently display the notice "STAY REQUESTED" 77 

and identify the nature and date of the proceeding or act sought to be stayed.  78 
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(C) The trial court and department involved and the name and telephone number of the 79 

trial judge whose order the request seeks to stay must appear either on the cover or at the 80 

beginning of the text.  81 

(D) The petition must include a copy of the trial court docket, unless attaching a copy of 82 

the docket is not reasonably feasible. 83 

(b) Contents of supporting documents  84 

(1) A petition that seeks review of a trial court ruling must be accompanied by an 85 

adequate record, including copies of:  86 

(A) The ruling from which the petition seeks relief;  87 

(B) All documents and exhibits submitted to the trial court supporting and opposing the 88 

petitioner's position;  89 

(C) Any other documents or portions of documents submitted to the trial court that are 90 

necessary for a complete understanding of the case and the ruling under review; and  91 

(D) A reporter's transcript of the oral proceedings that resulted in the ruling under review.  92 

(2) In exigent circumstances, the petition may be filed without the documents required by 93 

(1)(A)-(C) if counsel or, if the petitioner is unrepresented, the petitioner files a declaration that 94 

explains the urgency and the circumstances making the documents unavailable and fairly 95 

summarizes their substance.  96 

(3) If a transcript under (1)(D) is unavailable, the record must include a declaration by 97 

counsel or, if the petitioner is unrepresented, the petitioner:  98 

(A) Explaining why the transcript is unavailable and fairly summarizing the proceedings, 99 

including the parties' arguments and any statement by the court supporting its ruling. This 100 

declaration may omit a full summary of the proceedings if part of the relief sought is an order to 101 

prepare a transcript for use by an indigent criminal defendant in support of the petition and if the 102 

declaration demonstrates the petitioner's need for and entitlement to the transcript; or  103 

(B) Stating that the transcript has been ordered, the date it was ordered, and the date it is 104 

expected to be filed, which must be a date before any action requested of the reviewing court 105 

other than issuance of a temporary stay supported by other parts of the record.  106 

(4) If the petitioner does not submit the required record or explanations or does not 107 

present facts sufficient to excuse the failure to submit them, the court may summarily deny a stay 108 

request, the petition, or both.  109 

 (c) Form of supporting documents  110 

(1) Documents submitted under (b) must comply with the following requirements:  111 

(A) They must be bound together at the end of the petition or in separate volumes not 112 

exceeding 300 pages each. The pages must be consecutively numbered.   113 

(B) They must be index-tabbed by number or letter.  114 

(C) They must begin with a table of contents listing each document by its title and its 115 

index-tab number or letter. If a document has attachments, the table of contents must give the 116 

title of each attachment and a brief description of its contents.  117 

(2) The clerk must file any supporting documents not complying with (1), but the court 118 

may notify the petitioner that it may strike or summarily deny the petition if the documents are 119 

not brought into compliance within a stated reasonable time of not less than 5 days.  120 

(3) Rule 8.44(a) governs the number of copies of supporting documents to be filed in the 121 

Supreme Court. Rule 8.44(b) governs the number of supporting documents to be filed in the 122 

Court of Appeal.  123 

 (d) Sealed records  124 
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Rule 8.46 applies if a party seeks to lodge or file a sealed record or to unseal a record.  125 

(e) Service  126 

(1) If the respondent is the superior court or a judge of that court, the petition and one set 127 

of supporting documents must be served on any named real party in interest, but only the petition 128 

must be served on the respondent.  129 

(2) If the respondent is not the superior court or a judge of that court, both the petition 130 

and one set of supporting documents must be served on the respondent and on any named real 131 

party in interest.  132 

(3) In addition to complying with the requirements of rule 8.25, the proof of service must 133 

give the telephone number of each attorney served.  134 

(4) The petition must be served on a public officer or agency when required by statute or 135 

rule 8.29.  136 

(5) The clerk must file the petition even if its proof of service is defective, but if the 137 

petitioner fails to file a corrected proof of service within 5 days after the clerk gives notice of the 138 

defect the court may strike the petition or impose a lesser sanction. 139 

(6) The court may allow the petition to be filed without proof of service.140 

  

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Orange County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  The writ petition rules now (1) require writ petitions and oppositions to have the 

same colored cover, (2) allow parties to file petitions for writs of habeas corpus in reviewing 

courts instead of lower courts without explanation, and (3) allow parties to request immediate 

stays of trial court proceedings without providing copies of the trial court docket. 

 

This Resolution:  Changes these rules to:  (1) provide a distinct color — purple — for writ 

opposition covers, (2) require those who file petitions for writs of habeas corpus in reviewing 

courts to explain why, if they could, they did not file their petitions in lower courts, and (3) 

require parties who request immediate stays of trial court proceedings to provide copies of the 

trial court docket, when reasonably feasible. 

 

The Problem: First, appellate courts require different colored covers on briefs to help distinguish 

them.  Currently, all documents filed in connection with a writ petition must have a red cover — 

making them indistinguishable at a glance.  The amendment keeps the red covers for documents 

filed in support of a writ petition, while designating a new color — purple — for documents filed 

in opposition of a writ petition. 

 

Second, most writ petitions require an explanation of why the petitioner did not file the petition 

in a lower court, if doing so was possible.  Petitions for writs of mandamus, certiorari, and 

prohibition all require such an explanation.  Petitions for writs of habeas corpus should be no 

exception.  Habeas petitioners who skip over trial courts to ask reviewing courts to grant their 

petitions should explain why. 
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Third, parties sometimes request an immediate stay of all trial court proceedings when they file 

writ petitions in reviewing courts.  The reviewing courts are ill-equipped to stay all trial court 

proceedings if the parties do not disclose all the trial court proceedings that are pending.  Parties 

requesting an immediate stay of all trial court proceedings should attach copies of the trial court 

dockets to their writ petitions, unless doing so is not reasonably feasible due to cost or time 

demands. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: 

Nate Scott, Court of Appeal, 601 West Santa Ana Blvd., Santa Ana, CA 92701, tel. 714-571-

2773, fax 714-571-2616, email nathan.scott@jud.ca.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Nate Scott 
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RESOLUTION 10-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Elections: Election Day Voter Registration 

Adds Article 4.5 (commencing with Section 2170 through 2175) to Chapter 2 of Division 2 of 

the Elections Code, adds Elections Code sections 2132, 2133, 2134 and 1856.1, and amends 

Elections Code sections 321, 2035, 2100, 2102, 2107, 2119, 2131, 2154, 2155, 9094, 13303, and 

18001 to permit a voter to register to vote on the day of election. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History:  

No similar resolutions found.  

 

Reasons:   

This resolution adds Article 4.5 (commencing with Section 2170 through 2175) to Chapter 2 of 

Division 2 of the Elections Code, adds Elections Code sections 2132, 2133, 2134 and 1856.1, 

and amends Elections Code sections 321, 2035, 2100, 2102, 2107, 2119, 2131, 2154, 2155, 

9094, 13303, and 18001 to permit a voter to register to vote on the day of election.  This 

resolution should be disapproved due to numerous structural errors and internal inconsistencies, 

and the existence of a more astute approach advanced in pending Senate Bill 641. 

 

This resolution is fashioned on Proposition 52, which did not pass in the 2002 General Elections. 

It is riddled with numerous errors in its presentation (see note post).  Other than erecting punitive 

remedies for fraud, it sets forth no meaningful check to prevent fraud from being perpetrated by 

someone who shows up on election day at some polling place, seeking to register to vote. Its aim 

is admirable, but the approach proposed is costly, over-reaching and doubtful. It is also founded 

on erroneous statements of law.  

 

SB 641, introduced by Senator Calderon on Feb. 18, 2011, would establish one-stop voting. It 

allows a person to register to vote and immediately vote on election day, or at any time prior to 

election day when ballots may be cast. In addition to allowing registration by mail within 15 

days of the election, it allows registration at polls on election day.  It verifies adequately 

identified and qualified registrants through VoteCal---a statewide voter registration database 

established by the Secretary of State---before allowing the registrant to cast his or her ballot. 

 

Note: The subject resolution is riddled with errors and misstatements. The proponent is 

concerned with the problem of 17 year olds not old enough to vote or register by the registration 

cut-off though 18 on election day. Yet that problem was addressed in 2009 with the passage of 

SB 364. SB 364 amended Elections Code sections 2102, 2106, 2150 and 2205, allowing 17 year 

olds who will be 18 on election day to register. The resolution does not mention that it also seeks 

to amend Elections Code sections 2131, 2132, 2133, 2134, and 13303, and add new sections 

2132, 2133, 2134 and 18561.1. The Resolution‘s recitation of the language in the existing 

sections 321, 2102, 2107, 2119, 2154, 2155 and 9094 of the Code are inaccurate. The resolution 

uses section 2131 to add new language. It ignores the fact that this section already contains a 
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provision that is not being eliminated, amended or moved.  While the added sections 2170 

through 2175 of the resolution seem to accomplish its avowed goal, numerous other changes are 

proposed which appear unrelated.  This unwarranted tinkering creates unnecessary mischief with 

the legislative scheme.  

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to add Article 4.5 (commencing with Section 2170) to Chapter 2 of Division 2 of the 

Elections Code and amending sections 18001, 321, 2035, 2100, 2102, 2107, 2119, 2154, 2155, 

9094, and 3303 of the Elections Code as follows:  

 

§ 2170 1 

In addition to other methods of voter registration provided by this code, any elector who 2 

is otherwise qualified to vote under this code and Section 2 of Article II of the California 3 

Constitution may register or reregister to vote in accordance with the following provisions upon 4 

presentation of proof of current residence address: 5 

(a) An elector may register to vote, or may reregister if the reregistration is based only on 6 

a change of legal name or place of residence, on election day at the polling place in his or her 7 

precinct. The elections official shall provide voter registration forms for use in registration at all 8 

voting locations. 9 

(b) An elector may register or reregister to vote beginning 28 days prior to the election 10 

and continuing through election day at any office of the county elections official in the county in 11 

which the voter resides. If the voter is currently registered within the county and has moved 12 

within that county, he or she must only complete a new affidavit of registration. 13 

 14 

§ 2171  15 

(a) A person who registers or reregisters to vote on the day of the election, upon showing 16 

proof of current residence and executing an affidavit of registration that certifies under penalty of 17 

perjury that the information contained in the affidavit is true and correct, may cast a ballot as 18 

provided in Article 4 (commencing with Section 14270) of Chapter 3 of Division 14. 19 

(b) For purposes of this section, proof of current residence for a voter attempting to vote 20 

at the polling place at which he or she is entitled to vote based on his or her current residence 21 

address shall consist of: 22 

(1) A current, valid California driver‘s license or California identification card that 23 

includes the name and current residence address of the voter; or 24 

(2) Any two documents from the categories listed below, except that no more than one 25 

document per category listed in subparagraphs (L) and (M) shall be used, both of which shall 26 

contain the name and current residence address of the voter: 27 

(A) Military identification. 28 

(B) College or university fee card or student identification. 29 

(C) Lease agreement. 30 

(D) Mortgage statement. 31 

(E) Property tax statement. 32 

(F) Income tax return. 33 

(G) Utility bill. 34 
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(H) Credit card bill. 35 

(I) Bank statement. 36 

(J) Preprinted check or bank deposit slip. 37 

(K) Vehicle registration. 38 

(L) Mail addressed to the voter at his or her current residence address. 39 

(M) Sworn written statement given in the presence of a poll worker at the polling place 40 

from a registered voter in the precinct stating that he or she knows and can identify the person 41 

who is attempting to vote, and attesting to the name and residence address of the person 42 

attempting to vote. 43 

(c) The elections official shall send a voter notification form after the date of the election 44 

to any person who is properly registered or reregistered to vote pursuant to this section, and the 45 

voter shall be registered for future elections at the address at which the voter is so registered or 46 

reregistered. The affidavit of registration of any person whose voter notification form is returned 47 

by the post office as undeliverable shall be processed in accordance with the procedures set forth 48 

in Section 2221. 49 

 50 

§ 2172  51 

A person who resides in an all-mail ballot precinct or in a jurisdiction holding an all-mail 52 

ballot election who wishes to register or reregister to vote within 28 days of the election or on 53 

election day may do so pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 2170. 54 

 55 

§ 2173  56 

The elections official shall compile a list or index of voters who registered or reregistered 57 

to vote pursuant to this article. After the canvass of the votes for the election, the elections 58 

official shall review the names on the list or index and cancel any duplicate voter registrations 59 

that may exist. If it appears that any voter whose name appears on the list or index may have 60 

committed fraud within the meaning of Section 18560 of the Elections Code, the elections 61 

official shall immediately notify in writing both the district attorney and the Secretary of State. 62 

 63 

§ 2174 64 

(a) Each polling place shall have a separate area dedicated to election day voter 65 

registration. At least one precinct board member in each polling place shall be trained prior to the 66 

election in election day registration and voting procedures and shall be assigned to conduct 67 

election day voter registration. New registration or reregistration under this act shall be 68 

conducted in a manner that does not interfere with or delay the voting of persons previously 69 

registered to vote. 70 

(b) The elections official shall provide training to any persons who will be conducting 71 

election day registration or reregistration. Students who meet the requirements of Section 12302 72 

may also conduct election day registration or reregistration provided they undergo the training 73 

provided for that purpose and are approved by the elections official. 74 

 75 

§ 2175 76 

(a) Each polling place shall provide in a conspicuous location in the area designated for 77 

voter registration a poster that includes all of the following information: 78 

(1) A statement that the law provides for election day registration and/or reregistration. 79 
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(2) A description of the types of documents that may be used to demonstrate proof of 80 

current residence. 81 

(3) A statement that registration documents are signed under penalty of perjury and that 82 

any fraudulent statement made in connection with registering to vote may subject the person to 83 

criminal prosecution. 84 

(b) In addition to the poster specified by subdivision (a), the same information will be 85 

available in written form for distribution at the polling place in any languages in which the ballot 86 

and voter registration materials are required to be available. 87 

(c) The Secretary of State and each elections official shall educate voters about election 88 

day registration, and shall include information about the availability of election day registration 89 

in all existing voter education efforts. Information about election day voter registration will be 90 

available in languages other than English as required by current law relating to registration and 91 

voting materials. 92 

 93 

§ 18001 94 

Upon a conviction for of any crime punishable by imprisonment in any jail or prison, in 95 

relation to which no fine is herein prescribed, the court may shall impose a fine on the offender 96 

not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) two thousand dollars ($2,000) in cases of 97 

misdemeanors or ten thousand dollars ($10,000) twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) in cases of 98 

felonies, in addition to the imprisonment prescribed. 99 

 100 

§ 18561.1 101 

If two or more persons conspire to commit the following acts they are guilty of a felony 102 

punishable by imprisonment in state prison for three, four, or five years: 103 

(a) Not being entitled to vote at an election, fraudulently votes or fraudulently attempts to 104 

vote at an election. 105 

(b) Being entitled to vote at an election, votes more than once or attempts to vote more 106 

than once. 107 

(c) Procures, assists, counsels, or advises another person to vote at an election, knowing 108 

that the person is not entitled to vote. 109 

(d) Procures, assists, counsels, or advises another person otherwise entitled to vote at an 110 

election to vote more than once. 111 

(e) Pays, lends, contributes, offers or promises any money or other valuable consideration 112 

to another person to vote at an election for any particular candidate. 113 

(f) Attempts to pay, lend, contribute, offer or promise any money or other valuable 114 

consideration to another person to vote at an election for any particular candidate. 115 

 116 

§ 321  117 

―Elector‖ means any person who is a United States citizen 18 years of age or older and a 118 

resident of an election precinct the State of California at least 29 days prior to an election. 119 

 120 

§ 2035  121 

A person duly registered as a voter in any precinct in California who removes therefrom 122 

within 14 28 days prior to an election shall, for the purpose of that election, be entitled to vote in 123 

the precinct from which the person so removed until the close of the polls on the date of that 124 

election. 125 
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 126 

§ 2100 127 

No person shall be registered except as provided in this chapter except, or as provided in 128 

Article 4.5 (commencing with Section 2170) of Chapter 2 of Division 2, or upon the production 129 

and filing of a certified copy of a judgment of the superior court directing registration to be 130 

made.  131 

 132 

§ 2102 133 

(a) A person may not be registered as a voter except by affidavit of registration. The 134 

affidavit shall be mailed or delivered to the county elections official and shall set forth all of the 135 

facts required to be shown by this chapter. A properly executed registration shall be deemed 136 

effective upon receipt of the affidavit by the county elections official if received on or before the 137 

15th 29th day prior to an election to be held in the registrant‘s precinct, or during the 28 days 138 

prior to the election or on election day in accordance with Article 4.5 (commencing with Section 139 

2170) of Chapter 2 of Division 2. A properly executed registration shall also be deemed effective 140 

upon receipt of the affidavit by the county elections official if any of the following apply: 141 

(1) The affidavit is postmarked on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election and 142 

received by mail by the county elections official. 143 

(2) The affidavit is submitted to the Department of Motor Vehicles or accepted by any 144 

other public agency designated as a voter registration agency pursuant to the National Voter 145 

Registration Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973gg) on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the 146 

election. 147 

(3) The affidavit is delivered to the county elections official by means other than those 148 

described in paragraphs paragraph (1) or (2) on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election. 149 

(b) For purposes of verifying signatures on a recall, initiative, or referendum petition or 150 

signatures on a nomination paper or any other election petition or election paper, a properly 151 

executed affidavit of registration shall be deemed effective for verification purposes if both (a) 152 

(1) the affidavit is signed on the same date or a date prior to the signing of the petition or 153 

paper, and (b) 154 

(2) the affidavit is received by the county elections official on or before the date on which 155 

the petition or paper is filed.  156 

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, the affidavit of 157 

registration required under this chapter may not be taken under sworn oath, but the content of the 158 

affidavit shall be certified as to its truthfulness and correctness, under penalty of perjury, by the 159 

signature of the affiant. 160 

 161 

§ 2107 162 

(a) Except as provided in subdivision (b), the county elections official shall accept 163 

affidavits of registration at all times except during the 14 28 days immediately preceding any 164 

election, when registration shall cease for that election as to electors residing in the territory 165 

within which the election is to be held except as provided in Article 4.5 (commencing with 166 

Section 2170) of Chapter 2 of Division 2. Transfers of registration for an election may be made 167 

from one precinct to another precinct in the same county at any time when registration is in 168 

progress in the precinct to which the elector seeks to transfer. 169 
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(b) The county elections official shall accept an affidavit of registration executed as part 170 

of a voter registration card in the forthcoming election if the affidavit is executed on or before 171 

the 15th 29th day prior to the election, and if any of the following apply: 172 

(1) The affidavit is postmarked on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election and 173 

received by mail by the county elections official. 174 

(2) The affidavit is submitted to the Department of Motor Vehicles or accepted by any 175 

other public agency designated as a voter registration agency pursuant to the National Voter 176 

Registration Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973gg) on or before the 29th day prior to the election. 177 

(3) The affidavit is delivered to the county elections official by means other than those 178 

described in paragraphs (2) (1) and (3) (2) on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election. 179 

 180 

§ 2119  181 

(a) In lieu of executing a new affidavit of registration for a change of address within the 182 

county the county elections official shall she is registered. 183 

(b) The county elections official shall accept a notification for the forthcoming election 184 

and shall change the address on the voter‘s affidavit of registration accordingly if the notification 185 

is executed on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election and if any of the following apply: 186 

(1) The notification is postmarked on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election and 187 

received by mail by the county elections official. 188 

(2) The notification is submitted to the Department of Motor Vehicles or accepted by any 189 

other public agency designated as a voter registration agency pursuant to the National Voter 190 

Registration Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973gg) on or before the 29th day prior to the election. 191 

(3) The notification is delivered to the county elections official by means other than those 192 

described in paragraphs (2) (1) and (3) (2) on or before the 14th 29th day prior to the election. 193 

 194 

§ 2154  195 

In the event that the county elections official receives an affidavit of registration that does 196 

not include portions of the information for which space is provided, the county elections official 197 

voters shall apply the following rebuttable presumptions: 198 

(a) If no middle name or initial is shown, it shall be presumed that none exists. 199 

(b) If no party affiliation is shown, it shall be presumed that the affiant has no party 200 

affiliation. 201 

(c) If no execution date is shown, it shall be presumed that the affidavit was executed on 202 

or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election, provided that (1) the affidavit is received by the 203 

county elections official on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election, or (2) the affidavit is 204 

postmarked on or before the 15th 29th day prior to the election and received by mail by the 205 

county elections official. 206 

(d) If the affiant fails to identify his or her state of birth within the United States, it shall 207 

be presumed that the affiant was born in a state or territory of the United States if the birthplace 208 

of the affiant is shown as ―United States,‖ ―U.S.A.,‖ or other recognizable term designating the 209 

United States. 210 

 211 

§ 2155  212 

Upon receipt of a properly executed affidavit of registration or address correction notice 213 

or letter pursuant to Section 2119, Article 2 (commencing with Section 2220), or the National 214 

Voter Registration Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973gg), the county elections official shall send 215 
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the voter a voter notification by nonforwardable, first-class mail, address correction requested. 216 

The voter notification shall be substantially in the following form: 217 

 218 

VOTER NOTIFICATION 219 

You are registered to vote. This card is being sent as a notification of: 220 

1. Your recently completed affidavit of registration, 221 

OR, 222 

2. A correction to your registration because of an official notice that you have moved. If your 223 

residence address has not changed or if your move is temporary, please call or write the county 224 

elections official immediately.  225 

 226 

You may vote in any election held 15 or more days after the date shown on the reverse side of 227 

this card. 228 

Your name will appear on the index kept at the polls. 229 

 230 

(Signature of Voter) 231 

 232 

§ 9094  233 

(a) The Secretary of State shall mail ballot pamphlets to voters, in those instances in 234 

which the county clerk elections official uses data processing equipment to store the information 235 

set forth in the affidavits of registration, before the election at which measures contained in the 236 

ballot pamphlet are to be voted on unless a voter has registered fewer than 29 days before the 237 

election provided the voter has registered more than 28 days prior to the election. The mailing 238 

shall commence not less than 40 days before the election and shall be completed no later than 21 239 

days before the election for those voters who registered on or before the 60th day before the 240 

election. The Secretary of State shall mail one copy of the ballot pamphlet to each registered 241 

voter at the postal address stated on the voter‘s affidavit of registration, or the Secretary of State 242 

may mail only one ballot pamphlet to two or more registered voters having the same surname 243 

and the same postal address. 244 

(b) In those instances in which the county clerk elections official does not utilize data 245 

processing equipment to store the information set forth in the affidavits of registration, the 246 

Secretary of State shall furnish ballot pamphlets to the county clerk elections official not less 247 

than 45 days before the election at which measures contained in the ballot pamphlet are to be 248 

voted on and the county clerk shall mail ballot pamphlets to voters, on the same dates and in the 249 

same manner provided by subdivision (a). 250 

(c) The Secretary of State shall provide for the mailing of ballot pamphlets to voters 251 

registering after the 60th day before the election and before the 28th day before the election, by 252 

either: (1) mailing in the manner as provided in subdivision (a), or (2) requiring the county clerk 253 

elections official to mail ballot pamphlets to those voters registering in the county after the 60th 254 

day before the election and before the 28th day before the election pursuant to the provisions of 255 

this section. The second mailing of ballot pamphlets shall be completed no later than 10 days 256 

before the election. The county clerk elections official shall mail a ballot pamphlet to any person 257 

requesting a ballot pamphlet. Three copies, to be supplied by the Secretary of State, shall be kept 258 

at every polling place, while an election is in progress, so that they may be freely consulted by 259 

the voters, including voters registering or reregistering on election day in accordance with Article 260 

4.5 (commencing with Section 2170) of Chapter 2 of Division 2. 261 
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 262 

§ 13303 263 

(a) For each election, each appropriate elections official shall cause to be printed, on plain 264 

white paper or tinted paper, without watermark, at least as many copies of the form of ballot 265 

provided for use in each voting precinct as there are voters in the precinct. These copies shall be 266 

designated ―sample ballot‖ upon their face and shall be identical to the official ballots used in the 267 

election, except as otherwise provided by law. A sample ballot shall be mailed, postage prepaid, 268 

not more than 40 nor less than 21 days before the election to each voter who is registered at least 269 

29 days prior to the election. 270 

(b) The elections official shall send notice of the polling place to each voter with the 271 

sample ballot. Only official matter shall be sent out with the sample ballot as provided by law. 272 

(c) The elections official shall send notice of the polling place to each voter who registered after 273 

the 29th day prior to the election and is eligible to participate in the election. The notice shall 274 

also include information as to where the voter can obtain a sample ballot and a ballot pamphlet 275 

prior to the election, a statement indicating that those documents will be available at the polling 276 

place at the time of the election, and the address of the Secretary of State‘s website and, if 277 

applicable, of the county website where a sample ballot may be viewed. 278 

 279 

§ 2131  280 

(a) The Election Day Registration Fund is hereby established in the State Treasury. The 281 

fund is a special fund created for the purpose of assisting elections officials in implementing the 282 

provisions of this act, including, but not limited to, training and providing additional personnel to 283 

conduct registration on election days, providing additional voter registration materials and 284 

expanding voter outreach programs. 285 

(b) Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, the sum of six million 286 

dollars ($6,000,000), adjusted annually to reflect increases in the cost of living, shall be 287 

continuously appropriated from the General Fund to the Election Day Registration Fund without 288 

regard to fiscal year for the purposes of this act. 289 

(c) On July 1 of each year the State Controller shall transfer from the General Fund to the 290 

Election Day Registration Fund the sum of six million dollars ($6,000,000), along with any cost-291 

of-living increases. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, all funds in the 292 

Election Day Registration Fund shall be continuously appropriated to the Secretary of State 293 

without regard to fiscal year to be expended for the purposes of the act. 294 

(d) Funds deposited in the Election Day Registration Fund are not otherwise subject to 295 

appropriation by the Legislature and, notwithstanding any other provision of law, may be 296 

expended by the Secretary of State without regard to fiscal year and shall not revert to any other 297 

fund. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, interest earned by the fund shall accrue only 298 

to the fund and may be expended only for the purposes of the act. 299 

(e) Moneys deposited in the Election Day Registration Fund shall be distributed annually 300 

by the Secretary of State to counties to cover the costs of implementing the provisions of this act, 301 

including the cost of providing and training additional personnel to conduct election day voter 302 

registration, creating additional voter registration materials and expanding voter outreach 303 

programs. Such moneys shall be allocated using a fair and equitable distribution formula that 304 

gives priority to the actual expenses of providing the additional personnel required by this act. 305 

All funds transferred to the Election Day Registration Fund shall be distributed to the counties 306 
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for use as specified in this act; no part of these funds shall be used by the Secretary of State to 307 

administer the allocation process.  308 

(f) Elections officials receiving moneys from the Election Day Registration Fund shall 309 

submit an annual report to the Secretary of State which identifies how those moneys were used, 310 

including the number of personnel added to conduct voter registration and a description of any 311 

voter outreach efforts implemented as a result of the funding. 312 

 313 

§ 2132 314 

LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION. The provisions of this act shall be liberally construed to 315 

effectuate its purpose of allowing and facilitating voter registration and voter reregistration on 316 

election day. 317 

 318 

§ 2133 319 

AMENDMENTS. This act may be amended to further its purpose by statute, passed in 320 

each house, two-thirds of the Legislature concurring, and signed by the Governor. For purposes 321 

of this section, a statute will not be deemed to further the purposes of the act if it eliminates or 322 

creates significant impediments to election day registration or reregistration. However, it is not 323 

the intent of this section to preclude changes in registration procedure that are the result of 324 

changes in technology, provided those changes are intended to facilitate the registration process 325 

and increase the number of eligible voters who register to vote. Notwithstanding the above, any 326 

of the sections contained in Article 5 of this act may be amended by statute, passed by majority 327 

vote of each house, and signed by the Governor. 328 

 329 

§ 2134  330 

SEVERABILITY. In the event that any section or provision of this act, or the application 331 

thereof to any person or circumstances, is held invalid, it is the intent of the voters that the 332 

remaining sections of the act continue in full force and effect, and to this end the provisions of 333 

the act are severable.334 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Alameda County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS  

 

Existing Law: Does not permit day of voting registration. As a result quirks in state law prevent 

many eligible citizens from voting on election day.  For example, those who turn 18 or move a 

few weeks before an election could be deprived of the right to vote. 

 

This Resolution: Would permit day of election voter registration.  The resolution is based on 

Proposition 52 which did not pass in the 2002 General Election.   
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The Problem:  According to the 2002 Analysis by the Legislative Analyst: Under current law, 

Californians who want to vote in an upcoming election must register with county elections 

officials by the 15th day before the election. Currently, outdated quirks in state law prevent many 

eligible citizens from voting on election day.  For example, those who turn 18 or move a few 

weeks before an election could be deprived of the right to vote. States with laws like Prop 52 

lead the nation in voter turnout.  The anti-fraud provisions in Prop 52 provide vitally needed new 

protections against voter fraud.  This measure allows eligible citizens, upon presenting proof of 

current residence, to register up to and including election day.  Under the measure, citizens 

registering on or after the 28th day before an election must do so at the county elections office, 

or at a polling place on election day.  Local elections officials must provide a separate area and at 

least one trained staff member at each polling place for election day voter registration.  

Additionally, the Secretary of State must include information about election day voter 

registration as part of all voter education efforts. 

 

This measure establishes the ―Election Day Registration Fund‖ within the State Treasury.  Each 

year, approximately $6 million would be deposited into this fund from the state‘s General Fund 

and distributed to counties for their costs of election day voter registration including hiring and 

training additional personnel, providing voter registration materials, and expanding voter 

outreach programs.  Counties receiving money from the fund would be required to submit an 

annual report identifying their expenditures. 

 

This measure increases the penalties for fraudulent registration or voting activity.  It also creates 

a new crime of conspiracy of two or more people who commit specified election fraud, 

punishable by imprisonment in state prison. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  James M. Wood, Reed Smith, 101 Second 

Street, Suite 1800, San Francisco, CA,  Ph: 415.659.4875, E-Mail: JMWood@Reedsmith.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: James M. Wood 
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RESOLUTION 10-02-2011 
 

DIGEST 
Pesticide Regulation:  Alternative Commissioner to Adjudicate Civil Penalties 

Amends Food and Agricultural Code section 12999.5 to allow for the appointment of an 

alternative commissioner to determine civil penalties in the event of a conflict of interest.   

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Food and Agricultural Code section 12999.5 to allow for the 

appointment of an alternative commissioner to determine civil penalties in the event of a conflict 

of interest.  This resolution should be approved in principle because there is currently no 

structure in place to address a situation where the commissioner in a specific county has a 

conflict of interest.   

 

Under the scheme articulated by the Food & Agriculture Code, there is a department of the 

California Department of Environmental Protection known as the Department of Pesticide 

Regulation.  The Governor appoints the director, who then qualifies persons for appointment as 

commissioners by county boards of supervisors.  There is no more than one commissioner per 

county, and some counties are served by a commissioner from another county or by the Director 

of Pesticide Regulation directly.   

 

In addition to providing criminal penalties for the mishandling of pesticides, Food & Agriculture 

Code section 12999.5 provides that the commissioner in each county (and apparently only such 

commissioner) has the discretion to levy civil penalties against persons who mishandle 

pesticides.  The problem this resolution seeks to address is what should occur in the event the 

commissioner for a given county feels a conflict of interest that would impinge on his or her 

ability to properly exercise such discretion in a specific situation.  As the law now stands, there is 

no alternative procedure to deal with this inability to act, where such commissioner disqualifies 

him or herself.  Given the fact that the director qualifies the commissioners to serve, it makes 

sense to allow the director to appoint an alternative commissioner to address the matter. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Food and Agricultural Code section 12999.5 to read as follows: 

 

§ 12999.5   1 

(a) In lieu of civil prosecution by the director, the commissioner, (or in case of a conflict 2 

of interest determined by that commissioner, another commissioner designated by the director) 3 

may levy a civil penalty against a person violating Division 6 (commencing with Section 11401), 4 
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Article 10 (commencing with Section 12971) or Article 10.5 (commencing with Section 5 

12980)of this chapter, Section 12995, Article 1 (commencing with Section14001) of Chapter 3, 6 

Chapter 7.5 (commencing with Section 15300), or a regulation adopted pursuant to any of these 7 

provisions, of not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each violation. Any violation 8 

determined by the commissioner to be a serious violation as defined in Section 6130 of Title 3 of 9 

the California Code of Regulations is subject to a fine of not more than five thousand dollars 10 

($5,000) for each violation. It is unlawful and grounds for denial of a permit under Section 14008 11 

for any person to refuse or neglect to pay a civil penalty levied pursuant to this section once the 12 

order is final. 13 

(b) If a person has received a civil penalty for pesticide drift in a school area subject to 14 

Section 11503.5 that results in a serious violation as defined in subdivision (a), the commissioner 15 

shall charge a fee, not to exceed fifty dollars ($50), for processing and monitoring each 16 

subsequent pesticide application that may pose a risk of pesticide drift made in a school area 17 

subject to Section 11503.5. The Agricultural Commissioner shall continue to impose the fee for 18 

each subsequent application that may pose a risk of drift, until the person has completed 24 19 

months without another serious violation as defined in subdivision (a). 20 

(c) Before a civil penalty is levied, the person charged with the violation shall be given a 21 

written notice of the proposed action including the nature of the violation and the amount of the 22 

proposed penalty, and shall have the right to request a hearing within 20 days after receiving 23 

notice of the proposed action. A notice of the proposed action that is sent by certified mail to the 24 

last known address of the person charged shall be considered received even if delivery is refused 25 

or the notice is not accepted at that address. If a hearing is requested, notice of the time and place 26 

of the hearing shall be given at least 10 days before the date set for the hearing. At the hearing, 27 

the person shall be given an opportunity to review the commissioner's evidence and to present 28 

evidence on his or her own behalf. If a hearing is not timely requested, the commissioner may 29 

take the action proposed without a hearing. 30 

(d) If the person upon whom the commissioner levied a civil penalty requested and 31 

appeared at a hearing, the person may appeal the commissioner's decision to the director within 32 

30 days of the date of receiving a copy of the commissioner's decision. The following procedures 33 

apply to the appeal: 34 

(1) The appeal shall be in writing and signed by the appellant or his or her authorized 35 

agent, state the grounds for the appeal, and include a copy of the commissioner's decision. The 36 

appellant shall file a copy of the appeal with the commissioner at the same time it is filed with 37 

the director. 38 

(2) The appellant and the commissioner may, at the time of filing the appeal or within 10 39 

days thereafter or at a later time prescribed by the director, present the record of the hearing 40 

including written evidence that was submitted at the hearing and a written argument to the 41 

director stating grounds for affirming, modifying, or reversing the commissioner's decision. 42 

(3) The director may grant oral arguments upon application made at the time written 43 

arguments are filed. 44 

(4) If an application to present an oral argument is granted, written notice of the time and 45 

place for the oral argument shall be given at least 10 days before the date set therefor. The times 46 

may be altered by mutual agreement of the appellant, the commissioner, and the director. 47 

(5) The director shall decide the appeal on the record of the hearing, including the written 48 

evidence and the written argument described in paragraph (2), that he or she has received. If the 49 
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director finds substantial evidence in the record to support the commissioner's decision, the 50 

director shall affirm the decision. 51 

(6) The director shall render a written decision within 45 days of the date of appeal or 52 

within 15 days of the date of oral arguments or as soon thereafter as practical. 53 

(7) On an appeal pursuant to this section, the director may affirm the commissioner's 54 

decision, modify the commissioner's decision by reducing or increasing the amount of the 55 

penalty levied so that it is within the director's guidelines for imposing civil penalties, or reverse 56 

the commissioner's decision. Any civil penalty increased by the director shall not be higher than 57 

that proposed in the commissioner's notice of proposed action given pursuant to subdivision (c). 58 

A copy of the director's decision shall be delivered or mailed to the appellant and the 59 

commissioner. 60 

(8) Any person who does not request a hearing pursuant to subdivision (c) may not file an 61 

appeal pursuant to this subdivision. 62 

(9) Review of a decision of the director may be sought by the appellant within 30 days of 63 

the date of the decision pursuant to Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 64 

(e) The commissioner may levy a civil penalty pursuant to subdivisions (a), (c), and (d) 65 

against a person violating paragraph (1), (2), or (8) of subdivision (a) of Section 1695 of the 66 

Labor Code, which pertains to registration with the commissioner, carrying proof of that 67 

registration, and filing changes of address with the commissioner. 68 

(f) After the exhaustion of the appeal and review procedures provided in this section, the 69 

commissioner or his or her representative may file a certified copy of a final decision of the 70 

commissioner that directs the payment of a civil penalty and, if applicable, a copy of any 71 

decision of the director or his or her authorized representative rendered on an appeal from the 72 

commissioner's decision and a copy of any order that denies a petition for a writ of 73 

administrative mandamus, with the clerk of the superior court of any county. Judgment shall be 74 

entered immediately by the clerk in conformity with the decision or order. No fees shall be 75 

charged by the clerk of the superior court for the performance of any official service required in 76 

connection with the entry of judgment pursuant to this section.77 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: San Diego County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 
 

Existing Law:  The current Food and Agriculture Code confers the authority on county 

Agricultural Commissioners to levy civil penalties involving violations of sections of the 

California Food and Agricultural Code and any regulations in the California Code of Regulations 

relating to Pesticides or Pest Control.   

 

This Resolution:  This resolution amends Food and Agriculture Code section 12999.5 to allow 

for the Director of the Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) to bring an administrative civil 

penalty action when the County Agricultural Commissioner determines that he or she has a direct 

conflict of interest. 
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The Problem:  Under the current statute, when there is a potential conflict of interest because an 

employee of the Commissioner may be a victim of the violation, no provision is made for 

another Agricultural Commissioner to enforce the violation. Ordinarily, Agricultural 

Commissioners are only authorized to bring civil penalty actions within their own counties.   

Authorizing the Director of DPR to designate another Agricultural Commissioner from any other 

county to bring the action against the respondent would relieve the conflicted Agricultural 

Commissioner of bringing an action that could have serious repercussions and involve even more 

resources than would be otherwise necessary to deal with appeal issues or other ramifications.  

 

This resolution will provide consistency in the ability of the county Agricultural Commissioners 

to enforce actions when there is a probable conflict of interest as determined by the affected 

Agricultural Commissioner. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT  

This resolution does not impact any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Sally Lorang, Department of Agriculture, 

Weights and Measures, 5555 Overland Avenue, Suite 3101, San Diego, California 92123-1292, 

voice: 858-694-3976, fax 858-495-5012, e-mail: sally.lorang@sdcounty.ca.gov  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Sally Lorang 
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RESOLUTION 10-03-2011 
 

DIGEST 
Yacht Broker Bond:  Increase to Reflect Inflation 

Amends Harbors and Navigations Code section 730 to increase the bond requirement for yacht 

brokers from $15,000.00 to $100,000.00. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

       

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Harbors and Navigations Code section 730 to increase the bond 

requirement for yacht brokers from $15,000.00 to $100,000.00.  This resolution should be 

approved in principle because the current bond amount is now insufficient to adequately protect 

consumers.   

 

The bond amount initially was set at $10,000.00 in 1978, and was increased to its present level of 

$15,000.00 in 1996.  The concern expressed by the proponent is that the nature of yacht 

brokerage is such that the broker frequently holds both the title to the yacht and the purchase 

money at the same time.  Given the relatively high value of these yachts, which can range up into 

the millions of dollars, an increase of this nature is overdue.   

 

An analogous provision is found in Vehicle Code section 11710, which sets the bond for 

automobile dealers.  In 1989, SB 840 raised the bond from $5,000.00 to $10,000.00.  In 2002, 

SB 1458 raised it from $10,000.00 to $50,000.00.  Yachts are generally more expensive than 

cars, hence the amount should be greater for yacht brokers.  

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Harbors and Navigations Code section 730 to read as follows: 

 

§ 730 1 

 (a) Before any broker's license shall be issued or renewed by the department for any 2 

applicant, the applicant shall procure, file, and maintain with the department a good and 3 

sufficient bond in the amount of fifteen one hundred thousand dollars ($15,000) ($100,000) with 4 

a corporate surety duly licensed to do business within the State of California, and conditioned 5 

that the applicant shall not practice any fraud or deceit or make any fraudulent or grossly 6 

negligent representations that will cause a monetary loss to any person for whom the broker acts 7 

under this article. 8 

 (b) If any person suffers any loss or damage by reason of any fraud or deceit practiced on 9 

that person or any fraudulent or grossly negligent representation made to that person by a 10 

licensed broker or the broker's sales personnel acting for the broker on the broker's behalf or 11 
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within the scope of the employment of the sales personnel, which fraud, deceit, or fraudulent or 12 

grossly negligent representation is practiced or made with respect to any act of the broker or the 13 

sales personnel for which a license is required under this article, that person has a right of action 14 

against the broker, the sales personnel, the surety upon the broker's bond, or the deposit held by 15 

the department in accordance with Section 731. If any action is commenced upon the bond, the 16 

surety thereunder and the licensed yacht broker with respect to whom the bond has been issued 17 

shall immediately notify the department of the action. 18 

 (c) If an action is commenced on the bond of a licensed broker, the department may 19 

require the filing of an additional bond, and immediately upon the recovery in any action on the 20 

bond, the broker described therein shall file a new bond. Failure to file an additional bond within 21 

15 days after notification that an additional bond is required by reason of action against the bond 22 

or after recovery on a bond constitutes a failure to comply with this article, in which case the 23 

license of the licensed broker whose bond has been canceled or on whose bond recovery has 24 

been made may be suspended. 25 

 (d) If a broker's bond is canceled for a reason other than an action being commenced 26 

upon it, a new bond shall be filed by the broker. Failure to file a new bond within 30 days after 27 

notification that a new bond is required because a previous bond has been canceled constitutes a 28 

failure to comply with this article, in which case the license of the licensed broker whose bond 29 

has been canceled may be suspended.30 

 
(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Los Angeles County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Currently, there is only a $15,000 bond requirement for individuals selling boats. 

This amount has been the same since the law was created in 1978. 

 

This Resolution: Would bring the amount of bond required to $100,000, in order to provide more 

protection for consumers purchasing boats, and to bring the bond requirement more into line 

with today‘s boat prices and values. 

 

The Problem: Here is what happens: A boat broker frequently holds the title in his or her 

possession for boats he/she is attempting to sell. The purchaser sees and wants to buy the boat, 

and provides the purchase amount of the boat to the broker. So, for a period of time, the broker 

holds both title and the consumer‘s money. There have been situations where the broker takes the 

boat, takes the money, and sails away. A measly $15,000 bond is insufficient to cover the losses 

incurred by this conduct. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Helene Wasserman, Littler Mendelson, 

2049 Century Park East, 5
th

 Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90067, voice 310-772-7288, fax 310-553-

5583, email hwasserman@littler.com 
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RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Helene Wasserman 
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RESOLUTION 10-04-2011 
 

DIGEST 
Yacht Brokers and Salespersons:  Adding New Yachts to Statutory Definition 

Amends Harbors and Navigations Code section 710 to add sellers, lessors, and renters of new 

yachts to the class of persons defined as ―brokers‖ and ―salespersons.‖  

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Harbors and Navigations Code section 710 to add sellers, lessors, and 

renters of new yachts to the class of persons defined as ―brokers‖ and ―salespersons.‖  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because there is no practical reason why sellers, 

lessors, and renters of new yachts should be exempted from the brokerage requirements imposed 

on sellers, lessors, and renters of used yachts.   

 

Yacht and ship brokers and salespersons are subject to certain requirements under the Harbors 

and Navigations Code, intended to protect consumers.  But these protections do not currently 

apply to new yachts or ships.   Harbors and Navigations Code section 701 defines a yacht or ship 

broker or salesperson as a person who for compensation or in expectation of compensation, does, 

or negotiates to do, one or more of the following acts for another or others: 

 

(1) Sells or offers to sell, buys or offers to buy, solicits or obtains listings 

of, or negotiates the purchase, sale, or exchange of yachts, and who does 

not own those yachts. 

(2) Leases or rents, offers to lease or rent, places for rent, solicits a listing 

of a yacht for rent, or negotiates the sale, purchase, or exchange of a lease 

on a yacht, for a rental or lease period of more than 90 consecutive days to 

any one person or business during any 12-month period, and who does not 

own that yacht. 

 

Section 701 specifically recognizes that certain persons are excluded from these definitions by 

section 710.  As relevant to this resolution, section 710 excludes, in subdivision (f), ―any 

transaction involving the sale, lease, or rental of a new yacht or ship.‖  But from the perspective 

of the renter, lessor or purchaser, there is little difference between new and used yachts or ships.  

This resolution would eliminate the discrepancy by deleting subdivision (f) of section 710.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Harbors and Navigations Code section 710 to read as follows: 
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§ 710 1 

The definitions of ―broker‖ and ―salesperson,‖ as set forth in Section 701, do not include 2 

the following: 3 

 (a) A person who directly performs any act subject to this article with reference to a yacht 4 

owned by that person or, in the case of a corporation which, through its regular officers receiving 5 

no special compensation therefor, performs any act subject to this article with reference to the 6 

corporation‘s yacht. 7 

 (b) Services rendered by an attorney at law in performing duties as an attorney at law. 8 

 (c) Any receiver, trustee in bankruptcy, or other person acting under the order of any 9 

court. 10 

 (d) Any transaction involving the sale of property subject to foreclosure of a security 11 

interest in a yacht which is conducted only by the holder of the security interest or by a person 12 

licensed pursuant to Chapter 11 (commencing with Section 7500) of Division 3 of the Business 13 

and Professions Code when liquidating repossessed collateral pursuant to the written request of 14 

the holder of the security interest. 15 

 (e) Any transaction involving the sale, lease or rental of a yacht in excess of 300 gross 16 

tons or tenders thereof sold at the same time. 17 

 (f) Any transaction involving the sale, lease, or rental of a new yacht or ship. 18 

 (gf) Any transaction in the regular course of business by a wholesale motor vehicle 19 

auction subject to regulation by the Department of Motor Vehicles.20 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Los Angeles County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Currently, there is a distinction between individuals who sell new boats and those 

who sell used boats. Accordingly, certain requirements that are intended to protect consumers of 

boats from shady deals, for example (such as bond requirements), do not apply to those selling 

new boats. 

 

This Resolution: Would amend the definition of yacht broker or salesperson to include those 

selling new boats. 

 

The Problem: There is absolutely no reason why individuals who sell new boats should be 

treated any differently from individuals selling used boats. Consumers deserve to be protected. 

While there are logical reasons for the other classifications of individuals selling boats to be 

excluded, there is no reason for new boat sales to be excluded. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Helene Wasserman, Littler Mendelson, 

2049 Century Park East, 5
th

 Floor, Los Angeles, CA, 90067-3107, voice 310-772-7288, fax 310-

553-5583, email hwasserman@littler.com 
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RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Helene Wasserman 
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RESOLUTION 10-05-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Professional Responsibility: Mandatory Pro Bono Public Service 

Adds Rules of Professional Conduct, rule 6.100, to require certain members of the California Bar 

to perform 15 hours each of pro bono legal services annually. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Rules of Professional Conduct, rule 6.100, to require each member of the 

California Bar to perform 15 hours of pro bono legal services annually.  This resolution should 

be disapproved because the significant increase in unfunded bureaucracy is likely to outweigh 

any marginal increase in the provision of pro bono legal services the resolution would provide.   

 

The resolution allows an individual to avoid the requirement either by paying $500 to the State 

Bar (for pass-through to legal aid organizations), or by reporting to the State Bar that they are 

restricted from practicing law outside their specific employment.  A $500 annual fee in lieu of 15 

hours of pro bono legal services works out to $33.33 per hour.  Given that government lawyers 

and legal services lawyers are exempted, the ―billing rate‖ of the fee works out to be an order of 

magnitude lower than the billing rate of a majority of affected attorneys, making it likely that 

most of the lawyers not already providing pro bono legal services would elect to pay the fee, 

rather than contributing the hours.   

 

Although their $500 fees would help existing legal services organizations, many attorneys would 

be able to avoid the fee, as well:  Attorneys in most law firms are restricted from practicing law 

outside their specific employment, both by contract with their employers and by the lack of 

malpractice insurance for the pro bono cases (the resolution does not define the term 

―restricted‖).  The resolution allows law firms to collectively satisfy their attorneys‘ pro bono 

requirements, but does not separately require the law firms to ensure that their attorneys do so.  

As a result, a law firm that did not already restrict its attorneys‘ ability to practice law outside of 

firm cases could impose such a restriction as a ―perk‖ for its attorneys, allowing them to avoid 

contributing either pro bono hours or the $500 fee. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the Board of 

Governors of the State Bar of California and the California Supreme Court add Rules of 

Professional Conduct, rule 6.100, to read as follows:  
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Rule 6.100 1 

(a)  Professional Responsibility.  Each member of the California Bar in good standing 2 

and not exempt hereunder, as part of the member's professional responsibility, shall (1) render 3 

pro bono legal services to the poor and (2) participate, to the extent possible in other pro bono 4 

service activities that directly relate to the legal needs of the poor.  5 

(b)  Discharge of the Professional Responsibility to Provide Pro Bono Legal Services to 6 

the Poor.  The professional responsibility to provide pro bono legal services to the poor may be 7 

discharged by:   8 

(1) annually providing at least 15 hours of pro bono legal services to the poor, or  9 

(2) annually providing at least 15 hours of pro bono legal services to charitable, religious, 10 

civic, community, governmental or educational organizations for the purpose of providing legal 11 

counsel and representation to the poor, or  12 

(3) making an annual contribution of at least $500 to the California Bar, which will be 13 

used by the Bar to provide legal services to the poor through legal aid organizations.  14 

(4) If the Proportional Requirements for MCLE apply to a member (Rules of the State 15 

Bar, Title 2, Division 4, Rule 2.72(C)), they shall also apply proportionately to mandatory pro 16 

bono hours. 17 

(c)  Collective Discharge of the Professional Responsibility to Provide Pro Bono Legal 18 

Service to the Poor.  Each member of the bar should strive to individually satisfy the member's 19 

professional responsibility to provide pro bono legal service to the poor.  Collective satisfaction 20 

of this professional responsibility is permitted by law firms only under a collective satisfaction 21 

plan that has been previously approved by The California Bar and only when providing pro bono 22 

legal services to the poor  23 

(1) in a major case or matter involving a substantial expenditure of time and resources; or  24 

(2) through a full-time community or public service staff, or  25 

(3) in any other manner that has been approved by The California Bar.   26 

(d)  Exemptions.  Exempt attorneys are encouraged to assist in meeting the needs of the 27 

poor for legal services to the extent that they can, whether by monetary contributions or 28 

otherwise.  Those exempt from the provisions of this rule are:   29 

(1) those lawyers who are restricted from practicing law outside their specific 30 

employment,  31 

(2) members of the judiciary and their staff,  32 

(3) other government lawyers who are prohibited from performing legal services by 33 

constitutional, statutory, rule, other regulatory prohibitions, or by employment policies,  34 

(4) attorneys employed in established Legal Services Programs, and   35 

(5) members of the bar who have acquired inactive or active exempt status or who are 36 

suspended.   37 

(e)  Reporting Requirement.  Each member of the bar shall certify at the time they are 38 

obligated under Rule 2.72 to certify compliance with the MCLE requirements that the member 39 

has satisfied the member's professional responsibility to provide pro bono legal services to the 40 

poor.  At that time the member shall report the following information: 41 

(1) the number of hours the attorney dedicated to pro bono legal services,   42 

(2) whether the attorney satisfied the obligation through a collective plan, the name or 43 

nature of that plan, and  44 

(3) if the attorney has satisfied the obligation by contribution, the amount of that 45 

contribution.   46 
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(4) If the attorney has not provided pro bono legal services to the poor in the current year, 47 

the form shall so state, and the reason for non-compliance shall be stated.  If the attorney is 48 

exempt from the obligation to provide pro bono services to the poor, the report shall so state and 49 

indicate the nature of the exemption. Members of all Exempt groups are required to report (by 50 

online attestation through My State Bar Profile) every compliance period, indicating one of the 51 

following: 52 

a. Exempt for the entire compliance period; or  53 

b. Completed a pro-rated requirement based on the number of months during the 54 

compliance period that the attorney did not hold an Exempt position; 55 

(5) Failure to timely report Exempt status subjects the attorney to the same sanctions 56 

imposed on those who fail to report compliance with the education requirement. 57 

  (f)  Compliance.   58 

(1) The provisions of Rule 6.100 are mandatory and constitute a basis for discipline under 59 

the Rules of Discipline for the California Bar. 60 

(2) The reporting requirements of Rule 6.100 are mandatory and the failure to report this 61 

information shall be treated in the same manner as failure to pay dues or comply with mandatory 62 

Continuing Legal Education.   63 

(3) The Bar shall from time to time, but at least annually, provide the Supreme Court with 64 

statistical data regarding compliance, providing such information in such form as the Chief 65 

Justice shall direct. 66 

(g) Credit Toward Professional Responsibility in Future Years.  In the event that more 67 

than 15 hours of pro bono legal service to the poor are provided and reported in any 1 year, the 68 

hours in excess of 15 may be carried forward and reported as such for up to 2 succeeding years.69 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Alameda County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Does not require members of the State Bar of California to provide any pro bono 

services. 

 

This Resolution: Would ensure that every active bar member, with limited exceptions, provides 

pro bono legal services to those in need.  It is modeled on a similar requirement in the 

Mississippi Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 6.1.   

 

The Problem: The need for increased pro bono services is greater than ever.  As noted by A 

Report of The California Commission on Access to Justice April 2007: 

 

―California has been a leader in creating innovative approaches to providing access to the justice 

system. The collaborative efforts of the legal services community, the State Bar, and the 

statewide court system, working with the Legislature and the Administration, have significantly 

increased resources for civil legal services to the poor and have resulted in model projects that 

have been replicated around the country. 
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―Unfortunately, the increases in funding that have been achieved, while critically important, have 

not matched the need for services. As a result, California is falling far behind many other states 

in funding for legal services programs. California ranks 22nd in the country in funding per poor 

person for legal services, according to the American Bar Association‘s Project to Expand 

Resources for Legal Services (PERLS). Several states have 2 or 3 times the amount of funding 

per poor person compared with California.  

 

―There are only 754 legal aid attorneys in California, out of a total of 165,381 active attorneys, to 

address the legal problems of an indigent population that numbered 6.3 million in 2005, 

representing nearly 18% of the population. This results in the dismal reality that there are 8,360 

eligible clients per legal aid attorney.  Pro bono has become such an important part of legal 

services delivery in California that many legal services organizations blend together the efforts 

of paid staff and pro bono volunteers. While the efforts of volunteer lawyers, paralegals and law 

students will never fill all of the unmet legal needs facing low and moderate income 

Californians, they are a crucial element in the network of attorney-staffed legal services 

programs. 

 

―However, there remains significant capacity for the legal community to provide more pro bono 

legal services. Therefore, it is important that pro bono and legal services programs have the 

resources to successfully recruit, train, mobilize and mentor California pro bono lawyers. 

 

―No longer is pro bono primarily the province of individual lawyers deciding to handle a single 

pro bono case. Pro bono programs use an array of methods as part of a planned effort to connect 

significant numbers of volunteer lawyers with clients in need of help. Those pro bono 

recruitment and matching efforts require resources to ensure their success. As part of the myriad 

recruitment efforts directed towards the bar, it is critically important that California‘s lawyers be 

continuously prompted and encouraged to provide pro bono legal services.‖  

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not directly affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT:  James M. Wood, Reed Smith, 101 Second 

Street, Suite 1800, San Francisco, CA,  Ph: 415.659.4875,  E-Mail: JMWood@Reedsmith.com  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  James M. Wood 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 10-05-2011 

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

Our delegation believes that if it is ―mandatory,‖ it is not pro bono. This resolution would 

amount to an additional tax on each attorney of not less than $500.00 per proposed Rule 
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6.100(b)(3) which would not be a ―contribution,‖ again, because it would not be voluntary.  An 

additional concern is the significant bureaucracy that would be required to administer this 

program, both to qualify the programs, and also to evaluate the actual work performed by each 

attorney.   
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RESOLUTION 10-06-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Evidence: Disclosure of Mediation Communications for Professional Negligence or Misconduct 

Amends Evidence Code section 1120 to permit use of attorney-client communications made 

during mediation in a subsequent professional negligence or State Bar disciplinary action. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE WITH RECOMMENDED AMENDMENT 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Evidence Code section 1120 to permit use of attorney-client 

communications made during mediation in a subsequent professional negligence or State Bar 

disciplinary action.  This resolution should be approved in principle with recommended 

amendment because it would allow evidence of malpractice during a mediation to be used in a 

subsequent action based on that malpractice. 

 

Existing law holds that the attorney-client privilege does not extend to communications relevant 

to actions for breach of contract between the attorney and client.  (Evid. Code, § 958.)  But a 

recent California Supreme Court case held that such communications that occurred during a 

mediation in which the lawyer was representing the client were inadmissible.  (Cassel v. 

Superior Court (2011) 51 Cal.4th 113.)  The court recognized that the Legislature might wish to 

change this outcome.  This resolution would do so, by exempting from the mediation 

confidentiality provisions communications directly between client and attorney where the 

attorney‘s malpractice forms the basis for the client‘s allegations against the attorney. 

 

However, the language of the resolution is somewhat ambiguous, in that it does not explain in 

which types of cases the exemption would apply.  The resolution would benefit from an 

amendment adding the following clarifying language after the inserted words ―The 

admissibility:‖  

―, in a State Bar disciplinary action, an action for legal malpractice, and/or an action for 

breach of fiduciary duty‖ 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Evidence Code section 1120 to read as follows: 

 

§ 1120  1 

(a) Evidence otherwise admissible or subject to discovery outside of a mediation or a 2 

mediation consultation shall not be or become inadmissible or protected from disclosure solely 3 

by reason of its introduction or use in mediation or a mediation consultation. 4 

(b) This chapter does not limit any of the following: 5 
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(1) The admissibility of an agreement to mediate a dispute. 6 

(2) The effect of an agreement not to take a default or an agreement to extend the time 7 

within which to act or refrain from acting in a pending civil action. 8 

(3) Disclosure of the mere fact that a mediator has served, is serving, will serve, or was 9 

contacted about serving as a mediator in a dispute. 10 

(4)  The admissibility of communications directly between the client and his or her 11 

attorney, only, where professional negligence or misconduct form the basis of the client‘s 12 

allegations against the client‘s attorney.13 

     

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Beverly Hills Bar Association  

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  All communications, negotiations, or settlement discussions by and between 

participants, including the attorney and his/her client in the course of mediation shall remain 

confidential and are inadmissible in any civil action.  

 

This Resolution:  Would craft an exception to the admissibility of evidence during mediation and 

mediation consultation.     Communications directly between an attorney and client, only, may be 

admissible if it forms the basis of a professional misconduct or professional negligence action.     

 

The Problem:  The California Supreme Court in Cassel v. Superior Court (2011) 51 Cal.4th 113 

holds that mediation confidentiality applies to communications between lawyer and his/her client 

during the mediation process.    However, in the concurring opinion Justice Chin states that he 

questions whether the Legislature fully considered whether attorneys should be shielded from 

accountability this way.  He invites the Legislature to consider better ways to balance the 

competing interests rather than simply providing that an attorney‘s statements made during 

mediation to the client may never be disclosed.  As the majority notes, the Legislature remains 

free to reconsider this question and it may well wish to do so. 

 

Communications directly between a client and an attorney only, should be admissible and subject 

to disclosure if there is a pending malpractice or disciplinary action against the attorney.   Only 

those communications between the client and attorney, means that opposing counsel and 

mediator shall not be subpoenaed as provided for in Evidence Code sections 1119 and 1127. This 

section will not create an exception to the confidentiality provisions, but address the 

admissibility of such communications between attorney and client to form the basis of a 

malpractice action.   To hold otherwise, would seriously impair and undermine not only the 

attorney-client relationship but would likewise create a chilling effect on the use of mediations. 

In fact, clients would be precluded from pursuing any remedy against their own counsel for 

professional deficiencies occurring during the mediation process as well as representations made 

to the client to induce settlement.  

 

The court in Porter v. Wyner (2010) 183 Cal.App.4th 949 reasoned that, ―If the mediation 

confidentiality sphere were to be extended to the attorney-client relationship it would render 
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[Evidence Code] section 958 a nullity. Evidence Code section 958 provides that there is no 

privilege under this article as to a communication relevant to an issue of breach, by the lawyer or 

by the client, of a duty arising out of the lawyer-client relationship. The mediation process and its 

attendant confidentiality would trump the attorney-client privilege and preclude the waiver of it 

by the very holder of the privilege. This would create a rather anomalous situation wherein a 

well-established and recognized privilege and waiver process is thwarted by a nonprivileged 

statutory scheme designed to protect a wholly different set of disputants.   This resolution will 

clarify Cassel regarding the admissibility of attorney-client communications during the 

mediation process in a subsequent legal malpractice action.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

The proposed resolution does not affect other law, statute or rule.   

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PRMANENT CONTACT:   Elizabeth A. Moreno, 6080 Center Drive, 

Ste. 600, Los Angeles, CA  90045, (310) 444-3804, emoreno@eampc.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Elizabeth A. Moreno 
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RESOLUTION 10-07-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Evidence: Protect Peer Review Records in Criminal Proceedings 

Amends Evidence Code section 1157 to extend the peer review committee privilege to prevent 

the discovery or use of such evidence in a criminal action. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
DISAPPROVE 

 

History:    

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Evidence Code section 1157 to extend the peer review committee 

privilege to prevent the discovery or use of such evidence in a criminal action.  This resolution 

should be disapproved because it contravenes the legislative purpose of section 1157, and would 

violate a criminal defendant‘s 6th Amendment right to confront and cross examine witnesses. 

 

Evidence Code section 1157 provides for a privilege against disclosure and use of records from 

or testimony regarding committees on quality of care in medical and related fields.  Over the 

years, the legislature has amended the statute to add categories of committees to the section, 

including podiatrists and dieticians (1983), psychological staff (1985), peer review bodies 

(1990), and marriage and family therapists and clinical social workers (2000).  With each 

addition, the Legislature has also added a sentence to subdivision (e) of section 1157, excluding 

the application of the privilege to the new category in the context of criminal prosecution.   

 

The California Supreme Court has recognized the importance of exempting criminal cases from 

the privilege contemplated in Evidence Code section 1157.  (See People v. Superior Court (Laff) 

(2001) 25 Cal.4th 703, 724-725 [affirming Court of Appeal‘s holding that Evidence Code section 

1157, subdivision (e) serves the legislative purpose ―of not permitting the peer review privilege 

to hamper the discovery and prosecution of criminally negligent conduct by physicians‖].)   

 

This resolution would eliminate subdivision (e) in its entirety, not just as related to peer review 

committees.  Even if the resolution were limited to peer review committees, it should be 

disapproved because it frustrates the express legislative purposes articulated by the California 

Supreme Court and contradicts well-established Constitutional principles.  (See Laff, supra, 25 

Cal.4th at pp. 724-725; Davis v. Alaska (1974) 415 U.S. 308, 319 [―[T]he right of confrontation 

is paramount to the State's policy [of enforcing a privilege]‖].) 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Evidence Code section 1157 to read as follows:  
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§ 1157   1 

(a) Neither the proceedings nor the records of organized committees of medical, medical-2 

dental, podiatric, registered dietitian, psychological, marriage and family therapist, licensed 3 

clinical social worker, or veterinary staffs in hospitals, or of a peer review body, as defined in 4 

Section 805 of the Business and Professions Code, having the responsibility of evaluation and 5 

improvement of the quality of care rendered in the hospital, or for that peer review body, or 6 

medical or dental review or dental hygienist review or chiropractic review or podiatric review or 7 

registered dietitian review or veterinary review or acupuncturist review committees of local 8 

medical, dental, dental hygienist, podiatric, dietetic, veterinary, acupuncture, or chiropractic 9 

societies, marriage and family therapist, licensed clinical social worker, or psychological review 10 

committees of state or local marriage and family therapist, state or local licensed clinical social 11 

worker, or state or local psychological associations or societies having the responsibility of 12 

evaluation and improvement of the quality of care, shall be subject to discovery in civil or 13 

criminal actions. 14 

(b) Except as hereinafter provided, no person in attendance at a meeting of any of those 15 

committees shall be required to testify as to what transpired at that meeting. 16 

(c) The prohibition relating to discovery or testimony does not apply to the statements 17 

made by any person in attendance at a meeting of any of those committees who is a party to an 18 

action or proceeding the subject matter of which was reviewed at that meeting, or to any person 19 

requesting hospital staff privileges, or in any action against an insurance carrier alleging bad 20 

faith by the carrier in refusing to accept a settlement offer within the policy limits. 21 

(d) The prohibitions in this section do not apply to medical, dental, dental hygienist, 22 

podiatric, dietetic, psychological, marriage and family therapist, licensed clinical social worker, 23 

veterinary, acupuncture, or chiropractic society committees that exceed 10 percent of the 24 

membership of the society, nor to any of those committees if any person serves upon the 25 

committee when his or her own conduct or practice is being reviewed.  26 

 (e) The amendments made to this section by Chapter 1081 of the Statutes of 1983, or at 27 

the 1985 portion of the 1985-86 Regular Session of the Legislature, or at the 1990 portion of the 28 

1989-90 Regular Session of the Legislature, or at the 2000 portion of the 1999-2000 Regular 29 

Session of the Legislature, do not exclude the discovery or use of relevant evidence in a criminal 30 

action.31 

  

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Contra Costa County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Currently, the statute itself states that the records of medical peer review 

committees (and other types of organized committees as defined in the statute) are not subject to 

discovery.  However, the statute is confusing as to whether its protections apply in both criminal 

and civil cases.    

 

This Resolution:  This resolution specifically states that the proceedings and records of medical 

peer review committees are not discoverable in both civil and criminal actions.  This resolution 
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does not include administrative actions because courts have stated that Evidence Code section 

1157 does not apply in actions such as Medical Board proceedings.    

 

The Problem: Currently Evidence Code section 1157 is confusing as to the types of proceedings 

in which its protection applies.  Although under Evidence Code section 300 the Evidence Code 

applies to every ―action‖ both criminal and civil, section 1157 is ambiguous as to whether its 

protections apply in criminal actions.  Subdivision (e) refers to several amendments made to 

section 1157 that added specific classes of healthcare practitioners and bodies to section 1157‘s 

protections.  The current confusion lays in whether the specific classes of healthcare specialists 

that were added to section 1157 by amendment are protected from discovery in criminal actions 

or are not. 

 

This confusion has led the courts to rule differently as to whether the statute as a whole applies to 

criminal cases as well as civil actions.  The rationale behind adopting section 1157, which is to 

promote patient safety by protecting the candor of medical professionals in peer review settings, 

should apply regardless of whether the action is civil or criminal.  Matchett v. Superior Court 

(1974) 40 Cal.App.3d 623 and County of Los Angeles v. Superior Court (1990) 224 Cal.App.3d 

1446 both lay out the importance of protecting medical staffs from the interests of plaintiffs.  The 

courts acknowledge that the legislature chose the medical staff over plaintiffs when it enacted the 

legislation.  The legislature ultimately made this choice in the name of patient safety.  It is to the 

public benefit if doctors (and the other medical professionals defined in section 1157) and 

medical staffs can speak candidly about problems in patient treatment without the threat of those 

discussions being used against them in a civil action. 

 

This rationale should also extend to criminal actions.  To exclude the protections of section 1157 

in a criminal matter for any practitioner who, in a civil matter, is otherwise protected undermines 

the public policy considerations that gave rise to § 1157 in the first place.  For example, as the 

Scripps court stated, excluding criminal actions from the reach of section 1157 would have a 

profound effect on the availability of medical testimony on the criminal justice system.  No 

expert physician would want to testify for fear of having confidential records or information 

about him/her exposed from a peer review committee.  The purpose of section 1157 is to remove 

the fear of disclosure confidential records and should apply to criminal actions in addition to 

civil actions. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Rashmi Nijagal, P.O. Box 10722, 

Pleasanton, CA 94588; 925-699-9263; rnijagal@yahoo.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Rashmi Nijagal 
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RESOLUTION 10-08-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Evidence: Trustee as Holder of Attorney-Client Privilege Where No Probate 

Amends Evidence Code section 953 to make a trustee the holder of the attorney-client privilege 

if the client is dead and probate proceedings have not commenced. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History:    

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Evidence Code section 953 to make a trustee the holder of the attorney-

client privilege if the client is dead and probate proceedings have not commenced.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle to avoid confusion and codify the judicially-

recognized role of the trustee as the holder of the attorney-client privilege.  

 

This resolution seeks to fill a perceived void left when the trustor of an estate dies and the estate 

does not go through probate.  In this context, the proponent asserts it is unclear who can assert or 

waive the attorney client privilege for the deceased trustor if issues arise, such as will contests or 

undue influence cases. 

 

The California Supreme Court recognizes that trustees possess the inherent authority to assert the 

attorney-client privilege.  ―[It] follows from the trustee's power to hire an attorney in order to 

obtain advice regarding administration of the trust and to litigate to protect trust property. The 

trustee's power to assert that privilege thus is certainly essential to its effective administration of 

the trust.‖  (Moeller v. Superior Court (1997) 16 Cal.4th 1124, 1131.)  ―[V]esting the attorney-

client privilege in the current trustee best comports with the . . . underlying policy that trustees 

always are to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries.‖ (Id. at p. 1138.)    

 

The concerns expressed by TEXCOM are not well founded in light of the Moeller Court‘s 

reasoning.  Given the court‘s holding that vesting the attorney-client privilege in the current 

trustee is essential to the administration of the trust and consistent with the trustee‘s obligation to 

act in the best interests of the beneficiaries, the resolution should be approved in principle. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Evidence Code section 953 to read as follows: 

 

§ 953 1 

As used in this article, ―holder of the privilege‖ means: 2 

(a) The client, if the client has no guardian or conservator; 3 

(b) A guardian or conservator of the client, if the client has a guardian or conservator; 4 
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(c) The personal representative of the client if the client is dead, including a personal 5 

representative appointed pursuant to Section 12252 of the Probate Code; 6 

(d) The trustee, co-trustee, or successor trustee of the client‘s trust, if the client is 7 

dead and no probate proceeding has been commenced; 8 

(de) A successor, assign, trustee in dissolution, or any similar representative of a firm, 9 

association, organization, partnership, business trust, corporation, or public entity that is no 10 

longer in existence.11 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Evidence Code section 953 currently does not define who is the holder of the 

attorney-client privilege where the client is dead and there has not been a personal representative 

appointed.   

 

This Resolution: This Resolution would add that a trustee, co-trustee, or successor trustee would 

be the holder of the privilege if the client is dead and no probate has been opened.    

 

The Problem: With the advent of today‘s trusts, more and more estates are avoiding probate, in 

favor of a trust administration.  However, there is no provision in the Evidence Code for who is 

the holder of the attorney-client privilege where there is no estate administration.  This creates 

difficulties in obtaining attorney-client files when there are questions arising in the context of 

will contests and undue influence cases.  This amendment would vest the trustee of the deceased 

client‘s trust with the power to either assert or waive the attorney-client privilege.     

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND PERMANENT CONTACT: Mary V.J. Cataldo, Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves 

& Savitch LLP, 1917 Palomar Oaks Way, Ste. 300, Carlsbad, CA  92008.  

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Mary V.J. Cataldo 
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Resolution 10-08-11 - Trustee as Holder of Attorney-Client Privilege Where No Probate 

Administration 

 

Trusts & Estates Section of the State Bar of California (TEXCOM) 

OPPOSE 

 

The Executive Committee of the Trusts and Estates Section (TEXCOM) finds that the 

problems with this proposal are as follows: 

 

 1. Communications between attorney and a client regarding a trust is a much smaller 

scope than all the subject matters a client may discuss with an attorney.  Why should the Trustee 

of an Insurance Trust be able to waive communications a deceased client had with his attorney as 

to a penal charge? 

 2. There may be more than one trust, then who holds the privilege? 

 3. Clients never consider that a Trustee may hold the privilege after they die.  A 

trustee is picked due to financial expertise, not one who holds the privilege. 

 4. Should a Trustee of an unfunded Trust hold the privilege? 

  

As a result, this resolution should be disapproved. 

 

Disclaimer 

 

 This position is only that of the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION of the State Bar 

of California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar’s Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

 Membership in the TRUSTS and ESTATES SECTION is voluntary and funding for 

section activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary 

sources. 
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RESOLUTION 10-09-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Commercial Code:  Repeal of Conflicting Statute - Cashing Check under protest 

Repeals Commercial Code section 3311 to give effect to the provisions of Civil Code section 

1526, subdivision (a), which have been held to be in conflict. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 07-08-2004, which was withdrawn.  

 

Reasons: 

This resolution repeals Commercial Code section 3311 to give effect to the provisions of Civil 

Code section 1526, subdivision (a), which have been held to be in conflict.  This resolution 

should be approved in principle because it resolves the conflict, and is consistent with Civil Code 

section 1526, subdivision (a), the more equitable of the two statutes. 

  

There currently exists a conflict between the provisions of Civil Code section 1526, subdivision 

(a) and Commercial Code section 3311 related to a creditor‘s ability to avoid an accord and 

satisfaction where the debtor has written ―payment in full‖ or similar words on a check.  

Previously, in Resolution 07-08-2004, the same author attempted to resolve the conflict by 

urging repeal of Civil Code section 1526 in its entirety.  ResCom objected to it in part because it 

sought to repeal the other subdivisions of section 1526 that were not in conflict with Commercial 

Code section 3311.   

 

Civil Code section 1526, subdivision (a), allows any creditor to avoid an accord and satisfaction 

by simply deleting the words ―payment in full‖ (or similar words) from the check, and then 

cashing it.  (Civ. Code, § 1526, subd. (a).)  The creditor thereby keeps the money and keeps the 

claim for the rest of the alleged amount owed.  On the other hand, Commercial Code section 

3311 does not allow for avoidance of the accord and satisfaction by simply deleting the words 

―payment in full‖ (or similar words).  (Comm. Code, § 3311.)  Under Commercial Code section 

3311 (which comes from the Uniform Commercial Code), if the creditor cashes the check, an 

accord and satisfaction will result unless (a) the creditor, if an organization, had conspicuously 

notified the debtor that checks in full satisfaction of debts must be tendered to a specific 

individual or department, but the debtor does not tender to that individual or department, or (b) 

the creditor tenders repayment within 90 days.  Additionally, if the debtor can show that the 

creditor knew the check was tendered in full satisfaction of the claim a reasonable time before 

cashing the check, an accord and satisfaction also results. 

 

Commercial Code section 3311 is problematic because it effectively forces a party to choose to 

either accept a forced settlement on terms of the debtor‘s choosing or to forgo acceptance of the 

payment towards the debt and sue to collect.  This can result in a financially strong debtor taking 

advantage of a financially-strapped creditor.  Civil Code section 1526, subdivision (a), better 

protects the financially-strapped creditor by allowing acceptance of the payment while 
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preserving the claim for the balance.  Compromise should be the result of a mutually bargained-

for agreement.  This resolution encourages such a result because a full satisfaction could only be 

brought about by a truly bargained-for agreement for full satisfaction.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to repeal Commercial Code section 3311 as follows: 

 

§3311 1 

 (a) If a person against whom a claim is asserted proves that (1) that person in good faith 2 

tendered an instrument to the claimant as full satisfaction of the claim, (2) the amount of the 3 

claim was unliquidated or subject to a bona fide dispute, and (3) the claimant obtained payment 4 

of the instrument, the following subdivisions apply. 5 

 (b) Unless subdivision (c) applies, the claim is discharged if the person against whom the 6 

claim is asserted proves that the instrument or an accompanying written communication 7 

contained a conspicuous statement to the effect that the instrument was tendered as full 8 

satisfaction of the claim. 9 

 (c) Subject to subdivision (d), a claim is not discharged under subdivision (b) if either of 10 

the following applies: 11 

 (1) The claimant, if an organization, proves that (A) within a reasonable time before the 12 

tender, the claimant sent a conspicuous statement to the person against whom the claim is 13 

asserted that communications concerning disputed debts, including an instrument tendered as full 14 

satisfaction of a debt, are to be sent to a designated person, office, or place, and (B) the 15 

instrument or accompanying communication was not received by that designated person, office, 16 

or place. 17 

 (2) The claimant, whether or not an organization, proves that within 90 days after 18 

payment of the instrument, the claimant tendered repayment of the amount of the instrument to 19 

the person against whom the claim is asserted. This paragraph does not apply if the claimant is 20 

an organization that sent a statement complying with subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1). 21 

 (d) A claim is discharged if the person against whom the claim is asserted proves that 22 

within a reasonable time before collection of the instrument was initiated, the claimant, or an 23 

agent of the claimant having direct responsibility with respect to the disputed obligation, knew 24 

that the instrument was tendered in full satisfaction of the claim.25 

 

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  In Woolridge v. JFL Electric (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th
 
Supp. 52 the Superior Court, 

Appellate Division, noted the irreconcilable conflict between Civil Code section 1526 and 

Commercial Code section 3311 as to whether an accord and satisfaction occurs where a creditor 

endorses a check after striking out the words ―payment in full‖ on the check.  The court ruled 
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that an accord and satisfaction occurs under the Commercial Code section 3311, which 

supersedes Civil Code section 1526 since the Commercial Code section 3311 was enacted last. 

 

This Resolution:  Would repeal Commercial Code section 3311 and give full effect to Civil Code 

section 1526, which allows a creditor to accept a check under protest and avoid an accord and 

satisfaction by striking out words such as ―payment in full‖ from the check. 

 

The Problem:  An irreconcilable conflict exists between two statutes as to the effect of striking 

out the words ―payment in full‖ from a check and then accepting the check.  On the one hand, 

Civil Code section 1526 provides as follows: 

 

(a) Where a claim is disputed or unliquidated and a check or draft is tendered by the 

debtor in settlement thereof in full discharge of the claim, and the words "payment in 

full" or other words of similar meaning are notated on the check or draft, the 

acceptance of the check or draft does not constitute an accord and satisfaction if the 

creditor protests against accepting the tender in full payment by striking out or 

otherwise deleting that notation or if the acceptance of the check or draft was 

inadvertent or without knowledge of the notation….. 

 

On the other hand, Commercial Code section 3311 provides as shown above. 

 

 This statutory conflict has been noted by numerous commentators. (See 3 Witkin, 

Summary of California Law (2001 supp.) Negotiable Instruments, section 196, p. 231; Hull & 

Sharma, Satisfaction Not Guaranteed: California‘s Conflicting Law on the Use of Accord and 

Satisfaction Checks (1999) 33 Loyola L.A. L.Rev. 1;  Casey, Full Payment Condition Checks: 

California Statutory Conflict (1998) 20 T. Jefferson L. Rev. 97.)  The weight of the authority is 

that the two statutes cannot be harmonized, and therefore, the last enacted controls. 

 

 Following the rule that Commercial Code section 3311 supersedes Civil Code section 

1526 are the recent holdings in Woolridge v. JFL Electric (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th Supp. 52; 

Directors Guild of America v. Harmony Pictures, Inc. (C.D. Cal. 1998) 32 F.Supp.2d 1184, 

1192; and L.A. Police Protective League v. City of Los Angeles (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 168, 179. 

 

 One of these two code sections must be repealed.  We believe that the Civil Code section 

1526 provides the better rule, since it allows an institutional creditor that must handle many 

payment checks through an automated process to avoid an unintended accord and satisfaction 

when it is without knowledge of the notation. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Russell Kohn, 2170 El Camino Real #201, 

Oceanside, CA 92054-6203, Phone (760)721-8182, fax (760)721-5919, email 

RKohn@KohnLawOffice.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Russell Kohn 
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RESOLUTION 11-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Criminal Law: Discretionary Expungements of Misdemeanors and Infractions 

Amends Penal Code section 1203.4a to allow courts to exercise judicial discretion and expunge 

certain misdemeanor and infraction convictions in the interests of justice. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION    
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 06-06-2009, which was approved in principle.   

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Penal Code section 1203.4a to allow courts to exercise judicial discretion 

and expunge certain misdemeanor and infraction convictions in the interests of justice.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because it conforms with the provisions in Penal Code 

section 1203.4 which extend discretion to the courts to dismiss convictions in the interests of 

justice. 

 

As the law stands now, people convicted of misdemeanors who complete their sentences, and are 

neither arrested nor charged with a crime for a year afterwards, are entitled to have their 

conviction expunged from their records.  For people whose misdemeanor sentences include 

probation, judges have the discretion to expunge their record in the interests of justice, even if 

they were arrested or charged with a crime in the intervening year.  But for people whose 

misdemeanor sentences do not include probation, judges do not have such discretion.  This 

resolution would allow for an equivalent discretion to expunge in the interests of justice for 

misdemeanants not granted probation.  

 

AB 1384 (Bradford) which was introduced on February 18, 2011, seeks to amend 1203.4 without 

affording the court discretion to grant relief in the interests of justice, unless the defendant has 

fully complied with and performed the sentence of the court, is not then serving a sentence for 

any offense, and is not under charge of commission of any crime.  AB 2582 (Adams), which was 

sponsored by CCBA (as Resolution 06-06-2009) in the 2010 session, became law after 

amendments deleted the language giving discretion for judges to grant petitions in the interests of 

justice. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code section 1203.4a to read as follows:   

 

§ 1203.4a 1 

 (a) Every defendant convicted of a misdemeanor and not granted probation, and every 2 

defendant convicted of an infraction  ,  shall, at any time after the lapse of one year from the date 3 

of pronouncement of judgment, if he or she has fully complied with and performed the sentence 4 
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of the court, is not then serving a sentence for any offense and is not under charge of commission 5 

of any crime  ,  and has, since the pronouncement of judgment, lived an honest and upright life 6 

and has conformed to and obeyed the laws of the land, be permitted by the court to withdraw his 7 

or her plea of guilty or nolo contendere and enter a plea of not guilty; or if he or she has been 8 

convicted after a plea of not guilty, the court shall set aside the verdict of guilty; and in either 9 

case the court shall thereupon dismiss the accusatory pleading against the defendant, who shall 10 

thereafter be released from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the offense of which he or 11 

she has been convicted, except as provided in Section 12021.1 of this code or Section 13555 of 12 

the Vehicle Code.  The defendant shall be informed of the provisions of this section, either orally 13 

or in writing, at the time he or she is sentenced. The defendant may make an application and 14 

change of plea in person or by attorney, or by the probation officer authorized in writing; 15 

provided, that in any subsequent prosecution of the defendant for any other offense, the prior 16 

conviction may be pleaded and proved and shall have the same effect as if relief had not been 17 

granted pursuant to this section.   18 

 This subdivision applies to convictions which occurred before, as well as those 19 

occurring after, the effective date of this section. 20 

 (b) After a lapse of one year from the date of pronouncement of judgment, a court, in 21 

its discretion and in the interests of justice, may grant the relief available pursuant to this section 22 

to a defendant convicted of an infraction, or of a misdemeanor and not granted probation, or 23 

both, if he or she has fully complied with and performed the sentence of the court, is not then 24 

serving a sentence for any offense, and is not under charge of commission of any crime.  25 

 (c) The defendant shall be informed of the provisions of this section, either orally or in 26 

writing, at the time he or she is sentenced. The defendant may make an application and change of 27 

plea in person or by attorney, or by the probation officer authorized in writing; provided, that in 28 

any subsequent prosecution of the defendant for any other offense, the prior conviction may be 29 

pleaded and proved and shall have the same effect as if relief had not been granted pursuant to 30 

this section.  31 

 This subdivision applies to convictions which occurred before, as well as those 32 

occurring after, the effective date of this section.  33 

 (b)(d)  Subdivision (a) does not apply to a misdemeanor violation of subdivision (c) of 34 

Section 288, or to any misdemeanor falling within the provisions of Section 42002.1 of the 35 

Vehicle Code, or to any infraction falling within the provisions of Section 42001 of the Vehicle 36 

Code.  37 

 (c)(e)  A person who petitions for a dismissal of a charge under this section may be 38 

required to reimburse the county and the court for the cost of services rendered at a rate to be 39 

determined by the county board of supervisors for the county and by the court for the court, not 40 

to exceed sixty dollars ($60), and to reimburse any city for the cost of services rendered at a rate 41 

to be determined by the city council not to exceed sixty dollars ($60). Ability to make this 42 

reimbursement shall be determined by the court using the standards set forth in paragraph (2) of 43 

subdivision (g) of Section 987.8 and shall not be a prerequisite to a person's eligibility under this 44 

section. The court may order reimbursement in any case in which the petitioner appears to have 45 

the ability to pay, without undue hardship, all or any portion of the cost for services established 46 

pursuant to this subdivision.  47 

 (d)(f)  A petition for dismissal of an infraction pursuant to this section shall be by 48 

written declaration, except upon a showing of compelling need.  Dismissal of an infraction shall 49 

not be granted under this section unless the prosecuting attorney has been given at least 15 days' 50 
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notice of the petition for dismissal. It shall be presumed that the prosecuting attorney has 51 

received notice if proof of service is filed with the court.  52 

 (e)(g)  Any determination of amount made by a court under this section shall be valid 53 

only if either (1) made under procedures adopted by the Judicial Council or (2) approved by the 54 

Judicial Council.55 

   

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of San Francisco  

  

STATEMENT OF REASONS  
  

Existing Law: Provides for judicial dismissal of misdemeanor and infraction convictions after 

one year has lapsed since the date of judgment if the defendant has lived an honest and upright 

life and has conformed to and obeyed the laws of the land, during the one year period. 

 

This Resolution:  Asks the CCBA to support AB 1384 (Bradford), which was introduced on 

February 18, 2011.  This resolution is similar to AB 2582 (Adams), which was sponsored by 

CCBA in 2010 legislative session. The original bill language included discretion for judges to 

grant petitions to judicially dismiss convictions. Similar amendments proposed in the 2010 

legislative session, AB 2068 (Hill), were vetoed by Governor Schwarzenegger.   

 

By amending Penal Code section 1203.4a to empower the courts to exercise their discretion ―in 

the interests of justice,‖ AB 1384 will equalize the statutory scheme, with no additional cost to 

the judicial system. This resolution amends Penal Code section 1203.4a to provide the courts 

with discretion to dismiss misdemeanor convictions where the person has not been sentenced to 

probation. The proposed amendment to Penal Code section 1203.4a would mirror the language 

found in section 1203.4 and bring consistency and equity to the statutory scheme. AB 1384 will 

ensure that individuals whose good behavior and reformation are recognized by the court will 

receive the full benefit of the expungement remedies. Additionally, it is a safe, responsible, and 

practical policy amendment that enhances public safety. 

 

The Problem:  California‘s expungement process is currently inconsistent. Penal Code section 

1203.4, which applies to cases where the judge sentences someone to probation, allows the 

courts to exercise their discretion to dismiss a conviction ―in the interests of justice.‖ However, 

there is no parallel provision in Penal Code section 1203.4a, which applies to misdemeanor cases 

where the judge did not order probation. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT  

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.   

  

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Jessie Warner, Policy Director, East Bay 

Community Law Center, Clean Slate Practice, 2921 Adeline St. Berkeley, CA 94703, (510) 548-

4040 x344; jwarner@ebclc.org 

  

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Jon Eldan or Jessie Warner 
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RESOLUTION 11-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Prisoners‘ Rights: Hormone Replacement Therapy for Transgender Inmates  

Adds Penal Code section 2658 to require the maintenance of a transgender inmate‘s medically 

prescribed hormone replacement therapy during incarceration. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History:  

Similar to Resolutions 02-22-2008, 06-11-2009 and 01-07-2010, all of which were approved as 

amended. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Penal Code section 2658 to require the maintenance of a transgender 

inmate‘s medically prescribed hormone replacement therapy during incarceration.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because it would prevent the reduction, suspension, or 

deprivation of medically necessary care to the transgender prisoner and act as a step toward 

guaranteeing equal protection of all prisoners in the area of medical treatment. 

 

The treatment of prisoners for gender identity disorder is an issue faced by correctional facilities 

across the country.  However, many correctional facility health care providers do not understand, 

are indifferent to, or are prejudiced against the special medical needs of the transgendered 

individual.  By requiring correctional facilities to maintain the transgendered inmate‘s medically 

prescribed hormone replacement therapy, transgender inmates will be guaranteed necessary 

medical care and treatment as required by the regulations that govern the California Department 

of Corrections and Rehabilitation.  (See Cal. Code Regs., tit. 15, § 3350.1, subd. (d).) 

 

Moreover, when transgender people stop hormone replacement therapy, many of the changes 

they experienced as a result of the hormones may be reversed.  This could cost the transgender 

inmate any progress made through the hormone treatments as well as have devastating medical 

and psychological effects.  This resolution would prevent such a result. 

 

This resolution resolves questions that arose last year concerning the qualifications of the 

examining physician by requiring ―the approval of a licensed physician [who] has working 

knowledge of the Standards of Care for Gender Identity Disorder as promulgated by the World 

Professional Association for Transgender Health through the process identified in § 2656.‖ 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to add Penal Code section 2658 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2658   1 

(a)  A transgender person sentenced to incarceration or who is being held pursuant to a 2 
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pending criminal matter in a California state correctional facility, county or city jail, or other 3 

county or city custodial correctional facility, who is receiving hormone replacement therapy 4 

prescribed by a licensed physician or other health care provider at the time the transgender 5 

person is incarcerated, shall not have his or her hormone replacement therapy reduced or 6 

terminated while he or she is incarcerated without a medical evaluation and the approval of a 7 

licensed physician who has working knowledge of the Standards of Care for Gender Identity 8 

Disorder as promulgated by the World Professional Association for Transgender Health through 9 

the process identified in § 2656. 10 

(b)  A transgender person sentenced to incarceration or who is being held pursuant to a 11 

pending criminal matter in a California state correctional facility, county or city jail, or other 12 

county or city custodial correctional facility, who initiated hormone replacement therapy 13 

subsequent to incarceration, shall not have his or her hormone replacement therapy curtailed or 14 

terminated while he or she incarcerated without a medical evaluation and the approval of a 15 

licensed physician has working knowledge of the Standards of Care for Gender Identity Disorder 16 

as promulgated by the World Professional Association for Transgender Health through the 17 

process identified in § 2656. 18 

(c)  A transgender person sentenced to incarceration or who is being held pursuant to a 19 

pending criminal matter in a California state correctional facility, county or city jail, or other 20 

county or city custodial correctional facility, who is receiving hormone replacement therapy 21 

while incarcerated, shall receive a mandatory medical evaluation of the effects of their hormone 22 

replacement therapy.  This evaluation shall follow established medical guidelines for the care 23 

and treatment of transgender individuals and shall take place according to the following 24 

schedule: 25 

(1)  Every six months for one year, if the individual initiated hormone replacement 26 

therapy while incarcerated or within a year prior to incarceration; 27 

(2)  Annually thereafter while in the custody and control of the California state 28 

correctional facility, county or city jail, or other county or city custodial correctional facility.29 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Does not address the issue of provision of hormone therapy to transgender 

inmates. 

 

This Resolution:  Would require prison medical providers to maintain a transgender inmate‘s 

medically-prescribed hormone replacement therapy during the inmate‘s incarceration if such 

hormone replacement therapy was prescribed prior to or during incarceration. 

 

The Problem:  Transgender inmates incarcerated in California state, city, or county correctional 

facilities are having their hormone replacement therapy interrupted, reduced, or in some 

egregious cases terminated by prison physicians who are unfamiliar or uncaring as to the 

consequences of the cessation of such therapy.  California transgender inmates are being given a 

variety of reasons for this cruel and dangerous medical manipulation of their health, including 
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that hormone replacement therapy is a ―lifestyle‖ drug that is not medically necessary; that 

prison medical staff are unfamiliar with transgender health issues and thus cannot prescribe 

controlled substances such as hormones and steroids; and that further medical evaluation is 

necessary in the form of the approval of a ―transgender specialist.‖  But, there is no such 

specialist on staff.  In some cases, transgender inmates are provided with only partial dosages of 

their hormone replacement therapy under the justification that the California Department of 

Corrections and Rehabilitation medical system is in receivership, and the cost of maintaining 

hormone replacement therapy for transgender inmates is ―too expensive.‖  As a result of this 

denial of care, many transgender inmates suffer severe hormonal withdrawal symptoms 

including fever, nausea, migraine headaches, hair loss, skin reactions, and mood imbalances.  

Additionally, transgender inmates who have been undergoing hormone replacement therapy for 

many years may no longer be able to produce the hormone associated with their birth sex, 

creating vulnerability to a wide variety of health issues including osteoporosis in female-to-male 

transgender inmates. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Daniel P. Dean, c/o BALIF, 1800 Market 

Street, Box 47, San Francisco, CA 94102, Phone (415)865-5620, Fax: (415)520-0708, Email: 

statebar@balif.org. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Daniel P. Dean 
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RESOLUTION 11-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Prisoners‘ Rights: Prescriptions, Hormones and Medical Devices to Inmates  

Adds Penal Code section 2658.1 to require county and city jails to provide prescribed medicines, 

hormone therapies, and durable medical devices to inmates. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 
APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History:  

Similar to Resolution 02-23-2008, which was approved, and essentially identical to Resolutions 

06-12-2009 and 01-08-2010, which were approved as amended. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Penal Code section 2658.1 to require county and city jails to provide 

prescribed medicines, hormone therapies, and durable medical devices to inmates.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because it would improve the medical care available 

to inmates in our local jails by requiring the facility to provide the delivery of previously 

prescribed drugs, hormones and/or medical devices in order to provide an inmate with continuity 

in his or her medical care. 

 

This resolution would also provide inmates with a faster means of appealing a denial of the 

prescribed medical care because it would allow an inmate to see a different physician within 24 

hours after the initial denial of medical care and allow an inmate to receive the prescribed 

medical care during the pendency of the dispute between the correctional facility and the inmate. 

 

The failure to provide adequate medical care to prisoners is repugnant and may constitute cruel 

and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth Amendment. 

 

The resolution has incorporated the amendments which were included in Resolutions 06-12-2009 

and 01-08-2010, as approved in principle by the Conference, to require the medical director to 

provide the prisoner with appropriate forms within 24 hours, instead of promptly, in subdivision 

(d).  Subdivision (f), however, should be amended to use the phrase ―prescription drug, hormone 

therapy or durable medical device‖ throughout. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to add Penal Code section 2658.1 to read as follows: 

 

§ 2658.1   1 

 (a) A person sentenced to incarceration or who is being held pursuant to a pending 2 

criminal matter in a county or city jail, or other county or city custodial correctional facility shall 3 

not be deprived of prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or a durable medical device without 4 
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review, if such prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or durable medical device has been 5 

prescribed by a physician either before or during the term of incarceration. 6 

 (b) If such prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or a durable medical device is denied or 7 

if the prescription for medications, hormone therapy or a durable medical device is not renewed, 8 

the prisoner shall be examined by a different physician within 24 hours after such denial or 9 

refusal to renew.  If the examining physician determines that the denial of or failure to renew 10 

prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or a durable medical device is or will be injurious to the 11 

health or safety of the prisoner, the examining physician shall immediately so inform the 12 

prisoner and the medical director of the facility.   13 

 (c) Upon receipt of the examining physician's opinion, the medical director of the facility 14 

shall cause the prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or the provision of a durable medical device 15 

to be resumed within 24 hours, unless he or she determines that the refusal or failure to renew 16 

was based on a legitimate medical reason.   17 

 (d)  If the medical director does not agree that the prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or 18 

provision of a durable medical device should be resumed, the medical director shall, within 24 19 

hours, provide the prisoner with a form, as specified in subdivision (f) of this section, by which 20 

the prisoner may petition the superior court of the county in which the facility is located for 21 

resumption of the prescription drugs, hormone therapy or provision of a durable medical device.  22 

 (e) Upon petition by the prisoner, the court shall either order resumption of the 23 

prescription drugs hormone therapy, or durable medical device within five judicial days after the 24 

petition is filed or receive evidence relevant to the granting or denial of the petition.  When 25 

evidence is received, the court shall consider the opinion of the physician who examined the 26 

prisoner and the opinion of the medical director of the facility and all other evidence it deems 27 

relevant.  A decision shall be promptly made as to whether the denial of prescription drugs, 28 

durable medical device, or hormone treatment was permissible. 29 

 (f) The form for a request for resumption of prescription drugs, hormone therapy, or 30 

durable medical devices as required in subdivision (d) of this section shall be substantially as 31 

follows: 32 

 33 

    (Name of the facility) ____ day of ____ 19__ 34 

    I, ____ (medical director of the facility), have today received a request for the resumption 35 

of hormone therapy, namely, ____ (description of prescription drug, hormone therapy, or durable 36 

medical device) from the undersigned prisoner. 37 

 38 

                             _______________________________ 39 

Signature or mark of prisoner 40 

making request for resumption of  41 

prescription drug or hormone therapy 42 

 43 

 When the prisoner has signed or made his mark upon such form, the medical director of 44 

the facility shall, within 24 hours, file the completed form with the superior court.45 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bay Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Does not address the issue of provision of prescription drugs, hormone therapy, 

or durable medical devices. 

 

This Resolution:  Would require prison medical providers to provide prescription medicines or 

hormone therapies or durable medical devices or provide a mechanism by which the denial or 

such medicines and therapies can be reviewed by a court of law. 

 

The Problem:  Increasingly, inmates in California prisons are being denied medicines, hormone 

therapies, and durable medical devices necessary to maintain their health.  Currently there is no 

mechanism that allows for a timely and medically-informed review of arbitrary denials of 

medicines, hormone therapies, or durable medical devices.  Instead, inmates who have been 

denied medicines, hormone therapies, or durable medical devices currently are required to 

submit an Inmate/Parolee Appeal Form 602, a general appeal form used to appeal any policy, 

action, or decision which has ―had a significant adverse affect‖ on the inmate.  The inmate 

appeal is thereafter reviewed in a two-level, four-step process:  an informal written review, 

followed by a formal written review consisting of a three-level evaluation. The informal review 

is often conducted by the prison official who made or authorized the initial denial.  The three-

step form review is conducted by an unspecified Division Head at the institution, followed by the 

institution‘s Warden of Superintendent, and the Director of Corrections.  This process can take 

many months and is unsuitable for medical appeals.  It is dangerously time-consuming and the 

officials involved often lack medical training or expertise.  As a result, inmate health is 

compromised and the need for future more serious medical care is increased.    

 

IMPACT STATEMENT:  This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Daniel P. Dean, c/o BALIF, 1800 Market 

Street, Box 47, San Francisco, CA 94102, Phone (415) 865-5620, Fax: (415) 520-0708, Email: 

statebar@balif.org. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Daniel P. Dean 
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RESOLUTION 11-04-2011 

DIGEST 

Criminal Law:  Sealing of Court Records Upon Judicial Dismissal or Expungement 

Adds Penal Code section 1203.41 to seal records of criminal convictions where the conviction 

has been judicially dismissed or expunged under Penal Code sections 1203.4 or 1203.4a. 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Penal Code section 1203.41 to seal records of criminal convictions where 

the conviction has been judicially dismissed or expunged under Penal Code sections 1203.4 or 

1203.4a.  This resolution should be disapproved because it potentially conflicts with Penal Code 

sections 1203.4 and 1203.4a and creates ambiguities as to when an expunged conviction must be 

disclosed.   

 

As the proponents argue, employers often do not hire job applicants with expunged convictions 

because background check companies illegally provide this information about job candidates to 

potential employers.  Sealing the records would help to prevent this practice.  However, 

disclosure is still required in certain circumstances under Penal Code sections 1203.4 and 

1203.4a and this resolution appears to conflict with those provisions.  Penal Code section 1203.4 

specifically provides that a job applicant must disclose the conviction even if it was expunged 

under this section ―in response to any direct question contained in any questionnaire or 

application for public office, for licensure by any state or local agency, or for contracting with 

the California State Lottery.‖  (Pen. Code, § 1203.4, subd. (a).)  Thus, when a person is seeking a 

medical, legal, real estate, child care or other license, he or she must disclose the prior conviction 

even if it was expunged.  If this resolution were enacted into law, it could conflict with the above 

quoted provisions because subdivision (b) seems to require disclosure only in response to 

applications for employment as a peace officer.  This resolution does not provide any guidance 

about when a conviction must be disclosed.   

 

Furthermore, this resolution does not clearly advise a defendant when he or she must disclose the 

prior expunged conviction and may have the unintended consequence of a defendant not 

disclosing the conviction when he or she is required to do so by law.  This resolution provides 

the right to deny an expunged conviction ―except as specified in subdivision[] . . . (d)‖.  While 

subdivision (d) makes reference to the Department of Justice‘s ability to disclose conviction 

records, it says nothing about the defendant‘s duty to disclose.  The reference in subdivision (d) 

that the court shall advise a defendant that the Department of Justice shall be able to ―maintain 

and disseminate‖ records of conviction ―as authorized by law‖ does not make it clear that the 

records may be disclosed or that the defendant has a duty to disclose in the state licensing 

context.   
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sposored to add Penal Code Section 1203.41 to read as follows:  

 

§ 1203.41 1 

(a) If the court grants the relief available pursuant to Section 1203.4 or 1203.4a, any court 2 

files associated with the dismissed case will be sealed, including any record of arrest or detention 3 

contained in the court file.   4 

(1) The clerk of the court shall thereafter not allow access to any records concerning the 5 

case, including the court file, index, register of actions, or other similar records. 6 

(2) The defendant may, except as specified in subdivisions (b),(c), and (d), indicate in 7 

response to any question concerning the defendant's prior criminal record that the defendant was 8 

not arrested or convicted for the offense. 9 

(3) Subject to subdivisions (b), (c), and (d), court records pertaining to the dismissed 10 

conviction record shall not, without the defendant's permission, be used in any way that could 11 

result in the denial of any employment, benefit, or certificate. 12 

(b) The defendant shall be advised that the arrest upon which the case was based shall be 13 

disclosed by the Department of Justice in response to any peace officer application request, and 14 

that, notwithstanding subdivision (a), this section does not relieve the defendant of the obligation 15 

to disclose the arrest in response to any direct question contained in any questionnaire or 16 

application for a position as a peace officer, as defined in Section 830. 17 

(c) The defendant shall be advised that the prior arrest and conviction shall be disclosed 18 

by the Department of Justice, or the court in which the matter was heard, in response to any 19 

subsequent inquiry by the district attorney, court, probation department, or counsel for the 20 

defendant.   21 

(d) A sealing order made pursuant to this section shall not apply to any record or 22 

document received or maintained by the Department of Justice; the court shall advise a defendant 23 

that, notwithstanding the issuance of a sealing order pursuant to this section, the Department of 24 

Justice shall continue to be able to maintain and disseminate any records or documents received 25 

or maintained by the department, as authorized by law.26 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Bar Association of San Francisco 

  

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Employers are prohibited from considering convictions that have been expunged 

or judicially dismissed pursuant to Penal Code section 1203.4.  As a result, background check 

companies are prohibited from reporting a judicially dismissed conviction on any report to 

employers.  

 

This Resolution:  Adds Penal Code section 1203.41 to seal court records associated with a 

conviction that has been expunged, which will enhance the current employment protections 

afforded by California law.  By curbing access to information which is illegally reported to 
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employers by commercial background check companies, this resolution would help people who 

have demonstrated fitness to work in their chosen profession provide for themselves and their 

families by increasing their opportunity to find a job and secure housing.  This resolution will 

ensure that individuals whose good behavior and reformation are recognized by the court will 

receive the full benefit of the available criminal record remedies. Additionally, it is a safe, 

responsible, and practical policy amendment that enhances public safety.   

 

The Problem: California faces significant reentry challenges -- with one in five adults showing a 

criminal record on a background check, over seven million Californians face potential 

employment barriers.  Every year, about 120,000 people are released from prison in California, 

which is nearly twice the number of any other state.  Employment is vital to the successful 

reentry of formerly incarcerated individuals.   

 

When a conviction is judicially dismissed pursuant to either Penal Code sections 1203.4 or 

1203.4a (also called ―expungement‖), applicants are allowed to omit the conviction from a job 

application because the original plea is withdrawn and replaced with a plea of not guilty and the 

charges upon which the conviction relied are dismissed.  However, even after an expungement is 

granted, the conviction is not sealed and can still be accessed at the courthouse by viewing the 

individual‘s case file.  Thus, many expunged convictions are illegally reported to employers in 

violation of state consumer protection laws. Many individuals are not hired, or are fired, as a 

result of the unlawful reporting of an expunged conviction.   

 

IMPACT STATEMENT  

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.   

  

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Jessie Warner, Policy Director, East Bay 

Community Law Center, Clean Slate Practice, 2921 Adeline St., Berkeley, CA 94703; (510) 

548-4040 x344; jwarner@ebclc.org 

  

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Jon Eldan or Jessie Warner 
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RESOLUTION 11-05-2011 

DIGEST 

Criminal Law:  Increase Felony Vandalism Threshold from $400 to $950 

Amends Penal Code section 594, subdivision (b), to increase the threshold for felony vandalism 

from $400 to $950. 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Penal Code section 594, subdivision (b), to increase the threshold for 

felony vandalism from $400 to $950.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it 

would update the amount to reflect inflation which has occurred since the $400 amount was set 

as the threshold in 1977 as well as keep the vandalism law consistent with the threshold for other 

property crimes.   

 

In the last legislative session, the Legislature raised the threshold for a crime to be punished as a 

felony from $400 to $950 for approximately 39 property crimes but did not adjust the amount for 

vandalism.  This resolution would make the vandalism statute consistent with the changes made 

to the other property crimes and provide for more consistency in charging and sentencing.  If the 

vandalism threshold is not increased from $400 to $950, it would undermine the impact of the 

other property crimes adjustment thereby leading to inconsistent sentencing results.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Penal Code section 594 to read as follows: 

 

§ 594 1 

(a) Every person who maliciously commits any of the following acts with respect to any 2 

real or personal property not his or her own, in cases other than those specified by state law, is 3 

guilty of vandalism: 4 

(1) Defaces with graffiti or other inscribed material. 5 

(2) Damages. 6 

(3) Destroys. 7 

Whenever a person violates this subdivision with respect to real property, vehicles, signs, 8 

fixtures, furnishings, or property belonging to any public entity, as defined by Section 811.2 of 9 

the Government Code, or the federal government, it shall be a permissive inference that the 10 

person neither owned the property nor had the permission of the owner to deface, damage, or 11 

destroy the property. 12 

(b)(1) If the amount of defacement, damage, or destruction is four hundred dollars ($400) 13 

nine hundred fifty dollars ($950) or more, vandalism is punishable by imprisonment in the state 14 

prison or in a county jail not exceeding one year, or by a fine of not more than ten thousand 15 
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dollars ($10,000), or if the amount of defacement, damage, or destruction is ten thousand dollars 16 

($10,000) or more, by a fine of not more than fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), or by both that 17 

fine and imprisonment. 18 

(2)(A) If the amount of defacement, damage, or destruction is less than four hundred 19 

dollars ($400) nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), vandalism is punishable by imprisonment in a 20 

county jail not exceeding one year, or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), 21 

or by both that fine and imprisonment. 22 

(B) If the amount of defacement, damage, or destruction is less than four hundred dollars 23 

($400) nine hundred fifty dollars ($950), and the defendant has been previously convicted of 24 

vandalism or affixing graffiti or other inscribed material under Section 594, 594.3, 594.4, 640.5, 25 

640.6, or 640.7, vandalism is punishable by imprisonment in a county jail for not more than one 26 

year, or by a fine of not more than five thousand dollars ($5,000), or by both that fine and 27 

imprisonment. 28 

(c) Upon conviction of any person under this section for acts of vandalism consisting of 29 

defacing property with graffiti or other inscribed materials, the court shall, when appropriate and 30 

feasible, in addition to any punishment imposed under subdivision (b), order the defendant to 31 

clean up, repair, or replace the damaged property himself or herself, or order the defendant, and 32 

his or her parents or guardians if the defendant is a minor, to keep the damaged property or 33 

another specified property in the community free of graffiti for up to one year. Participation of a 34 

parent or guardian is not required under this subdivision if the court deems this participation to 35 

be detrimental to the defendant, or if the parent or guardian is a single parent who must care for 36 

young children. If the court finds that graffiti cleanup is inappropriate, the court shall consider 37 

other types of community service, where feasible. 38 

(d) If a minor is personally unable to pay a fine levied for acts prohibited by this section, 39 

the parent of that minor shall be liable for payment of the fine. A court may waive payment of 40 

the fine, or any part thereof, by the parent upon a finding of good cause. 41 

(e) As used in this section, the term "graffiti or other inscribed material" includes any 42 

unauthorized inscription, word, figure, mark, or design, that is written, marked, etched, 43 

scratched, drawn, or painted on real or personal property. 44 

(f) The court may order any person ordered to perform community service or graffiti 45 

removal pursuant to paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) to undergo counseling. 46 

(g) This section shall become operative on January 1, 2002. 47 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.)48 

 

PROPONENT: Los Angeles County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Currently, vandalism of more than $400 may be filed as a felony. Vandalism of less 

than $400 is a misdemeanor. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution raises the threshold to $950 from $400 but does not change the 

punishment. 

 

The Problem: Prior to January 1, 2011, vandalism and theft had the same cutoff amount – 

generally, anything less than $400 was a misdemeanor and anything over that amount could be 
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filed as a felony. The threshold for theft has now been increased to $950 – anything less than 

$950 is generally a misdemeanor and anything over that amount is ―grand theft‖ and can be filed 

as a felony. The increase to $950 was fair and reasonable given inflation. This resolution makes 

the same fair and reasonable valuation change to the crime of vandalism. The actual punishment 

is not changed – the only change is the threshold between felony and misdemeanor punishment. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Mark Harvis, Los Angeles County Deputy 

Public Defender, 320 West Temple Street, Suite 590, Los Angeles, CA 90012, voice 213-974-

3066, fax 213-626-3519, email mharvis@pubdef.lacounty.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Mark Harvis 

 

 

 

 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 11-05-2011 

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

In our view, gauging the seriousness of a vandalism crime by valuation of the damage or using 

the cost of remediation is not the proper approach. Vandalism should not be directly compared to 

theft. There is a significant social cost connected with the unavoidable viewing of the graffiti by 

potentially hundreds to thousands of people before its removal, depending on how visible it is. 

Theft does not normally have such an impact. The point of the law should be to deter vandals in 

the first instance, and $400 in defacement, damage, or destruction is, even today, still significant 

enough that the punishment should remain serious. This crime should not be viewed as a 

business deal. 
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RESOLUTION 11-06-2011 

 

DIGEST  

License Suspension: Exception for Simple Possession of Marijuana 

Adds section 13202.51 to the Vehicle Code to provide that a person‘s driving privileges will not 

be suspended for a conviction of simple possession of marijuana. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE  

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 05-06-2000, which was approved in principle. 

 

Reasons:  

This resolution adds section 13202.51 to the Vehicle Code to provide that a person‘s driving 

privileges will not be suspended for a conviction of simple possession of marijuana.  This 

resolution should be approved in principle because it ensures the punishment, in the criminal 

court, for a violation of this section is appropriate for an infraction. 

 

In California, there are three different types of offenses: infractions, misdemeanors, and felonies. 

An infraction is not a crime, and is not punishable by imprisonment.  (People v. Sava (1987) 190 

Cal.App.3d 935.)  An infraction is typically punishable only by imposition of a fine or removal 

from public office.  For example, a driver who exceeds the posted speed limit is subject to a fine, 

but not imprisonment.   

 

Effective January 1, 2011, Health and Safety Code section 11357, subdivision (b) was amended 

to state that possession of less than 28.5 grams of marijuana is an infraction punishable by a fine 

of not more than one hundred dollars.   

 

Accordingly, because the nature of this offense has been changed from a misdemeanor to an 

infraction, the severity of the punishment in the criminal court should follow suit.  At the present 

time, violation of Health and Safety Code section 11357, subdivision (b) requires suspension of 

the violator‘s driver‘s license for a period of one year, even though the actual offense is simple 

possession, and has nothing to do with the actual operation of a motor vehicle (driving under the 

influence of marijuana is a separate offense, the punishment of which would not be affected by 

this resolution).  Rather, this resolution seeks to, as Gilbert and Sullivan aptly put, ―let the 

punishment fit the crime.‖  (The Mikado, Gilbert & Sullivan, 1885.) 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to add Vehicle Code section 13202.51 to read as follows: 

 

§ 13202.51 1 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a person‘s driving privilege shall not be 2 

suspended for a conviction of simple possession of marijuana pursuant to Health and Safety 3 
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Code section 11357, subdivision (b) or Vehicle Code section 23222, subdivision (b). 4 

(b) As used in this section, ―conviction‖ includes a finding in a juvenile proceeding. 5 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.)6 

 

PROPONENT: Los Angeles County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Effective January 1, 2011, possession of less than 28.5 grams of marijuana is an 

infraction with a maximum $100 fine. Existing law requires a court to order a person‘s privilege 

to drive to be suspended for one year upon a conviction for any drug offense, including simple 

possession of marijuana. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution prohibits the suspension of a driver‘s license for simple 

possession of marijuana. 

 

The Problem: Simple possession of marijuana is now an infraction. Previously, violators had the 

right to a jury trial and the right to an attorney – who would often mitigate the license suspension 

by pleading a person to a different charge or obtaining a dismissal. A one-year license 

suspension for an offense that has nothing to do with driving and is such a low-level offense that 

it is now an infraction is out of proportion and overly punitive. Nothing in this resolution 

prohibits a court from suspending a license for driving under the influence of marijuana – this 

resolution only applies to simple possession of marijuana. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Mark Harvis, Los Angeles County Deputy 

Public Defender, 320 West Temple Street, Suite 590, Los Angeles, CA 90012, voice 213-974-

3066, fax 213-626-3519, email mharvis@pubdef.lacounty.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Mark Harvis 
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RESOLUTION 11-07-2011 

 

 

[Withdrawn by Proponent] 
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RESOLUTION 11-08-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Moving Violations: Bars Red Light Cameras 

Amends Vehicle Code section 21455.5 and repeals Vehicle Code sections 21455.6 and 21455.7 

to make red light cameras unlawful. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Vehicle Code section 21455.5 and repeals Vehicle Code sections 

21455.6 and 21455.7 to make red light cameras unlawful.  This resolution should be disapproved 

because a complete ban of red light cameras is too extreme.  

 

In 1993, the state legislature enacted SB 1136 (Kopp) to authorize indefinitely the use of red 

light cameras (RLC) at intersections after a three-year study which showed the effectiveness of 

RLC systems in reducing collisions.  The legislature‘s intent in doing so was that RLC systems 

were to be used for safety and decreasing collisions, not to generate revenue.  Studies have 

shown that RLC‘s have cut T-bone collisions, but rear-end collisions have increased.  Because 

there is a demonstrated benefit to having RLC systems at intersections that have a high rate of 

T-bone collisions, a complete ban would be detrimental to public safety in these situations. 

 

However, it appears that over the years cities have increased the use of RLC‘s as a way to 

generate revenue and not for safety reasons.  Over 40 cities statewide have started to rely on 

what most call ―snitch‖ tickets in order to get a driver to pay the fine.  A person will receive a 

violation notice in the mail because he/she is the registered owner and the police may not be able 

to identify the registered owner as the driver from the RLC photo.  The form, which is called a 

―Traffic Violation Notice,‖ asks for the driver‘s name and license number so the police can 

clearly identify the driver.  A real ticket is a ―Notice of Traffic Violation.‖  Legally you do not 

have to answer the ―snitch‖ ticket and law enforcement agencies admit the ticket carries no 

weight if it is not filled out and returned.   

 

In an NBC news report in April 2011, it was reported that the Los Angeles Superior Court found 

a driver is not legally obligated to pay the red light camera ticket because the automatic ticket is 

not properly served on the driver.  Also, in a recent case People v. Khaled (2010) 186 

Cal.App.4
th

 Supp 1, the court found that the photos from the RLCs are hearsay evidence without 

any exceptions and could not be used against a driver to prove their guilt. 

 

Although there are issues with RLC systems, to have an outright ban would be unnecessarily 

extreme given the proven benefits.  There is currently a bill in the state senate, SB 29 (Simitian 

and Huff), which addresses some of the recent issues with the use of RLC‘s.  The bill would 

require a governmental agency to establish the need for RLC‘s at a specific location for reasons 
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related to safety for systems installed after January 1, 2012 and not consider revenue generation.  

The bill also prohibits a manufacturer or governmental agency from altering the notice to appear 

or any other form approved by the Judicial Council.  

 

At the end of the day, this all may become a moot point because more and more cities are 

banning the use of RLC‘s for reasons of cost effectiveness.  For example, in June of 2011, as 

several other cities have done, the City of Los Angeles decided not to renew its contract with the 

vendor of the RLC‘s because of the cost. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Vehicle Code section 21455.5 and to repeal Vehicle Code sections 21455.6 

and 21455.7 to read as follows: 

 

§ 21455.5 1 

 (a) The limit line, the intersection, or a place designated in Section 21455, where a driver 2 

is required to stop, may be equipped with an automated enforcement system if the governmental 3 

agency utilizing the system meets all of the following requirements: 4 

 (1) Identifies the system by signs that clearly indicate the system's presence and are 5 

visible to traffic approaching from all directions, or posts signs at all major entrances to the city, 6 

including, at a minimum, freeways, bridges, and state highway routes. 7 

 (2) If it locates the system at an intersection, and ensures that the system meets the 8 

criteria specified in Section 21455.7. 9 

 (b) Prior to issuing citations under this section, a local jurisdiction utilizing an automated 10 

traffic enforcement system shall commence a program to issue only warning notices for 30 days. 11 

The local jurisdiction shall also make a public announcement of the automated traffic 12 

enforcement system at least 30 days prior to the commencement of the enforcement program. 13 

 (ca) It shall be unlawful for any Only a public or private governmental agency, any city 14 

or county, or the State of California, in cooperation with a law enforcement agency, may operate 15 

a to install an automated traffic enforcement system. (red light camera) anywhere within the 16 

State of California. As used in this subdivision, "operate" includes all of the following activities: 17 

 (1) Developing uniform guidelines for screening and issuing violations and for the 18 

processing and storage of confidential information, and establishing procedures to ensure 19 

compliance with those guidelines. 20 

 (2) Performing administrative functions and day-to-day functions, including, but not 21 

limited to, all of the following: 22 

 (A) Establishing guidelines for selection of location. 23 

 (B) Ensuring that the equipment is regularly inspected. 24 

 (C) Certifying that the equipment is properly installed and calibrated, and is operating 25 

properly. 26 

 (D) Regularly inspecting and maintaining warning signs placed under paragraph (1) of 27 

subdivision (a). 28 

 (E) Overseeing the establishment or change of signal phases and the timing thereof. 29 

 (F) Maintaining controls necessary to assure that only those citations that have been 30 

reviewed and approved by law enforcement are delivered to violators. 31 
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 (d) The activities listed in subdivision (c) that relate to the operation of the system may be 32 

contracted out by the governmental agency, if it maintains overall control and supervision of the 33 

system. However, the activities listed in paragraph (1) of, and subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), and 34 

(F) of paragraph (2) of, subdivision (c) may not be contracted out to the manufacturer or supplier 35 

of the automated enforcement system. 36 

 (e) (1) Notwithstanding Section 6253 of the Government Code, or any other provision of 37 

law, photographic records made by an automated enforcement system shall be confidential, and 38 

shall be made available only to governmental agencies and law enforcement agencies and only 39 

for the purposes of this article. 40 

 (2) Confidential information obtained from the Department of Motor Vehicles for the 41 

administration or enforcement of this article shall be held confidential, and may not be used for 42 

any other purpose. 43 

 (3) Except for court records described in Section 68152 of the Government Code, the 44 

confidential records and information described in paragraphs (1) and (2) may be retained for up 45 

to six months from the date the information was first obtained, or until final disposition of the 46 

citation, whichever date is later, after which time the information shall be destroyed in a manner 47 

that will preserve the confidentiality of any person included in the record or information. 48 

 (f) Notwithstanding subdivision (e), the registered owner or any individual identified by 49 

the registered owner as the driver of the vehicle at the time of the alleged violation shall be 50 

permitted to review the photographic evidence of the alleged violation. 51 

 (g) (1) A contract between a governmental agency and a manufacturer or supplier of 52 

automated enforcement equipment may not include provision for the payment or compensation 53 

to the manufacturer or supplier based on the number of citations generated, or as a percentage of 54 

the revenue generated, as a result of the use of the equipment authorized under this section. 55 

 (2) Paragraph (1) does not apply to a contract that was entered into by a governmental 56 

agency and a manufacturer or supplier of automated enforcement equipment before January 1, 57 

2004, unless that contract is renewed, extended, or amended on or after January 1, 2004. 58 

(b) In the case of an existing automated traffic enforcement system (red light camera), the 59 

system shall be deactivated immediately upon the effective date of this statute and shall be 60 

removed no later than 6 months later. In the case of an existing automated traffic enforcement 61 

system (red light camera) that is the subject of a contractual agreement between any 62 

governmental entity and a private vendor, the automated traffic enforcement system (red light 63 

camera) shall be deactivated immediately upon the expiration of the contract and removed no 64 

later than 6 months later. No contract between a government entity and a private vendor for the 65 

operation of an automated traffic enforcement system (red light camera) may be extended or 66 

renewed for a term beyond the effective date of this statute. 67 

 68 

§21455.6. 69 

(a) A city council or county board of supervisors shall conduct a public hearing on the 70 

proposed use of an automated enforcement system authorized under Section 21455.5 prior to 71 

authorizing the city or county to enter into a contract for the use of the system. 72 

(b) (1) The activities listed in subdivision (c) of Section 21455.5 that relate to the 73 

operation of an automated enforcement system may be contracted out by the city or county, 74 

except that the activities listed in paragraph (1) of, and subparagraphs (A), (D), (E), or (F) of 75 

paragraph (2) of, subdivision (c) of Section 21455.5 may not be contracted out to the 76 

manufacturer or supplier of the automated enforcement system. 77 
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(2) Paragraph (1) does not apply to a contract that was entered into by a city or county 78 

and a manufacturer or supplier of automated enforcement equipment before January 1, 2004, 79 

unless that contract is renewed, extended, or amended on or after January 1, 2004. 80 

(c) The authorization in Section 21455.5 to use automated enforcement systems does not 81 

authorize the use of photo radar for speed enforcement purposes by any jurisdiction. 82 

 83 

§21455.7. 84 

(a) At an intersection at which there is an automated enforcement system in operation, the 85 

minimum yellow light change interval shall be established in accordance with the Traffic Manual 86 

of the Department of Transportation. 87 

 (b) For purposes of subdivision (a), the minimum yellow light change intervals relating to 88 

designated approach speeds provided in the Traffic Manual of the Department of Transportation 89 

are mandatory minimum yellow light intervals. 90 

(c) A yellow light change interval may exceed the minimum interval established pursuant 91 

to subdivision (a).92 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Los Angeles County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Red light cameras are lawful. 

 

This Resolution: This resolution causes red light cameras to become unlawful and forces their 

removal. 

 

The Problem: Red light cameras are used to bump up revenue and have no correlation with 

traffic safety. They are often run by vendors who stand to make a ton of money. They are 

unfairly operated with short yellow lights and with fake ―snitch‖ notices that resemble tickets. 

It‘s time for this scam to go. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Mark Harvis, Los Angeles County Public 

Defender, 320 West Temple Street, Suite 590, Los Angeles, CA 90012, voice 213-974-3066, fax 

213-626-3519, email mharvis@pubdef.lacounty.gov 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Mark Harvis 
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COUNTER-ARGUMENT(S) TO RESOLUTION 11-08-2011 

 

BAR ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY (BANSDC) 

 

The proposed resolution does not cite any reports, studies, or statistics to support the claims put 

forth as a rationale for dispensing with red light cameras.  As of 2010 there are 441 cities and 

municipalities utilizing red lights.  A 2005 study showed that red-light cameras saved society 

$39,000 to $50,000 annually per intersection.  That figure is based on the decrease of right-angle 

crashes compared to the increase in rear-end crashes that is commonly associated with red light 

cameras.  Localities and States vary in compensation to private contractors for red light cameras.  

Most jurisdictions avoid the conflict of interest in allowing private agencies to choose locations 

for red light cameras.  Additionally, such vendors are compensated at a flat rate and not based on 

the number of citations issued.  Numerous studies can be found and considered at the 

Department of Transportation‘s website for Federal Highway Administration under intersection 

safety and red light running. 
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RESOLUTION 11-09-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Marijuana: Regulation and Taxation 

Recommends that the legislature and governor be urged to support, pass, and enact legislation to 

decriminalize, regulate, and tax marijuana in a similar manner as alcohol. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

Similar to Resolution 11-04-2002, which was withdrawn, and similar to Resolutions 06-09-2009 

and 01-02-2010, which were approved as amended. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution recommends that the legislature and governor be urged to support, pass, and 

enact legislation to decriminalize, regulate, and tax marijuana in a similar manner as alcohol.  

This resolution should be approved in principle because there is the potential for large revenues 

to governmental entities.  

 

Past legislative proposals, as well as last year‘s failed Proposition 19, would have removed 

marijuana and its derivatives from existing statutes defining and regulating controlled 

substances.  They would have provided for the regulation and taxation of marijuana in a manner 

similar to alcohol, allowing it to be sold openly to adults age 21 and older.  Proposition 19 failed 

by a vote of 53.5% to 46.5%, showing substantial public support for legalization. 

 

Marijuana is believed to be California‘s number one cash crop.  There is an estimated $14 billion 

black market thriving in the state, putting it above wine grapes at $2 billion.  (See, Kovner, 

State's Pot Crop Worth $14 Billion, Dwarfs Wine Grapes, The Press Democrat (Oct. 18, 2010) 

http://www.pressdemocrat.com/article/20101018/articles/101019555?p=1&tc=pg.)  Proponents 

of legalization estimate a regulated marijuana market could yield at least $1.2 billion in tax 

revenues and reduce law enforcement costs.  Medical marijuana is already being looked to as a 

potential source of revenues.  In March, the City of Los Angeles voted to impose a $50 business 

tax per $1,000 of gross receipts on marijuana dispensaries, projecting the tax will raise $3-5 

million a year.  With full legalization, retail sales of marijuana and related spinoff businesses 

such as coffeehouses could be as much as $3-5 billion a year. 

 

According to the Department of Health and Human Services, 1.96 million Californians admit to 

having recently used marijuana.  While it has long been denigrated as a ―gateway drug,‖ studies 

have shown people living in marijuana-tolerant cities such as Amsterdam and San Francisco are 

no more likely to use the drug than elsewhere.  In contrast, the illegality of marijuana has led to 

heavy violence across the United States-Mexico border.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that the legislature 
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and governor be urged to support, pass and, enact legislation that would legalize the possession, 

sale, cultivation, and other conduct relating to marijuana and its derivatives by persons 21 years 

of age and older; would regulate the sale of marijuana; would impose fees on its sale; and, in 

general, would treat marijuana sales in much the same manner as alcohol sales.  

  
PROPONENT: San Francisco Bay Area National Lawyers Guild  

  
STATEMENT OF REASONS 
  
Existing Law:  Criminalizes recreational use of marijuana where possession of over one ounce is 

involved, filling California jails and prisons with harmless people, and continues to involve law 

enforcement in minor possessions, even though these possessions constitute an infraction. 

Meanwhile, there is no mechanism to allow marijuana commerce to provide a benefit to the 

state.  

    
This Resolution: Supports any legislation that would lessen the burden of law enforcement and 

the correctional system, so that the system could be used to address crimes that endanger public 

health and safety. Marijuana is California‘s largest cash crop, estimated to generate many times 

the income of our bounteous fruit and vegetable harvests. In 2008, California arrested 78,000 

citizens for marijuana offenses, and nearly 80% of those arrests were for simple possession. 

While simple possession is now an infraction, law enforcement is still involved in issuing 

citations and waste is still occurring. There are significant dangers that people of color will still 

be disproportionately affected by the simple possession enforcement, as is the case with all 

possession and distribution enforcement. In addition to avoiding clogged courts and prisons, this 

bill would generate an estimated $1.4 billion in tax revenues and license fees annually, according 

to the California Board of Equalization. That figure does not include concomitant savings in 

court costs, jail costs, and law enforcement costs and effort that would be realized under the 

regulated scheme. In addition, the $1.4 billion revenue estimate does not include income taxes 

that would be derived from sellers who currently work outside the system and other indirect tax 

benefits and ancillary fiscal benefits. Moreover, the income from the sale of marijuana would 

enter the mainstream economy and, enriched by the multiplier effects, create legitimate jobs and 

new industries. According to a 2009 Field poll, 56 percent of Californians support legalizing 

marijuana. 

   
The Problem: Marijuana is California‘s largest cash crop, estimated at $14 billion per year in  
sales. Marijuana producers must hide the proceeds of their sales in the underground economy, 

where it does little to induce a multiplier effect in the mainstream economy, and is not readily 

taxable.  It is clear that this industry is not going to disappear.  Californians could benefit directly 

from this industry by receiving the tax revenues that it could generate and also by seeing law 

enforcement costs greatly reduced.  Marijuana is much safer than alcohol and it would be much 

more fair and reasonable to treat it similarly under the law. Today, alcohol taxes and license fees 

provide significant income to the State, while marijuana prohibition places a huge burden on our 

legal system without solving any problems associated with the substance or providing revenues.   

  
IMPACT STATEMENT  
This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule.   
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AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Hanna Dershowitz, (310) 400-0453, 

hannad@world.oberlin.edu  

  
RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Richard P. Koch, 268 Bush St. #3237, San Francisco, 

CA 94104, (415) 397-1060, Fax (415) 397-3077, rpkoch1@sbcglobal.net 
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RESOLUTION 12-01-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Parenting Coordinator: Court Authority to Appoint 

Adds Family Code section 3193 to allow the court to appoint a Parent Coordinator in cases 

where there is a high level of conflict between the parties that impact the child. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Family Code section 3193 to allow the court to appoint a Parent 

Coordinator in cases where there is a high level of conflict between the parties that impact the 

child.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it will provide courts with the 

authority to appoint a Parent Coordinator (―PC‖) in cases where there is such a high level of 

conflict that is detrimental to the minor child or children‘s development and well-being, whether 

or not the parties stipulate to the appointment. 

 

Although high-conflict divorces are approximately 10% of divorce cases, they consume 

approximately 80% of the court and family services resources.  High-conflict divorces usually 

involve numerous motions because of the heightened animosity.   

 

Currently, a court can only appoint an attorney or mental health professional upon the stipulation 

of the parties.  This resolution would authorize the court to appoint a PC whether or not the 

parties agree.  The PC would have the authority to mediate ongoing disputes regarding the 

sharing of the child, monitor parties compliance with custody and visitation orders, counsel 

parents on how their disputes impact the children, and investigate allegations.  The PC would 

submit a report to the court which would assist the court in its rulings.  All of the other 

intervention resources available to the court, such as minor‘s counsel or mental health 

professionals, do not have the breath of skills and services contemplated by this resolution.  This 

resolution would also lessen the burden on the family courts and family services as well as 

provide savings to the state.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to add Family Code section 3193 to read as follows: 

  

§ 3193 1 

(a) The Family Court ("the Court") may appoint a Parent Coordinator ("PC") to assist 2 

the Court and the parties after it determines that a high level of conflict exists between the parties 3 

and this conflict is impacting the normal and healthy development of their minor child or 4 

children. If the Court appoints a PC, it shall find that the appointment is in the best interests of 5 
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the child or children. 6 

(b) A PC may also be appointed when the parties stipulate that the services of an 7 

PC will be helpful to resolve ongoing problems between them and that these problems are having 8 

a negative impact upon the normal and healthy development of the parties' child or children. 9 

(c) After the appointment of the PC, the parties shall not return to Family Court 10 

Services for further mediation without a Court order authorizing them to meet with Family Court 11 

Services. 12 

(d) In determining whether a case is a high conflict case, the Court shall consider 13 

whether one or more of the following factors are present: 14 

(1)  Has there been frequent litigation and/or disputes over child sharing issues? 15 

(2)  Has there been physical violence, intimidation, stalking, allegations of child abuse, 16 

harassment or threats? 17 

(3)  Has there been chronic co-parenting difficulties between the parties? 18 

(4)  Has there been chronic communication difficulties between the parties? 19 

(5)  Has one parent been unable to protect the child or children from the conflict? 20 

(6)  Has one parent attempted to get the child or children to side with them in the 21 

conflict? 22 

(7)  Has one parent been unable to separate his/her needs from the needs of the child or 23 

children? 24 

(8)  Has one parent been unwilling to share the child or children with the other parent? 25 

(9)  Is there any other condition in the discretion of the Court that warrants the 26 

appointment of a PC? 27 

(e) When a PC is appointed by the Court under Section (a), an order shall be prepared, 28 

filed with the Court and served upon the PC by U.S. Mail. The Order shall include: 29 

(1)  The name of the PC. 30 

(2)  A finding by the Court that the case is a high conflict case or that the parties have 31 

stipulated to the appointment of a PC. 32 

(3) The retainer to be paid to the PC, the hourly rate to be paid to the PC and what portion 33 

of the PC's fees are to be paid by each party. 34 

(f)  A PC is a licensed mental health professional with substantial experience in the area 35 

of Family Law or a licensed attorney with substantial experience in the area of Family Law. 36 

(g)  In order to be appointed by the Family Court as a PC, the licensed mental health 37 

professional or licensed attorney must have the following qualifications: 38 

(1)  He/she shall have an active professional license issued by the appropriate licensing 39 

board in the State of California. The license shall be in good standing. He/she shall have a 40 

minimum of five years experience in the area of Family Law. 41 

(2)  He/she shall never have been disciplined by their licensing boards, nor shall their 42 

professional license ever have been suspended or revoked. 43 

(3)  He/she shall have been trained and certified as having completed the Parenting 44 

Coordination Training Program or a similar program. 45 

(4)  He/she shall have professional malpractice insurance coverage with minimum 46 

coverage limits of $250,000/$500,000. 47 

(h)The PC shall have the following duties: 48 

(1) Mediate ongoing disputes between the parties regarding the sharing of the child or 49 

children. 50 

(2) Monitor compliance by the parties with all child custody and visitation orders 51 
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including orders related to participation in remedial programs that may have been ordered by the 52 

Court. 53 

(3)  Educate the parties on the impact that the parental conflict is having on the normal 54 

and healthy development of the child or children. 55 

(4)  Recommend to the parties approaches that will reduce the parental conflict 56 

(5)  Draft changes to the existing parenting plan if the parties have stipulated to the 57 

changes. The draft of changes in the existing parenting plan shall be forwarded to the parties' 58 

counsel and to the parties for their approval. After counsel and the parties have approved the 59 

proposed changes, the written stipulation shall be filed with the Court. 60 

(6)  At his/her discretion, investigate allegations made by either party that may impact the 61 

health, education or safety of the child or children. 62 

(7)  Communicate with the parties' counsel and minor's counsel if an attorney has been 63 

appointed for the child or children. 64 

(8)  Review the Court file, all assessments and evaluations of the parties, and all relevant 65 

information concerning the child or children. Relevant information shall include, but not 66 

necessarily be limited to, medical, school and educational records. 67 

(9)  Make such investigation as he/she deems necessary to ascertain facts relevant to 68 

his/her role as the PC. This may include interviewing the child or children. 69 

(10)  Have no ex parte communication with the Court. 70 

(11)  The services of the PC are not confidential. If requested by the PC, the parties shall 71 

execute all necessary releases enabling the PC to speak with professionals involved with the 72 

child or children. The PC shall take all reasonable steps to protect the privacy of the family. 73 

 (i)  The PC shall prepare a written report to the Court at least every six months, with 74 

service of the report on counsel and the parties, setting forth the status of the case. 75 

(j) The PC may prepare a written report to the Court, with service on counsel and the 76 

parties, at any time if the PC makes any of the following findings: 77 

(1)  The existing sharing plan ordered by the Court is not in the child or children's best 78 

interests. 79 

(2)  The PC is not qualified to address an issue in the case. 80 

(3)  A conflict has arisen which makes it untenable for the PC to continue acting in the 81 

case. 82 

(4)  If the Court receives a report from the PC under this Section, the Court shall schedule 83 

a hearing on the matter. If the Parent Coordinator is relieved at the hearing, he/she may provide 84 

copies of his/her case file to the new PC if another has been appointed by the Court. 85 

(k)  The Court may relieve the PC upon the request of the PC or upon the agreement of 86 

the PC and the parties. 87 

(l)  The Court shall relieve the PC if there is a lack of reasonable progress after a 88 

significant period despite the best efforts of the PC and/or the parties. 89 

(m) The PC shall be relieved if the parties stipulate that they no longer require the 90 

assistance of the PC and the Court finds it is in the best interest of the minor child or children to 91 

relieve the PC. 92 

(n)  The PC shall be relieved if the PC is unable or unwilling to continue to serve. 93 

(o)  In cases where the Court has appointed the PC and the parties have stipulated to the 94 

same, the PC shall have the authority to make binding decisions on the implementation or 95 

clarification of an existing Court order consistent with the substantive intent of the order. The PC 96 

shall provide the parties with an opportunity to be heard on any issue in dispute and shall submit 97 
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a written decision to the Court with service on counsel and the parties. The decision of the PC 98 

shall be binding on the parties. The decision shall be implemented 14 days after service of the 99 

decision on counsel and the parties. 100 

(p)  In cases where the Court has appointed the PC and the parties have stipulated thereto, 101 

the PC shall have the authority, upon stipulation of the parties, to resolve disputes between the 102 

parties. These disputes shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, sharing schedules, 103 

parenting decisions, and any other issue pertaining to the health, education or welfare of the child 104 

or children. The PC shall provide the parties with an opportunity to be heard on any issue in 105 

dispute and shall submit a written decision to the Court with service on counsel and the parties. 106 

The decision shall be binding on the parties and implemented 14 days after service on counsel 107 

and the parties. Either party may file a motion with the Court seeking to modify the decision of 108 

the PC within the aforementioned 14 days. If a motion is filed by either party, the 109 

implementation of the decision shall be stayed pending the Court's review of the decision. 110 

(q)  In cases where the PC has been appointed by the Court but the parties do not stipulate 111 

that he/she has authority to determine the outcome of the dispute, the PC shall take the following 112 

steps. He/she shall provide the parties with an opportunity to be heard on the issue in dispute and 113 

shall submit a written recommendation to the Court with service of the recommendation on 114 

counsel and the parties. A hearing shall be set by the party opposing the recommendation and the 115 

recommendation shall be reviewed by the Court. The recommendation of the PC shall not be 116 

implemented pending the Court's review of the recommendation. 117 

(r)  The PC shall not be liable for damages for acts or omissions of ordinary negligence 118 

arising out of his/her duties as the PC. The role of the PC is quasi-judicial. The PC shall be 119 

protected from civil liability under Civil Code Section 47, the litigation privilege, and common 120 

law civil immunity to the broadest extent permissible under California Law.121 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT: Bar Association of Northern San Diego County 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS   

 

Existing Law: There is no current statutory authority for the appointment of a Parenting 

Coordinator.  Historically, the Court, lacking such authority, has only been able to appoint an 

attorney or mental health professional upon stipulation of the parties to assist the parties and the 

Court to resolve issues relating to children in a high conflict divorce matter.  An analysis of the 

mediation statutes (Evid. Code, §1115 et seq.) , the reference statutes (Code Civ. Proc., §638), 

minor‘s counsel statute (Fam. Code, §3150 et seq) nor the appointment of a child custody 

evaluator under Family Code section 3111, would not permit such an appointment. 

 

This Resolution: Would enable the Family Court, even in the absence of a stipulation of the 

parties to appoint a Parenting Coordinator, would provide standards and qualifications for the 

appointment, would proscribe to duties of a Parenting Coordinator, and would allow for the 

removal of the appointed person under the provisions set forth. 

 

The Problem: Of the thousands of cases filed in the Family Court each year, a small percentage 

can be defined as ―high conflict.‖  These approximate ten percent of the cases use about 80% the 
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resources of the court, with multiple motion hearings, Family Court Services appointments, 

evaluations, etc. Recent research suggests that, not only is there a savings to the state when a 

Parenting Coordinator is appointment in a high conflict custody case, other non-child related 

issues brought before the court are reduced in number.   Apart from the financial burden these 

cases create, the level of conflict in these cases damage children and wear out judicial officers 

who might otherwise be willing to continue to sit in Family Law departments.  All of the other 

intervention resources available to the Court such as minor‘s counsel or mental health 

evaluations do not have the breath of skills and services contemplated by this legislation.  It is 

not intended that this legislation would delegate judicial authority to make decisions or orders in 

the absence of a separate stipulation of the parties conferring that authority but merely to 

empower the court to order the parties to participate in a Parenting Coordinator program when 

justified and appropriate. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Charlene S. Baron, Post Office Box 131442, 

Carlsbad, California 92013-1442, voice 760-931-7620, fax 760-931-7613, e-mail 

cblaw@sbcglobal.net; or Jeff Lacy, 900 Pier View Way, Oceanside CA, 92049-0299, Phone: 

(760) 722-1234; fax (760) 722-5860; email jeffrey.lacy@glkohlaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Jeff Lacy 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 12-01-11: Parenting Coordinator: Authority to Appointment  

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

DISAPPROVE 
 

The Executive Committee of the Family Law Section of the State Bar of California 

(FLEXCOM) supports alternative, consensual dispute resolution.  We do not support delegation 

of judicial authority to a parenting plan coordinator without the parties‘ explicit agreement.  

Further, many parties would be unable to afford the cost of the coordinator. 

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 12-02-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Statements of Decision in Support of Modification Proceedings 

Amends Family Code section 3654 to require a statement of decision upon request by a party 

when the court denies a request for modification, termination or a set aside of a support order. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Family Code section 3654 to require a statement of decision upon 

request by a party when the court denies a request for modification, termination or a set aside of 

a support order.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it would provide both 

parties with the opportunity to understand the reasoning behind the court‘s decision and whether 

either party should appeal. 

 

Present law recognizes the importance of explaining to the party who is adversely affected the 

reason for a modification of support.  Currently, a court issues an order increasing or decreasing 

support without any supporting reasons.  If a statement of decision is issued each party would 

understand why the court has ruled either in support of a party or against a party.  It is equally 

important that the adversely affected party clearly understand the reasons why the modification 

request was not granted because this will assist that party in determining whether or not to appeal 

the decision.  Clarity in the reasoning behind a decision increases the chances that an adversely 

affected party will feel that his or her issues were heard and makes compliance more likely.  

Additionally, as with all statements of decision, it provides both parties with an opportunity to 

request a clarification or a correction.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Family Code section 3654 to read as follows: 

 

§ 3654 1 

At the request of either party, an order modifying, terminating, or setting aside a support 2 

order, or denying a request for modification, termination, or a set aside, shall include a statement 3 

of decision.4 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted, stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Orange County Bar Associations 
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STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Requires a statement of decision upon request of either party when a modification 

of support is made.  Does not require a statement of decision when a request for modification 

was denied. 

 

This Resolution: Would modify the Family Code to require a statement of decision upon request 

in all hearings regarding support. 

 

The Problem:  The present law recognizes the importance of explaining to the party who is 

adversely affected the reason for a modification of support.  It is equally important that the 

adversely affected  party clearly understand the reasons the a modification is not granted.   

Clarity in the reasoning behind a decision increases the chances that an adversely affected party 

will feel that their issues were heard and makes compliance more likely.  Additionally, as with 

all statements of decision, it provides both parties with an opportunity to request a clarification or 

a correction. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANANT CONTACT: Charles L. Larson, Esq, 1283 N. Tustin 

Ave., Anaheim, CA  92807, 714-630-6140 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Charles L. Larson, Esq. 

 

 

 

Resolution 12-02-11: Statement of Decision in Support Modification Proceedings 

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

Express findings about the basis for a court‘s decision are helpful to litigants.  Many 

important aspects of family law cases are handled through motions, where statements of decision 

are not always required.  We agree that it makes sense, in the context of a motion to modify 

support, that the court be required to issue a statement of decision whether the motion is granted 

or denied. 

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 
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Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 12-03-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Grounds for Ex Parte Notice to Terminate Assignment Order for Support  

Amends Family Code section 5240 to allow ex parte notice when seeking to terminate an 

assignment order for support when the obligee has passed away. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Family Code section 5240 to allow ex parte notice when seeking to 

terminate an assignment order for support when the obligee has passed away.  This resolution 

should be approved in principle because it provides the obligor/supporting spouse an efficient 

and less costly way to terminate support when the obligee/supported spouse has passed away. 

 

Although the Family Code already provides that the death of the obligee/supported spouse 

terminates a support order, an employer cannot cease taking funds from an employee pursuant to 

an assignment order until the employer has received a termination order from the court.  Even 

though courts may allow a motion to terminate an assignment ex parte, some courts will not 

allow an ex parte proceeding because the Family Code does not specifically allow it. If the 

obligor/supporting spouse is required to give notice, money could be taken from the supporting 

spouse and paid into the deceased obligee/supported spouse‘s account that the supporting spouse 

may never recover.  This is a burden on the supporting spouse that would unfairly benefit the 

deceased supported spouse‘s estate.  Furthermore, it is more costly to file a full noticed motion 

than to proceed by ex parte application.  The obligee/supported spouse‘s interests are protected 

because a termination motion can only be brought ex parte if the support is current.  Thus, a 

supported spouse‘s estate will not be harmed. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Family Code section 5240 to read as follows: 

 

§ 5240 1 

Upon the filing and service of a motion and a notice of motion by the obligor, or if the 2 

obligee has passed away, the obligor may bring ex parte, a motion or order to show cause, the 3 

court shall terminate the service of an assignment order if past due support has been paid in full, 4 

including any interest due, and if any of the following conditions exist: 5 

            (a) With regard to orders for spousal support, the death or remarriage of the spouse to 6 

whom support is owed. 7 

            (b) With regard to orders for child support, the death or emancipation of the child for 8 

whom support is owed. 9 
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            (c) The court determines that there is good cause, as defined in Section 5260, to terminate 10 

the assignment order. This subdivision does not apply if there has been more than one 11 

application for an assignment order. 12 

            (d) The obligor meets the conditions of an alternative arrangement specified in paragraph 13 

(2) of subdivision (b) of Section 5260, and a wage assignment has not been previously 14 

terminated and subsequently initiated. 15 

            (e) There is no longer a current order for support. 16 

            (f) The termination of the stay of an assignment order under Section 5261 was improper, 17 

but only if that termination was based upon the obligor's failure to make timely support payments 18 

as described in subdivision (b) of Section 5261. 19 

            (g) The employer or agency designated to provide services under Title IV-D of the Social 20 

Security Act or the State Disbursement Unit is unable to deliver payment for a period of six 21 

months due to the failure of the obligee to notify that employer or agency or the State 22 

Disbursement Unit of a change in the obligee's address.23 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT: Orange County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law: Does not take into account the situation where the obligee spouse has passed 

away, thereby obviating the necessity for a noticed motion, as well as the emergency situation 

where money is being taken from the obligor‘s paycheck and electronically transferred to the 

obligee‘s bank account, in which case the obligor may never get that money back. 

 

This Resolution: Would modify the Family Code to specifically allow for the ex parte procedure. 

 

The Problem: Currently, the code only provides for a noticed motion, even where the obligee 

spouse has passed away.  While a court may certainly allow a motion or an order to show case to 

be brought, ex parte, some courts may insist that there be a noticed motion, since that is what the 

code currently states.  Further, it is already unfair to the obligor spouse that funds could be taken 

from his or her pay until such time as the employer receives an order terminating the assignment 

order. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Barry I. Besser, Esq., 333 City Boulevard 

West, Ste. 1700, Orange, CA 92868, 714/978-1788 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Barry I. Besser, Esq. 
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Resolution 12-03-11: Grounds to Terminate the Service of an Assignment Order  

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

DISAPPROVE 

 

The Family Code already provides that the death of the obligee terminates a support 

order.  The right to seek ex parte relief already exists when appropriate grounds exist.  The 

Executive Committee of the Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

does not see any reason for the provision that a special right for an ex parte order should exist 

when an obligee has passed away.  

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 12-04-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Support of a Minor: Parent‘s Responsibility to Other Persons 

Amends Family Code sections 3951 and 4000 to permit family members or other individuals 

who have custody of a child to bring an action to recover costs from a parent. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Family Code sections 3951 and 4000 to permit family members or other 

individuals who have custody of a child to bring an action to recover costs from a parent.  This 

resolution should be disapproved because, as written, it is overly broad. 

 

Family Code section 3951, subdivision (a), provides that a parent is not bound to compensate the 

other parent or a relative for the voluntary support of a child without an agreement for 

compensation.  The statute does not, however, bar a relative who has actual physical custody of a 

child, under a guardianship or otherwise, from obtaining a support order from the child‘s parents.  

Finding this insufficient, the resolution attempts to allow family members or other individuals 

who have legally assumed responsibility for the child to recover some of the financial costs 

through the Family Court.  However, the proposed language is simply too broad.  It is not limited 

to individuals who have legal custody, or even to people who are caring for the child with the 

knowledge and approval of the parent.  If a child runs away and stays with a friend or relative 

because the parents are too strict, the language proposed would permit that individual to seek 

reimbursement as well.  Moreover, the proposed language could dissuade parents from 

informally relying on family members or friends to help care for a child when they are 

struggling. 

 

It is assumed the proponent's purpose is to provide for the family member or other individual 

who has physical but not legal custody of a child to seek from the custodial parent the amount 

that would constitute legal child support.  However, the use of the words ―custody‖ and 

―support‖ in the resolution is insufficiently clear to achieve that goal and may have the 

unintended consequence of allowing for overly broad use of the statute.   

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Family Code sections 3951 and 4000 to read as follows:  

 

§ 3951 1 

(a) A parent is not bound to compensate the other parent, or a relative, for the voluntary 2 

support of the parent's child, without an agreement for compensation.   3 
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(b) A parent is not bound to compensate a stranger for the support of a child who has 4 

abandoned the parent without just cause. 5 

(c) Nothing in this section relieves a parent of the obligation to support a child during any 6 

period in which the state, county, or other governmental entity provides support for the child. 7 

(d) Nothing in this section relieves a parent of the obligation to support a child during any 8 

period in which any relative or any other person has custody of the child, such as a guardian.  9 

 10 

§ 4000   11 

If a parent has the duty to provide for the support of the parent's child and willfully fails 12 

to so provide, the other parent, or the child by a guardian ad litem, or any individual or relative 13 

who has custody of the child, may bring an action against the parent to enforce the duty.14 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

PROPONENT: Alameda County Bar Association 

  

STATEMENT OF REASONS  

 

Existing Law: Does not allow family members or other individuals who have assumed the care 

of the minor child voluntarily or through the appointment as guardians ad litem for a minor child 

to seek child support.  The law recognizes a parent‘s responsibility to support their child, but 

currently this obligation extends only to the other parent or to the state, county, or other 

governmental agency. Family Code section 3050 allows for a third party to recover the 

reasonable value of necessaries supplied in good faith; however, these ―necessaries‖ are defined 

as clothing, medical treatment or food. Family Code section 4007 implicitly allows any person 

who has physical custody of the child to accept payment for support.  Currently, a relative or 

other individual seeking support on behalf of the child can only do so through a guardian ad 

litem, and only if the custodial parent refuses to seek support from the other parent; however, 

guardianship law provides no express authority for a guardian of the person of a child to obtain 

an order for child support from a parent.  

 

This Resolution: Would allow other family members, or individuals who have legally assumed 

responsibility for the child to recover some of the financial costs for this care through the Family 

Court.  

 

The Problem: Grandparents or close relatives of the child assume all financial responsibility for 

the minor, and have no ability to recover these costs, often at great personal and financial 

detriment.  

  

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution affects Family Code section 4000 by creating a new category of individuals who 

may bring an action against a parent for that other person‘s support of the child. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Robyn S. Ginney, 1301 Marina Village 

Pkwy., Suite 330, Alameda, CA 94501.  Telephone: (510) 865-7350.  Fax: (510) 865-5754. 

Email: robyn@stonehouseandsilva.com. 
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RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Robyn S. Ginney 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 12-04-11: Support of a Minor: Parents Responsibility to Other Parents  

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

DISAPPROVE 

 

The Executive Committee of the Family Law Section of the State Bar of California 

(FLEXCOM) agrees that in some cases it would be appropriate for child support to be paid to a 

third party with custody of a child.  However, this language is very broad.  We are also 

concerned about the chilling effect this could have, in causing parents who are experiencing 

difficulties from agreeing that their child or children might temporary reside with a friend or 

family member. 

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 12-05-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Drug Testing in Family Court: Court Can Consider Underlying Data 

Amends Family Code section 3041.5 to allow the court, attorneys and parties in custody 

proceedings to review the underlying data of the report for a court ordered drug test. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Family Code section 3041.5 to allow the court, attorneys and parties in 

custody proceedings to review the underlying data of the report for a court ordered drug test.  

This resolution should be approved in principle because it grants the court, attorneys and parties 

access to probative and necessary information in determining whether or not a party is using 

drugs.   

 

The drug test report that is submitted to the court will state the results as either a ―negative‖ or 

―positive‖ reading.  However, a ―negative‖ finding does not mean that drugs were not detected in 

the person‘s body.  Instead, a ―negative‖ result may mean that the underlying criteria for a 

―positive‖ were not met.  In drug testing, there is an administrative screening cut-off for a drug 

test and if a person‘s test result is below the required cut-off, then a report would show a 

―negative‖ finding even though the underlying test result shows that controlled or prohibited 

substances are present.  A person could be taking drugs and still receive a ―negative‖ reading on 

a drug test.  To allow the court and parties to have access to and able to review the underlying 

data of a test result would give a more accurate indication of whether a person is taking or has 

taken drugs.  Further, since the report is one of the factors the court looks at in determining what 

is in the best interest of a child, it would be beneficial to permit the court to look at the 

underlying data in making that determination. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Family Code section 3041.5 to read as follows: 

 

§ 3041.5 1 

(a) In any custody or visitation proceeding brought under this part, as described in 2 

Section 3021, or any guardianship proceeding brought under the Probate Code, the court may 3 

order any person who is seeking custody of, or visitation with, a child who is the subject of the 4 

proceeding to undergo testing for the illegal use of controlled substances and the use of alcohol if 5 

there is a judicial determination based upon a preponderance of evidence that there is the 6 

habitual, frequent, or continual illegal use of controlled substances or the habitual or continual 7 

abuse of alcohol by the parent, legal custodian, person seeking guardianship, or person seeking 8 
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visitation in a guardianship. This evidence may include, but may not be limited to, a conviction 9 

within the last five years for the illegal use or possession of a controlled substance. The court 10 

shall order the least intrusive method of testing for the illegal use of controlled substances or the 11 

habitual or continual abuse of alcohol by either or both parents, the legal custodian, person 12 

seeking guardianship, or person seeking visitation in a guardianship. If substance abuse testing is 13 

ordered by the court, the testing shall be performed in conformance with procedures and 14 

standards established by the United States Department of Health and Human Services for drug 15 

testing of federal employees. However, the family court may deviate from the aforesaid 16 

procedures and standards for the purpose of accessing the toxicological data on which the test 17 

result, whether negative or positive, was based, and may rely upon such data in finding that a 18 

party has or has not used drugs. The parent, legal custodian, person seeking guardianship, or 19 

person seeking visitation in a guardianship who has undergone drug testing shall have the right 20 

to a hearing, if requested, to challenge a positive test result. A positive test result, even if 21 

challenged and upheld, shall not, by itself, constitute grounds for an adverse custody or 22 

guardianship decision. Determining the best interests of the child requires weighing all relevant 23 

factors. The court shall also consider any reports provided to the court pursuant to the Probate 24 

Code. The results of this testing shall be confidential, shall be maintained as a sealed record in 25 

the court file, and may not be released to any person except the court, the parties, their attorneys, 26 

the Judicial Council, until completion of its authorized study of the testing process, and any 27 

person to whom the court expressly grants access by written order made with prior notice to all 28 

parties. Any person who has access to the test results may not disseminate copies or disclose 29 

information about the test results to any person other than a person who is authorized to receive 30 

the test results pursuant to this section. Any breach of the confidentiality of the test results shall 31 

be punishable by civil sanctions not to exceed two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500). The 32 

results of the testing may not be used for any purpose, including any criminal, civil, or 33 

administrative proceeding, except to assist the court in determining, for purposes of the 34 

proceeding, the best interest of the child pursuant to Section 3011 and the content of the order or 35 

judgment determining custody or visitation. The court may order either party, or both parties, to 36 

pay the costs of the drug or alcohol testing ordered pursuant to this section. As used in this 37 

section, ‗controlled substances‘ has the same meaning as defined in the California Uniform 38 

Controlled Substances Act (Division 10 (commencing with Section 11000) of the Health and 39 

Safety Code). 40 

(b) This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 2013, and as of that date is 41 

repealed, unless a later enacted statute, that is enacted before January 1, 2013, deletes or extends 42 

that date.43 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENTS: Claudia Ribet, Lynette Berg Robe, Teresa Sullivan, Angie Corcetti, Phyllis 

Kupferstein, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland, Harvey Saperstein, Shen-Jay Michael Fern, Shirley D. 

Deutsch, Daniel R. Barbakow    

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Is unclear whether a court may rely upon a ―negative‖ drug test in nonetheless 

finding use of drugs by a party to divorce court. A negative result is not the same as a finding of 
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no drug present, and a court should have the underlying data available in the children‘s best 

interests. 

 

This Resolution:  Would enable a litigant to ask for and disclose to the court all data concerning 

a drug test, not only the ―negative‖ or ―positive‖ test result. 

 

The Problem:  The drug test results of most testing facilities provide a ―negative‖ (or ―no drugs 

found‖) or a ―positive‖ remark next to the drug or metabolite tested (for example, cocaine, THC, 

alcohol) which are tested. The test result also provides the administrative cut-off value for each 

drug or metabolite tested (that is, the number described in milligrams per deciliter – mg/dL – 

above which a test is deemed ―positive‖). The administrative cut-off for various drugs is the 

number which, if exceeded, will constitute a failed test. However, if a urine drug result from a 

particular laboratory is reported as ―negative‖ at the specified administrative cut-off, the terms 

―non-detected‖ or ―negative‖ cannot be taken to mean ―no drug‖ in the specimen, but rather only 

―non-detected‖ or ―negative‖ when compared to the relevant administrative cut-off utilized. In 

the employment arena, all test results, whether positive or negative, are relayed to an MRO 

(Medical Review Office) where this person, usually a physician, reviews the results In family 

court there is no MRO and there are no company doctors. This absence means that there is no 

one reviewing the test reports, no one looking at the underlying data, no one determining that the 

underlying data shows there is drug present in a specimen, albeit below the administrative cut-

off, and no one reporting a result that is negative is to ―the agency;‖ i.e., to the court. There 

clearly could be drug present in a ―non-detected‖ or ―negative‖ specimen, albeit below the 

administrative cut-off. For example, the administrative cut-off utilized by SAMHSA for 

methamphetamine is 1,000 ng/mL (nanograms per milliliter). However, a specimen containing 

900 ng/mL of methamphetamine, clearly demonstrating methamphetamine use, would be 

reported by the screening laboratory as ―negative.‖ Similarly, for cocaine, the SAMHSA 

administrative screening cut-off is 300 ng/mL, but a specimen containing 250 ng/mL, clearly 

demonstrating cocaine use, would be reported by the screening laboratory as ―negative.‖ In 

considering a child‘s best interests, a court might clearly want to review the underlying data. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT: Claudia Ribet, 301 North Canon Drive, 

Suite 303, Beverly Hills, CA 90210, voice 310-860-9162, fax 310-860-9168, email 

cribet@bariblaw.com 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE: Claudia Ribet 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 12-05-11: Drug Testing in Family Court: Court Can Consider Underlying Data  

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

DISAPPROVE 
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The Executive Committee of the Family Law Section of the State Bar of California 

(FLEXCOM) believes that the present standards for drug and alcohol testing are appropriate and 

the result of extensive research and review.  There is a general consensus that there must be a 

certain amount of a substance found to constitute a positive test.  We do not agree that it makes 

sense to alter those standards. 

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 12-06-2011 

 

DIGEST 

Parental Rights: Intent to Abandon and Presumption of Abandonment 

Amends Family Code section 7822 to narrow the presumption of abandonment and clarify that it 

is rebutted if the non-custodial parent was prevented from communicating with the child. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DISAPPROVE 

 

History: 

Identical to Resolution 05-05-2007, which was approved in principle. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution amends Family Code section 7822 to narrow the presumption of abandonment 

and clarify that it is rebutted if the non-custodial parent was prevented from communicating with 

the child.  This resolution should be disapproved because it is not the appropriate way in which 

to achieve its goal and the provision regarding communication is overbroad and unnecessary. 

 

Section 7822 authorizes the termination of parental rights when a child has been left with no 

parental support or communication for six months, or when one parent leaves the child with the 

other for one year.  There is a presumption of abandonment after the statutory term even if there 

was no intent to permanently abandon.  (In re Daniel M. (1993) 116 Cal.App.4th 878, 882-883.)  

The purpose of the statute is to serve the best interest of the child by providing the stability and 

security of an established home.  This goal could be defeated if a parent can reenter a child‘s life 

after five or ten years, when the child has bonded with the custodial adults, and disrupt that 

existing relationship.   

 

Currently the statute allows for a claim of abandonment to be brought years after the absent 

parent has reentered the child's life and reestablished the parent-child relationship.  As was 

recognized when this proposal was before the Conference in 2007, preventing abuse of the 

statute in this way is a laudable goal.  The better way to achieve this result would be to provide a 

specific time period within which the party with custody can seek termination after the parent 

has reentered the child's life. 

 

This resolution also seeks to provide that the presumption of abandonment is rebutted if the 

non-custodial parent shows he or she has been prevented from communicating with the child.  

While it is reasonable that such a showing would rebut the presumption of abandonment when it 

is based on a failure to communicate for the statutory period, the resolution as written would 

provide for rebuttal of the presumption even if it were based on a failure to support.  The 

language added to subsection (b) should specify it applies only to situations where abandonment 

is related to communication.  Moreover, this provision is unnecessary.  A petitioner must prove 

intent to abandon for the statutory period and the presumption of abandonment may be overcome 

with opposing evidence, including evidence the parent was prevented from communicating with 

the child. 
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TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of California Bar Associations recommends that legislation be 

sponsored to amend Family Code section 7822 to read as follows: 

 

§ 7822 1 

(a) A proceeding under this part may be brought if any of the following occur: 2 

(1) The child has been left without provision for the child's identification by the child's 3 

parent or parents. 4 

(2) The child has been left by both parents or the sole parent in the care and custody of 5 

another person for a period of six months immediately preceding any action pursuant to this 6 

section, without any provision for the child's support, or without communication from the parent 7 

or parents, with the intent on the part of the parent or parents to abandon the child. 8 

(3) One parent has left the child in the care and custody of the other parent for a period of 9 

one year immediately preceding any action pursuant to this section, without any provision for the 10 

child's support, or without communication from the parent, with the intent on the part of the 11 

parent to abandon the child. 12 

(b) The failure to provide identification, failure to provide support, or failure to 13 

communicate is presumptive evidence of the intent to abandon. If the parent or parents have 14 

made only token efforts to support or communicate with the child, the court may declare the 15 

child abandoned by the parent or parents. In the event that a guardian has been appointed for the 16 

child, the court may still declare the child abandoned if the parent or parents have failed to 17 

communicate with or support the child within the meaning of this section.  If, however, there is a 18 

showing that the non-custodial parent has been prevented from communicating with the minor 19 

child, then the presumption of the intent to abandon shall be rebutted. 20 

(c) If the child has been left without provision for the child's identification and the 21 

whereabouts of the parents are unknown, a petition may be filed after the 120th day following 22 

the discovery of the child and citation by publication may be commenced. The petition may not 23 

be heard until after the 180th day following the discovery of the child. 24 

(d) If the parent has agreed for the child to be in the physical custody of another person or 25 

persons for adoption and has not signed an adoption placement agreement pursuant to Section 26 

8801.3, a consent to adoption pursuant to Section 8814, or a relinquishment to a licensed 27 

adoption agency pursuant to Section 8700, evidence of the adoptive placement shall not in itself 28 

preclude the court from finding an intent on the part of that parent to abandon the child. If the 29 

parent has placed the child for adoption pursuant to Section 8801.3, consented to adoption 30 

pursuant to Section 8814, or relinquished the child to a licensed adoption agency pursuant to 31 

Section 8700, and has then either revoked the consent or rescinded the relinquishment, but has 32 

not taken reasonable action to obtain custody of the child, evidence of the adoptive placement 33 

shall not in itself preclude the court from finding an intent on the part of that parent to abandon 34 

the child. 35 

(e) Notwithstanding subdivisions (a), (b), (c), and (d), if the parent of an Indian child has 36 

transferred physical care, custody and control of the child to an Indian custodian, that action shall 37 

not be deemed to constitute an abandonment of the child, unless the parent manifests the intent to 38 

abandon the child by either of the following: 39 

(1) Failing to resume physical care, custody, and control of the child upon the request of 40 

the Indian custodian provided that if the Indian custodian is unable to make a request because the 41 
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parent has failed to keep the Indian custodian apprised of his or her whereabouts and the Indian 42 

custodian has made reasonable efforts to determine the whereabouts of the parent without 43 

success, there may be evidence of intent to abandon. 44 

(2) Failing to substantially comply with any obligations assumed by the parent in his or 45 

her agreement with the Indian custodian despite the Indian custodian's objection to the 46 

noncompliance.47 

 

(Proposed new language underlined; language to be deleted stricken) 

 

PROPONENT:  Orange County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Does not take into account which one year period can be used to establish an 

intent to abandon.  Further, it does not state what happens when the non-custodial parent is 

prevented from communicating with the minor child. 

 

This Resolution:  Would modify the Family Code to indicate which one year period can be used 

to establish an intent to abandon, and would also allow for the presumption of abandonment to 

be rebutted upon a showing that the non-custodial parent has been prevented from 

communicating with the minor child. 

 

The Problem:  While for the most part, this Code Section is a good one, terminating parental 

rights is not to be taken lightly.  Technically, without the amendment proposed in paragraph (a), 

a custodial parent could assert that a non-custodial parent abandoned the minor child when a one 

year period went by without communication from the non-custodial parent, when for example 

the child was a year old until the child was 2 years old, but after that, and before the custodial 

parent sought to invoke this Code Section, the non-custodial parent thereafter was in the child‘s 

life from age 2 through 15, at which time the custodial parent seeks to invoke this section by 

asserting that in fact there was a one year period that went by when the minor child was age 1 to 

age 2, and therefore, it constitutes presumptive evidence of the intent to abandon.  Further, 

without the amendment proposed in paragraph (b), a custodial parent, who has re-married and 

wants his new spouse to adopt the minor child, could actively prevent the non-custodial parent 

from communicating with the minor child for a one year period, and then seek to enforce this 

section by indicating that there is now presumptive evidence of the intent to abandon by the non-

custodial parent. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This proposed resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Barry I. Besser, Esq., 333 City Blvd. West, 

Ste. 1700, Orange, CA 92868, (714) 978-1788. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Barry I. Besser, Esq. 
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Resolution 12-06-11: Parents Rights: Intent to Abandon and Presumption of Abandonment  

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

DISAPPROVE 

 

Current law presently provides that courts have very broad discretion when considering 

the termination of parental rights.  The presumption of abandonment is rebuttable.  Certainly if a 

parent did not see or support a child for one year, and then was fully involved for several years 

thereafter, the court would not likely find abandonment sufficient to terminate.  And, if the 

custodial parent created an absolute bar to contact, for instance by keeping him or herself and the 

child hidden from the other parent, termination would not occur.  Further, the law already 

provides that token efforts during a year of non-contact and no support do not prohibit a finding 

of abandonment.  This statutory scheme presently works well and the Executive Committee of 

the Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) does not agree that the 

proposed changes are helpful or necessary. 

 

Disclaimer: 

 

This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 

Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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RESOLUTION 12-07-2011 

 

DIGEST 
Allow Certain Temporary Custody Orders be Appealed 

Adds Family Code section 3022.1 to allow a party to appeal a temporary custody order. 

 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 

 

History: 

No other similar resolutions found. 

 

Reasons: 

This resolution adds Family Code section 3022.1 to allow a party to appeal a temporary custody 

order.  This resolution should be approved in principle because it would make temporary custody 

orders appealable. 

 

Temporary custody orders can create drastic changes that could remain in effect for months or 

years.  Temporary custody orders are not subject to regular appellate review since the court in 

Lester v. Lennane (2000) 84 Cal.App.4
th

 536 held that temporary custody orders are not 

appealable unless specifically made so by statute. Since temporary custody orders can cause such 

a major impact on the lives of the parents and children that remain in effect for a significant 

amount of time, such orders should be subject to regular appellate review as proposed by this 

resolution. 

 

TEXT OF RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that the Conference of the California Bar Associations recommends that legislation 

be sponsored to add Family Code section 3022.1 to read as follows: 

 

§ 3022.1 1 

―No contact‖ orders and orders that reverse physical custody and award it to the parent 2 

who was previously the non-custodial parent are appealable, irrespective of whether a request for 3 

a long-cause hearing has been made, and irrespective of whether such a request has been granted 4 

or denied.5 

 

(Proposed new language underlined, language to be deleted stricken.) 

 

PROPONENT:  Sacramento County Bar Association 

 

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

 

Existing Law:  Temporary custody orders are interlocutory by definition, since they are made 

pendente lite with the intent that they will be superseded by an award of custody after trial.  

(Lester v. Lennane (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 536, 559-560.)  Code of Civil Procedure section 904.1 

bars appeals from interlocutory judgments or orders, other than as provided in subdivision (a), 
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paragraphs 8-11.  None of these paragraphs applies to temporary custody orders.  Accordingly, 

section 904.1 precludes the appealability of such orders.  They are reviewable only by writ where 

their chance of being heard is slight, due to the discretionary nature of writs in general afforded 

appellate courts.   

 

This Resolution:  This resolution would add a provision to the Family Code making such orders 

appealable. 

 

The Problem:  Courts may issue temporary custody orders pending a contested evidentiary 

hearing based on the moving party‘s declarations or based on the recommendations of a mediator 

or minor‘s counsel.  The problem is that these orders can effectuate drastic changes in custody 

and can remain in place for a significant amount of time without an effective avenue of review. 

 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

This resolution does not affect any other law, statute, or rule because Code of Civil Procedure 

section 904.1(a)(10) already provides that orders made appealable by the Family Code are 

appealable. 

 

AUTHOR AND/OR PERMANENT CONTACT:  Elizabeth N. Niemi, Law Office of 

Elizabeth N. Niemi, 1430 Alhambra Boulevard, Suite 100, Sacramento, CA  95816, (916) 452-

5500, elizabeth.niemi@yahoo.com. 

 

RESPONSIBLE FLOOR DELEGATE:  Elizabeth N. Niemi 

 

 

 

 

Resolution 12-07-11: Family Law: Appeal Ability of Certain Temporary Orders 

 

Family Law Section of the State Bar of California (FLEXCOM) 

APPROVE IN PRINCIPLE 
 

The Executive Committee of the Family Law Section of the State Bar of California 

(FLEXCOM) agrees that decisions about child custody that have major impacts on the lives of 

parents and children are made in law and motion practice.  Such orders can remain in place for 

months or years, yet are not subject to regular appellate review.  We agree that it is a positive 

goal to expand appellate review of such orders, and this Resolution, which speaks of the most 

extreme cases where there is no contact permitted or custody is reversed, is a good start. 

However, we believe that there needs to be more clarification regarding what constitutes a 

reversal of physical custody.  

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

 This position is only that of the FAMILY LAW SECTION of the State Bar of 

California.  This position has not been adopted by either the State Bar's Board of 
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Governors or overall membership, and is not to be construed as representing the position 

of the State Bar of California. 

 

 Membership in the FAMILY LAW SECTION is voluntary and funding for section 

activities, including all legislative activities, is obtained entirely from voluntary sources. 
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